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Chapter I consists of an introduction to the
thesis, its purpose, and intent. Chapter II is an aggregate
analysis of the members of the three chambers of government
during the period 1855-1914.

Chapter III is an analysis ot

geographic factors contributing to recruitment into
Newfoundland politics.

Chapter IV analyzes

its importance in Island politics.

re~igion

and

Chapter V studies

occupation and class and Chapter VI is concerned with kinShil• and marriage.

Chapter VII summarizes the findings of
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DfTRODUCTION
Thera were three Chambers of government in R'evtoun4land during the periQd 1855-1914. 1

This study concerns

itself with the men who sat in those Chambers during that sixty
year

perio~.

It might be helptul, however, briefly to

describe the three Chambers and how they functioned.
There vas, first, a Legislative Council, which was
an appointive body where members mainly o! the commercial
and professional communities sat by appointment
governor at the pleasure or the Queen.
the !'unction of an

u~per

as the elite house

o.t

o.t

the

The Chamber served

house, and was generally recognized

the three chambers.

Membership

carried with it the title 'honourable' (the same used !or
Ju4ges), and in practice, retirement from Council was lett
to the discretion oi the member
one time consisted

"or

~sel.t.

Membership at

~

not less than ten nor more than

titteen," members and "five members shall be a quorum." 2
In practice, however, the Chamber was a !'ar less politically

insular

bo~

than one might assume. While the governor

1 To be accurate the Executive Council Yas not a chamber
in the sense of a b~ in 'Vhieh public debate was carried on.
But the absence of an alternative term to cover the three

bodies has led •e to use the term 'chamber• throughout the
thesis.
2 Bo;,yal Gazett;e, June 15, 1855.
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officially app\linted members where the occasion arose, he
did so from a list prepared by the government in power at
the time.

Active political members of the House or

Executive o.tten moved into the Legislative Council carrying
with them strong partisan views.

It was possible to retire

from the Chamber (as with the case of Robert Thorburn) ,
assume an active political career, and upon defeat, be
reinstated

the Legislative Council.

~-n

It was also possible

to leave the Legislative Council and accept a portfolio in
government 1 returning to Council witb the defeat of that
government.

Of the seventy members of the Legislative

Council who held seats during the 1855-1914 period, nearly
fifty percent had, at one time or another, sat in one or
both o.t the other Chambers or government.

The Legislative

Council could not initiate although it could

ame~d

money

bills, and did initiate ordinar.Y legislation.

The House of Assembl:y, or lower House, was an
elective body.

Two :rears of negotiations and political

accommodation bad finally resulted in establishing a
reapportioned tbirty-seat House at tbe beginning ot
responsible government in 1855.3 With the advent ot

3The old representative gov9rnment House bad consisted of fifteen elscted members. The new thirty-seat
House was increased to thirt:r-one in 18?3 when an add:l.tional
seat was given to the District o! Twillingate and Fogo (then
combined). :In 1882, the two treaty shore districts, v:lth one
member each, were added. In 1885 1 three districts received
additional seats bringing tbe House total to thirt;y-si.x,
where it remained throughout tbe period.

3

responsible government, the emphasis of political power
had shifted .from the Legislative Council to the floor ot
From 1855 on, the majority party in the House

the House.

would sit in direct support ot the government (Executive
Council), giving the latter parliamental'J validation tor
ita actions.

Eighteen general elections took place during

the period under study.

This study, therefore, includes

the 253 House ot Assembly members who were elected as a
result

o~

those eighteen general elections.

The

Exeou~ive

Council, the third Chamber ot

government, was · establi~h~d

b;y letters of patent in 1855,

with .:tnst:ructimsm the governor "t•> adopt the same practice
in choosing members of the ••• Executive Council as in

Canada. " 4

\tlhile there was no provision in any local Act

which stipulated that members ot the Executive should hold
seats in either the House or the Legislative Council, this
was tacitly understood by majority and opposition alike,
and when Premier Phillip F. Little drew all his Executive

Councillors from his House mat1ority part:r in 1855, he
established a precedent wbicb was usually followed by tbe
succeeding premiers in the nineteenth century.5

4
· A.B. Keith: Responsible Government in the Dominions,

Stevens and Sons, London,

1909,

p.

19.

~n 1908, Robert Bond's Attorney General, James M.
Kent, beld the Portfolio tor several months wbile not a
member of either House. Michael P. Gibbs was apttointed by
E.P. Morris to his Executive in 1909 prior to the time a
place was found tor Gibbs on the Legislative Council.
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The Executive Council portfolios or govert'ment had
formerly been the property of Crown civil servants who, in
turn, had normally sat with the Legislative Council during
the 1832-1855 period of representative government.

Nothing

demonstrates more clearl,. the dramatic shift in power that
took place when the l'Jland moved to responsible government
in 1855.

Not only did the old salaried administrative

positions or government become tbe lucrative prize or the
ma~ority

part,., but in addition, by tilling those positions

with membership drawn from within its own ranks in the
House, the majority party could strategically exclude
Legislativs representation in government. 6
The Executive Council was made up ot at least f'ive
and no more than seven members.

In order to give the

Executive Council a maximum of strategic flexibility, the
practice of introducing Ministers witbout portfolio was
used from the 1870' s.

While not unique to Newfoundland, 7

there were times when there were as many as four ministers

6 old animosities between House and Legislative,

resulting from 1832-1855 period were hard to break down and
they otten flared long a:tter 18S5, particularly in times of
political crisis,. It gradually became the practice, however,
to include at 1eaat one (sometimes two) sympathetic Legislative Councillors in any government. This was not done
simpl:r out ot any altruistic spi.rit, but rather tor sound
practical political motives. An elected government that
hoped to &UX'Tive needed all the support it could muster.
?The practice was also common in New South Wales
Victoria, '.fea-e;ern Australia, and Queensland.. From A.B. ieitb:
Reaponsi.ble Govornment, pp. 76-?7.
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without portfolio in one government.

By extending its own

sphere ot patronage in this aanner, a government could
maximize its chances ot survival.

In order to accommodate

the ministers without portfolio into a government limited
in size, the somewhat dubious practice of moving certain

governmental positiona 'outside

or

government • was

introduced by the Carter government in the 1870's and used
by all subsequent premiers during the period.

Usually, i t

was the two politically sensitive positions o:r Chairman o:t
the Board of Works and Surveyor Genera18 that became
appointive and 'non-responsible', in that the appointees
owed their political allegiance directly to the premier and
might not be elected representatives of the people.

The

vacancies created could, in turn, be filled by ministers
without portfolio; often politically important members of
the House who otherwise offered 11ttle else to the party
in the way or talent.
The Executive Council under responsible government

was the active policy-making Chamber·.

Membership into the

Executive was highly selective, and while its membership

Boccasionally other positiona were: Financial
Secretary, Minister of A~iculture and Mines ~another
highly sensitive position) and equally, Minister of Marine
and Fisheries, the latter being kept 'outside or government •
b;y both Robert Bond and E.P. Morris.

6

was drawn chiefly· from the existing membership in the House
ot Asoombly, the Chamber was generally recognissd as an

elite body in its own right, and it often found itself in
public political confrontation with members of tbe
Legislative Council.
Recent Newfoundland

hi~toriography

dealing with

the nineteenth c&ntury has concerned itself with issueoriented surveys.

G.E. Gunn's The Political History of

Newfoundland, 1832-649 coverB the transition from
representative to responsible government in 1855.
Hillerv s recent thesis,

A Riston

J.K.

gt

Newfoundland, 1874-1901,1° covers much c~ the remainder of
the nineteenth centuey, including not only the various
administrations of the time, but in addition, such related
political problems as the railroad financing, the Treaty
Shore Problem, the Bait Acts, and the Bank Crisis.
Perhaps

s.J .R. Noel's Politics in Newtoundland11 contains

the most sweeping nineteenth century political survey thus

9Toronto, University of Toronto Press, 1966.
l.OPh. D. , Cambridge, 19?1.

11Toronto, University o:t Toronto, Press, 19?0.
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tar.

The book attempts to establish a basis of continuity

between the nineteenth and twentieth centuries

c~neentrating

in more detail on the latter as the Island moved toward
Confederation in 1949.

St. John Chadwick's Newfoundland:

Island into Province12 covers the same period .trom more a
Colonial Office point or view.

Numerous articles have been

written since Newfoundland baa entered Confederation, and
represent various viewpoints on nineteenth century

p~litical

problems, including earlier attempts at confederation.
There are certain important nineteenth century political
personalities who find their way into most of these studies.
Almost all of these studies ara, quite natu·rally, concerned
with what thee;;·& pel'sonalities did in certai:n times of
crisis; what individual a or groups confront1ad them and bow
thoy sought to resolve the pressing political problttms that
beset the Island during most of the latter half of the
ninet~enth

century.

What is missing, however, is any attempt at a
broad socially-oriented study of the ninete43ntb century
political system as a whole.
that void.

This thesis sets out to fill

It is by no means an e:haustive study o.t' the

membership of the three ehambers during a sixty year period,
but does introduce some 392 members of those chambers and

12 Cambridge: Cambridge University Press • 1967.
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arranges them into aggregate groups reflecting a variety of
readily distinguishable social characteristics.

This

thesis is, then, a social analysis of the membership in the
three Chambers.

It places much more emphasis on who the

politicians were, than what they did.

It is only through

a broader understanding of all of the participants; their
backgrounds, occupations, religious and family connections,
that their relationship to the nineteenth century political
process can be brought into the proper historical
perspective it merits.

Substantive generalizations can be

drawn from quantitative data relating to Newfoundland's past
which will some day bring a new depth of understanding, not
only to Newfoundland's past and its present, but hopefully
to its future.

While this study deals primarily with the

political elite, chapters II through VI have attempted, not
only to place the political elite within the general elite
framework, but, at the same time, to place the elite in
some general perspective with the population of the Island
as a whole.
The approneh to this thesis was basically a simple
one.

Once a list of the '92 members or the three Chambers

was compiled, it was a matter of researching as much
apecitic social information (restricted to six or seveb
categories) as possible, working on the hopeful assumption
that once the data was

collected, it could then be arranged

9

in meaningful aggregate groupings which would provide
insights into the political society of the period.

News-

papers provided the best and most convenient source to this
material.

There are several books

that serv&d as helpful

introductory guides to identifying many members, such as
Devine and O'Mara, Notable facts in the History of
Newfoundlana, 1' Harris M. Mosdell 1 When was that?, 14 and
Henry Y. Mott's ~wfoundland Men. 15 In addition there were
the Who's Who for 1914 and 1927, and the Newfoundland Buainees
and General Directories.

But newspapers were the richest

source for marriage and obituary data.
is particularly

~eliable

The Royal Gazette

for recording data concerning

former government and civil service members, at least up to
the

1890's when its format ehanged.

ecr~ly

The Daily News

published a year-end necrology, commencing with 1913, which
can

as a valuable index for quickly locating

se~e

obituaries of members who died after that time.

Marriages

and births are also conveniently indexed along with the
necrology.
The data was collected and recorded on 5 x 8
index cards with each card relating to a specific member.
13st. John's, Devine and O'Mara, 1900.

14st. John's, Trade Print. and Pub. Co., 1923.
1

5concord, New Hampshire, 1894.
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The cards, in turn, were arranged by Chambers and provided
the source for all subsequent tables in this thesis.

The

tables, for the most part, are designed as frequency
distributions, arranged by subject with the related
categories percentized to facilitate comparisons.

In each

chapter, some contingency tables were compiled which
allowed the testing of certain data sets for statistical
significance.

At the end of each Chapter is a conclusion;

certain generalizations and observations are drawn from
the material found in the tables themselves.

The

generalizations give rise to other hypotheses, which, in
turn, often lend themselves to qualification and further
statistical testing.

Finally, Chapter VII, is the thesis

Conclusion; a summary of the significance or the
observations and conclusions found in the body of the
thesis itself.
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CHAPn:R II
Jlf AGGBmATE DESCRIP.riOH OP THE MmmERS OF THE

THREE BBANCHES OF GOVEimMJ!.WT

m m.v.POUBDLA.ND,

1855-1914

The primary purpose ot this chapter is to present
frequency distributions or seven social characteristics
common to the members of each of the three chambers of
government in New.toundland during the period 1855-1914.
The characteristics under consideration are: age at time of
entry into the chamber; denominational affiliation; place
of birth; residence; highest level ot education acquired;
place where formal education was received; and occupation.
In conjunetion :with the proposed aggregate analysis, six

individual members will be introduced - two representing
each chamber in different periods of time - and the
individual social characteristics of the six will be
compared to the aggregates.

1Pina.1.ly, the various

char&cteristics of the six individual members will be
summarized as to the typicality of each member in relation
to th4t aggregate tendency in the three chambers.

Six

members were chosen to represent the three chambers with
attention being paid to only one characteristic - age at
time of 9ntry.

Each of the selected 11embers, while entering

12

the various chambers at different points in time - represented
the major modal age1 category at time of entrance. Since
this study covers sl.x1¥ years in time, 'age at the time ot
entry" was one of the few measurable age characteristics
which could be uniformly applied to produce aggregate
results.

The results, however, should not be viewed as

representing the average ages at any point in time of any
particular chamber.

The members of the Legislative Council

in particular tended to sit tor long periods ot time, and
'age at time ot entry' is no realistic indicator of the actual
age characteristics of that Chamber during the period.

The

median age, for example, of a thirteen member legislative
council in 18?4 is 56.0 years.
the same year is 54.4 years.

The corresponding mean for
By 1882, the median age of

this body bad reached a period high ot 63.5 years with a
corresponding mean of 62.8 years.

While there is a gradual

decline in overall age throughout the remainder of the
decade, the averages climb again in the nineties, reaching
62.5 (median) and 60.3 (mean) in the twelve member council

ot 1893.

Table 2:1 then, despite its obvious limitations

in revealing the dynamics of age in the political process nonetheless, sheds light on the point in their careers that
members of the Newfoundland business and professional
1 See Table 2:1, below.

TABLE 2:1

AGE AT FIRST ENTRY INTO THE ThREE CHAMBERS
Le~slative

Executive

46-50

46-50

Median Age

48.2

48.2

38.4

Mean

48.?

47.2

41.6

Standard Deviation

13.6

11.0

11.4

Coefficient of Variation

28.2%

22.8%

29.?%

Modal Category

House
36-40

~
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community normally entered politics.
The age of members of the legitSlative and e:xecutive
councils, at least at the time of

appointm~nt,

was

strikingly similar, despite the difference in function and

tenure of the two

bodie~..

The membership of the House, as

might be expected, indicates that members were first
elected at generally a younger age.
however, very large.

The variance vas,

Some men were in their seventies when

first appointed or elected.

In the legislative council,

tor instance, there were James Baird, appointed at age ?0
(1860); Michael Power, ?6 (1914); A.F. Goodridge, 74 (1914);

and Patrick Keough, ?4 (1860).
John Rorke

or

In the executive there were

Carbonear, age 72; Edward White ot Greenspond,

71; C.Jr. Bennett, 77; end Robert Carter, 69.

In the House

there were men elected tor the first time who were in their

seventies - one vas eighty - men like Clement Bennin(s, 70;
Peter Brennan, 80; Jobn T. Oakley, 731 and Captain Nathan

Norman, age 70.

In contrast, the youngest members of the

legislative council were Robert J. Pinsent, Jr., age 25;
Edgar R. Bowring, 28; A.W. Harvey, 31; and

W.J.s.

Donnelly,

30. Young executive council members included E.P. Morris,
31; V.H. Horwood, '2; R.H. O'Dw,yer,
the known ages of the members

32; and R. Bond, 33.

at

ot the House, the ;youngest were

M.H. Carty, 22; Bobert Bond, 25; S.B. Carter, 25; BDd

m~

15

others.

2

Establishing averages is important in dealing

with groups or individuals in history for, if nothing else,
averages help to delineate the exceptions.

For example, or

the group ot young politicians mentioned above representing
exceptions to the general age patterns, all had, with the
possible exception of one or two, unique or exceptional
careers in Newfoundland polities during the period. 3
The six members selected for individual case
studies - two from each chamber- were more •average' with
respect to age than these young notables. John Casey4 first
entered the House of Assembly as a candidate for St. John's
West in 1859, at the age of thirty-six.

Henry W.

LeHessurier5 entered the House at the age ot thirty-seven

as a member for Burin.

Casey and LeMessurier were thus

representative of the thirty-six members of the House of
Assembly . who, during the period, first entered from the 36

2 or 220 members whose ages are known, 34 first
entered the House in their twenties.

~One exception, Stanley B. Carter son ot Chief
Justice F.B.T. Carter and HilA from Twilllngate 1678-82,
died prematurely in 1~ at the age of ~5. Another, H.H.
t died at age 40.

ce.m

4 John Casey, MHA, St. John's W'est, 1859; 1861;
1865-69. Poor Commissioner, 18?4 until death in ~ 1893.

~enry w. LeMessurier, MHA Burin, 1885-89. Editor
ot Evening Herald, 1889-92. H.M. CUstoms Department, 1894

Assistant Collector 189?; DBputy Minister of Customs, 189S.
SUperintended reorganizatio:a. ot CUstoms Department.
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to 40 year age group.

John Bemister6 and Patrick J. $!2-.!!tt?

represent typical members of the executive council ..
Bemister was forty-seven when first appointed to Hoyles•
executive and Scott served on Greene 1 s short-lived executive
at the age of forty-six.

Again, both members represent the

seventeen members of the executive council during the period
who fitted the 46-50 modal age category.

Finally 1 of the

two legislative council members selected, neither had ever
been elected to the

Ht~use.

Both were merchants representing

two different periods in Newfoundland history. ~na first,
Eichard 0'Dwyer, 8 was appointed to the legislative council
in 1861 by the Hugh W. Hoyle a government.

the time.

He was fifty at

The other, Robert K. Bi.shop, 9 vas appointed in

1899 by James s. Winter at the age of forty-six.

0'Dw.1er

and Bishop also fitted the modal age category of the

legislative council.

All six members 1 then, represent the

moat common 'age at time of entry• characteristics of each
6John Bemister; MHA, Bay-de-Verde; 1855; 1859; 1861;
1865; 1869-?0. Receiver General in Hoyle& E:rc~uti~ 1861-64;
fU..nister vithout portfolio 1 Carter EEecutive 186 9;
appointed Sheriff' of the Borthern District lA?0-91 (at Harbor
Grace).
?Fatriak J. Scott; MHA1 St. John's West, 18?3; 18?4;
18781 1882; 1885-894 again in l.894-98· Receiver General in
Greene Executive 1 189'4-95, and the makeshift Whit~
executive of 189/-9?.
Baichard O'Dtqer general merchant appointed to
Legislative Council in 1A61. Retired in 18t7 because of ill
health. Died in Liverpool in 18?5.
9Robert K. Bishop, one-time partner of Moses Monroe,

was appointed KLC b:,y Winter. Later, bec81le a People's Party
supporter and served on Morris' executive, 1909 through 1914.
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of the three chambers as a whole.
Denominationalism has long been regarded in
levtoundland historiograPbY as a critical variable.

While

it undoubtedly lies at the root ot social and cultural
organization in the various b81 and regional communities,
it otters veey little insight into what were the real
issues at stake in any nineteenth century election.
Denominational representation was, to be sure, a characteristic of political representation in Newfoundland.

In

addition, denominational patterns seem to harden toward the
close of the nineteenth centUX1, particularly after 1885. 10
This tact, however, does not

necessaril~

mean that political

policy making in the period was foremost, denominationally
grounded.

While denominationalism might have been an ever

present obstacle to overcome in the formulation of mcy
uniform Island political policy, it was never in itself,
the starting point around which such policies were created.
The cry of 1 Sectarianism 1 in any nineteenth century
NewfoundlAnd election contained some elements of truth and
fiction.

At times, it would represent little more than a

last ditch rhetorical outburst from a partisan n818 editor

10aee Chapter IV of this study which deals with
denominationalism in more detail.

18

who anticipated defeat. 11 But in a progress-oriented
societ1 with high expectations - an atmosphere prevalent in
late nineteenth centur.7 Newfoundland - religion m81 be used
as a scapegoat for the
realized.

The

~th

~ailure

of those e2peotations to be

of progress can be sustained by pointing

to •retrogressive' denominationalism, and the .tuture
remains bright and seeul.arly unimpaired.

The St. John's

newspapers of the period are re$Ponsible for misleading much
historical research in this area, tor they have sometimos
been quoted too liberally and literally.

Horeover, the

newspapers were often indifferent to outport opinion and
they seldom editorialized on outport political developments
except through a narrow, partisan urban self-interest.

The

fact that they were for the most part indifferent to outport
opinion does not mean that strong outport political opinion
did not exist.
Ne~oundland

higb.

In addition, too much stress is laid in

historiography to what local Axehbishops or

Anglican clergy stated publicly - the majority of whom

were centered in St. John's - tor they no more reflected
the Island vote of the common man than do the national

11Tbds does not mean that all outlying district
candidates were greeted vith the same unani m'f ty by their
local. constituencies. According to accounts in the press,
most outport districts had their favorites in a:rJ:3 given
election and were sometilles willing to eject p~sicdly the
opposing candidate from the co'IIIIIIUni~. Again, thi& ~orcible
ejection became more prevalent iD the latter period of the
nineteenth cen~ as maD1 of the preoetng political issues

came to a head.

19

union l.eaders of today, ret'lect the labour vote as a whole.
Table 2:2 examines
in the three Chambers.

Catholic~otestant

representation

It shows that the three Chambers

were generally similar in their Catholic

and

representation over the period under st"udy.

Protestant
J.t the start

ot the responsible government period, however, Catholic-

Protestant representation bad reflected a close approximation
to a 1:1 ratio in the House. In the initiel years, little
distinction was made between Methodism and Anglicanism, and
m~ch

of the responsible

gove~ent

apportionment issue had

centred around the t · rmula of Catholic and Frotestant seats.
The 1845 census became the statistical source tor these

arguments.

There had been little

part~

consciousness on the

Island other than the various responsible government factions
which were not only

inte~enominational

in character, but

reflected outport as well as St. John' e opinion. By the
1870's, however, the various denominations tended to enter
into more open political competetion with each

othe~and

denominati.onalin took on new implications, particularl.y
over the sensitive issue of reapportionment in 1882 and 1885.
Complicating all political issues was the rise of
the Hethodista12 as a significant political force in the late
1870's and 1880's.

There had been little open antagonism

12The rise of the Methodists is covered in more
detail in Char,ter IV ot this stu.d1.

TABLE 2:2*

THE THREE CHAMBEBS, 1855-1914
(Percent)
Protestant
Executive Council

68.1 (4?)
63.2 (43)

House or Assembly

63.? (151)

Legislative Council

31.8 (22)

Total

(69)

-M.D.
(l)

36.8 (25)

(68)

{1)

36.2 (86)

(23?)

(16)

Catholic

*In all tables, 'M.D.' means missing data.

N

=

21

between Methodists
government.

and

Anglicans at the time of responsible

After the first confederation election,

however 9 the urban Methodist community 9 in th1e 18?0' s rapidly rising in attluence - vas in a position to make
itself felt, politically, and loomed as a potentially strong
force in Newfoundland politics.

The urban Me·thodist elite

stood as the potential leaders or a rapidly

g~owinr.

and

expending rural Methodist population in the n1ortheastern
districts of the Island.

The circumstances surrounding

their sudden interest in Island politics, in part, stemmed
from an awareness or their political isolation resulting
from the then firmly entrenched Anglico.n..CathtDlic elite
coalition which had virtually eliminated conf,sderation as
an issue in 1869.

Regardless ot how the Metbodists might

have viewed confederation, it vas obvious tha·t 8fJY long
lasting Anglican-catholic coalition left them politically
isolated. As a result, in 18?4, a small group ot Methodist
elite wers able to manipulate effectively what can best be
described as a coup.

They helped bring down ·the C.F.

Bennett government, while at the same time supporting

and

bolstering Frederick B.T. Carter, a former Anglican
premier, into a renewed position of political power on the
Island - a power position which was firmly dependent on
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Methodist support. 13 ~e impact ot the growth of Methodism
in Bewfoundland in the nineteenth century has not received

its proper claim in BewtoundlanQ. historiography.
Table 2:3 breaks down denominational representation
in the three chambers into tour denominational categories.

The Fresbyterians were considerably

ove~represented

in the

three chambers in relation to their actual numbers on the
Isl~.

~s

was due to the

Nc~~

Scotia influence, and,

to some extent, probably mainland Canada trade influence,
which was strong in certain periods,
Baine Johnston •Scottish clan' •

and in

addition the

The latter extended even

beyond the Grieves and Thorburns, relatives who also lett
their impact on Newfoundland politics.
The chi square test was used to test the statistical
significance of the b1Pothesis, "that religious denominations
were more or less evenly distributed throughout the three
chambers of governmentu.
1

The findings indicate that the

~The 18?4 election was illustrative of a situation
which continued to plague Newfoundland polities throughout
the nineteenth and into the twentieth centuries. A tripartite, denominationally based political system that found
it next to impossible to adjust to a two party - nineteenth
century British model - system which found its (the British)
stability in the fact that it was essentially a two
denominational syst&m - Anglican vs. dissenter with the
Catholics an insignificant though sometimes troublesome
minority. Newfoundland was not afforded that luxury which
took on a viable dichotomous character with time. See
Chapter IV, Religion.

TABLE 2:3

RELIGIOUS BEPBESENT.ATION: THREE CHAMBERS

(Percen·t)
Lesislative Council
Anglican
Catholic
Methodist
Other•

36.2 (25)
31.8 (22)
1?.3 (12)
14.4 (10)

-(69)

M.D •

(1)

Executive Council

3Q.8 (21)
36.8 (25)
23.5 (16)
8.8 (6)

House

33.8 (80)
36.4 (86)
22.4 (53)
?.2 (1?)

(68)

(236)

(1)

(1?)

•The

category 'Other• is predominately Presbyterian - either f'rom the coastal areas
of' Northwest Scotland or Nova Scotj.a - as well as several Congregationalists,
including the House's only United States-born member, a Bostonian.

N

e,..,
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hypothesis should be retained. 14 A visual inspection of
' the cells indicates that Catholic and Anglican representation
is closely similar in all three chambers.

Methodist

representation, while strong, was consistently lower than
that of the other two major denominations.

There is the

probability, however, that the Methodist community was
somewhat under-represented at times and the Presb,terian
sector, in relation to their numbers, was certainly overrepresented, particularly in the 1880's

and

1890's.

Anglican representation was strongest in the Legislative
Council

(36.~), and

Catholic representation wao strongest

in the Executive Council (36.8%), the latter being the

active policy making Chamber.

Methodist Executive

representation reflects their actual House apportionment.
The six individual members selected for special
discussion, however, do not reflect the balance of
denominational apportionment.

Three are Catholic, two

Methodist, and only one is Anglican.

Of the two who

represent the House, Henry LeHessurier falls in with a
group ot eighty known Anglicans

(33.~)

who collectively

represented that denomination in the House over the sixty

~e chi square test w~used on the 3 x 4 table
(Table 2:3). It was f'oUDd that :r, wit~6 d.f'. was not
significant at the 95% level or above; X' • 2.361. The
~othesis, therefore, was retained.
14
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year period o:t study. Jobn Casey 1 a Catholic, was one ot
eighty-six

(36.~),

the largest aggregate denominational

group in the House during the same period.

John Bem.ister

was an early Methodist member of the Executive Council 1 one

of a group ot sixteen (23.5%) known to have appeared between
1855 and 1914.

Patrick J. Scott 1 a Catholic member, was

one of twenty-five (36.8%), again the largest aggregate
religious group to appear in the executive.

Richard. O'Dwyer,

an. early member ot the Legislative Council (1861) 1 was one

ot twenty-two (31.8%) Catholic members to that b~, l5
wbile Robert Bishop

~

one or twelve Methodists

(1?.3~).

Neither O'Dwyer nor Bishop was representative of the
largest denominational category to that body -the Anglicans.
In nineteenth century Newfoundland, a person's religious

attiliation was often traceable to his place of birth.

This

applied to those born locally as well as in the United
Kingdom.

The concepts of religion snd place of birth tended

to reinforce each other in mazl1 subtle

V8J'St

which me.kes

aQ1 attempt to stway attitudes, values, and beliefs on

individuals during ·the period an extremely ditficult
undertaking.

There was no simple •st. John's view' versus

• outport view'

1

which is sometimes implied in Newfoundland

15rn contn.st, prior to reSJ)onsible government in
1855 1 there vas onl)' one Catholic member who sat in the
Legislative: Lawrence O'Brien, a st. John's merchant.
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historiograp~.

A Pl.acentis. born Catholic and a Harbor Main

Catholic often could have, politically, little in common.
The same is true of a Carbonear born Methodist and a
Twi.llinsate Methodist.

Even in St. John's West, among the

Catholic community, there is newspaper evidence to suggest
tbat the Wexford-born St. John's men did not always share
the local political views ot their KilkenQy-bor.n neighbors.
Religion, then, used as an independent variable, can at best
allow one to make rather crude assumptions about the
motives and actions ot nineteenth century Newfoundland
politicians vbich, i t religion itself was the only factor
considered, would probably lead to conclusions which would
be insupportable UDder closer analysis.
Table 2:4 shows the distribution ot members by place
o:t birth.

The chi square test was applied to the first

three rows or the table - Newfoundland, United. Kingdom and
British North America categories - and the hypothesis that
"the places o:t birth were randomly distributed among the
three chambers" proved invalid. 16 The Legislative Council
reflects a large percentage ot members born in the United
16A 3 x 3 table - based on the first three rows of
Table 2:4 - resulted in i2 • 19.101. W'ith the d~srees o:r
freedom • 4, it was found that there was a 99.999'}&
probability that such distributions could not have occurred
randomly, but that the results must have statistical
significance. T.he b1Pothesis was therefore rejected.

TABLE 2:4
PLACE OF BIRTH OF MEMBERS

(Percent)
Legislative Council

Executive Council

House

Newfoundland

47.5

(24)

65.6 (42)

69.3 (14?)

United Kingdom

44.2

(2?)

23.4 (15)

24.5 (52)

11.0 (7)

5.6 (12)

British North America
United States

8.5 (5)

M.D.

(0)

-

(0)

0.4 (l)

(61)

(64)

(212)

(9)

(5)

(41)

N
--.J
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Kingdom, which is surprising when it is remembered that the
period under stuccy extends into the twentieth century.

The

Executive and the House show more ot a proportional balance,
the former, for the most part, being dependent on the
latter for the selection of its members. 1 ? In addition,
a surprisingly large number of British North American-born
Hous& members (12) were selected for positions on the
Executive (?), or better than

56%.

Table 2: 5 further divides the place of birth into
regions within Newfoundland and the 'United Kingdom.

The

table reveals the relationships betweet\ those born in
various parts of the United Kingdom.

In the Legislative

Council, for instance, there were actually more members
represented who ware born in Ireland than in England somewhat the reverse ot the popularly held myth that the
Legislative Council was a British-dom:i.nat'ed body. The
overwhelming majority of both the Irish and

Englis~born

representatives on the Legislative Council were merchants,
however, with the heaviest concentration of Irish meaberehip

l?There were six exceptions during the ~eriod when
Legislative Council members who had never been 1n the Bouse
were handed Executive portfolios. Robert ~. Bishop - one
of the individual member's understudy -was among this
group.

TABLE 2:5
PLACE OF B:mTH

{Percent)

Les!slative Council

Executive Council

Rouse

3?.5 (24)

34.4 (74)

28.1

(18)

34.9 (75)

(10)

?.8

(5)

11.7 (25)

18.0

(11)

4.7

(3)

9.4 (20)

Scotland

9.8

(6)

10.9

(?)

3.3 (?)

British North America

8·. 2

(5)

10-.9 (?)

-

(0)

(17)

St. John's

27-8

Outports

19.6 (12)

England

16.3

Ire1anC.

United States of America

M.D.

-

(0)

5.6 (12)
0.4 (1)

-(61)

(64)

(212)

(9)

(5)

(41)

~

~
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occurring in the first balt ot the period (1855-1885). 18
United Kingdom representation vas more· or less evenl.y
distributed in the three chambers. 1 9 A visual inspection

ot the cells suggests, however, that the tort.r -tour percent
total ot aggregate membership ot the Legislative Council
being born in the United Kingdom, might have significance
on closer analysis. 20

More than 11kely, such a large

group who, owing to place

or

birth, upbringing, and

possibly education, probably tended to exhibit certa:l.n
characteristics, attitudes, and views, and might lend that
Chamber a distinctive character.

Highly individualistic,

this colonial commercial elite could rarely agree on what
were construct!ve programmes of govel'l1Dlental action.
of the few things on which they showed aome signs

o~

One
common

concern was in the area of possib1e creeping plebeianism
which began to infest the political machinery during the
latter half ot the nineteenth century.

This p:t•obab1y was a

18The decline of the Irish merchant class in St.
John's, it might be noted, during the latter halt of the
nineteenth century is another area or study neglected in

Newfoundland
attention.

historiograp~

and one which doserves serious

,?- • 8.229. Using the 3 x ~ table
(Table 2:5) composed of the three United Kingdom rows only,
and with a 4 d.f., the hypothesis (above) was found to be
significant only at the 90% level, but not higher. The
~othesis "the U.K. distribution was evenly distributed in
the three chambers", vas retained.
1 9(chi square)

20As compared with 26.6% for the Executive Council.,
and 24.~ in the House tor the United Kingdom groups.
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c011111on concern of most United Kingdom bern colonial elite
ever,rw.Qere during the period.

They stood as elites among a

larger group of colonial elites who were part of an inter-

colonial trade system which, while not pertect, was

technologically unique and was the envy of most other
countries in the Western Vorld.

Each colony within the

system often found itself beset with its own internal problems.

In Newfoundland, a struggle had, tor some ti1D&,

centred around the issue o! which colonial elite faction was
going to control the government (and

~ust

as importantly,

the railwa;y). Even the United Kingdom born members, who
had made up a fair portion of the political elite, were

divided on the issue.

General.l;r, those who had c?me to the

Island prior to responsible government, including those who
had been instrumental in blocking confederation in 1869,

tended to be committed to the old .tishing economy and .telt,
generally, that the fishing interests were in the best
position to manage the Island's affairs.

Some ot those who

had come from the United Kingdom be.tore and a.tter responsible

government, and who were generally not heavily committed to

the .tisher.y trade, tended to side With the spokesmen who
initiated the new railway economy.

For the United Kingdom

born members, time of arrival in NewtoundlaDd (though it be
only ten or fifteen :rears apart) probably played a part in

how United Kingdom born viewed this struggle.
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Of the six individual members under study, Hobert

K. Bishop, a Burin-born St. John's resident merchant sided
actively with the new economy torces.

Bishop, like

m~

ot the younger Island-born fish merchants, tended to side
vith the new econoJq progressives.

supporter ot the James

s.

He had been a former

'Winter govarn:ment (1897-1900)

and later became supporter o! Edward P. Morris and the

People • s Party. Richard 0 • Dwyer, the other member ot

~he

Legislative Council, however, had long since retired to
Liverpoo1, and died in 18?5. Normally, one does not
juxtapose political figures in historical time, but it can
be suspected that 0 • Dwyer - like many ot the older United
Kingdom born members of the group - would have sided with
the old econoDcy group"

O'Dwyer had been born in 'Waterford,

Ireland, in 1811, and had conductdd with his brother John,

a highly successful .fishery t1•ade which inc1uded seal and
herring exports. He was a member of the old St. John's
Catholic elite, a group who generally 1ooked unfavorably at
the doctrine ot secular rationa1i.sm, a strong popular
compone·n t ot the new People 1 s Party rhetoric. The other
.four Mambers under stuccy had al1 been born in Newfoundland.
Patrick J. Scott 1 a native of St. John's, had been born on
Christmas Day, 1848.

John Bemister had been born in

Carbonear, while the two representatives of the House of
Assembly, Henry W. LeMessurier and John Casey, 'Aere both
born in St. John's.•
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Table 2:6 shows the place of residence ot the
members ot the three chambers.

The table includes the

Newfoundland-born with the foreign-born, treating the
patterns of the latter from their arrival on the Island.
Using Richa%'d

o• Dwyer

as an example;

o• Dwyer,

while Waterford-

born, appears in the table in the Legislative Council
column as one of the forty-eight St. John's residents.
Bishop, on the other hand, Burin-born, appears in the
table as one or nineteen St. John's residents With outport
background.

The table shows the strong concentration

or

the

economica1l.y powerful and politica1l.y influential members
or the Legislative Council concentrated in St. John's (95%).
Only nineteen members (2'?.') of the total seventy had been

either born or

had~

residential experience with outport

cuDIDIUilities during their early business careers. In the
House, by contrast, nearly 50% ot membership either
resided in outport communities, had been bom there, or had
at one time in their careers residential experience with
outport communities.

This imbalance refl.ects a strong

statistical. significance and the test hypothesis that,
"Residence patterns were equally distributed among the
three chambers", can be re~ected. 21 The disparity between
21The chi square test using a ~ x 3 table (Table
2:6), with d.t. • 41 yields X~ • 3().65 1 making the findings
sign1ficant at the ~9-~ level.

,,

TABLE 2:6

PLACE OF RESIDENCE
(Percent)

St. John's
St. John's with 0\ltport Background

Outport

Les!slative Council
68.5 (48)
2?.1

4.2

M.D.

(19)
(~)

6~.7

(44)

House
51.6 (126)

23.3
15.9

(14)

14.3 (35)

(ll)

34.0 (8~)

Executive Council

(70)

(69)

(244)

(0)

(0)

(9)

w

~
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the residence patterns of the Legislative Council members
and

those in the House is inherent in the nature of the two

Chambers.

The .tormer was appointive and popular asse.nt was

not one of the prerequisites.

T.he

House~

on the other hand,

was directly sensitive to constituency reaction.

The

Legislative Council, in addition, was a generally recognized
hierarchical chamber and since most of the influential
members o.t the society resided in St. John's, it followed
that urban selection would be heavily weighted.
O.t the six iDdividual members, .tive were St. John's

residents.

Only John Bemister remained an outport resident

during his political career.

Born and raised in Carbonear,

Bemister represented nearby Bay-de-Verde during his active
political career, and later, moved to nearby Harbor Grace
as Sheriff of the Northern District in 1870, a post he
maintained tor twenty-one years.

Casey, LeHessurier and

Scott had all been born and raised in st. John's.

Both

Casey and Scott had, at different periods, run as
representatives of St. John's West while LeMessurier had
represented Burin as a St. John's resident in 1885. 22
O'Dwyer and Bishop were both St. John's residents.

22Tho\Udl born and raised in St. John • s, LeHessurier' s
grandtather baa been engaged in a whaling operation in the
Burin area in about 1806.
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Turning to education, Table 2:? examines the formal

education acquired by members of the three ehambers.

The

totals include the three University-trained lawyers ot the
period (D.J. Greene, A.B. Morine,

R~A.

Squires), but does

not include the forty-odd members ot the legal profession
who received their training as articled clerks and passed
Bar examinations. 23 Educational patterns of the period
varied widely.

Members who entered any of the three

chambers in the early years of responsible government for
the most part 1 had little formal education.

Members of the

Legislative Council were most likely to have had at least
some years or elementary education, to which might be added
a clerical apprenticeship in a business house.

Those bor.n

in the United Kingdom in the early nineteenth centur,y and

who came as immigrants

Ol"

indentured servants to Newfoundland

from southern Ireland or t'b.s south coast of Devon, probably
had few educational advantages over their eontemporar.y

Newfoundland residents. In a pre-industrial world, foDLst
education vas not essential to the functional demands of
society.

Men like Lawrence O'Brien, Clement BeMing, ·

John Kavanagh and Thomas Byrne, all born in Ireland, stood
23They are or eours0 treated as professionals,
however, and appear in Tables 2:12 and 2:14 which deal with
occupat1onal and professional categories.
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as examples of the tact that there was little correlation
between a formal education and the ability to make money.
0'Brien, 24 for example, had come to Hevtoundland as a
youngster apprenticed to a cooperage firm.

He became in

time one of Water Street's most successful merchants (1840's6C·' s).

0' Brien had succeeded in the rapidl:y expanding

economic situation ot the first half of the nineteenth
centuJ;y where, if one could obtain investment capital, it
was possible to establish as an independent man of business
with relative ease. 25 In O'Brien's time the emphasis on
education waa minimal.

Its main function was to serve as

an introduction to the Scriptures and basic Christien concepts
of behavior.

Por additional nominal tees one could also

learn simple mathematics and navigation.

By the last third

of the nineteenth century, however, expanded formal
education was a goal set forth by the new progressive forces.
The number of teachers more than doubled on the Island
between 1890 and 1911.

The sudden stress on the virtues of

education came mostly from the forces representing the new
24:tawrence O'B~ien :tm.A., St. Jt>hn's, 1842; 1848-52.
MLC, 1852. First prealden! and governor's representative
on the Legislative Council in 1855.

(')

25The basis ot O'Brien's wealth and ~verall success
181 in his quick and early success in the sealing trade.
The early nenpapers attest to m8Jl1, sometimes repeated,
insolvencies, however.
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economy.

The need for technical and secondary education

was obvious and there is evidence to suggest that somo
young members of the urban society were able to convert
their somettmes modest educational accomplishments to

On the negative side, however, a

political advantage.

generally accepted elite requirement of a secondar.y
education, tended only to institutionalize, through the
educational process, the already existent hierarchical
social characteristics

or

the old elite system.

Nothing

helps point out more clearly, the middle class elite character
of the new economy political movement.

It was the children

of the new progressively minded middle class elite who were
in a unique position to take the most advantage of any
social innovavions such as education.

In addition, secondary

education rapidly became an expensive proposition.
Table 2:7 examines the highest level of education
tbat members of the three Chambers obtained during th<'
period.

The chi square test vas applied to Table 2:? and

it was found that the

dispari~

in the distributions

between the three Chambers is statistically insignificant. 26
Almost three-quarters of the House of Assembly received no

x2 •

26

5.95. With d.t. • 4, x2 is significant only
at the 70% level. The test hypothesis "Levels of Education
were equally distributed in the three chambers", was
therefore retained.

TABLE 2:7
HIGHEST LEVEL OF EDUCATION OBTAINED

(Percent)

Le!!slative Council

Elementary

62.6 (42)

Secondary

23.5

University

11.9 (8)

M.D.

(17)

Executive Council

House

72.3 (165)

58.8 (40)
33.6 (23)

19.2 (44)

7.4 (5)

8.3 (19)

(67)

-(68)

(228)

(3)

(1)

(25)

w

•
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more than a complete or partial elementary education figures which are probably typical tor the provincial
Canadian members of government as a whole tor the same
period.

The Executive Council shows a slightly higher

percentage of those who received secondary education than
the other two bodies - partly because many of them vent on
to article in law.

For m8J11, however, a clerical apprentice-

ship in a merchant firm served as a practical and more
commonly acceptable form of education than formal secondary
education itself, particularly in the first halt of the
period under study.

The gone

or

merchants often received

their clerical training at the bands ot other merchants
(usually friends of the family), finally returning to the
family firm near the age of twenty-one.

For an aspiring

young clerk with limited family connections, however,
practical skills were stressed.
and

A good head for figures

a bold ligible script, accompanied b;y character traits

ot sobriety and industry, were all requisites that increased
a man's chances at a commercial career.

These were traits

which could be developed at the elementary school leve1,
and the older generation of the earlier period saw little

reason to waste time with the refinements of a secondary
education.
In examining the six members under study, three
received no more than element·ar.y training; these were John
Casey, Richard 0' DvyeJ; and John Bemister.

Interestingly t
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each ot the three sat in one ot the three chambers and all
three represent typical early membership in those bodies.
LeMessurier, Scott, and Bishop, all of whom appeared later
in the period, had at least some form of secondary education.
LeHessurier attended the local Protestant Academy (later
Bishop Field College), worked briefly :ror El.msley and Shaw,
and was then sent to live with relatives in Chicago, Illinois,
where he attended St. John's High School in that city.
After a stay o:r approximately two
Newfoundland.

year~~,

he returned to

Patrick Scott, the son of William Scott, a

local St. John's grocery and provision dealer, attended St.
Bonaventure 1 s College, and later studied law wi.th Judge John
Little. 2 7 Robert K. Bishop, born in Burin, received his
elementary education there and later went to St. John 1 s
where he boarded at the then new Methodist Academy.

He

returned to Burin only briefly where, af'ter working a short
time for his father, left to start a successful business
career in St. John's.

The six members represent the

educational trends of their respect!ve time periods. The
indication would be, then, that secondar;y education was
beginning to play a more important role in relation to
membership during the second half of the period under study
than in the first.

More members received secondary education

2 7A close friendship developed between the two.
Scott was introduced to Little's sister, Eleanor Margaret
Little, of Charlottetown, P.E.I., whom he later married.

as the period progressed, a bias which the aggregate table
does not reflect.

or

equal importance to how much forma1 education a

potential member of government had in the nineteenth century,
is the question of where he received it.
this breakdown.

Table 2:8 gives

In examining the Legislative Council

members whose formal education terminated with some level

ot elementary training,

~

had received this education in

the United Kingdom (most prior to their arrival in
New.toundland).
secondar,y

In addition, for those who attained a

educatio~again,

in the United Kingdom.

almost half (47.0%) received it

This 1tould suggest that .a higher

percentage of those educated in the United Kingdom found
their way into the Legislative Council than in the other
Chambers.

It does not imply that the quality of the

education received was necessarily superior to that received
locally (since it was rural United Kingdom •outport'
education) but it does
selection process.

~gest

a possible bias in the

In the colonial scene, Anglicans may

have tended to group together in two loose groupings; for
instance, those born in Newfoundland and those born in
England.

While this would produce only a mild de'ri.si veness,

it might seriously tend to effect the hierarchical
selection ot leadership in the colonial process.

The study

ot the mixed geographic patterns of education in the
nineteenth century might shed valuable light on the dynamics

TABLE 2:8
EDUCATION
~s1ative

Elementary

lfe~oUDdland

United Kingdom

B.B.A.
u.s.A.

Secondary
Newfoundland

United Kingdom

B.N.A.
u.s.A.

BY LEVEL AND COUNTRY
(Percent)

Council

~m
- g~

lfe~oundland

United Kingdom

B.B.A.
u.s.A.

House

~m
- g~

66.2
2?.8
4.8
0.6

45.2

67.5

4.7

5.0

5().0

41.? n
g

47.0 8
11:8 .

l'ranee

University

Executive Council

25.0

62.5

12.5

m

M.D.

2?.5

52.2

26.0

21.8

--

20.0

60.0
20.0

!il'
m

r10)
46)
8~

1

?2.? r2)

18.1
4.5 28~

2.2 1
2.2 1

-r'

52.6 10)

,1.5

6~

15.7 3

(6?)

(68)

(228)

(~)

(1)

(25)

~

~
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ot colonialism itoelf.
Significance tests were made on both the elementary
and

~econdar,y

education groupings in Table 2:8.

In the

former, the test hypothesis, "there vas no significant
difference in the educational distribution among the
members of the three chambers", was retained. 28 In the
latter test, using the secondar, education groupings, the
test lcypothesis, that "there was no significance as to where
one received his secondary education", could be rejected on
statistical grounds. 29 The imbalance found in the secondar,y
table stems principally !rom the

di~roportionate

number of

house members (;2) who attended one of the three secondary
academies in St. John's during the latter half of the period
under study.

St. Bonaventure's, Bishop Feild College, and

the Methodist Academy, came to set th:; norm of the upper
limits of

e~~~~tion

received by tha sons of the

outport elites alike.

urbP~

and

Since all three of the schools were

~ • 5.876 or it is statistically significant
only at the ?~ levei. In actuality, however, test tables cannot qualify the interacting relationships of the three bodies
to each other; it merely accepts them on equal terms. It is
maintained 1 therefore, that the U.K. percentage in the
Legislative Council, taking into consideration the nature or
the Council - is highly significant. T.he proportions in the
other two bodies are more like the Legislative Council than
they appear at first glance.
2

297?- • 11.310, and was found to be significant at
the 9~ level, and almoGt at the 9~ level (11.668), which
indicates a strong enough statistical probability to more
than likely render the hypothesis invalid.
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centred in St. John's, it was generallJ' (though not always)
only the more affluent members

or

the outport communities

who could afford to board their sons in St. John • s for long
periods of time.

The cost of a

second~

education, a cost

which was uniformly applicable to all, implyins a fairness
of application, had, ot course, an opposite

The

effect~

schools tended to take on an elite character by the tuxr.

or

the century.

And as mentioned earlier, secondary

education became a more generally accepted prerequisite tor
admission into the House ot Assembly.

It education alone

was the criterion for entrance into politics, it is doubtful
whether three ot the case studies - John Bemister, John

Casey, and Richard O'Dwyer - would have gained entrance into
politics.
Table 2:9 aggregates elementary education by specific
locality in rather more detail.

Less than one-halt

(4~)

of the Legislative Council who received no more than an
elementary education received it in l'lew.toundland.

:S,.

contrast, both the Executive and the House of Assembly show

a two-thirds majority for the same group. Ot those who
received their elementary education in outport

~ommunities,

the Legislative Council shows a ratio of one in five, the
Executive one in three, and the House a somewhat SlU'prising
two in five.

TABLE 2:9

:EI.&EMENTARY EDUCATION BY SPECIFIC LOCALITY

(Percent)
Lesislative Council

Executive Council

House

St. John's

23.8 (10)

35.0

Outports

21.4 (9)

England

21.4 (9)

Ireland

16.6 (?)

32.5 (13)
12.5 (5)
?·5 (3)

'Z?.2 (45)
39.3 (65)
15.1 (25)
8.4 (14}

Scotland

11.9 (5)

?.5 (3)

4.2 (7)

4.? (2)

5.0 (2)

4.8 (8)

B.N.A.

u.s.A.

-

(0)

(42)

-

(14)

(0)

(40)

0.6 (1)
(165)

~

=
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Table 2:10 provides the same breakdown for those
whose highest educational attainment vas at the secondary
level.

It should be pointed out that in the first category,

'Newfoundland', all three secondary academies were located.
in St. John's.

In looking at the Legislative Council,

England and Ireland totals equal those members who received

their secondar,y education in Newfoundland.

Better than half

ot the EXecutive Council who attained a secondary education
received it in St. John's at one of the three denominational
academies.

Nearly three out ot f'our members of' the House

also received their secondary education in St. John's.
University graduates were the exception in nineteenth
century Newfoundland society. Table 2: 11 examines those
m~bers

who achieved a university education.

Host of the

university trained had established themselves in professional
careers betore appearing as members in the three chambers.
While doctors sat in both the Legislative Council and the
House during the period, none appeared in the Executive
Council throughout 1855-1914. This accounts for the lack of
members wj.th English or Scottish university training in
that chamber.

In addition, the legal profession completely

dominated the professional catego17 in the Executive (24) 1
with the three university trained members from. British North
America included in that total.
Table 2:12 sets out frequency distributions for
occupational categories by membership in the three chambers.

TABLE 2:10
SECONDARY EDUCATION BY SPECIFIC LOCALITY

(Percent)
Lesislative Council

Executive Council

House

Newfoundland

41.? (7)

52.2 (12)

?2.? (32)

England

1?.6 (3)

13.0 (3)

11.3 (5)

5.8 (1)

(0)

Scotland
Ireland

23.5

B.H.A.

11.? (2)

France

u.s.A.

-

-

(4)

(0)

(0)

(1?)

-

-

(0)

(3)

6.8 (3)

21.? (5)
(0)

4.5 (2)
2.2 (1)

(0)

2.2 (1)

13.0

-

(23)

(44)

~

00

TABLE 2:11
UNIVERSITY EDUCATION BY SPECIFIC LOCALITY

(Percent)
Legislative Council
England

3?.5

(3)

Scotland

25.0

(2)

Ireland

-

-

(0)

-House
21.0 (4)

-

(0)

21.0 (4)

Executive Council
..

(0)

20.0

(1)

10.5 (2)

(3)
(1)

31.5 (6)

B.N.A.

25.0

(2)

60.0

u.s.A.

12.5 (1)

20.0

(8)

(5)

15.? (3)
(19)

&

~

cc

TABLE 2:12
OCOUP.rATION DISTRIBUTION

(Percent)
Les!slative Council
c~mm.ercial

Industry
Professions

Master Mariners
Trades (Self)
Trades (Wages)
Rentiers
Planters
Civil Servants
lrarm~rs

65.2
2.8
21.?
2.8

-

(45)
(2)
(15)
(2)
(0)

(0)

4.3 (3)
2.8 (2)
(0)
(0)

-

M.D.

(0)

(0)
(0)

-(69)
(1)

Executive Council
39-7
2.9
46.6
5.8

-

5.8

(27)
(2)

(29)

(4)
(0)

(0)
(4)
1.4 (1)
(0)
1.4 (1)
(0)
(0)
(0)

-

House
41.4
2.5
29.2
5.8
1.2
0.8
5.0
4.2
0.8
1.2
2.5

(99)
(6)
(?0)
(14)
(3)
(2)
(12)
(10)
(2)
(3)
(6)
3.3 (8)
1.6 (4)

(68)

-(39)

(1)

(14)

en

=

51'

The number and variety of occupational categories was
expanded to include all or those represented in the House.
The House sample size (239) as compared with the other two
chambers (68 and 69), contributed to a wider occupationa1
distribution.

Occupation and Class will be treated in a

separate chapter in this study. 30 It should be pointed out,
however, that the character or the occupations represented

in the thirteen categories in Table 2:12 remained static
only in the broadest functional conte:z:t.

Sixty years or

time did much to change the character and patterns of
behavior of such occupations as master mariners, coopers,
civil servants and clerks.

The Bowring's clerk of the pre-

1855 period who lived in an almost total employer-store

environment, £or instance, perceived and functioned in his
world in a manner totally foreign to the Bowring's clerk
of 1880, who had little supervision after working hours.
The social signposts and guidelines changed rapidly with the
times.

All the members of the

cr.~agories

'1.bove were subject

to this process of change.
None of the six individuals (with the possible
exception of Patrick J. Scott), could be called, in the
modern sense, a professional politician.

Scott, a St.

John's lawyer, was elected seven times to the House of

30see Chapter V, Occupation and Class, below.

Assembly from St •.John's West.

A member of the bar since

1873 (the same year he first entered politics) he later
became Receiver General in the Greene administration

(1894-95) and the reconstituted Wbiteway administration ot
1895-97. 'While this is conjecture, had he lived, 3l Scott
would have brought a different dimension to St. John's
urban politics in the early twentieth
sometimes political

advers~

C#3l~tury.

He was the

of E.P. Morris, anotber St.

John's West politician, and he would have presented Premier
Robert Bond, newly elected in 1900, vi th some interesting
options or problems as the case may be.

As it was, Morris,

on Scott's death, emerged as the unchallenged leader of the
West End.32
The two merchants, Bishop and O'Dwyer, both members
of the Legislative Council during the period under study,
represented two radically different periods in ttme.
Neither man had ever served in the House.

Bishop, however,

became a member of the Morrie Executive in 1909 and was

31acott died of a heart attack in St. John's on
October 22, 1899, at the age of 51.

32Again conjecture; the problem might have been too

much for Bond to juggle. One easy solution would have been
to move Scott into a Judgeship, a tactic used with VBrJ'ing
degrees of success before by Newfoundland politicians.
Judgeships, in theory, were one way of "depoliticalizing"
one of two rival lawyers in the same camp.
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still active in politics at the close

o~

the period.

The

0' Dwyer firm reached 1 ts peak in the days of sailing ships
and direct
Scoti~..

comp~

trade with Ireland, Spain, and Nova

The firm had boiled and processed its seal oil in

huge vats on the premises of 28? 0' Dwyer • s Cove (Vater St.) ,
a common practice of the day which was slowly done away
with.33 O'Dwyer's activities kept him in close touch with
the United Kingdom.

Himself a native of Waterford, he

married Wilhelmina Mary Horton, the daughter of John L.
Horton, King's Co., Ireland, a business associate.34 He
probab~y

viewed the coming of responsible government with

certain reservations, though it was the general consensus
at the time that the Irish merchant sector stood to profit
most b:y the move - a prophec,- which did not bear itself out.
When he entered the Legislative Council in 1861, it was
through an appointment by Hugh W. Boyles.

0' Dwyer suffered

poor health in the 1860 1 s, and retired f'rom the Council in
186?. He died in Liverpool , in 18?5, probe:Ol,- seeking
specialized medical treatment. His son, Richard Horton
0'Dwyer,35 carried on the family business in the rapidly

~t.

;,Patrick K. Devine: Ye Old St. John's, 1750-1936 1
John's, 1936, P• 48.
34p..,triot, September 23, 1854.

35Bichard Horton 0' Dwyer1 MHA, Placentia t 1889•93•
Appointed Poor Commissioner, 189,.
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changing economic atmosphere ot the late nineteenth
century.
Bishop, a f'ish merchant like 0' Dwyer, represented
another world in both time and expression. A Newfoundland
Nationalist,36 circa 1900, Bishop (unlike 0 1 Dwyer) had had
no actual contact vith the United Kingdom.

Educated at the

Methodist Academy, the concept, •United Kingdom•, vas to
him, at best, a mystical abstraction whose omniscient

spirit blew gentle Winds across the Island, and carried to
other lands.

He was closely attuned in spirit and action

with the progreasive-oriented thinking that had swept both
the Colonial Office 8Jld British North America at the time.
He was the son of a Burin planter who commenced his St.
John's business career at Goodfellow's.
became a bookkeeper for Moses Monroe.

A. year later, he

At the age of twenty-

three, he married Olivia Lily Pox, the daughter ot a St.
John's merchant.

:Pive years later, Moses Monroe took

36The most azticulate expression ot this attitude
ot the time is found in the more subjective passages ot
D.W. Prowse's Histor;y ot Newfoundland. Prowse oscillates,
at times, between an expression of deeply te!!i jingoistic
pride at his local nativism which he occasio ly tempers
with a deference - sometimes genuine, sometimes tongue in
cheek - for the debt Nevtoundland owed its British heritage.
It would be interesting to compare the attitudes expressed
in Prowse's bistoey with those of native Canadian and
Australien historians ot the time to see what impact, it
8Jl1, geograp~! economy, and distance had on attitudes
toward the emp re.
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Bishop into his firm as a partner. With the death ot
Monroe, in 1895 1 Bishop continued operating the firm in
Monroe's name, until 1909 when he dissolved it and

~ormed

"Bishop and Sons", exporters of cod, lobsters, and salmon.
He had become interested in politics in the early 1890's,
particularly at the time when his senior partner, Monroe,
had made an unsuccessful attempt to

~oin

forces with

Walter Baine Grieve, in 1893 1 in an effort to replace the
Whiteway government.

With the death of Monroe in 1895,

Bishop then actively supported James

s.

Winter in 1897 1

When the latter ran in Bishop's home district of Burin.
Winter, in turn, appointed Bishop to the Legislative Council
in 1899. Bishop later became an active supporter of Morris'
People's Party

and

served in Morris' first Executive Council

in 1909. He was still active in polities at the close of
the period under study.

Ot the remaining members, John Bemister and John
Casey represent (as did O'Dwyer) the early responsible
government period.

John Bemister was born and raised in

Carbonear, the son of a Dorset-born Carbonear merchant.

In

addition, he was the only one of the six who remained an
outport resident throughout his life.

He blended business

with politics 1 in the somewhat matter of tact fashion that
typified the early political period, by both supplying 8Il.d
Tepresenting the district of Bay-de-Verde, which
Carbonear. He vas returned five

o~nsecutive

ad~oined

times and
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appeared on two Executive Councils, as Receiver General
with Hoyles, 1861-64 1 and as a minister without 'POrtfolio
in the Carter government, 1865-69.

In 1870 1 he was appointed

Sheriff of the Northern Diotrict, moving from Carbonear to
nearby Harbor Grace, and held the position tor the remaining
twenty-two years ot his lite.

The new position had no

effect on the lasting business relationship he maintained
with his old constituency, however, and in tact, he lived
to see his son-in-law,

H~J.B.

Woods, represent the district

in 1889.
All of the cases discussed thus tar have come from
one of two dominant occupational categories - the commercial
and the professional.

John Casey, on the other hand, was

one of four farmers (all from St. John's) who were
represented in the House at different times during the
period.

The son ot a farmer, Casey had been an only child.37

He represented St. John's West (the tamily farm was on
:Flower Hill) , three success!ve times, 1859-1869.

Retiring

from active polities, Casey was appointed Poor Commissioner
in 1874, a position he held tor the next nineteen years.
While a contemporary of Jobn Bemister, Casey and he lived
in two di.tterent worlds.

Casey's world was a somewhat

37As an only child, Casey married Mary Durntord, ot
Harbor Grace, herself an only child. A marriage ot this
sort vas something ot a rarity in nineteenth century
NewtoUD.dland. Bo:yal ·Gazette, Ma1 30 1 1893.

I
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se.!Ui-rural extension of the Irish urban world ot St. John's.
Bemister, however (though he rented a house at 41 Military
Road in St. John • s while the House was in session), belonged
to the unique insular and eel! contained world ot Conception
Bay.

Finally, there was Henry

w.

LeMessurier, born in

St. John's, the same year as Patrick J. Scott.

LeHessurier

started his business career with Elmsley and Shaw ot St.
John's.

He was later Commissariat and Military Account

Clerk for the Imperial troops during their final fi ve-~ear

stay in St. John's in 1865-?0.

He remained in business tor

the next nineteen years, from age twen1:y-three to forty-two
working sometimes for his father, a commission merchant and
one time City Appraiser, and sometimes for others.

His

brief appearance in the House came in 1885-89 1 as a
supporter ot Robert Thorburn.

Defeated in 1889, he edited

the Evenins Herald between 1889 and 1892.

He ran again for

Burin in the election ot 1893 and was defeated !or a second
time.

Appointed to the CUstoms Service in 18941 LeMessurier

embarked on a long governmental career.

By 1897 he was

Assistant Collector ot Customs (appointed by Winter), and a
~ear

later, Deputy Minister of Customs.

He later served as

Superintendent in charge of the reorganization of the
Customs Service and inaugurated the Trans-insular Service.
In 1909, 1-Iorris appointed him to the honorary position ot
Imperial trade correspondent, and later that year, he
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became Registrar or Shipping. In addition, in 1912, he was
appointed Naval reporting officer and received a C.M.G. in
1916. LeMessurier was still active as Naval reporting
ottieer as late as 1926, at the age ot seventy-eight.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, then, the aggregate distributions
suggest that the modal number for the House

or

Assembly

vas ten years lower (36-40) than the modal numbers of the
other Chambers.

The median age tor Legislative and

Executive Council members at time of entry is the same 48.2 years.

The arithmetic means were also close - 48.7

years for the former, 4?.2 years tor the latter.

The

standard deviation was highest in the Legislative Council
and the eoefficient of variation (the standard deviation

expressed as a percentage or the arithmetic mean) showed a
narrower spread (22.8%) in the Executive than
other Chambers.

~

or the

The Legislative and Executive Councils were

quite similar in patterns of age at time of entry.

Since

the former was more or less a permanent chamber 8lld the two
were frequently in political competetion with each other,
the f'indings suggest that age

m~

have been a factor in

selection to the Executive (or some consideration ot
seniority) since, it becomes obvious that older men were
consistently selected trom a Bouse which was 1 tor the most
part, made up of men some eight to ten years younger.
Protestants outnumbered Catholics roughly 2:1 in
the denominational aggregates of the three Chambers.

In

addition, there vas a slightly higher percentage of
Protestants on the Legislative Council and a corTespondingly
higher percentage ot Catholics on the Executive Council.

tlO

But in ract, there were three important denominations
present in the Chambers.

Methodists, while never reaching

the one-third level, nonetheless • were a sign!ticent
denominational factor

t~or.a

the 18?0' s en.

ILt

addition,

there was strong Presbyterian leadership in and around the

Executive in the 1880 •s and 90 • s, with

t~eir

presence

disproportionate to their actual. numbers on the Island.
The aggregates show that there was a high degree

ot statistical iT.abalance in relation to place or birth
between the three Chambers. The Legislative Council revealed
a large percentage of United Kingdom born in relation to the

other Chambers, suggesting a possibility for political
divisivenese due to ditterent social and cultural attitudes
and opinions which might flare :in time of crisis.

Contracy

to popu1ar myth, however, English born members did not
dominate United Kingdom representation on the Legielative
Council.

0! the twenty-seven United Kingdom born members

during the period 1 only ten were born in England, eleven
were Irish born and six were Scottish. Both the House and
kecuti.ve Council showed a lower percentage of United
Kingdom born members-

24.~ and 2,.~

respectively-

compared with 44% ror the Legis1ative Council.

'While i t

vas found that there vas no statistical significance in the
ir:tbalance between the number

o~

United Kingdom born members

on the Legislative Council and the other two Chambers

was on1y significant at the

~

(x2

level), there is, nevertheless,
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a su'tdtantial amount o:r impressionistic ev:l.dence that,
in,leed, this was an in.f'luential factor in 1\'ewf'oundl.SDd
puli tics, particularly in the late

nineteen·~h

century when

"nativism" became a political weapon.
In examining residency patterns, it was found that

there was a high degree or statistical significance to the
imbalance of residency patterns toUD.d in the three Chambers.
The Legislative Council showed little outport resio.ence
membership, though some twenty-seven percent were St.
John's residents with outport backgrounds. The Executive
Council pattem was not much different trom that of the
Legislative Council.

The former showed thirty-nine percent

ot total membership eithsr St. John's with outport background or outport resident to the latter's thirty-one
percent.

It was in the House ot Assembly, however, where

outport representation was strongest.

Forty-eight percent

of all House members were either St. John's residents with
outport backgrounds or were resident outport members.

A

surprising thirty-tour percent or al.l House members were
outport residents during the period.
Variations in Educational patterns among the three
Chambers were generally statistica11y illsignif'icant. .. The
Executive Council showed the highest percentage ot secondary
education among its members, which probably meant that
secondary education became a prerequisite tor law during
the second halt ot the nineteenth century. The Legislative
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Council held the highest percentage of university graduates
(a numerically insignificant group in the period), primarily
because doctors appeared in that body, although occasionally
they also made appearances in the House ot Assembly.

No

doctors were selected for the Executive Council, however,
during the 1855-1914 period.

The Legislative Council

contained the highest percentage of members who received
their elementary, secondary,
United Kingdom.

and

university training in the

Differences between Chambers With regard

to where members received their secondary education were
found to be highly significant. Forty-eight percent ot
Legislative Councillors who received secondary education,
received it in the United Kingdom.

A

corresponding twenty-

six percent were found in the Executive Council and eighteen
percent tor the House.

Forty-one percent of Legislative

Councillors who received secondary education, received it
in Newfoundland.

The same group in the Executive Council

stood at titty-two percent, and for the House it was
seventy-two percent.
Occupation will be dealt with in a later chapter.
It should be mentioned here, however, that the two dominant
groups in all three Chambers were the commercial and
professional classes. The Legislative Council revealed the
highest percentage ot commercial class to total membership,
sixty-.tive percent. The professionals were the next
largest single class at twenty-one percent. In the Executive
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Council, thirty-nine percent were in the commercial class,
and significantly, forty-six percent (largely lawyers)

were in the professional class.

Since the House showed

forty-one percent in the commercial and twenty-nine percent
in the professional classes, the findings suggest that the
Executive tended to select a disproportionate number of the
professional

~lass

governments.

from the House of Assembly when forming

The significance ot this practice will be

developed later in this thesis.
And finally, with regard to the six case studies

whose most common characteristic was their ages at time ot
entry 1 it becomes apparent just how diverse individual
membership became during the 185.5-1914 period.

The six can

be divided into groups of three-; each group representing
different periods in time.

It becomes obvious, for instance,

that while O'Dwyer and Bishop were both fish merchants and
both sarved on the Legislative Council, they were two very
different fish merchants with regards to
and political orientation.

atti~ades,

beliefs

With regard to religion, all

six fitted into the three major denominational categories
of the period with

geograp~

playing a part in this; the

three Catholics all resided in St. John's, while of the two
Methodist members, one resided in an outport, and the other
had been bom in one.

John Bemister,
o~

W8D

With regard to residence 1 only one 1

an outport resident.

He represented one

a small percentage group, 16% (11), ot Executive Council
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members who managed to maintain their outport residency.
loo~ing

In

at Education, it would seem that time influenced

educational patterns, tor the three members who made early
appearances in the Chambers (O'Dwyer, Bemister and Casey)
had received no more than a partial elementar,y

education~

The later members, however: (Scott, LeMessurier and Bishop) ,
all

receiv~d

at least some secondary education.

With

respe.ct to occupations, it was seen tha·t three of the men
were merchar.ts involved in the fish trade.
(Bemister,

o• Dwyer

But each

and Bishop), was a dif'.f:erent kind of

merchant using different practices and methods.

Geography

made Bemister a different kind of merchant from O'Dw,yer,
and time made them both different from Bishop.

ot the

others, P.J. Scott was a lawyer belonging to the professional
class, the second largest group in the three Chambers during
the period.

He came the closest to being a professional

politician of the group, having been elected six times
during the period and represented the highly politicalized
district of St. John's West.

had represented St.

John'~

John Casey, on the other hand,

West in quieter times (1859-1869),

for the St. John's West of the 1890's and early 1900's was
a different political world.

Jobn Casey was a farmer, only

one of four W'.ao appeared in the Rouse of Assembly during
the period.

LeMessurier was a sometimes commission merchant

and a government civil servant.

Perhapa one characteristic

that Bellister, Casey, and Leftessurier had in co-.on vas
with regard to their

c~ers

following upon active politics.

All three held ci'Yil service positions after they lett
politics. Beaister vas Sberitt ot the •orther.n District at
Harbor Grace, Ouey was Poor

C~ssioner

(a post later

tilled by his son-in-law) and LeMessurier had a long
career in the CUstoms hpartment at St. John • s.

Throughout

the period under study, the active political career otten
opened the door to the more lucrative sod secure positions
in the civil service.
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OHA.P!ER III
AN

.AllALYSIS OJI TBE IMPORTANCE OJI GEOGRAPHY
IN NEVJOtmDLAND POLITICS

This chapter is primarilr concerned with
M.B.A. and

Executiv~

to constituencies.

vi~wing

Council Member residence in relation
Members will be broken into regional

and constituencr aggregates for purposes of analrsis.

In

order to facilitate this process, the Island bas been
divided into rive geographic regions, including: the
northern districts of Twillingate, Fogo, Bonavista, and
Trinitr; Conception Bay with its five responsible government constituencies; the two St. John's districts (East
and West); the southern shore, including Jlerr.yland,
Placentia and St. Mary's, Burin, Portune Ba,., and the
district of Burgeo and LaPoile, a relativel,. unbroken 200
mile strip ot southern coast line rerer.red to in the
contemporar,r literature as the •western shore'; and
finallr, the riftb region; the two 'treaty shore'
constituencies of St. George's and St. Barbe, both of
which received representation in the Bouse of Assembly in
1882.

The northern region was particularlr well situated
with natural resources.

With the possible exception of a

&7
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large segment o~ Bonavista Ba7, 1 the north contained much
of the .I sland's

easil~

exploitable timber resources, as

well as a high ratio or irregular inlets and small bays
which offered prospects of settlement.

In addition,

Tw:f.llingate was the site of the first profitable mining
operations on the Island: the Tilt Cove copper mine opened
there in 1864,
Cove mine.

~ollowed

by

the even more productive Batt

This was followed by the Little Ba7 mining

operation in 1878. The combination or a good inshore and
summer migrator, Labrador fishery, a timber and boat
building industr,y, and an active mining industry
contributed to predictions that tbe future prosperit7 of
the nortaern districts were bright. 2
Eerl1 nineteenth century settlement and trade
patterns in the northern districts had centered around
1It was the general lack of shore ~acilities Btograpbic deprivation - along a section of Bonavista Bay
that in the view of one contemporar7 observer, caused "a
great part of the poverty in Bonavista". · He estimated that
half the fishermen had no shore premises, forcing them into
the self-defeating ~ractioe of operating as 'sboremen'
(share fishing where the fisherman gives up half his catch)
Phillip Tocque: Ne~foundlan4 1 as it was and is, 1877.
London 1877, pp.~-148.

~he Anti-confederation election strategr-ot · l869~
in part, was built on this ·assumption. C.F. Bennett, the
anti-confederation premier, merchant and owner of the Tilt
Cove mine, canvassed the ba~s exhibiting a large chunk ot
copper ore with which he promised ~obs and prosperity. The
north was beginning to r~alize its Manifest Destiny and
·
other regions would soon follow suit. There was, therefore,
no reason to·give the Island away to Canada. The·mines did
produce ~obs, however. Devine: Ye Old St. Johns, p. 71.

earlr resident merchants, many of whom were connected with
tbe Poole~ Dorset trade. 3 Among early nineteenth century
:resident merchant firms were; J .B. Garland & Co.~ 4
J. Colbourne, Josepb Pearce, J. Slade & Co.,; and the
Greenock firm of Muir & Co.6 Although the .tishe17

merchants were northern ba1 residents, ships were generallJ
sent out from Poole with supplies and the cured fish, in
turn, was loaded onto ships in the northern bays for direct
shipment to England.

This probably accounted in part for

the predominance o.t amall, locall1 built ships in the
region.

For the local planters, while a highly mobile

group, were little concerned as to where their product was
shipped.

The fact that tbe Dorset trade was easily

supplanted in time by a small group o.t resident ship owning
merchants of St. John's is understandable enough,

'Tocque: Newfoundland, 18??, p. 154.
4J.B. Garland: M.B.A.~ Trinity~ 1832-38. Garland
later sold to Brooking and Sons, St. John's, a firm with
London connections.
.

.

.

5J. Slade, M.B.A., Fogo, 1042-48.
.

.

~uir, for a period, was partner with Charles Duder,
a St. John's .tish exporter and an influential force in
N ortbern po1itics during the period under study. Though
D~~~r was Devon-born~ be married into a Scottish family;
see Rew.toundlanderi Feb. 1, 1864; Jan. 31, 1879; Roral
Gazette; Aug. 18, 896.
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particularlr in view of the tact that the Island rapidl7
moved through stages of governmental administrative
restructuring in keeping with trends in British North
America at tbe time.
a~ded

The coming of responsible government

a new emphasis to the alreadr growing economic and

political power ot this St. John's based ship owning
class.

The

northe~~

districts, geog.rapbioallr isolated

from St. John's, nonetheless, owed much of their midnineteenth centur.y stability to the economic patronage of
this merchant class.

The north, for the most part,

maintained these strong patronage links through better
than three-quarters of the nineteenth century.

The

region's earl7 nineteenth centQr7
settlement
patterns,
.
.
shaped by geographic isolation, in time, produced a strong
reeling of localism which found expression in strong family
and community bonds.

Early environmental hardships were

compensated tor, at least somewhat, b7 the knowledge that
the region's modest prosperitr, its relative economic and
social stabilit7 were the result of mutually held West
Oountr,r Protestant ties which cut across fisherman and
merchant class lines. This linkage found early political
expression. The north, generallr, was a region that
supported the status quo through most of the nineteenth
centur,r.

It was solidly committed to the traditional

fisher, trade - ot which it was an integral part - and it
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graduall~

developed, first a suspicion, and later in the

century, an open political

hostilit~

toward what it

considered were certain alien and threatening developments
in St. John's - the growth of

costl~

government which

little benefited the isolated north, the unconcern with
the traditional fishery evidenced in the actions of the
new

poli~icians,

and the apparent links between some of the

new politicians and the foreign railway interests.?
Through most ot the period under study, the North,
tor the reasons mentioned, often provided safe electoral
seats for career-minded politicians who themselves
represented the traditional fishery and status quo.

This

linkage was reinforced by Northern regicnal representation
on the Executive Council

~hroughout

the period - the polic7

making chamber which corresponded to the British Cabinet.
?This growing political mist1~st crossed party
lines. B.1 1900, the traditional tisb&~S question was a much
a 'political issue' as it had been a realit~ in spite of
the tact that people still ·tished. The pro-fishery groups
in Bonavista, for instance, centered around representatives
like Abram Kean and A.B. Morine, conservatives, while in
Twillingate, it tound its expression in the Northern
Liberal Association! str~ng supporters of Robert Bond.
The tishe~ was no onger the dominant focal point of all
Island politics (as it had ~een, 1855-80). By 1900,
fishermen became merely a 'opecial interest grou~• rather
than the dominant force around which the society was
structured. Yeomen tarmers felt this same pinch in Canada
at the same time.

12

Table 3:1 shows this Executive distribution. Eight7
percent or Executive Council representation came from the
two most populated districts in the north; Twillingate and
Trinity. The former increasingl,- became the seat or
northern Methodism; the latter remained predominately
Anglican. Each then, ottered natural outlets tor the
political expressions or the St. John's Protestant elite
who had little chance or being returned from the two
Catholic-dominated districts of St. John's.

In the course

of eighteen general elections the northern constituencies
produced five of the Island's thirteen premiers - all
Protestant - during the period.
Turning to the House ot Assembl7, it is seen that
a total or 100 contestants from the northern districts
successfully sat for a total ot 165 seats during the 18551914 period.

Twillingate had the highest percent!.·ge of

membership returned two or more times,

60J (or 12 ot 20),

while Trinity had the highest one-term turnover ot any or
the northern districts,

60~

(18 ot 30).

Table 3:2 shows

that twenty members trom Twillingate sat tor a possible
forty-nine seats during the period, and that
returned only once;

2~

~

(8) were

.

(4) ware elected three times,

while one member was returned on six separate occasions.
~ogo,

combined with Twillingate from 1855 to 1884, became

a separate district after that time, and between 1885 and

TABLE 3:1

(Total.: 22 Members)
Twillingate
Atto:mey G0neral

1

Colonial Secretar,y

3

Solicitor General
Agricu1ture and Hines
Without Portfolio

2

2

-8

Bonavista

Trini~

1

4

2

4

-

-

-

0

4

Fogo

-

-

-

1

2

10

-..l

co

'l'ABLE

3:2

1ltJMBER OF TIMES mmERS WERE ELECTED IN THE NORFHEBlf DISTBIOTS, 1855-1914

Bo. of Times Elected

Tvil.te

~00%)

Bonavista

i;if.f~,

Once

40.0 (8)

25.0 (1)

46.~

60.0 (18)

Twice

15.0 (3)

25.0 (1)

(13)
2S.6 (8)

13.3 (4)

3 times

20.0 (4)

14.3 (4)

20.0 (6)

4 times

15.0 (3)

25.0 (1)
25.0 (1)

7.1 (2)

3-3 (1)

5 times

5.0 (1)

6 times

5.0 (1)

? times

(20-~

-

(0)

(20)

-

-

(0)
(0)
(0)

(4)

(2s:lbdJ)

3.6 (1)
(0)

-

(0)

(28)

-

(0)

3-3 (1)

-

(0)

(30)

~

.....
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1914, tour members from Pogo sat for a total of ten seats.
It is striking that in Table 3:2 the number ot seats in
the district correlates positivel7 with the likelihood
that one would sit for one term.
In Twillingate, of the five most frequentl7
returned members; none had a d:l.rect personal connection
with the fish trade.

Robert Bond (6 times), the

independentlr wealthy son ot a former Island seine twine
franchise holder, was a h1gb17 respected member of the
St. John's Methodist elite.

James A. Clift (5 ti11es),

&

colleague of Bond and a St. John's law,'er, was also a
member of the Methodist elite and related b7 his sister's
marriage to the influential Duder family who held
extensive fisherJ interests in the northern region and
Tw1.111ngate in particular.
times; one was Thomas

Of' the three elected tour

Knight~ 8 a partner in a family owned

timber operation in Green Ba7 (Notre Dame Ba7); Smith
McK87, a Nova Scotia born mineral explorer and co-partner

ot O.F. Bennett's Tilt Oove copper mine enterprise; and
finall7, late in the period, there was George Roberts,
editor ot the local newspaper, The Twillingate Sun.
and Olitt - who sat tor a total of thirteen times for
Twillingate - represent the growing complexit7 of the

~homas Knight~ M.H.A.~

Twillingete; 1855-69.

Bond
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political situation as it was viewed in the isolated
northern districts.

Both were sophisticated urban

spokesmen for the locally concerned fishing interests of
their districts.

Clift - who had little or no direct

interest with the fishery - was an officer in the Society
of United Fishermen, a paternal

organizatio~

which took on

the characteristics of a brotherhood whose interest it was
to act as lobbyist-spokesman tor the schooner-holding
fishing class.

In addition, Olitt (and Bond) were members

of the Northern Liberal Association, a northern regional
politi~al

organization with its headquarters in

Twillingate, and whose platform was radically pro-fishery
at a gl'ass roots level.

As the fishermen became a

political force by 1900, the complexities of Island
politics were such that the7 could not hope to represent
themselves, but had to lean on outside help - spokesmen
like Bond and Clift - who in addition to being advocates of
local regional autonomy and a vigorous,healthy fishery,
were also well versed in dealing with all the other
unsavor,r complexities of St. John's urban politics -feared
and little understood b7 the local fishermen themselves.
Bonavista Bay, on the other hand, experienced
greater turnover in House membership than Twillingate, some
75~

(21) ot its members served two terms or less during

the period.

Onl7 John H. Warren, a Devon-born St. John's

merchant managed to get elected consistently (5 times), and
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this, during the stable years of the fisher,r trade,
1855-78.

Two St. Jobn'a lawyers. who were partners,

A.B. Morine and Donald Morison managed to get elected
consistently (4 times each)q during the second half ot the
period. Both men - like Bond and Clift - served as a!8ntspokesman, r&presenting both the local tishing class and
the

St~

John's merchants with vested interests in Bonavista.
The district ot Trinity showed the largest one

term turnover ot any district in the north.

Sixty percent

(18) ot its members were elected only once.

In contrant,

only two members were elected four or

v.

mo~

times; William

Whiteway (who in addition bad run in Twillingate in his

youth) and Stephen Rendell, a long-time agent and eventual
partner in the Job Bros. firm of St. John's.

The direct

'Merchant to district' links, a feature or the early
period under

stu~,

gave way with the increasing

complexities of Island politics in the latter period, to a
group of specialists who came to dominate the political
scene.

This group, often lawyers - though not always so -

men like Bond, Clift, Morine and Morison, were willing to
devote much more time to politics than their predecessors
had been.

9~our times in general elections~ Morine actually
served 5 terms, with a career that started with a Bonavista
by-election in 1886.
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shows the place of residence ot Northern
District membership. 10 The chi square test was used to
Table

~=~

determine whether the test hypothesis, "St. John's
residents had an equally good chance or gaining a seat in
any of the Northern Constituencies", was valid. The
findings led to a rejection of the hypothesis. 11 A visual
inspection of the cells suggests that in Bonavista and
Pogo, st. John's residents probably had difficulty in
getting elected.

St. John's resident

~embership

tell into

four categories; those born and raised in St. John's; those
born in the United Kingdom; British North America; and
lastly, those born in outports who had moved to St. John's,
the growing seat

or

economic and political power.

Nearl~

three quarters of the membership from Twillingate

(??.8~)

cam~

from one of these four categories; nearly two-thirds

of Bonavista representation
five members from Trinity

(64.3~)

(?9.3~)

and f'our out of every

came rrom this group.

Local representation was markedly limited.

With the

exception of Fogo, a district that had opted tor autonomy
in 1885, the remaining larger districts show low
10All district.s shown, with the exception of Fogo,
cover the 1855-1914 time period. The four Fogo members
served during the 1885-1914 period only.
11x2 (calc.) - 61.094. Testing tor significance of
2
~ with 6 d.f. at the o.ool confidence level we found
x- - 22.457. Therefore, the null hypothesis (above) can be
rejected.

TABLE 3:3
RESIDENCE OF NORTHEBN DISTRICT MEMBERSHIP,

1855-1914

(Percent)
88llll)1e

St. John's

Local

Outport

Missirul:

Twillingate

(19)

73.8 (14)

21.1 (4)

5-3 (1)

(1)

Fogo

(4)

25.0 (1)

?5.0 (3)

Bonavista

(28)

64.3 (18)

32.1 (9)

Trinity

(28)

79-3 (25)

7.2

(2)

-

(0)

(0)

3.6 (1)

(0)

3.6 (1)

(2)

-..]

=
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percentages of local representation.

Local resident

members, however, otten performed functions related to St.
John's influence.

These included, local suppliers or

agents, captains, and
~ournalist.

occasionall~,

a doctor or local

Captains were often outport suppliers as

well, and were

usuall~

linked, economically. and

with large St. John's firms.

political!~,

.

In Bonavista, for instance,

membe~s

such ao Edward White, Samuel Blandford, and

William

c.

Winsor, Jr., were all, at various times, ship

captains and employees of Job Bros., St. John's.
There is substantial impressionistic newspaper
evidence to support the position that, at least during the
earl~

period 1855-18841 there was little resentment in the

North that so much relative economic and political power
was centered in St. John's. 12 It is important to remember
that as long as the Island's economy centered on the
fishery, the North was secure.
dynamic part of that industry,
political

machine~

The North was a vital and
an~

as

long as the Island's

was in the bands of those who were

allied with fishing interests, the North had little to fear.
12Much of this evidence is drawn from St. John's

newspapers, however. Even so, with the possible exception
ot factions in Bonavista, the statement seems to hold
true.
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It was only in the second half ot the period, however, that
the traditional economy was challenged.

The long-term

relative security and well being of the Northern Distriets
were threatened.

As a result, the North soon became the

regional political power base tor those politicians
advocating retrenchment, or at least moderation in new
directions of economic policy. 13 It was this existing
situation, 1885-1914, that helps explain, at least in part,
much or the political actions - and reactions - that
emanated !rom the North during the latter period. Its
previous

p~sicaL

isolation .from st. John's- never much or

a factor earlier when it was economically and ideologically
linked with the urban Protestant elite - worked the reverse
through much or the latter period.

It tended to accentuate

local tears and apprehensions regarding change. Distance
helped to magnify the ditterences between Northern mral
values and interests and the new emerging political and
economic interest a centered in St. John's. It made the
North easy prey to political demagoguer,r.
Table 3:4 shows the patterns of residence and

I

background tor members ot the Northern Districts. St.

l3This important point will be stressed again in
Chapter IV dealing with religion.· Robert Thorburn: Trinity,
1885; A.l. Goodridge~ Twillingate, 1893 end 189?; Robert
Bond 1 Twillingate 1 1~00-09, were all premiers who took
var,-1ng radical v1ews in support of the traditional
econom;v.

•

TABLE

3:4

RESIDENCE AND BACKGROUNDS OF NOB'l'HERR DISTBICT :rmmERS, 1855-1914
(Percent)

St. John's born

31.6 (6)

St. Jobn's with
Poreign Background

31.6 (6)

Tvillingate

st.

John's with
Olltport Background

Local Born and Raised

5-3 (1)
21.1 (4)

Local Resident with

-

St. John • s Background

(0)

st. John's, born in
British North America

5-3 (1)

other o-...:.t:;art

5-3

M.D.

(l)

FOfSO

Bonavi.sta

Trinity

25.0 (1)

37.5 (10)

35-7 (10)

(0)

10.7 (3)

35-? (10)

25.0 (1)

14.3 (4)

17-9 (5)

(0)

32.1 (9)

3.6 (1)

5().0 (2)

3.6 (1)

3.6 (1)

-

-

(0)
(0)

3.6 (1)

-

(0)

-

(0)

3.6 (1)

(19)

(4)

(28)

(28)

(1)

(0)

(0)

(2)

co
l'O
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John's residents are divided into the four categories
already mentioned, local residents into two.

The foreign

born St. John's residents who appeared in the House of
Assembly representing the North were larg$ly Devon-born.
All ot Twillingate's foreign born membership (6) were
Devon-born.

Bonavista had one of three born in Devon;

and Trinity, ·eight of ten.

Of the Northern Districts,

Bonavista shows the highest percentage ot resident

.

.

representatives, ,2.9 (9), during the period.

Most of this

local representation (?) appeared in the latter half of the
period (1885-1914), and included four steamer captains and
a blacksmith who himself became a steamer captain after
his term in the House of Assembly.

In the Twillingate

District, tour resident members included two local

.
journalists, a local merchant, and in 191,, a store
.

.

manager tor the Pishermen's Protective Union appeared.
While there were several St. John's residents in the House
who bad been Trinity-born, only two were local residents
at the time of their elections.

One was a newspaper

edit or \orho bad previously worked on a newspaper in Harbor
Grace and the

oth~r,

to Trinity and was

a St. John's tinsmith who bad moved

re~urned

tor Trinity in 191,.

At the

time ot his election, be was a local Fishermen's Protective
Union store manager.
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Tables ':5 through 3:8 examine constituencies by
place of residence of the members in two periods; 1855-1884,
and 1885-1914.

Each table includes not only an extensive

breakdown or residency by constituency but also an
aggregate of that diatribution (lower

s~~ction

of each

table) under two headings; "St. John's oonnexion", and
"no direct St. John's connexion".

The use ot this

aggregate facilitates the comparison ot residency patterns

ot one Northern District with another.
with Twillingate.

Table 3:5 deals

Column one ot that table, headed

1855-1884, includes total membership resulting trom the

nine general elections which took place during that period.
Column two, 1885-1914, again includes all membership
resulting from the nine general elections or that period.
The following null hypothesis was tested.: "the time period
was not significant in the chances of a St. John's resident
winning in Twillingate".

The test supported the hypotb&dis

and indicated that it should be retained, in spite of the
tact that only one Twillingate resident was returned in
the early period, while eight were returned in the latter. 14
14The 2x2 Table (bottomi Table 3:5) was tested with
2
X -1.981. With 1 a.r., x2 is on y significant at the 80~
level. Observation or the cells suggests that there was more
turnover in the latter period, that while St. John's residents
maintained their same numerical proportion, there was an
increase in local resident representation. It should also be
remembered that the table makes no distinction as to the
'character' ot St. John's representation in either period.
Residency only, is th.e factor considered.

TABLE ~:5

!L'WILLlllGATE BESIDENCY PATTEB!lS FOR TWO PERIODS: 1855-8'1-; 1885-1914

-

Tvi11i.nnte

1855-1884-

1885-1914

1

st. Jobn's

31.8 (7)

53.8 (14)

2

St. John's, Foreign born

40.9 (9)

11.5

3

St. Jobn'a, Outport born

4

St. John's, B.B.A. born

5

Tri1lingate

6

Tri.11ingate vith other
0\ltport Background

4.5 (1)

7-7

(2)

Other Outport

9.1 (2)

-

(0)

?

--

(0)

-

(0)

13.6 (3)

~.8

(1)

-

(0)

M.D.

Twi11i.ngate
-·

-

--

St. John's Connerlon.
l{(i Direct St. John' s Connexion
Tota1

(~)

23.1 (6)

(22)

(26)

(0)

(1)

1855-1884

1885-1914

19

18

37

-

8

11

~

22

-26

Tota1

-48
OD

en
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Table 3:6 examines the Fogo District, a one seat
constituency created in the reapportionment of 1884. The
time factor comparison will therefore not apply to Pogo.
Pour members sRt tor a total ot ten seats during the 1885-

1914 period. P'ogo membership was characterized during that
time by long established commercial and familial ties in
the area.

A sharp break with this pattern occurred in

1913, when William

w.

Halfyard, a St. John's school teacher

and then recently elected

vice-~resident

or the Fishermen's

Protective Union was elected to represent the district.
Table 3:? treats Bonavista residency patterns in the
same manner as Twillingate above.

The table includes a

detailed distribution of residency baekgrounds and an
aggregate table tor the purposes of testing.

There is a

noticeable drop in percentage of St. John's residents in
the second period in table 3:? and a corresponding rise in
the percentage ot Bonavista born representatives.

The

nypothesis was tested that "there was no time significance
in the residency patterns ot successful candidates in
Bonavista :tor the two periods" ; and it was found that the
bypot~esis should be rejected. 1 5 A visual inspection of the
1 5rn tbe obi-square teet ot the 2x2 Table (bottom,
Table 3:7) 1 X2 - 6.180. With 1 d.t., x2 is statistically
significant at the 98~ level. The null hypothesis should
therefore be rejected, s~nce a statistical significance is
strongly implied by the findings.

TABI.E 3:6
:FOGO RESIDENCY PATTERNS POR TWO PERIODS, 1855-1884 A1fD 1885-1914

Fogo

Fogo Resident

Fogo Resident with

St. John's Background

Outport Resident with

St. John's Background

1855-1884

1885-1914

60.0

(6)

3().0

(3)

10.0

(1)

(10)

M.D.

(0)

QO

.,;J

BONAVISTA BESIDENCI

PA~S

FOR TWO lERIOIS: 1855-1884 and 1885-1914

1

St. John's

48.1 (13)

2

St. John • s, Foreign born

25.9

3

st. John's, Outport Background

14.8 (4)

4

St. John's, B.B.A. Background

5

Bonavista born

1855-1884-

Bonavista

6

-

Other Outport with

M.D.

1

St. John • s Connexion
lfo Direct St. John's
Connenon

35.0 (8)

3.?

(?)

(1)

11.1 (3)
14.8 (4)

(0)

l.l..l. (3)

St. John's Background

Bonavista

1885-1914

3?.0 (l.O)

(0)

3-7 (l.)

(27)

-

(0)

(0)

(2?)

1855-1884

1885-1914

Tota1 ·

24

16

40

3

11

1.4

-27

-'27

-54

~

U)
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cells shows two noticeable shifts in representation during
the second period; St. John's resident representation
decreases while local resident representation increases.
The rise in local representation was, in part, due to
certain peculiar elite occupational patterns in the
district.

The l.ocal towns or Bonavista, Wesleyville, and

Norton' a Cove were the places or residence or prominent
steamer captains (who played a signiticant politioal role
during the later period under study), and were otten agents
tor politic ally intluential St. John's .tirms such as
Bowring's and more particularly,

Job Bros,

Table 3:8 looks at Trinit:y District.

The same test

hypothesis was applied to Trinit:r; "There was no time
signitioance in the residency patterns of successful
candidates in Trinity for the two periods."
to be signiticant only at the

90•

It was found

leve1. 16 The hypothesis

was therefore retained even though an examination of the
cells indicates a trend away trom •st. John's born' and
•st. John's, Foreign born' membership during the latter
period,

Trinity had the most turnover of any ot the

Northern Districts.

Sixt:r percent of its total membership

for both periods served onl:r one term in the House of
162x2 Table (bottom, Table 3:8) with X2 - 3.172.
With a 1 d.r:.1 the results wer~ statistically significant
only at the
level. The findings then, imply that
the test hypothesis should be retained.

'N"

TABLE 3:8
TRIBITY RESIDENCY P.AT'J!ERNS FOR T\10 PERIODS: 1855-1884 ABD 1885-1914

Trini!z.

1855-1884

1885-1914

1

St. John's

37.0

(10)

26.9 (?)

2

St. John's, Foreign born

3

st. John's, Qo.ltport bor.n

48.1 (13)
7.4 (2)

26.9 (7)
23.1 (6)

4

Trinity

5

Trinity with Foreign Background

6

Trinity, with St. John's Background

7

Outport

8

Outport wi.th Foreign Background

-

(0)

3.8 (1)

3-? (1)

3.8 (1)

-

-

(0)

3.8 (1)

(0)

11.5 (3)

3-? (1)
(?7)

M.D.

Trinitt

(0)

18~!?::1884

St. John's Connexion
B'o Direct St. John's Conne:xi.on
Total

25
2

-2?

--

(0)

(26)

(1)
188~1214

20
6

-26

Total
/"J-5

8

53

~
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Assembly.

In addition, the district was strategically

important in nineteenth centur1 Newfoundland politics. It
was the closest in proximity to St. John's
Northern Districts.

or

all the

It stood adjacent to Conception Bay,

a five-constituency region whose backgrounds and political
character contrasted with the Northern bays.

Trinity was

the first of the Northern Districts to reel the impact of
railway once it had spread through Conception Bay, and
hence it became an

im~ortant

model district

in the

ideological struggle between the old and the new economic
orders.

To the former it served as a palatine, a bastion-

like constituency whose function it was to preserve tbe
traditional economic integrity of the North.
tell politically

~

Once Trinity

in something like a domino theory - the

North might be lost.

To the new order, on the other hand,

Trinity was treated with loving care.

It was strategically

important that with coming economic cbe.nge in Trinity came
local prosperity. 1? The district was to serve as the
17It had been Wbiteway's intention, stemming from
negotiations of the 189~ Railway Contract, that Whitbourne
(So. Trinity Dist.) serve as ·a 'new·industrial town'. All
of the railway storage sheds, shops, and mar~halling yards
were to be centered in Whitbourne - a choice but obvious
plum dangled at the newly enfranchised male voters of
Trinity. Premier Winter reversed these plans, however, in
his contract of ·l89B, moving all the equipment back into
St. John's West, in spite ot the tact that Whitbourne had
mushroomed into something ot a boom town by those who
anticipated railway jobs.
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springboard for their anticipated political invasion of the
North.

In one of the important political confrontations of

the period;

w.v.

challenged and

Wbiteway, Robert Bond and David 0. Webber,

suc~essfully

dislodged Premier

Thorburn, W.B. Grieve and E.O. Watson in Trinity, in 1889. 18
Finally, Table 3:9 looks at the residency patterns
of the Northern Districts in a Regional perspective.

The

4 x 3 table was devised from data furnished in Tables 3:5
through 3:8.

The extended number or 'background' categories

were compressed into three aggregate categories; •st. John's',
'Local', and 'Outport' which more readily serve the purposes
for testing the proposed

Regi~nal

hypothesis; namely, "that

St. John's residents had an equally good chance of gaining
a seat in any of the Northern Constituencies."

The chi-

square test revealed a high degree of significant residency
pattern imbalance in the Regional table. 19 Outport
residency membership patterns varied markedly throughout
tbe period.

St. John's newspapers sometimes give the

18 •014 order• representation consisted of Thorburn
and Grieve, first cousins, whose families in Greenock,
·
Scotland owned Baine, Johnston and Co., and Ellis c. jatson,
an agent for Job Bros.~ St. John's, stationed at Stephen
Rendell's old post in Hant's Harbor, Trinity Bay.

=

19x2
61.094. With 6 d.t., the findings are
significant at the 99.99~ level. The null hypothesis that
St. John's residents had an equally good chance or gaining
a seat in any of the Northern Districts is not statistically
supportable.

TABLE 3:9
NORTHERN BEGIONAL BESIDENCY PATTERNS, 1855-1914
(NUmber

or

Hembers)

-Total
19

St. John's

Local

Outport

14

4

1

1

3

0

4

Bonavista

18

1

28

Trinity

25

9
2

1

28

Total

58

18

3

Twi11ingate
Fogo

-

79

· ~

w

94

impression that all outport representation stemmed from
the same source; namely, St. John's merchant representation.
This was not the case, bowever. 20
Tables 3:10 through 3:13 are concerned with the
relationship of the residency patterns or successful as
well as unsuccessful candidates in the Northern Districts.
The tables attempt to resolve the question

RS

to whether

there was any markedly different residential pattern among
winners and losers; i.e., successful St. John's candidates
winning out over unsuccessful local candidates. Residential
data was collected on unsuccessful candidates21 for the
period 1885-1914, a period in which many outport
constituencies looked with growing suspicion at the state
of government in St. John's.
Twillingate.

Table 3:10 deals with

Using the aggregate table (bottom, Table

3:10), the hypothesis, "there was no

significant difference

in the residency patterns c.f successful and unsuccessful
candidates in Twillingate during the period 1885-1914", was
tested with the findings indicating that it should be
20wewfoundland historiography has been dominated in
the past by what in all fairness, can only be called a 'St.
John's view'. Thls is understandable enough since St. John's
nineteenth century newspapers provide a rich - if heavily
biased - source of material. The 'town' versus 'outport'
syndrome is apparent in the newspapers from the 1870's on.
There was nothing monolithic about outport life.
21successful and unsuccessful candidates for the
period appear in the Newfoundland Almanacs (Blue Books)
along with vote totals. Residential data were gathered from
newspapers and Business Directories of the period.

TABLE 3:10
RESIDENCY AMONG ALL TWILLINGATE CANDIDATES, 1885-1914

1

St. John's

2

St. John's, Outport
Background

Winners

Losers

(4)

(7)

(0)

- {0)

-

~

St. John's, Foreign
Background

(1)

(1)

4

St. John's, B.N.A.
Background

(1)

(~)

5

Loca1

(4)

(6)

6

other Outport

(0)

(1)

(10)

(18)

(1)

(2)

M.D.
Twi11ingate
St. John's
Not St. John's
Total

-Vinners
6

Losers

Total

11

17

4

-18

7

-28

-10

11

-=
en
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maintainea. 22

In looking at the cells, it is obvious

there is almost perfect proportions between the two
columns.
Samples for the district of Fogo are too small to
allow testing.

An

examination of the cells, however,

shows little difference between winner and loser residency
patterns.
Table 3:11
RESIDENCY AMONG ALL FOGO

C~NDIDATES,

1885-1914

Winners
St. John's
Local
Other Outport

Losers

- (0)

(1)

(4)

(2)

- (0)

(1)

Bonavista representatives were heavily challenged
by unsuccessful St. John's candidates (11) as well as a
substantial number or unsuccessful local candidates. The
high proportion of challengers (25) to successful
candidates (14) indicates the intensity of political
activity in that district.

The hypothesis that "the

residency patterns were of no importance as a determinant
of winners and losers in Bonavista in 1885-1914" was
22x2 -

whatever.

o.oo,,

or no statistical significance

TABLE 3:12
RESIDENCY AMONG ALL BONAVISTA CANDIDATES, 188.5-1914
Losers

Winn!!£!!.

1

St. John's

(4)

(11)

2

St. John's, Outport Background

(1)

(2)

3

St. John's, Foreign Background

(1)

(1)

4

S·t. John's, B.N.A. Background

(1)

(2)

5

Local

(6)

(9)

6

Other Outport

(1)

- (0)

M.D.

(14)

(25)

(0)

(0)

B•:>navista

Winners

Losers

St. John's

7

16

23

Not St. John's

7

9

16

-

14

-25

Total

39
~

~
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tested and the null hypothesis retainea. 23 Bonavista like Trinity - was a district with high turnover of members.
The district had a large floating labour force~ 24 many or
whom turned their back on the old economy in 1889 and sided
with the new railway forces in

ho~es

of securing steady

employment and security.

Spokesmen for a large portion or
this group were the Blandford family; 25 three brothers~
born in Bonavista, who allied themselves, first with

w.v.

Whiteway, later the Reid's, and finally, Edward P.

Morris' People's Party.

The fact that neither Whiteway,

nor Morris later, were able to meet the challenge ot rising
expectations and demands among the labour force of the
district, accounted in part for the local success of three
Fishermen's Protective Union candidates in 1913; one of
them the Union's president, William F. Ooaker.

The F.P.U.

Bonavista platform originated in a district that had in
fact been demanding reform for nearly twenty-five years.
Table 3:13 looks at winners and losers from the
Trinity District during the period 1885-1914.

A visual

23x2 - 0.?2?, and with 1 d.f. resulting from the
2x2 table; X2 is statistically significant only at the 80~
level. The hypothesis, therefore, was accepted.
24Tocque: Newfoundland, 1877, p. 14?.
2 5The brothers; Samuel Blandford MBA and MLC; Darius
Blandford, MHA; and unsuccessful MHA candidate; James
Blandford. In addition, Samuel Blandford's son, Dara Sidney
Blandford. was a successful MHA from the district, and later
appointed MLC by E.P. Morris.

TABLE 3:13

:RESIDENCY AMONG ALL TRINITY CANDIDATES, 1885-1914
\linn~

Losers

1

St. John's

(5)

(6)

2

St. John's, Outport Background

(4)

(3)

3

St. John • s, Foreign Background

(5)

(3)

4

St. John's, B.N.A. Background

(0)

(0)

5

Local

(2)

(3)

6

other Outport

(1)

(2)

(17)

(17)

(2)

(2)

M.D.
Trinity

St. John's
Not St. John's

Winners

Los!.£!.

14

12

3

5

-

1?

-

1?

-Total
26
8

-

34
cc

=
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inspection of the cells reveals an almost even distribution
ot winners and losers by residency, and the test hypothesis
that "there was no significance in the residency patterns of
winners and losers in the Trinity District during 1885-191411
was sustained.
Finally, Table 3:14 provides the Regional aggregate
or all winners and losers for the Northern Districts during
1855-191~.

A visual inspection of the cells in the aggregate

table at the bottom ot Table

3:1~

reveals that the

distribution of both winners and l.osera is in strikingly
similar balance;

60.0~

as compared with

John's representation, for example.

63.0~

for St.

We can therefore

conclude, that whatever form Regional political reaction
took in the North, it did not disrupt the traditional
character or residency pattern representation in that
Region.

No dichotomy developed, for example, between

'unsuccessful hinterland candidates• on the one band, and
'successful. town candidates' on the other.

Both the

successful and the unsuccessful were products or the same
residency and background patterns.
East of Trinity Bay was the old district or
Conception Bay.

Conception Bay in the first half of the

nineteenth century engaged in an independent cod and seal.
fishery and trade.

B:r the 1850's, it was the most thickly-

populated and heavily cultivated bay on the Island.

The

Ba:r remained a three member constituency during the period

TABLE 3:14
NO'RTBERN ImGIONAL RESIDENCY PATTERNS AMONG ALL CANDIDATES, 1855-1914

(Pereent)

\linners

Losers
38.5 (25)

1

st. John's

28.9 (13)

2

St. John's, Outport Background

11.1 (5)

9.2 (6)

3

St. John's, Foreign born

15.6 (7)

'}.'} (5)

4

St. John's, B.N.A. born

4.4 (2)

7-7 (5)

5

Local

35.6 (16)

3().8 (20)

6

other Outport

4.4 (2)

6.2 (4)

(65)

(45)

\Jinners

Losers

St. John's

60.0 (2?)

63.0 (41)

(68)

Local

35.6 (16)

3().8 (20)

(36)

4.4 (2)

6.2 (4)

(6)

Outport
Tota1

(45)

-(65)

Total

(110)

,..

...
Q
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of the fifteen member House, 1832-1854, and the clamour ot
some tor reapportionment added impetus to the movement for
responsible government.

In 1855, with a population or some

33,000 - better than one-quarter or the Island's total
population at that time - the Bay was divided into tive
electoral districts; Port-de-Grave (1 seat); Carbonear
(1 seat); Harbor Grace (3 seats); Bay-de-Verde (1 seat
until 1884; 2 after that time); and Harbor Main (2 seats) 9
giving the Bay an immediate 160% increase in representation.
One ot the common

characteristi~ g

ot the newly formed

districts was that each was the residential domain of one
or more merchants who operated within a Conception Bay
based economy, independent or St. John • s influence.
de-Grave had several. sueb merchants~ 6

Port-

Tbe district of

Oarbonear, with its early Dorset connexions, had important
early firms such as the

Kempa~

and the firm of

Gosse~ Pack~ 27

and Fryer. During the second half or the century,
principal merchants were John

Rorke~

J. & B.

Maddock~ 28

and

26An exception was the firm of Robert ·Prowse and
Son. Based in St. John's, Prowse nonetheless 1 had strong
local Port-de-Grave connexions. He was one or those
opposed to responsible government in principle and the
extension of local representation in particular.

2 7Robert
2

Pack~ M.H.A.~

Conception

Bay~ 1832-37·

~oth Rorke and one of the Maddocks were M.H.A.s
during the period under study.

CONCEPTION BAY DISTR\CTS.I855-1914
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Benjamin Gould.

In addition, Carbonear had two early

local newspapers, The Sentinel and
by the 1870's.

~e

Star, both defunct

Bay-de-Verde bad the firms ot Charles

Cozens, later a Stipendiary Magistrate, and Robert Brown,
both of whom were located in the town of Brigus, 29
Harbor Grace, the largest town in the Harbor Grace
Distriet, saw John Munn and the Ridley's engaged in

k~en

competition.3° Early community newspapers emanating from
Harbor Grace were The Mercurz, The Herald,
~.

Conception~

and finally, The Harbor Grace Standard, owned by· the

Munn family; the latter, the only paper to survive during
the period under study.

South of Harbor Grace - in the

same district - was Bay Roberts, the early domain of Gosse,
Pack, and Fryer.

Their premises were later leased and
operated b;y William s. Green,31 an English-born resiclent of

29obarles Cozens~ M•H.A.~ O•B., 1832-37. Robert
Brown - (son of Peter ·Brown, M.B.A., C.B., 1832-42) - was
M.B.A., Port-de-Grave, 1855-59. Brown left Brigus to become
manager of the newly formed Commercial Bank in St. John's
in 1859.
.

.

.

3°Thomas Ridley, M.H.A., O.B., 1842-48, and 11gain ·
in 1869 as an anti-confederate. An Irish-born Porteatant,
be was also a M.L.C. John Munn~ a native ot Scotland, was
a member of both the House of Assembly and the Legislative
Council.
3lwilliam s. Green, M.B.A., Harbor Grace, 1865-69.
Green was, in addition, the son-in-law of Robert Pack
(M.H.A.), and was later appointed J.P. for the Northern
District.

10.5

Bay Roberts since 1844.

In addition to Green, there bad
been the firm of James Ccrmaek32 at Bay Roberts and a

McLellan firm.

With the eventual deaths of Green and

Cormack, the political void in Bay Roberts was filled by
various members

o~

the Dawe family.

Finally, there was the

district of Harbor Main, closest in proximity to St.
John's.

Early settlers in the district were from England

and Jersey, many of whom were now Catholics, following the
influx of a large immigrant Irish population in preresponsible government days.

Richard Rankin~33 later

Stipendiary Magistrate at Bay-de-Verde, was an important
early Harbor Main merchant.
Tbe Conception Bay ood fishery usually began in
June and ended in late September.

After that time, the

potato harvest was usually dug - it was also the most
cultivated district on the Islr;nd - and then, most c£ the
male populati.on were id.le fc'l' about five months.

Often,

single men, known as "winter dieters" traveled about the
district cutting and hauling wood for local residents.

It

was generally accepted practice that the men expected "no

32James Cormack was an early member of the
Legislative Council under responsible government.

3~ichat~ Rankin, M.H.A.~ C.B.~ 1848-52.
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more than room and board for wages.n3 4 By March, however,
Conception Bay shook off its economic hibernation and the
centers of Harbor Grace, Carbonear, Bay Roberts and Brigus
became crowded with activity as the Bay readied itself for
its own local seal trade, an activity which lasted into
the 1880's.

Munn and Ridley, for instance, had three

steamers which served in seal fisher,y duty during the
1870's.

The Bay produced its share of colourful planter-

captains, some of whom found their way into Newfoundland
politics.

Most notable, of course, were the Brigus

Captains; the Bartletts, the Normans, Perceys, Mundens,
and others.

But there were many others, and all Conception

Bay districts were capable of producing their share.

In

Harbor Main, for instance, there was William Woodford Sr.,
a successful sealer captain who in addition, accumulated
considerable real property holdings in the Topsail area of
Harbor Main, an area which became a quite fashionable
resort area after the extension of the railway late in the
century. His son, William Woodford, Jr., was to play an
important - if sometimes controversial - part in
Newfoundland politics during that period with a career that
lasted from the 1890's into the 1920's.

Woodford managed

a tenacious bold on the Harbor Main constituency for nearly
three decades.
34Tocque: Newfoundland, 1877, p. 123.

'
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Conception Bay then, through much of the first
halt of the nineteenth century, can be seen as a collection

ot Bay communities in which resided certain independent
and locally influantial fishery merchants.

With the

granting of responsible government in 1855, Conception Bay
emerged as a unique five-constituency region, and unlike most
other regions on the Island at the time, political power
generally rested in the bands of local Bay merchants.

The

town of Harbor Grace was the hub of much of the autonomous
commercial activity of the bay; with Carbonear, Bay Roberts
and to some extent Brigus, rounding out the intra-bay
competition.

The collective competitive distrust that the

bay towns exhibited in their relationship with St. John's
was often offset by the fact that they were also, locally,
in competition with each other.

Conception Bay was the

first outport region to experience the impact of the
railway and was hit in a unique way by its resulting social
and economic consequences.

The problems resulting were

compounded by the almost simultaneous collapse of the Munn
family Harbor Grace fishery.

The result was a series of

local social and economic crisas35 which demanded immediate

35The populations of three of the five districts;
Carbonear, Harbor Grace and Port-de-Grave declined steadily
during the years 1884-1901. The Census Officer in 1901
states "It is impossible to account for low averages during
1884-1891." No birth, death, or emigration records were
kept for those seven years. Newfoundland Census, 1901,
p. vii.
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political action from government.

The unemployed turned

in desperation to those leaders representing the new
economy.

~arbor

Main became the ward or St. John's West.

Whatever validity there was to the politically-motivated
criticisms emanating from the St. John's press with regard
to abuses in the distribution

or

public works money at the

time, the fact remained that those were grim times particularly along Conception Bay - in the 1880's and 90's.
Table ;:15 shows the number of Executive Councillors
who were representing Conception Bay constituencies during
the period, 1855-1914.
that sixty year period.

The area produced no premiers during
Harbor Grace, the largest and in

many ways the most politically important District on the
Bay daring the period, shows a surprisingly small number
or Executive Councillors (6) as compared to the smaller
District of Bay-de-Verde (8).

Part or this imbalance rests

with the relative political instability of the former.
Executive Councillors usually gravitated toward constituencies
in which there was some assurance of local political
stability.

It was important to a premier when running

t.~r

election that he could, to some degree, anticipate the
successful return to office or certain key men; often his
councillors.

Bay-de-Verde, a small district under the

economic sphere of Carbonear for much of the period,
presented an opposite picture of Harbor Grace.

The

district - due to its denominational characteriutics -

re-

TABLE 3:15
CONCEPl'ION BAY EXECUTIVE COUNCILORS, 185.5-1914

(Number
Ba.y-de-Verde

o~

Carbonear Harbor Grace

Attorney General

Colonial Secretary

Solicitor General
Surveyor General

Fisheries
Agriculture and

Port-de-Grave

Harbor Main
2

1
. 1

2

-

2

-

-

2

-

-

1

1

1

3

4

-

Mines

1

-

Receiver General

2

Without

3

1

8

5

Port~o1io

Members)

6

.....

c:::t
CQ
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established

in spite of a high turnover rato, as a
sa~e seat for Methodists.3 6 When it became important that
itsel~

Methodists be equally represented on the Executive Council
during the latter nineteenth century, Bay-de-Verde
provided an ideal opportunity for this expression.
Turning to the issue of bow often candidates were
returned for the Region, Table 3:16 presents a composite
of all the Conception Bay Districts, showing the number of
times the successful c1 :ndidates were elected.

Bay-de-Vercle,

already mentioned, had the highest turnover rate of any
district on the Bay,
most stability.

or

?0.6~

(12), while Carbonear sho,ated the

the six candidates who represented

Carbonear during the period - all of them local - none was
elected for only one term; two were elected tl'rice, three
members served three terms each, and one was returned five
times.

Bay-de-Verde's most successful candidate was John

Bemister, already mentioned as a case study in

Oha~ter

II.

John Rorke represented Carbonear on five occasions during
1865-1882.

A one-time clerk for O.F. Bennett, and later

for the Ridleys in Harbor Grace, Rorke rose, beginning in
the early 1830's, to a fishery supply merchant of local
prominence in Carbonear.37

Captain Eli Dawe represented

36sixteen of the seventeen members returned for the ·
district during the period were Methodists. The seventeenth,
while unknown, probably conforms to the pattern.
37Rorke was the brother-in-law of Rev. Phillip Tocque
whose history of Newfoundland is often cited in this study.

TABLE 3:16

NUMBER OF Tll'i&) MEMBERS VERE ELECTED IN CONOEPriON BAY DISTRICTS, 1855-1914
Carbonear Harbor Grace

No. o:t Times
Elected

Bi;-de-Verde

Once

70.6 (12)

Twice·

11.8 (2)

33-3 (2)

18.2 (4)

3 times

11.8 (2)

so.o

18.2 (4)

4 times

5 times
6 times

7 times

< -iob%)

5.8 (1)

(0)

-

-

(0)
(0)

(17)

(6-100'.1)

-

(0)
(3)

16.? (1)
(0)

(0)

(0)

(6)

~2-iOO,C)

so.o

(11)

9.1 (2)

-

(0)

4.5 (1)
(0)

-

-(22)

Port-de-Grave

Harbor Main

58-3 (?)

LK>.O

33-3 (4)
8.3 (1)

33.3 (5)

(12-1oO'J)

-

-

(0)

(15-1®)

-

6.7

(6)
(0)

(1)

(0)

13.3 (2)

(0)

6.? (1)

(0)

-(12)

-

(0)

(15)

......
......
F-lo
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the Harbor Grace District six times during 1889-1909.
Running from the town of Bay Roberts, Dawe was in both the
Whiteway and Bond executiv$s.
member elected as many as three

Port-de-Grave had only one
time~;

John Leamon, a

Brigus merchant who followed in the footsteps or Robert
Brown in that town.

The son o! a Blandford, Dorset

fisherman, Leamon maintained fishing rooms in Holden, Ice
Tickles, Batteaux and Rogers Harbors.3 8 Harbor Main bad
three members elected five or more times.

The first,

Patrick Nowlan, was a Brigus general merchant and fishery
supplier.39 Another was Joseph Little~ the son or a Prince
Edward Island merchant.

Little represented Harbor Main

from 1869 to 1884, when he was appointed to the Supreme
Court. 40 And finally, William Woodford, Jr. was elected
six times during the 1889-1914 period, serving in important
positions with nearly all of the premiers ot that period. 41
Long term resident members from Conception Bay, then, were

3~ewtound1ander, May 25, 1865; Times, Dec. 1, 1866;
Courier, Jan. 3, 1846.
39Newround1and Business Directory: 1871 (St. John's
and Conception Bay only).
40Ro:al

Gazette~ July 15~

1902.

Times~ Sept. 6~ 1893; Colonist~ July 20, 1889.

41

t13

usually connected with the local fishery trade.
the seven mentioned were fishery merchants.
exceptions were:

Wood~ord,

Five of

The

a Harbor Main real estate

developer, and Little, a lawyer heavily engaged in St.
John's West politics who habitually ran

~rom

the adjacent

District of Harbor Main.
Table 3:17 examines the residential patterns of
the members in each
Bay.

o~

the five districts of Conception

It is seen that in only two Conception Bay Districts

did local representation x·each majority proportions
(Carbonear, Harbor Grace) during the 1855-1914 period.
Bay-de-Verde produced only two loca1 members during tbe
period; Eli Garland and George E. Moo~ 42 both local
merchants.

By contrast, all of Oarbonear representation

was local.

By 1909, however, after an economic recession

which lasted for nearly twenty years, Carbonear, while
retaining its strong political tradition of local
representation, nonetheless, finally succumbed to the
domination of the St. Jobn's-based.People's Party. 43
Harbor Grace also shows a strong local representative
42Moores, elected as a Wbiteway supporter in 1893,
became one of the first political victims of the unseating
proceedings in 1894.
4 3Jobn R. Goodison, grandaon of John ·Rorke (MHA)
and an in-law of Alfred Penny (MBA Oarbonear ·1882-89) ran
and won as a People's Party candidate in 190~ defeating
Joseph Maddock, a local Oarbonear merchant and three time

MHA.

TABLE

~:17

RESIDENCY AND BACKGROUNDS OF CONCEP.nON BAY MmBERS, 1855-1914

(Percent)
B!;I-de-Verde

35-3 (6)

1

St. John's

2

St. John's,
Foreign Born

5.9

(1)

~

St. John's,
Outport Background 17.6

(~)

4

St. John's,
B.B.A. Background

(0)

5

Local

6

Local with
Foreign Background

11.8 (2)

?

Local with St.
John's Background

8

Conception Bay

9

Conception Bay,
St. John's Background

10

Other Outport

-

-

(0)

-

(0)

11.8 (2)

17.6
M.D.

(0)

(3)

Carbonear

-

Harbor Grace

Port-de-Grave

(0)

9.1 (2)

33.3

-

(0)

4.6 (1)

-

(0)

-

Harbor Main

(4)

6.7 (1)

(0)

13.3 (2)

9.1 (2)

l.G.? (2)

20.0 (3)

(0)

4.6 (1)

8.3 (1)

6.7 (1)

66.? (4)

40.9 (9)

;;.; (2)

18.2 (4)

- (0)

-

(0)

13.6 (~)

- (0)

-

(0)

-

(0)

3J.3

(4)

33.3 (5)

-

(0)

-

(0)

a.;

(1)

13.8 (2)

-

(0)

-

(0)

-

(0)

6.? (1)

-

(0)

(1?)

(6)

(0)

(0)

-

(0)

(22)
(1)

(0)

(12)
(0)

-

(0)

(15)
(0)

.........

~
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tradition -

?2.?~

in the three local categories - with the

town of Harbor Grace dominating the District, in the first
half of the period, and then, with Harbor Grace and Bay
Roberts vying with each other during most ot the latter
period in intra-district competition.

In Port-de-Grave,

Brigus supplied the source ot local representation.
r~presentation

This

- local merchant and planter-captain elite -

came to an end by 1885.

The same is true ot Harbor Main.

Four candidates of a grass roots character - fishermenplanters - had appeared in the House before 1889. 44 Harbor
Main District was dominated after that period, by a series
of members who, for the most part, lived in St.

~·ohn'

s and

whose economic and political interests were centered there.
Tables 3:18 through 3:22 divide House membership
into two time periods to determine whether there are any
noticeable changes over time in residency patterns of
Conception Bay membership. The first period, 1855-1884,
. :Jovers the high water mark of the Conception Bay fishery;
the second, 1885-1914, starts with its collapse and extends
to World War I.

Using the aggregate table (bottom, Table

3:18) for the purposes

o~

testing, the hypothesis was

tested "that there was no significant difference in the
44The fifth representative -·an exception·to the
others - was John Lewis, of Holyrood Harbor Main a
foreign-port Captain for Job Bros. Lewis died ·wblle in
service for that company in tbe ·port of Naples, Italy, in
1922. Evening Telegram: Jan. 24, 1922.

TABLE ;:18
BAY-DE-VERDE MEMBERSHIP RESIDENCY PATTERNS FOR 1\10 PF;nTODS; 1855-84, 1885-1914

(Numbers of members)
Residencz

1855-1884

188~1214

1

St. John's

(0)

(6)

2

St. John's, Foreign Background

(0)

(1)

3

St. John • s, Outport Background

(1)

(2)

4

Local

(1)

(1)

5

Other Outport

(2)

(3)

(4)

(13)

1855-84

1885-1914

Total

St. John's

1

9

10

Noi: St. John's

3

4

Total

4

-17?

13

.....

l-Ao

Q')

TABLE 3:19
CABBONEAR MmlBERSHTP BESIDENCY PATTERNS FOR TWO PERIODS: 1855-1884, 1885-1914

(Number o£ Members)
Carbonear

1855-84

1885=1914

1

St. John's

(0)

(0)

2

Carbonear

(2)

(2)

3

Carbonear, Foreign Background

(1)

(1)

(3)

(3)

..........
~

TABLE 3:20
HARBOR GRACE ImmERSHIP RESIDENCY PATTERNS FOR TWO PERIODS: 1855-1884 1 1885-1914

(Number of Members)
1855-1884

1885-1914

1

St. John's

(1)

(1)

2

St. John's, Foreign Background

(0)

(1)

3

St. John • s, Outport Background

(0)

(2)

4

St. John's, B.N.A. Background

(0)

(1)

5

Local

(4)

(5)

6

Local with Foreign Background

(2)

(2)

7

Local with St. John •s Background

(2)

(1)

M.D.
st. John's
Not St. John's

(9)

-(13)

(0)

(1)

1855-1884
1

1885;1914

8

8

16

-9

-13

-22

Total

--,;

J.l.

.....

00

TABLE 3:21
HARBOR MAIN MEMBERSHIP RESIDENCY PATTERNS FOR TWO PERIODS: 1855-1884, 1885-1914

(NUmber

or

Members)

1855-1884

1885-1914

1

St. John's

(0)

(1)

2

St. John • s, P'oreign Backgrouna

(2)

(0)

3

St. John's, Outport

Backgro~

(0)

(2)

4

St. John's, B.N.A.

(1)

(0)

5

Harbor Hain

(3)

(3)

6

Conception Bay

(2)

(0)

(0)

(1)

(0)

(0) .

7
8

Backgro~

Conception Bay, St. John's
Backgro~

other Outport, Conception
Bay

Backgro~

M,D.

-

-(8)

(?)

(0)

(0)

Harbor Hain

1855-1884

1885=1914

St. John's

3

3

6

Not St. John's

5
~

4

9

.,

Total

r;

.......

......

Gl

TABLE 3:22

PORT-DF-GRA.VE MmBERSHIP RESIDENCY PATTERNS FOR TWO PERIODS: 1855-1884, 1885-1914
(Number of Members)
1855-1884

1885-1914

1

St. John's

(1)

(3)

2

St. John's, Foreign Backgrouru!

(1)

(0)

3

St. John's, B.N.A.

(0)

(1)

4

St. John's, Outport

(0)

(1)

5

Conception Bay

(0)

(1)

6

Port-de-Grave

(4)

(0)

-

-

Backgroun~
Backgro~

(6)

(6)

Total

1822:1884

1882-1914

St. John's

2

5

7

Not St. John's

4

1

5

-6

6

-12
.....

"'
c;»
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residency patterns between Bay-de-Verde members in two
periods in time".

The results support the hypothesis
indicating that it should be retained. 4 5 But statistical

significance at a high level of confidence is difficult to
achi~~e

with such a small number of eases, and examination

of the cells does suggest a movement away from the earlier
pattern in the later period.

In the first period, the

district is virtually controlled by Carbonear with only one
St. John's member, J.J. Rogerson, a merchant, appearing in
1873 and again in 18?4.

In the latter period, Carbonear

influence wanes and St. John's dominates the district (9)
with some Bonavista influence (Other Outport:3).
In turning to the Carbonear District, which is too
small to test statistically, we find the patterns for both
periods identical.

It is obvious that, regardless of the

changing economic climate of the latter period, Carbonear
maintained its traditional policy of local representation,
although with the election of John R. Goodison in 1909
the District as already mentioned, lost some of its
autonomous political character.
Harbor Grace - like Carbonear - managed to keep a
fairly balanced residency pattern through both periods.
In the early period, however, six of the eight local
45x2 - 2.4?1. With l · d.t.~ the 2x2 table is only
significant at the 80~ level, not sufficiently high enough
to justify rejection.
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representatives resided in the town of Harbor Grace while in
tbe latter period, only two of six, the other four being
residents of nearby Bay Roberts.

The hypothesis, "there

was no significant difference in the residency patterns of
members from Harbor Grace in two time periods", was tested
and retained. 46 An inspection of the cells in Table 3:20,
however, reveals two forces moving against local
representation from the town of Harbor Grace in

~he

later

period; the first is an obvious increase in St. John's
representation in the district during the second peliod,
and the second, the shift within the district to
representation from Bay Roberts.
Harbor Main District - with the same denominational
profile- was in too close proximity to St. John's West
not to be affected by its politics.

As early as 1869, it

became a safe district tor urban politicians - first for
the old guard -then the new; candidates like Frank J.
Morris, brother of Edward P., and John J. Murphy, Utility
and Power Co. owner, helped the rising politieal status of
St. John's West to expand its power base along the southeastern shore of Conception Bay. Early railway
construction tied the district even more closely to the
46z2 - 2.006. With 1 d.f., x2 was found to be
significant only at the
level, again! not sufficiently
high enough to ~arrant rejecting the nul hypothesis.

80-
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city. A visual examination of the cells of Table 3:21
shows an almost identical apportionment of residency
patterns tor the two periods.

The test hypothesis was

confirmed; "that there was no significant difference in
residency patterns for the two time periods". 4? Despite
the fact that Harbor Main moved from a rural fishing and
farming district in the early period to a district that
felt the first impact of the railw8J and experienced
something of a land boom in the late 1880's and 90's, the
character of its membership in terms of residency changed
little over two periods.
In turning to the Port-de-Grave district, it is
seen that it bad similar residency characteristics to the
district of Bay-de-Verde.

Two-thirds of its representation

(4) in the earlier period were local, while in the latter
period, the district produced no local representation.
!be test hypothesis, "that there was no significant
difference in residency patterns .tor the Port-de-Grave
representatives over time", and was found significant at
the

90~

level, which considering the very small population

is perhaps sufficient to warrant the re~ection or the null
bypothesis. 48 There is one markedly different residency

level.

4?x2
482

-

0.044, or no statistical significance at any

X - 3.083,

signi~icant

at the

90~

level.
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pattern in the two periods which warrants investigation.
A closer study reveals thbt there were no important local
merchants in the district after the death ot Leamon in
1866. The planter-captains who represented the district
after that time had died by the late 1880's.

The

withdrawal of Munn's from the Labrador trade undoubtedly
hurt the district.

Once more, Job Bros. of St. John's,

who belpad, partially, to till the vacuum created by the
departure of Munns, themselves suddenly withdrew from the
Brigus supply trade in 1896.49 This was part of a general
retrenchment by the larger St. John's merchants at that
tiae. The vacuum created what some historians have
euphemistically called 'the rise or the new merchants•,5°
with the implication given that these men somehow had
fought their way to the top.

More accurately, the baton

of economic opportunity was passed by the

ma~or

merchants,

almost willingly at times, to those on the next rung of the
ladder.

Some of these new merchants were undoubtedly

successful. A few even found their way into the higher
echelons of the People's Party in the 1900's, and continued
to dominate Island affairs well into the twentieth century.
49smith: Fiftt-two Years in Labrador, p. 69• A
careful reading o! Sm~h can otter many 111uninating
insights into the Labrador trade. Smith accounts a chilling
tale of how one community (Brigus) bad to scramble tor
survival after being dropped by their accustomed supplier.
50Noel, for example, in Politics in Newfoundland,
p. 103.
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In an effort to place Conception Bay into regional
perspective, a contingency table was complied from data
supplied in Tebles 3:18 through 3:22.

The hypothesis

tested was the same as that for the Northern Regional
table; namely, "that St. John's candidates bad an equally
good chance of winning in any of the Conception Bay
Districts during the period 1855-1914".

The chi-square

test revealed that St. John's candidates did not in tact
have an equally good chance of winning in any of th~
Conception Bay Districts.51 In studying the cells, it is
seen that Harbor Grace and particularly Carbonear were not
favourable to

St~

John's representation.

Tables 3:24 through 3:28 looks at both winning and
losing candidates in Conception Bay during the period
1855-1914.

The purpose is to discern, as was done for the

North, whether any noticeable differences occurred between
the residency patterns of successful and unsuccessful
candidates in the Bay.

Table 3:24 examines Bay-de-Verde.

A glance at the cells suggests that there would be little
statistical difference between the proportions representing
winners and losers in Bay-de-Verde, and the test of the
hypothesis "that there was no significant difference between
the residency patterns ot winners and losers in Bay-de-Verde

51x2 - 18.685; with an 8 d.t., x2 is just
significant at the 98~ level. We can therefore reject the
null hypotnsais.

TABLE 3:23
CONCEPriON BAY BEGION.AL REBIDmCY PATTERNS, 1855-1914

(Number of Members)
St. John's
Bay-(!e-Ve:rde

Local

Outport

~

4

1?

-

3

6

-

6

5

1?

Port-t!e-Grave

?

5

Harbor Main

?

8

Carbonear
Harbor Grace

Total

10

-

29

-

40

-

-

3

22
12

15

-

72

,_
~
~

TABLE 3:24
BESIDENCY PA.T'l!ERNS OF ALL BAY-DE-VERDE CANDIDATES, 1885-1914

(Number of Members)
B&-4e-Ve~e

'Winners

Losers

1

St. John's

(6)

(10)

2

St. John • s, :Foreign Baekgrount!

(1)

(1)

3

St. John's, Outport Background

(2)

(2)

4

Local

(1)

(2)

5

other Outport

(3)

(4)

(13)

(19)

(0)

(0)

M.D.
Ba:y-ae-Verc!e

Winners

Losers

St. John's

9

13

lfot St. John's

4

6

Total

-

13

-19

-Total
22
10

-32

....

~

-..!

TABLE

3:25

C.AJrSOREAR RESIDENCY PATTEBNS OF .ALL CAlfDIDATES DURING 1885-1914

(NUmber of Members)

Winners

Losers

1

St. John's

(0)

(0)

2

Carbonear

(2)

(6)

3

Carbonear, Foreign Backgroun4

(1)

(0)

(3)

(6)

(0)

(0)

H. D.

....

N

00
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during the period", indicates that it should be retained. 52
In Oarbonear, six local inbabi..aants challenged
three incumbent members during the period.

Carbonear was

unique then, in that all of the politically active - the
successful and unsuccessful alike - were local residents.
All represented the local commercial cl.ass with the
exception of one; J. Powell, a Burnt Head (Oarbon ear Dist.)
planter who unsuccessfull,- challenged the town elite in
1900.

The District of Oarbonear is too smal.l to test.

The cells suggest that there was no statistical difference
in the residency patterns between the successful and
unsuccessful, however.
Table 3:26 looks at nearby Harbor Grace.
the bypothesig

~that

Test of

there was no significance in the

residency patterns of winners and losers in Harbor Grace
during the period" resulted in its acceptance.53

In

reviewing the cells, however, it is apparent that many
local candidates (12) ran and lost during tbe 1885-1914
period.

This might have significance (if not strict

statistical significance) since we have discovered earlier
that there was an increase of St. John • s members in Harbor
Grace during the 1885-1914 period, and that there seemed
to be a shift in successful local representation away from

level.

52x2

0.006; not significant at any leve1.

53x2

0.611; with

x2 significant onl:r at the 50~

TABLE 3:26
HARBOR GRACE :RESIDENCY PATTERNS OF ALL CAl'fDIDM!ES DURING 1885-1914

(Number of Members)
Winners

Losers

1

St. John's

(1)

(2)

2

St. John's, Foreign Background

(1)

(1)

3

St. John's. Ou.tport Backgrou.nd

(2)

(1)

4

St. John's, B.N.A. Background

(1)

(0)

5

Harbor Grace

(5)

(12)

6

Harbor Grace, Foreign Backgroun4

(2)

(0)

7

Harbor Grace, St. John's Background

(1)

(0)

(13)

-

(1)

(2)

M.D.
Harbor Grace
St. John's

Not St. John's

Winners
5
8

-

13

(16)

Losers

Total

4

9

12

20

-16

-29

.-.

w
Q
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the town of Harbor Grace to Bay Roberts, an intra-district
rival.54
In

Port-de-Grave~

there was little difference

between losing and winning patterns, even though three
local candidates ran and lost during the period.

The test

hypothesis, "that there was no significant difference
between successful and unsuccessful candidates in Port-deGrave during the period", was therefore retained.55
Table 3:28 deals with the District

o~

Harbor Main.

Despite an increase of unsuccessful St. John's challengers
during the periQd, the overall proportions
column

are not

signi~icantly di~ferent

o~

the loser

from those of the

winners.56
In looking at Conception Bay as a whole, Table
3:29 is a composite of all the winners and losers in
Conception Bay during the 1885-1914 period.
o~

The purpose

the table is to determine whether any discernible

Regional pattern emerges between winners and losers. The
hypothesis that "Residency patterns were equally distributed
among winners and losers in the Conception Bay region during

54It is information such as this, not readily
available in traditional sources of historical material,
that could possibly add a new dimension to such incidents
as the Harbor Grace riots.
55x2-0.?28; or significant only at the 5~ level.
level.

5~n testing, x2-0.382 - significant at about the 40~
The test hypothesis was therefore retained.

TABLE 3:27
PORT DE GRAVE RESIDENCY PATTERSN OF ALL CANDIDATES DURING 188.5-1914

(Number or Members)

1

St. John's

-

Winners

Losers

(3)

(4)

2 St. John's, Foreign Background

(0)

(1)

3 St. John's, B.N.A. Background

(1)

(0)

(1)

(0)

5 Port-4e-Grave

(0)

(3)

other Ou.tport

(1)

(0)

-(6)

-(8)

(0)

(0)

4

6

St. John's, Outport Backgroun4

M.D.
Winners

Losers

St. John's
Not St. John's

5

5

1

3

Total

6

a

Total
10
4

-

14

......

w

t'.:a

TABLE 3:28

HARBOR MAIN RESIDENCY PATTERNS OF ALL CANDIDATES DURING 1885-1914

(Number of Members)

1

St. John's

(1)

-Losers
(6)

2

St. John's, Foreign Background

(0)

(1)

3 St. John's, Outport Background

(2)

(1)

(0)

(0)

(3)

(5)

(0)

(0)

(1)

(l)

-(?)

(14)

(0)

(0)

Winners

4

St. John's, B.N.A. Background

5 Harbor Main
6

Conception Bay

? Conception Bay, St. John's Background

St. John's
Not St. John's
Total

W'inners

M.D.
Losers

4

6

7

14

'

a-

Total

--n:

10

-21

.....
~

~

TABLE 3:29
CONCEP.l'ION BAY REGIONAL RESIDENCY OF ALL CANDIDATES DURING 1885-1914

(Number of Members)
W'inners

Losers

-Total

1

St. John's

22

36

2

Local

15

23

38

5

4

9

42

63

105

3 Ou.tport
Total

58

.....

~
~
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the period" was tested and retained.5?
East of the District of Harbor Main, en the northeast side or the Avalon Peninsula is St. John's. Tbe city
itself stretched along the northside or a naturally
protected barbour from which it grew gradually, somewhat
reluctantly, up the slopes ot hi'lls which carried it away
from the waterfront.

Its three main streets, running in

parallel terraced lines with the harbour front were
called, simply, lower, middle, and upper roads at the
beginning of the nineteenth century, but were soon renamed
Water St., Duckworth, and Gower Sts.

Water St., "very
substantial though not handsome in appearance",58 was the
site of most of the commercial activity of the town.

Shops,

stores, and warehouse premises of general and commission
merchant firms fronted both sides of the street with the
monotony ot harbour side storefronts occasionally broken
by an archway that opened on paths and gangways leading to

the barbour's wharves.
The first half of the nineteenth century saw the
rise on Water St. of a group of resident ship owning
merchants who not only exported fish and seal oil, but took

57x2 - 1.015, with 2 d.f., x2 is not significant at
any level.

58Joseph Hatton & Rev. Moses Harvey: Newfoundland,

Doyle and Whittle, Boston, 1883, p. 126.

ST. JOHN'S DISTRICTS. \855-19\4
NEWFOUNDLAND
ELECTORAL DISTRICTS
1

2
3

4
5
6

7
8

9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18

36

LABRADOR

St. Barbe
Twillingate
Fogo
Bonavlsta Bay
Trinity Boy
Bay de Verde
Cabonear
Harbour Grac:e
Port de Grave
Harbour Main
St John's West

St. John's East
Ferryland
Placentia- St Mary'•
Burin
Fortune Bay
Burgeo -La Polle

St George's

·.· .
0

I~

30 MILES
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part in the intra-colonial trade with the rest
North America and the West Indies.

o~

British

Harvey & Co., for

instance, kept a fleet of seven large brigantines, painted
all white, and brought in large quantities of staples
Philadelphia, New York and New England.

~rom

There was the

Greenock firm of Peter and Robert McBride who did a steady
trade with Hamburg, specializing in the import
hard b:::··aad, boots and butter.59

o~

bricks,

The firm o-r Richard and

John O'Dwyer, engaged in the seal and herring fishery and
distributed Iriah goods to Halifax and the east coast.

C.F. Bennett bad a large sbarG of the Spanish trade and
his large brick waterfront warehouse was regularly filled
with fruits, wines, cork, onions and salt shipped direct
from that count17. 60

Between Rogerson 1 E' and John Bond • s

wharves was the firm of Peter and Lewis Tessier, who by
mid-century were one of the largest West end employers of
fish handling labour.

Large shippers to Brazil, the

Tessiers usually sent at least one large salt cod laden
vessel per fortnight, during the months of June through
December, to that countr,y. 61 The Shea's, early agents .tor

59Devine: Ye Old St. John's, p. 41.
60Ibid., p. 69.

61Ibid., p. 77.
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Allan Line of Aberdeen, developed an extensive carrying
trade witb Montreal and generally became one of the chief
Island suppliers ot Canadian products such as flour, butter,
wood products, and finally, manufactured goods.
All ot the firms had certain common characteristics.
They were family organizations, small partnerships of
father and sons, or brother and brother, and occasionally,
for special ventures such as seal trade speculation, short
term contractual agreements were made betwaen fami1y and
family in efforts to spread costs and minimize risks.
Under such a closely knit organizational structure, there
was no impelling drive toward ruinous expansion and growth.
Development

a~d

growth proceeded at what

tod~

might seem

cautious and hesitant. 62
Growth was limited or controlled by such factors
as the presence and sometimes talents o:r available male
heirs within the family structure.

An

untimel.y death could

sometimes drastically alter the company's economic
stability.

The mortality rate of Water St. firms was high

dur:lng the first half ot the nineteenth century. 63

Only

62An interesting account or this early nineteenth

century non-frantic business ethic based on sound credit and
cautious expansion is given in David Keir: The Bowrin~ St~,
William Clowes & Co. London, 1962, particularly tn t e 1
rs
cited between Benjam1n and C.T. Bowring - St. John's representative at tbat time - where the former stresses caution
to the latter.
6 3A cursory examination or the Public Led~r or Newfoundlander, for instance during the periOds 183~50 wi~
support this statement. In addition, i:nsolvencies continue
to appear in the 1860's, ?O's and 90's.
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a few firms reached what could be called sound creditor
status in the colony; Job Bros.; Bowring's; Harvey's; Ayre's;
and Baine, Johnston & Co., 64 while most remained entangled
in a giant interlocking credit system, locally based but
secured in the United Kingdom, in which often this

yea~•s

profits went toward paying last year's debts.
It was this St. John's commercial class who stood
as the elite ot the Island at mid-nineteenth century and
who, tor the most part - contrary to popular legend - were
in favor, at least in principle, of responsible government.
For one thing, the concept of responsible government implied
such things as improved tire protection, more uniform
application and enforcement of law and order, improved
communications and mail service - the existing service was
a constant complaint of many merchants - and in addition,
the ending of an almost constant and tiring bickering on
petty issues which were never resolved in the House, and
which were complicatt'd by the obstructionist tactics of a
House refusing to cooperate on fiscal matters and bringing
administrative functions ot

govern~ent

to a stand still.

Representative government of the 1832-54 period had been
viewed b7 man7 as having been a disillusioning experience
64navid Keir: Bowrgn~. 110. c.F. Bennett should
be added to this group, an
did not join this company
until late in the nineteenth centur7.
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and had provoked at least one member of the press, Henry
Winton, Sr., the proprietor or !be Public Ledger, to cry
out "that villianous nuisance, the House or Assembly,
meets in session today.

The Legislative, we will presume,

will be opened at the usual hour; but nobody seems to take
the slightest interest in the a~~air." 65
One or the compensating aspects of the new
responsii.':le government s7stem was the immediate opportunity
for large profits on public works.

Certain merchant

~irma

with United Kingdom connections - were suddenly offered
ancillary opportunities for local profits never dreamed or
be~ore.

An example was the new St. John's water system,

proposed

a~ter

years of insistence b7 Dr. William Carson,

for all of the nineteenth century sanitary reasons, and
tenders were let for the supply of 2 1 400 tons of water pipe
to the local firms or Grieve, Job's, and Brookings, each
with connexions in Greenock, Liverpool and London. 66 Large
firms such as Bowring's or Harvey's could contract for
steamer mail service, purchase one or two ships on the
Clyde and capitalize the cost against the subsidy granted
in the mail contracts.

Each new mail contract could

comfortabl7 support the expansion
fleet.

o~

a merchant's steamer

In addition, unprofitable business ventures could
6

~blic Ledger, January 3, 1840.

66patriot, Mar. 26 1 1860.

-
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sometimes be foisted orr on the government under the guise
of helping the government increase its expanding services. 67
With the granting of responsible government, the ·..
old electoral district or St. John's was divided into two
constituencies; East and West, each containing three
members.

St. John's East included its immediate outlying

area from Beck's Cove, east, plus Belle Island, Portugal
Cove and other communities.

St. John's West ran from

Beck's Cove, west, and included outlying communities of
Petty Harbor, Madox Cove, Freshwater and Cape Spear.
Table 3:30 shows the number of Executive Councilors from
each District during the 1855-1914 period.

In addition to

the Executive Councillors, St. John's East produced one
premier; John Kent, in 1859.

Two Island premiers repre-

sented St. John's West during the period; the first,
Phillip P. Little, the Island's first premier under
responsible government, and at a much later
Edward P. Morris.

d~te

in 1909,

Neither of the two urban dintricts

produced as many Councillors as one might expect: for a
period covering sixty years, and for a city which was the
political centre or the colony.

Of the eight Councillors

shown for St. John's West, it should be pointed out that
6?Bowring's tor example managed to unload the unprofitable Atlantic Hotel, a building euphemistically
described as being 'ahead of its time', to the Government
for use as Custom House expansion. The price; $6,500. Daily
!f!!, Oct. 25, 1893.

TABLE

3:30

ST. JOHN'S EXECUTIVE COUNCILLORS, 1855-1914

St. John's East

St. John's West
(~)

Attorney General

(1)

Receiver General

(1)

Colonial Secretary

(2)

(1)

-

( lJ."

(1)

(3)

(5)

(8)

Surveyor General
Without Portfolio

.....

~

~
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E.P. Morris tilled six of those positions in six different
governments including two or his own.
Table 3:31 shows the number of times members ware
elected from the two districts.

Edward P. t-1orris and

Robert J. Parsons, members from two different generations,
were returned the most times.

Morris was elected nine

successive times for St. John's West during the period,
starting in 1885.

Parsons, representing St. John's East,

was elected seven times during the responsible government
period. 68 or the seven most elected members in St. John's
East during the period, six were professionals; only one,
John Kent, could be considered a merchant having a direct
relationship with the fish trade. 69 The same holds true of
St. John's West; of its ten members elected three or more
times, only one, Lewis Tessier?0 a co-partner in the firm
6

~n addition, Parsons bad served in the old 15
member House as early as 1848.
6 9Even Kent hardly represents the 'typical Water
St. Merchant•, A Brother in the firm of Robert and James
Kent• or Waterford and St. John's, Kent was elected 4 times
prior to 1855 ·and 4 times after that period. Something ot
a Whig elitist, Kent bas been misrepresented occasionally
as an egalitar1an.
?'\ewis Tessier and his brother, Peter, were known
as "Kings or the Westend" - in a labour giving sense. Devine:
Ye Old St. John's, p. ?5. In addition, Lewis, a bachelor,
lived
a flamboyant style which made him a popular local
celebrity. He owned one of the few English style coaches
with matched horses in Town. He built a large residence at
the toot ot Springdale St. in the heart of the Westend,
something unheard of at the time. After his death, his
former residence became the headquarters of the "Westend
Club", a political and social club.

rn

TABLE 3:31

NUMBER OF TIMES MEMBERS 'WERE ELECTED, 1855-1914
Number

St. John's East

-St.

John's West

Once

31.6 (6)

4?.8 (11)

Twice

15.8 (3)

8.7 (2)

3 times

15.8 (3)

3().4 (?)

4 times

21.1 (4)

4.3 (1)

5 times

10.5 (2)

4.3

(1)

-

(0)

-

6 times
? times

(0)

5.3 (1)

-

8 times

-

9 times

M.D.

(0)
(0)

-

-

(0)

(0)

4.3 (1)

(19)

(23)

(0)

(0)

....

~
~
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of P. & L. Tessier, heavy employers of the Westend labour
force, was an active and large fish merchant.

Generally,

then, the urban electorate ot St. John's did not look for
their representation from the merchant sector.
Residential relationships and backgrounds ot the
representatives of the two St. John's districts are shown
in Table 3:32.

Strong local identity with the urban St.

John's community was an essential prerequisite for success
in nineteenth century St. John's politics.

In St. John's

East, only one member was elected during the period who had
not been born either in St. John's or the United Kingdom.
He was Jeremiah Hallaren, a semi-nomadic Nova Scotian who
had drifted around the Maritimes and the east coast in his
early years.

He bad learned the carpenter and joiner

trade in Halifax and spent his time in construction work
with the Little Glace Eey Mining Co., finally moving on to
Portland, Boston, New York and Brooklyn.

He drifted into

St. John's at the age of thirty-two and started doing odd
carpentr7 jobs in 1875• Four years later, be and George
Herder started a planing and moulding mill business.

For

a time, the pair manufactured the first commercial-built

d~ries produced on the Island.7l

Table 3:32 stronglJ

71nevine: Ye Old St. John's, pp. 93-94. Also Mott:
Newfoundland Men. Haiiaren was elected to the House in
1889; be was also presi~ent of the Mech6nics Society, 1891
through 1894. Halleran's business partner was the brother
ot the owner or the Evening Telegram.

TABLE

3:32

ST. JOHN'S RESIDENCY AND BACKGROUND RELATIONSHIPS
OF ITS MEMBERS, 18.55-1914
St. Jobn's East

St. John's Yest

1

St. John's

63.2 (12)

50.0 (11)

2

St. John's, Foreign Background

31.6 (6)

31.8 (?)

3

St. John • s, Outport Background

~

St. John's, B.N.A. Backgroun4

(0)

9.1 (2)

5-3 (1)

9.1 (2)

-

M.D.

(19)

(22)

(0)

(1)

......
A
-Q
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suggests a

si~lar

residency

p~ttern

tor both urban

districts.
Tables 3:33 and

~~34

deal with the residency and

background patterns of urban members in two periods of
time; 1855-1884 and 1885-1914.
John's East.

The

fir~t

deals with St.

There was a strong emotional tie in the

district between St. John's and

Ireland~

Among foreign

born members in the first period, four of five were natives
of the south coast of Ireland.

In the first four elections

under responsible government, eight of the twelve seats
we~

filled by Irish-born residents c r the District.

ln

the latter period, or the seven St. John's born members,
six were first or second generation sons of Irish
immigrants.
In St. John's West, the first period pattamis the
same.

Four of five of the foreign born members in the

early period came from Ireland.

In the latter period,

however, or two foreign-born members, one had been born
ard raised in London; the other, a native of Saltscoat,
Scotland.

But generally, an Irish cultural background

prevailed for District membership in both periods.
Turning to urban winners and losers, Table 3:35
looks at St.

~ohn's

East for the period 1885-1914.

The

patterns for both are basically the same; the only
noticeable difference being that a great many more St.
John's born residents tried unsuccessfully to get elected

TABLE 3:33
ST. JOHN'S EAST RESIDENCY PATTERNS FOR NO PERIODS: 1855-1884, 1885-1914

(Number)
1855-1884

1885-1914

1

St. John's

(5)

(7)

2

St. John's, Foreign Background

(5)

(1)

:;

St. John • s, Outport Background

(0)

(0)

4

St. John's, B.N.A. Background

(0)

(1)

(10)

-(9)

(0)

(0)

M.lJ.

toM.
~

co·

TABLE 3:34*
ST. JOHN'S WEST RESIDENCY PATTERNS FOR TWO PERIO.US; 1855-1884-, 1885-1914

1855-1884

1885-1914

1

St. John's

(6)

(5)

2

St. John's, Foreign Backgroun4

(5)

'.))
\o;..

3

St. John's, Outport Backgroun4

(1)

(1)

4

St. John's, B.N.A. Background

(1)

(1)

(13)

(9)

(1)

(0)

M.JJ.

..

• The total for St. John's West for the two perio4s is 23; St. John's East
(Table 3:33), 19. The lifferenee is accountable to 23 members sitting for a
total of 54 seats from St. John's West 4uring the perio4 covering 18 general
elections, while only 19 members sat for 54 seats from St. John's Ea9t for
the same perio4. St. John's East retur.ne4 fewer canlilates more often.

....

~

=

TABLE

3:35

ST. JOHN'S EAST RESmENCY PATTEBNS FOR ALL CABDIDATES DUBING 1885-1914

Vinners

Losers

l

st. John's

(7)

(17)

2

St. John • s, Foreign Background

(1)

(2)

3

St. John's, Outport Background

(0)

(1)

4

St. John's, B.N.A. Background

(1)

(1)

-(9)

(21)

(0)

(1)

M.D.

.....

Co1t

Q

-
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than those who actually succeeded.
Of the eighteen known challengers (of 20) who were
unsuccessful in their bid for a seat from St. John's West
during the period 1885-1914 all, with the exception of one,
were born in St. John's.

Eight of the eighteen were

tradesmen, and of these, tour were self-employed coopers
and two were local carriage makers, descendents of the
same men to whom Little had spoken or responsible government
in

185~.

Table 3:36 sbows St. John's West residency

patterns of winners and losers.

Close identit7 to

geographic place - often routed in long term family
identity within the community - characterized local
nineteenth centur,r St. John's political participation.

In

addition, this participation tended to center around
issues which were local, urban, and often times only
indirectly related to the fishery trade problems.

No more

than five - possibly six - of the forty-three successful
candidates who represented tbe two St.

John'~

Districts

during the 1855-19141 could be classified as large local
fishery trade merchants.

As a form of urban-populism

began to take bold in the late nineteenth century,
centering around the railway issue, the urban working
population turned its back, with finality, on traditional
merchant class leadership.72 The bank crisis of the

?2This will be discussed in more detail in Chapter
VI, dealing with Kinship and Marriage.

TABLE :; :36

ST. JOBlf' S WEST :RESIDENCY PATTERNS OF ALL CANDIDATES WRING 1885-1914

Winners

Losers

1

St. John's

(5)

(17)

2

St. John's 9 Foreign Background

(2)

(1)

3

St. John • s, Outport Background

(1)

(0)

4

St. John's, B.N.A. Background

(1)

(0)

(9)

M.D.

(0)

-

(18)

(2)

.....

~

N

1$3

nineties had destroyed their credibility as those who had
bad an unquestioned right to community leadership.

~he

countdown tor the eventual victor,y of the new economy had

1909 1 the People's Party :rose like a giant

begun.

By

p~nix

from the funeral pyre of the old

econo~

and once

born, it carried with it the hopes and expectations of
the wage-earning St. John's working class.

There were

other groups, however, on the Island - those in most
northern districts, for example - who viewed the People's
Party launching with increasing apprehension.

For the

People's Party, with its popular urban Anti-fish merchant
bias (a bias that did not exclude them from high echelon
membership in the Party), was by implication, an antifisherman position.

The fisherman, abstracted in the urban

conscious into something be was not by the 1890's, was now
threatened with extinction at the hands of the People's
Party.

For in 1909 1 the Party welcomed all fishermen

into its ranks, particularly those who were willing to
become road construction workers, miners, and pit prop
cutters.
The fourth Region under consideration includes the
southern shore and south coast of the Island.

PerT7land 1

south of St. John's, was one of the first settled areas of
tbe Island and a one-seat constituenc7 in the old fifteen
member House of Assembly, 1832-54. The district's principal

SOUTHERN SHORE AND SOUnt CoAST DISTR\CTS) ISSS-1914
NEWFOUNDLAND
ELECTORAL DISTRICTS
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12

13
14

15
16
17

LABRADOR

St. Barbe
Twillingate
Fogo
Bonavista Boy
Trinity Bay
Bay de Verde
Cobonear
Harbour Grace
Port de Grave
Harbour Main
StJohn's West
St. John's East
Ferryland
Placentia - St Mary'a
Burin
Fortune Bay
Bur eo - La Polle

!I

annel :._
Port aux ~aaques

0

I'

:10 MILES

10

I' MILES
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representative during that period was Peter Winser~?3 a
captain-planter from the town of Aquaforte, a community in
the Ferryland District.

The Winser family were also

engaged in transporting Irish immigrants to the Island early
in the nineteenth century. The common practice was to
deter passage tare until after the first fishing season in
Newfoundland.

If the' did not settle their account at

that time, their families in Waterford or Cork would be
liable - security tor their passage had been set by
bondsmen in :Ireland. ·• and the new immigrants, in effect,
would find tbemrselves in the same position as bail

~umpers.?4 Thomas Glen was also another important
representative from Perr,rland, 1842-48.

A former Bay Bulls

merchant, the Scottish born Glen later moved to St. John's
and became an important member of Government during the
early responsible government years serving as the Island's
Receiver General in three governments.

Robert Carter, R.N.

retired, was another importallt Ferryland resident and
member of government.75 The 185? census shows FerT7land

?3peter Winser; MBA, Ferryland; 183?-42; 1848-55,
and again, 1855-59.

?~blic Ledger, Oct. 16~ 1829. Winser later, after
4 terms in the Bouse, became Stipendiary Magistrate at
FerrJland, holding the ottice until his death in 1864.
· 75oarter at tha time was related to Chief Justice
Carter; of the New Brunswick Supreme Court. A nephew ot
Carter, F.B.T. Carter; later held the same position for
Newfoundland. Patriot, Dec. 6, 1852.
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consisting ot seventeen scattered communities at that
time: the five principal towns ranging in size from 600 to
800.

West or the

soutb~rn

tip or Ferr,rland were two

ba7s; the first, St. Mar,y's, located on the southern side
of the Avalon Peninsula, and west or it, the larger ba7

ot Placentia, at one time the largest Prench community on
the Island.

The two bays formed one geographic two-member

constituency during the

1832-~

period, and with

reapportionment in 1855, membership was increased to three
seats and remained so during the period under study.
Considerable trade was carried out ot St. Mary's Bay
during the first half or tbe nineteenth century by Slade,
Elson & Co.~?G a Carbonear firm with Dorset connexions.
At Placentia, three principal firms were based there
during the early nineteen hundreds; Roger Sweetman & Co.~??
the Murphy's, and a firm known as the Irish House.

During

the 1832-54 period, the district's ten seats were filled
b7 eight merchants, most ot them based in St. John's.
The district was characterized b7 a vast rambling shore
line and numerous small, widely scattered communities; a

76J.H. Martin, MBA: Placentia & St. Mary's, 1832-37.
Martin was Slade, Elson & Co.'s agent at St. Mary's.
1832-3?.

??Roger Sweetman~ MBA, Placentia & St. Mar,J's,

15'7

condition which did not bel'P its

}J~li~ical

development.

In addition, since the district contained two bays 9 eacb

tended to deve1op its own insular patterns independent ot
the other.

At the beginning of our period, the 185?

census shows over 90 communities, wide1y scattered, the
principal aett1ements ot Placentia, Little Placentia, St.
Mary's, !rrepassey and Oderin containing no more than 400
to 600 persons.

Almost sevent7 of the district' a

communities at the time had populations of' l.ess than 100;
near11 forty of these had populations under thirty.

Such

conditions made ettective local political organization
almost impossib1e at that time.

Local .tamil.ies - such as

the McGraths - might from time to time control enough
votes to find p1aces in the House of Assembl.;y, but the
chances o.t local. autonomous control o.t the district was
next to impossible.

Initially, healthy economic activit7

in nineteenth century Newfoundland was not necessarily
commensurate with po1itical power alignments.

Placentia

in the 1830's, aecording to Tocque, had a health1 f'oreign

trade trom local.l:y based ships. ?S :Forty years later~ this
local trade had long since disappeared.

Politics and

economics became more inseparabl7 linked throughout the
nineteenth centnr7.

78Tocque: Rewf'oundland, 1877, p. 1?5.

15~

The Burin Peninsula separates Placentia from the
rest of the south shore of the Island.

Once more, the

southern tip of the Peninsula is only a short fifteen
miles from the French Islands of St. Pierre and Miquelon.
This strategic significance often made Burin a potentially
sensitive spot in Island political power plays which were
often designed to appeal to the Colonial Office, at the
e;:A.'i)etnse of the inbabita.nts of the south coast, and the
community of Lamaline, Burin, became an important customs
station, port of entr;r, and intelligence center tor an;y
alleged illegal trade connected with the area. 79 An
important early resident merchant of Burin was William
Hooper, 80 who also did trade through the firm of Harrison
and Hooper at nearby Mortier. 81 other important local
merchants in the early ni~eteentb century, were
R.J. Falles82 - a Jersey firm - and the 0 'Neil family.

79James M. Winter, father of James s. Winter,
premier 1897-1900, bad the important civil serVice posts
of Custom's Officer and Stipendiary Magistrate at Lama1ine
at one time. New.toundlander, June 22 1 1863.
80William

Hooper~

MHA ~

Burin~

1832-;7.

8~ocque: Newfoundland~ 18??~ p. 1?8. Harrison. on
the other hand, was also a one-time partner o.t the Rid!eys

at Harbor Grace.
82J .G.

Fa11es~

a relative;

MHA~

Burin; 1848-52.
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In additiort was the large and flourishing Greenock firm

ot

Spurrie:~:-

& Co., who from about

1??5 through 1815

conducted a lively trade from the Island's south coast.
Dedicated to an extreme position ot the concept of 'Free
trade' - which in practice verged on commercial anarchy the firm did a risky,·but highlr profitable business
through tbose war-torn years. a;

Spurrier's vacant and

dilapidated south coast premises at Oderin were taken over
br James Furlong84 of St. John's, a merchant who carried
on an extensive trade with Halifax.

Also vacant b:y the

1870's was the old Newman premises at St. Lawrence (Burin

Diet.).

Tocque mentions, in

18??, visiting the ruins and

finding there a Mr. Thorn, the son of the late Newman's
agent who had worked 49 years for that firm. 8 5

Also

representing Burin in the early period was Clement

Bennin~~ 86

a local planter who was later appointed Stipendiary
a;The firm is mentioned in D~vid Macmillan's fine
study of Greenock Scottish firms in the Maritimes, in
David Macmillan~ ed., Canadian Business·Histos;· The
firm's Newfoundl.and · operation1 at least, was ankrupt by
1830; Public Ledger, Now. 23, 1830.
84James :Furlong, MLC, died suddenly at the age of
48, in 1856. His business was carried on in a less

extensive fashion b:y his family; however• There were also
Furlong's in Placentia. Patriot, April ?, 1856.

85Tocque: New~oundland~ 18ZZ, p. 1?9.

59.

86c1ement

Benning~

MBA: Burin; 1842-48; and 1852-

16~

Magistrate at Lamaline after three terms in the House of
Assembly.
The Burin Peninsula formed the southeastern arm
of the District of Portune Bay.

Portune, a one-seat

constituency during the 1832-54 period, remained so during
the responsible government period under study.

In 1845,

the district was reported to have a population of close to
5,000. Twelve years later, the 1857 census reported a
total of something under 3,500; a drop or
can be considered accurate.

30~

if the figures

Early in the century were two

large firms based at Harbor Breton; Newman Co., and the
House or Phillip Nicoll, Jr.

Nicoll's firm represented

the twilight years or something over 100 years or Jersey
commercial activity here and on the Gaspe.

Newman's was

one of the Island's oldest firms with, at one time, four
large establishments at St. John's, Harbor Breton, Burgeo,
and Gaultois. By the mid-nineteenth century, the St.
John's branch was closed87 and Gaultois bad become
something or a whale factory.

Newman's bad extended their

whaling operation to include Hermitage Bay

(~ortune)

when

87Newman's was still active however, and in
addition leased its former St. Jobnls premises to other
firms; J. & A. Stewart, tor one.
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they had bought out Peter LeMessurier around 1810.

Both

Newman's and the Nicoll firm worked in apparent harmony at
Harbor Breton, each emplo7ing similar methods to exploit
the fishery.

Each brought men - from England, and later,

Jersey - engaged by contract to serve one,
years.

two~

or three

In addition to sleeping barracks, the companies

provided cook rooms, cooper's shops, a sai1 loft, boat
repair yard and carpenter's and blacksmith's shops.
After the usual deductions for room and board, the net
wages were usually paid from England or Jersey directly to
the fishermen's families at home. 88 Price fixing was
augmented with a policy of not selling to each other's
customers - a policy that accelerated the practice of
smuggling on the south coast - an expression of local
economic protest which was forever being misread by the
government in St. John's as a subversive and
activity.

unpatrioti~

In 1848, to add to the burdens already imposed

on the local fisherman-consumer, the two firms were granted
the only liquor licences on the south shore. 89 It then
became, indirectly, the job of the local customs officers
to see to it that the two firms enjoyed an unimpeded profit
from their liquor sales.

Tocque saw local conditions in

88Tocque: Newfoundland, 187?, p. 185.

89Ibid., p. 186.
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Fortune as particularly bad (1848).

While most of the

local problems were historically rooted, the result of
years of isolation, exploitation, and abuse; St. Pierre
had at least provided something of a social safety valve
for the region.

With the coming of responsible government,

the south coast would, in addition, be burdened with
troublesome St. John's interference.

Whatever the

government's intentions, with its expand.ed authority after
1855 1 local political power quite naturally accrued to
these already

despis~d

local agent-operators.

Tocque put

it, in a letter to Colonial Secretary Crowdy, this way:
"in order to see the influence of the[se] agents ••• you
must become a resident.

Each is regarded as a sovereign in

his own right ••• the power of these men seems unbounded •••
added to which, is the power the government has thrown into
their bands.n90 The most populous settlement on Fortune
Bay (1870's) was Grand Bank, which was not actually a part
of the Fortune District, but was annexed to Burin.

William

Evans, an early merchant and one time Stipendiary Magistrate,
had carried on an extensive local business there which was
later conducted by his son~ Edward Evans.91

90Tocque: Newfoundland, 18?7, pp. 189-90.
9lEdward Evans, MBA~ Burin; 1861, 1865 1 1869.
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West or Fortune was a

relativel~

straight strip of

coastline stretching for over 200 miles to Cape Ray, the
nineteenth century terminus of western sovereignty.

This

coastline - parte or which did not lend itself to a
conventional inshore fishery - was formed into an electoral
district in 1855 known as Burgeo and La Poile.

Its

population characteristics were like those of the disputed
western Treaty Shore.

The 185? census lists ome 57 scattered

communities in the district; over half with populations of
under thirty persons.

The principal town at mid-century,

Burgeo, was overshadowed at the close of the century by
Channel (Port-aux-Basquea), a fishing and farming community
that became a port of entry and the termiuus of the
Newfoundland

Railwa~ s~stem.

Channel provided steamer

connections to North Sydney twice weekly and the coastal
mail steamer from St. John's stopped fortnightly.

In

addition, in 1900 1 a winter seal fishery was conducted in
the gulf of the St. Lawrence from the port.
In summary, life on the south shore at mid-century
compared with life, say, in the Northern Districts,
presented two different worlds.

The North bad made a

relatively smooth trans'ition .from early nineteenth century
patterns of a resident fishery to an economy of St. John's
based marchants - a resident ship owning class.

The south

shore, by contrast, virtually isolated from contact with

St. John's, spent half the nineteenth century in a state
of slow transition from a style of resident fishery that
was the economic holdover of

anoth~r

era.

The St. John's

dominated House of Assembly showed little concern with the
affairs of the south coast other than to try to curtail
the illicit traffic with the French and the migratory
French bank fleets.9 2 Debates were often conducted in a
hawkish tone - probably as much tor the benefit of the
colonial office as each other - with the implication being
that certain residents of the south coast persisted in
giving aid and comfort to a century old enemy of England93
who bad just undergone another revolution, the consequences
of which, no one could be sure.

The bait question, with

all its internal as well as external implications, was
going to plague Island polities into the twentieth
century.94 The Northern Region presented, at midnineteenth century, a near perfect model of what a colonial
92Journal ot the House of Assembll, 1856, p. 90.
93~ •• p. 90.
94Wbat the Southwest coast and Southern Treaty
Shore lacked in natural facilities tor a profitable inshore
fishery, they more than made up in bait supply. The
herring struck in early April. Then the caplin struck to
the coast in June, followed by a brief appearance of squid.
The herring then reappeared in early July and rft~ained
until August. The sale of bait was the area's economic
mainstay.
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hinterland should be in a properly functioning colonial
system.

The south coast, on the other band, was a thorn

in the side or the fathers of responsible government.
Geo~aphic

isolation coupled with its own unique economic

and social history, gave tbe districts west of Burin a
frontier quality which, for the most part, remained throughout the period.
The southern shore and south coast region produced
more Executive Councillors than any other geographic
region discussed.95

Most of the Councillor representation

was centered east or Burin, however.

The figures in Table

3:37 relate to Councillors per election, and do not
necessarily mean that six different members, for example,
were Receiver Generals from Ferryland on six different
occasions.

Thomas Glen held the portfolio in tour separate

elections during the period.

Michael Cashin, some thirty-

five rears later, held the portfolio on two occ4 .1ons,
making a total of six Receiver Generals from Ferryland
during the sixty-year period.

The same holds true for the

95B.1 1885 the number of representatives per
region were; th$ North1 ten members to the House;
Conception Bay, nine; st. John's, six; southern shore and
south coast, n1ne; and the treaty shore, two; making a
total Bouse membership of thirty-six.

TABLE

3:37

URING F.ERIOD 1855-1914
Ferry1and
Attorney f:teneral

-

Placentia &.
St. MB.ry' s

Burin

1

3

-

Colonial Secretary

-

Receiver General

6

?.

Solicitor General

-

-

Surveyor General
Board

o~

Works

Without Portfolio

-

1

Fortune

Burgeo &
LaPoile

-

-

2

-

-

-

-

2

1

1
1

-

1

2

2

4

8

12

9

4

1

.....
=
d'!l
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other districts; Donnelly was Minister of linance (Receiver
General) three times as a member from Placentia and St.
Mary's.

He sat as a member

occasions.

W.J.s. Donnelly

~or

the district on two other

w~s

an important figure in

Newfoundland politics and despite being a native and
resident of Harbor Grace, he found a Placentia and St.
Mary's seat part1cularly easy to hold. 96 His first wife
was Ellen Sh~a,9? the sister of Ambrose and Edward Dalton
Shea, powerful members of the St. John's Irish elite
community.

Donnelly shifted allegiance during his political career.

He first supported

w.v.

Whiteway in the late seventies,

then shifted his support to Robert Thorburn in the mideighties.98 It was at this time he became a close

96nonnelly was Catholic - not a political asset in
Harbor Grace - and being politically ambitious, be aligned
himself with A.P. Goodridge, running out of St. Har,y's Bay
wi· ~h the support of Goodridge 's Catholic agents in that
ar$a.
9?Patriot, June 22, 1857. Witnesses to the
marriage included James Cormack, MLO, and Bishop Mullock.

98Tbis rapid shift might in part, be explained by
the financial difficulties Donneily found himself in at
tba time.
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associate of A.F. Goodridge.
McGrath in 1889, a

l~cal

He was dislodged by James P.

candidate, and "a rough and

tumble, excellent polit:lcal canvaser." <)9

Donnelly was,

however, back in his oJ.,1 seat in four years time. Later,
be was appointed Stipendiary Magistrate tor Placentia - a
J.S. Winter appointment - and finally, permanent Inspector
of Customs for the Island, 100 this time by Robert Bond.
Table 3:38 shows the number of times members from
the

Southe~

Shore and south coast were elected in their

respective districts.

Only eight members of a total of

eighty-four elected in five districts were elected more
than three times.

Ferryland, the district with the least

turnover, produced three; D.J. Greene {5); Thomas Glen (6);
and Michael P. Cashin (?).

Both Greene and Cashin bad

been born and raised in the district; and Glen had been a
one time resident of the district.

Only one member from

Placentia and St. Mary's, W.J.s. Donnelly, had been
elected more than three timea.

A native of Harbor Grace,

Donnelly's oonnexion with St. Mary's is an unusual case
that has already been mentioned.

Burin's most successful

candidate was James s. Winter, a St. John's
eventual premier of Newfoundland, 189?-1900.

99 Mott: Newfoundland Men
lOOnaily News, May 30, 1902.

ln~7er

and

Winter had

TABLE 3:38
BUHBER OF TIMES Hm1BERS WERE ELECTED ON THE SOUTBEBN SHOBE

AliD SOUTH COAST, 1855-1914

(Percent)
Burin

Fortune

Burgeo &
LaPoile

52.6 (10)

66.7 (8)

44.4 (4)

Once

30-7 (4)

Placentia &
St. Mar.v's
51.6 (16)

Twice

30.? (4)

29.0 (9)

26.3 (5)

25.0 (3)

22.2 (2)

15.4 (2)

16.1 (5)

5-3 (1)

8.3 (1)

22.2 (2)

10.5 (2)

(0)

11.1 (1)

No. of Times

3 times
4 times

Fe~ land

-

(0)

-

(0)

5 times

7.? (1)

3.2

(1)

5-3

(1)

6 times

7-7 (1)

-

(0)

-

(0)

? times

7-7 (1)
(13)

-

(0)
(31)

-

(0)
(19)

--

(0)
(0)

(0)

(12)

-

-

(0)
(0)

(C)

-(9)
.....

CD
~

17~

been born and raised in Lamaline, Burin.
customs

ot~icial,

The son of a

Winter bad been in school in St. John••

when first his mother, then his father had died at Harbor
Breton.

Winter (and seven younger children) had been

looked after by his uncle, Dr. John Winter of St. John's,
an MBA and later, MLO.

Fortune had no members elected

more than three times and in addition, experienced the
greatest turnover ot the five districts;

66.7~

(8) ot the

twelve members elected for the period served only one
term.

Robert Moulton represented Burgeo and LaPoile four

times during the period.

A local Burgeo district merchant

as late as 1908; Moulton finally set up headquarters with
a Water St., St. John's office by 1913. 102 There is a
suggested link, therefore, between a member's former local
residency in his district and his later success as a
member from that district.
In turning to the residency patterns of the
members from the Southern Shore and south coast districts,
Table 3:39 looks at the Region as a whole.

With the

exception of Placentia and St. Mary's, most ot the
Regional membership came from St. John's residents.

This

does not mean that the southern shore and south coast

1913.

102Business Directories o~ Newfoundland, 1908 and

TABLE 3:39
SOUTH:ERN SHOBE Aim

SOUTH COAST :RESIDENCY

PATTERNS OP

MmBERS

DURING 1855-1914
(Percent)

Ferry1and

Placentia &
St. Mary's

Burin

Fortune

Burgeo &
LaPoi1e

1

St. John's

42.6 (6)

3?.9 (11)

31.6 (6)

41.7 (5)

11.1 (1)

2

St. John's,
P'oreign Background

3().8 (4)

13.8 (4)

21.1 (4)

8.3 (1)

22.2 (2)

3

St. John's,
Ou:tport Background

-

(0)

6.9 (2)

21.1 (4)

25.0 (3)

44.4 (4)

4

St. John's,
B.lf.A. Background

-

(0)

(0)

5-3 (1)

16.7 (2)

22.2 (2)

29.0 (9)

15.8 (3)

8.3 (1)

5

Local

6

Local with

?

15.4 (2)

-

Foreign Background
Other Outport

(0)

?.6 (l)

H.

e

-

(0)

10.3 (3)

5.3 (1)

-

(0)

-

-

(0)
(0)

-

(0)

-

(0)

-

(0)

(13)

(29)

(19)

(12)

-(9)

(0)

(2)

(0)

(0)

(0)

,_
-.J
......
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constituencies were particularly well satisfied with this
leadership - as evidenced by the high turnover rates shown
in Table

~:38

- and the most successful candidates during

the period were those who, while St. John's residents,
still had some ties with their districts.

Geographic

Regional political ties can be roughly divided into three
patterns1 the first,

Ferry~and

and Placentia and St.

Mary's were tied to the St. John's Catholic community,
with economic patterns often taking the form or small St.
John's grocers or provision merchants supplying agents
(usually family members acting as agents), in what
amounted to a modest but profitable fishery trade pattern. 103
Burin, for most ot the period, was a strategically
important political district and was what Prowse has
called, the Island's "pivotal district"; as Burin went, so
went the Island, but this is not particularly valid - at
least in the latter period under study.

It was an

important district, however, and well worth extensive
investigation.
10

The subject of a great deal o! controversy

~This does not mean to imply that St. John's
Iriob grocers had any monopoly on the area - on the
contrary. Job Bros. (Bay Bulls) and Goodridge (Ferryland)
had agents in the area. In addition, Goodridge had a large
operation in st. Mary's Bay - mentioned already in
connexion with Donnelly. His agent there was Francis
Ireland. Protestant merchants did supply Catholic areas.
They almost invariably worked through local Catholic
agents, however~
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during the reaponsible governaent apportionment debates,
Burin, it vas assumed, would tip the aca1es in any hotly
contested, polarized election.

Tbe concern at the tiae was

baaed on the erroneous assumption that the Island would
maintain ita patterns of sectarian rigidity (circa 1855).
The fathers of responsible qovernment - ahowinq their human
capacity to confuse the vested interest judgements of the
present with the lava of eternity - probably talked the
•Burin iaaue• out of all sense of proportion with ita
actual significance.

By 1859,

the sectarian riqidity of

1855 had already begun to dissolve in some quarters.

The

district•• important significance aa a subject for
hiat~rical
cert~in

a

analysis, however, lies in the fact that in

jingoistic elections - partly at the insistence of

st. John'• faction and partly through self-induction -

Burin, often aav itaalf aa the Anqlo-baation of law and
order on a aouth coast (in apite of a rising Catholic
population>, 104 aurrounded by districts that teemed with
subversive and 11leqal activity.

It was a heavy burden to

bear, particular1y for a district with just as aany local

104aarin, a two aeaber constituency, could haYe
easily supported one catholic candidate by 1890, with ita

rapidly growing Catholic population. !here were no Catholic
challanqera at that tiae, however, a situation which aakea
candidacy a much more c~mplex study than that implied in
Beela Politics in Bevfoundland, who tends to visw denoainational dlstrl&Utlona deteiilnlatically. See, in thia atudy,
Chapter IV on Raliqion.
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pressing economic and social problems as its more
permissive neighbors.

The only foreign-born, local

resident member from the entire region

w~

ironically, an

Irish Catholic merchant from Burin, elected in 1855. He
was Patrick Morris, 105 who at one time in 1846, had briefly
moved from Burin to Ferryland, accepting the position of
Sheriff of the Southern District at a salary of
year.

~150

a

The old Sheriff was reinstated the following year,

however, and Morris was forced to return to Burin.

One of

his first petitions, upon entering the House in 1855, was
a claim for compensation due himself, for "the great
expense and loss ot business caused by the confusion", eight
years earlier. 106 West of Burin were the districts of
Fortune and the sparsely settled Burgeo and LaPoile.
Newman's continued to dominate much of Fortune, 107 even as
late as 189?, while in Burgeo and LaPoile, two local St.
John's firms were guite active; John Steer and James Baird the former a native of Devon, the latter, from Saltcoats,
Scotland.
10

~ot to be contused with Patrick Morris, St.
John's merchant and MBA, St. John's, 18,7-42, later a MLC.
72.

106Journal of the House of Assembly, 1855, pp. 71-

107Newman Agents active in Fortune at the time
were~ R. Marshall (English Harbor), George Power (Fox
Cove), Walt9r Rive (Gaultois). Charles Way:{ an independent
local dealer and former MHA1 was local Col ector of Customs
at Hermitage at the time, a~so Newman territory.
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Tables 3:40 through 3:44 test the residency
hypothesis applied to the other Regions of the Island.
Residency patterns of membership have been divided into
two time periods, 1855-1884, and 1885-1914, to determine
whether there was any change in residency patterns for
these two periods.

The first table deals with Ferryland.

The test hypothesis, "that St. John's candidates bad an
equal chance of success in Ferryland in both

in

~eriods

0

time" was retained: ~n looking at the cells, it is also
quite obvious that there is little significant difference
between the two time periods.

A visual inspection of the

cells suggests even a less degree of variation between
the two Placentia time periods than for Ferryland.

The

hypothesis was tested, however, and as expected, it was
retained.l09
Again, it is quite evident that the same
proportions prevailed for both time periods in Burin.

The

hypothesis, "that St. John's members had an equal chance of
winning in Burin in both time
expected, retained. 110

periods~,

was tested and as

108x2 _ o."!!?'l; with 1 d.f. t x2 is significant only at
the 30% level.
2~

109x2 - o.o82; with 1 d.f., x2 is significant at the
level.

110x2 - o.434. With 1
just under the 50~ level.

d.:r., X2

was significant

TABLE 3:40

FERRILAND RESIDENCY PATTERNS IN TWO PERIO:OO OF TIME

(Number of Members)
1855-1884

1885-1914

Total

1

St. John's

6

4

10

2

Not St. John's

2

1

3

Total

8

5

13

....
~
Q':)

TABLE 3:41

IN TWO PERIODS OF TIME

(Number of Members)
1855-1884

1885-1914

Total

1

St. John's

9

8

17

2

Not St. John's

7

5

12

16

13

29

Total

.....

-.J

-..J

TABLE 3:42

BURIN RESIDENCY PATTERNS IN TWO PERIODS OF TIME

(Number of Members)
1855-1884

1885=1914

Total

1

St. John's

8

6

14

2

Hot St. John's

2

3

5

9

-19

Total

10

.~

Q:)

TABLE 3:43
FORTUNE BAY RESIDENCY PATTERNS IN TWO PERIODS OF TmE

(Number of Members)
1855-1884

1885-1914

Tota1

1

St. John's

5

6

11

2

Not St. John's

0

1

1

Total

5

?

12

....
~

=

TABLE 3:44
BURGEO AND LAPOILE RESIDENCY PATTERNS IN TW'O PERIODS OF TIME

(NUmber o£ Members)
1855-1884

1885-1914

Total

1

St. John's

5

4

9

2

Not St. John's

0

0

0

Tota1

5

4

9

....

Q)

=
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Fortune Bay follows the pattern of the other
Southern shore and south coast districts in that residency
patterns ot members tended to be the same tor both the
time periods under study.
cells

~akes

A visual inspection of the

the testing of the hypothesis unnecessary, the

same holds true for Burgeo and LaPoile.

Patterns in both

time periods are nearly identical, as evidenced in Table

3:44.

Burgeo had no representation outside of St. John's

in either time period.

Five members represented the one-

member constituency during eight elections in the first
period; four members were returned in eight elections
during the second.
In order to establish a Regional pattern of
residency for the Southern Shore and south coast districts,
a 5 x 3 contingency table was devised from data already
given.

The same test hypothesis that was used in the

Northern and Conception Bay Regional tableP was employed,
namely, "that a St. John's resident had an equal
opportunity of being elected in any one of the five
soutbe~

shore and south coaat districts during the period

1855-1914".

The hypothesis was tested and tound to be
statistically valid. 111 St. John's resident representation

111x2 - 10.82; ror the 5 x 3 contingency table
(3:45). With 8 d.r. X2 is significant only at the 50~
level, which sugges~s that the hypothesis be retained.

1S2

dominates the Region despite some local Placentia
representation and to a lesser degree, local Burin
representation present during the period.
What can we conclude about residency patterns on
the Southern Shore and south coast during the period?
First, that regardless of the historical significance of
particular individual regional representation that might
have unfolded in the process of eighteen general elections
during that period, in the overall aggregate pattern
presented in Table 3:45, it is evident that Regional residency
representation tended to follow a more or less consistent
pattern of St. John's dominance.

in other words, whatever

the multiplicity of issues at stake during the eighteen
genera~

elections in the period, those issues did not

seriously effect the established residency patterns o!
district membership. 112 In addition, the established
residency patterns ot representation did not se0m to be
adversely affected by time, as evidenced in Tables 3:40
through 3:44.

Admittedly, the categories represetnted by

those tables are crude.

Reducing membership to the jarring

rigidity of "St. John's" and "not St. John's" categories,
112This brings up again the import~nt question of
the viability of repreeentation in the nineteenth century
syst~m.
What wer& the options open to outport
constituencies during the period? Which were looking for
options, which were not? This question will be dealt with
in Ohapter VII.

TABLE 3:45
SOU'I'HERN SHORE ADD SOUTH COAST REGIONAL RESIDENCY PATTERNS

POR THE PERIOD 1855-1914
(Number
St.

~obn's

or

Members)

-

Outport

2

1

Loca1

-Total
13

Ferry1and

10

Placentia

17

9

3

29

Burin

15

4

-

19

Fortune Bay

11

1

Burgeo & LaPoile
Total

9
62

-

-

16

-

12

-

9

4

82

.....

00
~
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however, does not alter the validity of the assumptions
made above.
In turning to the question of all candidates, both
winners and losers, Tables 3:46 through 3:50 looks at the
residency patterns of these two groups in the Southern
Shore and south coast districts for the period, 1885-1914.
Table

~:46

deals with the district of Fer.r,yland.

The

hTPothesis, "that there was no difference in the residency
patterns among winners and losers in the district of
Ferryland during the period", was tested and retained. 11 3
The only difference noticeable on visual inspection is
the large number or losing St. John's candidates in
relation to winners.

This is accountable by the fact that

certain successful candidates tended to dominate seats for
long periods of time. Michael P. Cashin, for instance,
sat seven consecutive times during tbe period covered by
the table.

He entered the House in 1889 and was still an

active House member at the close of' the period in 1914.
A visual inspection of' the cells or the Placentia
table shows a decided imbalance in the proportion of
winners to losers.

The h;ypothesis that "there was no

113x2 - 0.487. With 1 d.f.,
only at the 50% level.

x2

is significant

TABLE :;:46
RESIDENCY PATTERNS OF ALL FERRYLAND CANDIDATES

FOR THE PERIOD 1885-1914

(NUmber

or

Members)
Winners

~rs

1

St. John's

(~)

(6)

2

St. John • s, Foreign Background

(1)

(l.)

'

St. Jobn • s, Outport Backgrolllld

(1)

(4)

Ferryl.and

(0)

(1)

4

-(l.1)

(5)

(0)

(1)

Winners

-

Losers

Total

5

10

-

0

1

1

H. •

1

St. John's

2

Not St. Jobn's

Total

-5

11

15

-

16

~

QO

en

TABLE 3:4?

BESIDENCY PATTERNS OF ALL PLACENTIA AND ST. MARY'S CANDIDATES
FOR THE PERIOD 1885-1914

(Bumber of Members)
'Winners

Losers

1

St. John's

(5)

(9)

2

St. Jobn 1 s, Foreign Background

(1)

(1)

3

St. John's, Outport Baekgl.-ound

(2)

(4)

4

Placentia and St. Mary 1 s

(5)

(0)

5

other Outport

(0)

(1)

(1~)

(15)

(1)

(3)

M. •

'Winners

St. John's

8

B'ot St. John's

5

-

1.3

Losers

Total

14

~

1

6

-

15

-

28

....

00
~
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difference between the residency patterns of winners and
los~rs

during the 1885-1914 period", was tested.

The

findings implied a statistical significance, sufficient to
warrant rejection of the hypothesis. 114 In looking at the
Placentia table again, one can notice some trends.

First,

among successful candidates during the period, there seems
to be at least a stabilized foundation of

l~cal

candidates (5) as opposed to successful St. John's
candidates (8) 11 5 In addition, there seems to be a
substantial pressure

~rom

St. John's based candidates (14)

who challenged, unsuccessfully, the district's seats during
the period.

Since thirteen of the fourteen unsuccessful

St. John's challengers were Catholic, and the eight
successful St. John's and five local members were also
Catholic, the district warrants further study to ascertain
what rifts, if any, were taking place in the traditional
patronage alignments between St. John's and the district
of Placentia and St. Mary's during the latter period of
l14x2 - 4.180.
significant at the 95~
significant position warrant rejection with

With 1 d.:f., x2 was found to be
level - not a strong statistically
yet probably strong enough to
closer historical analysis.

ll5In the earlier 1855-1884 period, the ratio was
St. John's (9), "Not St. John's" (?) (Table 3:41). Of tbe
seven, (') were from "other outports", however, leaving
(4) local Placentia candidates for the period. With the
reduction of "other outport" candidates, (0) in the
1885-1914 period, and the increase or local representation
from (4) to (5), it can be viewed as a "trend".
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the nineteenth century.

A careful analysis of the motives

and actions of the local successful (and one unsuccessful)
candidates during the period might reveal the beginnings
of popular political awakening in Placentia.
Table 3:48 examines the district of Burin.

A

look at the cells in the table suggests that there is little
difference between the residency patterns of winners and
losers in Burin during the period.

The hypothesis, "ttat

there was no significant difference in the residency f.atterns
of winners and losers" was tested and it was found that the
hypothesis should be retained. 116 or the five unsuccessful
local candidates during the period, all were local Burin
general merchant fish dealers, 117 a group who in earlier
times might have had little difficult7 in getting themselves elected. But, by 1900, the

~lectorate

in the

district bad committed themselves to Robert Bond.who
promised, among other things, to take a special interest in
the Grand Banks questiotl and the Island's right of
sovereignty over those Banks.

Burin seemed firmly behind

Bond, returning his two supporters, Henry Gear and

all.

116x2 - 0.014, or no statistical significance at

ll?They were George A. Buffet (Grand Bank); John
E. Lake (Fortune); W.B. Payn (Burin); Thomas LeFeuvre
(Burin); and George A. Bartlett (Burin).

TABLE 3:48
RESIDENCY PATTERNS OF ALL BURIN CANDIDATES DUIUNG THE PERIOD 1885-1914

1
2

3
4

St. John's
St. John's,

Foreign Background

St. John's,

Ou.tport Background

St. John's,

B.N.A. Background

5
6

?

Burin
Burin, with

Foreign Background
other Outport

st. John's
Not

St. John's

Total

190

and Edward H. Davey, both residents or St. John's, in five
successive elections between 1900 and 1914.118
Moving on to Fortune Bay, Table 3:49 looks at the
successful and unsuccessful candidate patterns of that
district.

Again, the same test hypothesis was used; "that

there was no significant difference between the residency
patterns of winners and losers in the district of Fortune
Bay during the period", and the findings indicated that
the hypothesis should be retained. 119 A look at the cells
shows a markedly similar pattern between winners and
losers during the period.

or

the two losing local

candidates during 1885-1914, both were connected witn the
fishery; one was L.A. McCuish, a general dealer from
Belleoram, Fortune; and the other R.M. Fudge, a local
bank fishery captain.
Burgeo and LaPoile patterns of residency are
nearly identical for both \i!nners and losers.

A visual

inspection of the cells reveals little difference between
118Gesr, a heating contractor and Methodist; Davey,
an Anglican and successful building contractor who bad
made considerable money after the fire in 1892, were
undoubtedly supported by the conservative wing of the
Catholic population in Burin - also strong Bond supporters.
This helps account for their long tenure of success, an
unusually long success story for Burin.
119x2 - 0.4;;. With 1
just under the 50% level.

a.r., x2

is significant at

TABLE 3:49
RESIDENCY PATTERNS OF ALL FORTUNE BAY CANDIDATES DURING 1885-1914

(Number of Members)
Winners

Losers

1

St. John's

(4)

(4)

2

St. John's, Foreign Background

(1)

(1)

3

St. John • s, Outport Background

(1)

(0)

4

St. John 1 s 9 B.N.A. Background

(0)

{0)

5

Fortune Bay

(1)

(2)

(?)

(?)

(0)

(0)

M. •

Winners

Losers

Total

St. John's

6

5

11

Not St. John's

l

2

3

Total

7

?

-14
......

=
.....

TABLE

3:50

RESIDENCY PATTERNS FOR ALL BURGEO AND LAPOILE CANDIDATES DURING 1885-1914

(Number of Members)
lJinners

Losers

1

St. John's

(1)

(1)

2

St. John's, Foreign Background

(1)

(2)

3

St. John's, Outport Background

(1)

(3)

4

St. John's, B.N.A. Background

(2)

(1)

5

Burgeo

(0)

(0)

(5)

(7)

(0)

(0)

1Jinners

Losers

-Total

5

?

12

0

0

0

M.D.

St. John's
Not St. John's
Total

-

5

7

-

12

.....

Co&:)

~
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winners and losers.

Unlike many outport communities in

the late nineteenth century, Burgeo did not generate local
candidates for the House.

The district was not afforded

the opportunity, at least, to pivot between local and St.
John's based merchants.

It did, however, return Robert

Moulton after 1904, a former Channel (Burgeo) merchant who
bad moved to St. John's.

Moulton was elected four

successive times (as of 1914) and represented the closest
expression or local representation.

Two St. John's

merchants had influential business interests in the area.
One was James Baird (MLC) and close friend of the
Thorburns and the Grieves.

Baird operated through agents

at Burnt Island, Fox Roost, and Burgeo. The other was
John Steer, 120 a former MHA representing Trinity, whose
main political interests were linked with St. John's and
the Northern Region.
In looking at the Southern Shore and south coast
region as a whole, Table 3:51 presents an aggregate of
winners and losers of the region, during the 1885-1914
period, with residency patterns divided into three
categories; St. John's, Local, and Outport.

The test

120John Steer, MHA Trinity, 18?3; 1784-78. A
brother-in-law of Charles lyre, Steer (liko Ayre) bad
been a strong supporter or F.B.T. Carter at that time.

TABLE 3:51
SOUTHERN SHORE AND SOUTH COAST :REGIONAL COMPOSITE

OF ALL CANDIDATES DURING 1885-1914

(Number o! Members)
Losers

Total

30

45

?5

Winners
1

St. John's

2

Local

9

8

17

3

Outport

0

1

1

54

-93

Tota1

-39

.......
c:c

.::.
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hypothesis that, "there was no significant difference
between the residency patterns of successful and unsuccessful
candidates in tha Region during the period, 1885-1914",
was tested.

The findings indicate that the hypothesis
should be retainea. 121 Even a visual inspection of the
cells suggasts the same conclusion. There is little
intra-Regional disparity between winners and losers for

the time period under consideration.

Once more, there

was little difference or statistical significance between
the residency patterns of successful candidates in the
various districts of the Region in the two periods of time
that were considered {Tables 3:40 through 3:44).
exception to

other~ise,

The

on~

more or less consistent resident

patterns of representation in the Region, was in the
district of Placentia and St. Mary's, regarding a
difference in residency patterns among winners and losers
during the 1885-1914 period (Table 3:47).
suggests a pattern

or

The table

successful candidates - nearly 40%

of whom were local (5) - with standing considerable
pressure and challenge from a number of unsuccessful St.
John's challengers (14) during the latter half of the
period under study.

The imbalance or the proportions

between winners and losers was found to be utatistically
121x2 - 1.661. With 2 a.r.,
only at the ;o~ level.

x2

is significant
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significant at the

9~

levelt and would indicate a closer

examination of resident representation for the district.
Placentia (as well as Irerryland and Burin) , were in
relative geographic proximity to St. John's. All three,
each in their own way, were tied to the traditional trade,
and

tor the most part, were well integrated into the

Island's political system of the nineteenth centur,.

This

is less true, however, ot Fortune and Burgeo and LaPoile,
the two most western. south coast districts. T.hey were
geographically isolated, and out of their unique historical
background developed patterns of existence which in some ways
were very different to the North Coast and Southern Shore.
By the early twentieth century, however, with the western

terminus of the Newfoundland railway in Burgeo district, the
south coast - at least the Port-aax-Basques region - took on
new strategic political significance.
ing

The problem ot establish-

a viable working political relationship with a district

traditionally neglected is a difficult problem to overcome.
In 1900, the rail wrq had SVUD.6 north - not south - and the

whole thrust and tocua ot Island political attention
naturally swung with it.

The disparities in amenities and

services provided by the government became magnified after
that time.

.A. tacit ,mderstand.ing might have developed
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between the government and the south coast at the time
(1900) in which a mutually agreed 'non-interference pact•
prevailed, serving the best short term interests of all
concerned.

But short term solutions only create long-term

problems and in some ways, the south coast paid a heavy
long term price for the twentieth century continuance of
its nineteenth century independence.
North of Burgeo and LaPoile's Port-aux-Basques and
Cape Ray, began a vast stretch or the Island's western
coast line, known in the nineteenth century as the western
Treaty Shore.

It extended along the entire western shore

line, up the Northern Peninsula of the Island, down the
Peninsula's eastern side including White Bay, and
terminated at Cape St. John, the northwestern arm of
Notre Dame Bay which was the extreme northwestern tip of
the District ot Twillingate.
The status of the Treaty Shore remained ambiguous
throughout the nineteenth century.

Its population began

to increase rapidly during the 1870's, however. Tocque
estimated its population at that time at about 2300. 122
The residents were, for the most part, descendents of
those who bad been caught in a historical process which
12

~ocque: Newfoundland, 1877, p. 23~.

TREAT'( SHORE DISTRICTS • 1882.NEWFOUNDLAND
ELECTORAL DISTRICTS
l1
2
3
4

5
6

7
8

9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17

l18

St. Barbe

I

LABRADOR

Twillin~ote

fOQO

Bonavista Boy
Trinity Boy
Boy de Verde
Cabonear
Harbour Grace
Port de Grave
Harbour Main
StJohn's West
St. John's East
Ferryland
Placentia- StMary's
Burin
Fortune Boy
Burgeo - La Polle
St Georoe'•

I -'

Port aux Basquea

0

IS

30 MILES

'9 l4
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had led to diverse eul tural interaction, Jersey men who had
moved onto the shore :f'rom the south coast, Frenchmen who
had dropped off from the migratory French fishing fleet and
who had settled permanently.

There were Acadians from

Prince Edward Island, Quebecers and Anglo-Canadians and
scattered bands of Indians.

In addition, about mid-century,

a group tJi Scottish Cape Bretonera moved i .nto the Codro:r
Valley, settled, and began f'arming.

Early attempts by the

Newfoundland government to establish control over the area
failed, however.

As early as 1849, a Stipendiary

Magistrate was placed at St. George 's Bay, but soon
removea. 12 3

There was l.itt1e attempt at any consistent

policy regarding the inhabitants of' the Treaty Shore in midnineteenth century shown by members of the House of
Assembly in St. John's.

It was soen as something of a

troublesome burden by some, especially since, in many
places, its shore line, tides, and unusual wave conditions
did not lend themselves to "the

typi~al

Newfoundland

inshore fisbery~. 124

123Tocque: Newfoundland, 187?, p. 234.

~ev. Michael Brosnan: Pioneer Histor:y of the
St. Geore:e 's Diocese! Newfoundland! Mission Press, Toronto,
1948, p. 46. Tliis m gllt account, n part, for St. John's
lack of general concern with the south coast (Burgeo) where
in sections, the same physical characteristics existed.
12
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Tenuous missionary contact was established with
St. George 's Ba:r before
travelling

Fre~ch

mid-nineteen~h

CE'1ntury when a

Priest from St. Pierre would infrequently

stop by St. George 1 s on his way to Prince Edward Island.
It was a Gaelic speaking Irish Priest, however, Father
Thomas Sears, who arrived in St. George 1 s in 1868 to fill
the vacancy created b:y the death of Rev. Alexis Belanger,
formerly o:r Quebec, that instilled something o:r a political
awakening among his parishoners.

While customs duties

were collected, Sears complained to Howley that St.
George 1 s bad no political representation, for what seemed
to him obvious, "Imperial reasons" • 12 5 In a heated
exchange or letters with W.J. S. Donnelly, then Financial
Secretary in the first Whiteway government, Donnell:r bad
written Sears that "money spent on the West Coast was
money thrown awa:r", and that alleged abuses committed b:y
the migratory French fishermen against the property of the
inhabitants of the coast would have to be borne with
passive stoicism. 126 This was in 1880.

One year later,

the government reversed itself, and in a throne speech
read by Chief Justice F.B.T.

Carter, the acting governor,

the Whitewa:r government - with the proposed rail.way

125Broanan: Histori of St~ George's Diocese, p. 64.
126:rbid. ~ p. 68.
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galvanizing a change in attitude - promised to make legal
land grants on the French Shore, and in

a~iition,

grant the

area political representation in the House.
The Treaty Shore was then divided into two large
districts, the southern district, including St. George's
Bay (Rev. Sears• district) and the Bay of Islands was
named St. George's.

It was largely Catholic and included

most of the long-established French settlements on the
coast.

The Northern District, from BonnG Bay north,

including the Northern Peninsula and White Bay to the
was named St. Barbe.

eas~

Each was to have one member to the

House.
Initially, representation for both districts was
supplied by the law firm of Boone & Con~oy, St. John's, a
partnership founded ten years earlier in 18?2. John
Boyles Boone, 127 the eon of a Notre Dame Bay minister,
represented St. Barbe in an uncontested election in 1882 9
while Michael H. Carty128 (the twenty-two year old son of
the Inspector of the

Newfoundla~d

Constabulary), who bad

127Jobn Hoy1es Boone, MHA, St. Barb!, 1882-84.
Boone died suddenly at the age of 36, in 18~.

~ichae1 H. Carty MHA~ St. George's, 1882; 1885;
1889-93, all uncontested. Carty also died young, of
cancer at the age of 40, in 1900. For a short t1me he was
president of the B.I.S.
12
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been trained by Boone & Oonroy129 and had been admitted to
the bar a few months before, assumed duties as MBA for
St. George's, again in an uncontested election.
There were no Executive Councillors appointed from
either district throughout the 1882-1914 period.

Table

3:52 shows the number of times representatives were
elected from the two districts during the same period.
For St. Barbe,

one member was returned four times,

William M. Clapp, a St. John's lawyer and member of the
People's Party.

Two members for St. George's were elected

three times each, Carty and Joseph F. Downey, a member of
the People's Party and a clerk in the Crown Lands Office,
St. John's.

St. George's experienced a high rate of

turnover after M.H. Carty's defeat in 1893.

Four different

members served the district during the following eleven
years with Downey bringing some semblance of political
stability to the district starting in 1908.
Table 3:53 shows residency patterns for the two
Treaty Shore distriots.

St. John's candidates dominated

both districts.

The only exception for both districts,
Albert Bradshaw, 13° a Placentia merchant, a member to the
129James G. Conroy, one time MBA from Ferr,yland,
1874; 1878-80, bad been appointed Judge of the Central
District Court in 1880.
l30A. Bradshaw and his brother William, were
general dealers in Placentia. While Anglican, the Bradshaw
family bad married into local Catholic rami11es, most
notable for our purposes, William had married the daughter
or Clement Benning, former MBA and J.P.

TABLE 3:52
NUMBER OJ! TIMES ELECTED

m

THE TWO TBEATY SHORE DISTRICTS

1882-1914

(Percent)
St. Barbe

St. George's

Once

lJ.O.O (2)

66.7 (4)

Twice

40.0 (2)

No. or times

3 times
4 times

-

(0)

20.0 (1)
(5)

-

(0)

33.3 (2)
-

(0)

(6)

N

=

w

~

TABLE

3:53

MEMBERSHIP RESIDENCY PATTERNS FOR TWO TREATY SHORE DISTRICTS, 1882-1914

(Percent)

St. Barbe

St. George's

1

St. John's

20.0 (1)

66.7 (4)

2

St. John 1 s, Foreign Background

20.0 (1)

16.7 (1)

3

St. John's, Outport Background

40.0 (2)

16.7 (1)

4

Local

5

other Outport

-

(0)

-

(0)

20.0 (1)

-

(0)

-(5)

-(6)

N

=

~
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House from Placentia during 1882-85, chose to leave his
home district and run successfully in St. Barbe in 1885.
Table 3:54 looks at the residency patterns of both
winners and losers in St. Barbe during the period 1882-1914.
Four of the successful candidates as well as the three
known unsuccessful were residents of St. John's.
exception was Bradshaw, already mentioned.

The

The St. Barbe

district bad been uncontested in the 1882 and 1885
elections, and the district's most persistent loser was
Henry Y. Mott, 131 a one time St. John's representative
factory agent and piano tuner for

s.

Sichel & Co., Halifax,

who, starting in 1900, ran unsuccessfully in !our of five
elections in the district.
Table 3:55 looks at the winning and losing
candidates of St. George's.

As mentioned already, M.H.

Carty, a St. John's lawyer, served the district from its
inception for ten years, winning three uncontested elections
during that period.

The next fifteen years produced five

different members, the fifth being Joseph F. Downey, a
Crown Land civil servant clerk who, in 1908, won the first

l3lAside from editing the Temperance Journal for
some years, Mott was also editor-author of Newfoundland
Men, Concord, N.H., 1894, a valuable book ot 6iographic
sketches of many St. John's businessmen. · Mott did have
success as an MHA for Burgeo and LaPoile, however, in 1897.

TABLE

3:54-

BESmENCY PAT'.L'ERNS OF ALL ST. BARBE CANDIDATES

FOR THE PERIOD, 1882-1914

(Number of Members)

-

\linners

Losers

(1)

(0)

St. John • s, Foreign Background

(1)

(0)

3

St. John's, Outport Background

(2)

(2)

4

St. John's, B.N.A. Background

(0)

(1)

5

St. Barbe

(0)

(0)

6

0'-.;her Outport

(1.)

(0)

(5)

-(3)

(0)

(2)

1

St. John's

2

M.D.

N

=
CD

TABLE 3:55

RESIDENCY PATTERNS OF ALL CANDIDATES OF ST. GEORGE 1 S

DURING THE P.ERIOD 1882-1914
Winners

Losers

1

St. John's

(4)

(2)

2

St. John' a, Foreign Background

{1)

(2)

3

St. John's, Outport Background

(1)

(1)

4

St. George's

(0)

(2)

5

Other Outport

(0)

(0)

(6)

(7)

{0)

{0)

M.D.

N

=
-...]
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or three elections between 1908 and 1914 as a People's
Party candidate and supporter or E.P. Morris.

St. George's,

then, became,tbrough Downey, the western ally of a new
political party, the People's Party, whose main political
strength lay on the Avalon Peninsula and Conception Bay.
Conclusion
Some attempt should now be made to draw together
conclusions that arise from the Regional residency patterns
of membership presented in this chapter.

Regarding the

appointments ot Executive Councillors representing the
five regions, with the exception of the Treaty Shore
Districts, no region, by aggregate analysis, enjoyed an
unfair advantage in Executive Councillor distribution.
While St. John's bad less than might be expected (1')
during the period, its total number or representatives in
any given election (6) was only about two-thirds the
number of membership representing the other large regions
discussed.

Council appointments were often a crucial

matter or immediate political expediency in a particular
period of time and should be dealt with in that historical
cont~xt.

One should be cautious, therefore, in making any

sweeping political generalizations which arise !rom
aggregate Council data.

Generally, residence patterns of

Council members corresponded roughly to the same residency
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patterns stemming from the House of Assembly, the body
from which they were generally selected. 1 32 Councillors
often came from either districts which had shown

s~me

predictable political stability (exhibited in time), or
the other extreme, in which they arose in ad hoc fashion,
their appointments the result of
consequenceo

immediat~

strategic

The fact that the Southwest Coast had few

Executive Councillors and the Treaty Shore, none in
relation to the other districts of the Island, was
probably not the result of mere chance.

In the last half

of the period under study, the railway, and all it implied,
was a vital political consideration of the east and
northarn regions of the Island and it would seem natural
that important political considerations be granted; i.e.
portfolios, to members of those regions.
In turning to representatives in the House of
Assembly, it was seen that candidates of St. John's
residency did not have a uniform chance of getting
elected in all regions ot the Island outside of St. John's.
In the north, Fogo and Bonavista broke this pattern.

In

1 32six members of the Executive Council moved
directly from the Legislative Council to the Executive
during the period. Two, James M. Kent and Michael P. Gibbs,
were on different occasions appointed to the Executive
while members of neither of the other houses. There was
nothing illegal in this action.
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Conception Bay, it was

Ha~bor

Grace and

Ca~b~near;

the

latter, a district in which St. John's resident candidates
were excluded altogether.

The urban districts of St.

John's were, of course, exclusively made up of St. John's
residents during the sixty-year period under study.

In

tact, the town's extreme provincialism or the period
impressed the political prerequisite that its candidates
be not only residents, but members of long standing in the
community with generally acceptable and recognized family
connections.

In this respect, St. John's was much more

provincial than the outports were in this matter.

Of the

large Regions, only in the Southern Shore and south coast
districts did St. John's residents seem to have equal
facility in gaining seats.
In addition, residency patterns changed within
some Regions with the passage of time.

In the Northern

Region, Bonavista patterns changed noticeably during the
latter period.

The same is true of Harbor Grace in the

Conception Bay Region, while a composite Regional table

(3:9) shows strong statistical indication that St. John's
candidates did not have an equal chance o! success in that
Region.

The Conception Bay Regional table (3:23) leaves

the same impression.

St. John's residency patterns in two

periods in time only differ in the fact that there are
fewer United Kingdom (Irish) born members in the latter
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period than in the first.

On the Treaty Shore, during its

abbreviated political existence, St. John's residency
pat~erns

dominated throughout the period 1882-1914.

This

might be expected when initially, the districts presented
the possibility of special legal problems and might account
for the fact, already mentioned, that the better than 1,000
miles of Treaty Shore coastline was initially the political
plum of one St. John's law firm.
There was little significant difference between
the residency

patt~rns

of successful and unsuccessful

candidates during the period, 1885-1914.

This was the

period of greatest political change, the period in which
such differences would be expected to take place.
true of all five Regions generally.

This is

In the Southern

Shore district of Placentia and St. Mary's, however, there
is some euggeetion of a significant difference in winning
and losing residency patterns (3:47) in that area, a
possible explanation of which has already been given.
Genera1ly, then, it can be concluded from data
provided in the fifty-four tables relating to residency
found in this chapter, that regardless of what political
issues were at stake during the eighteen general elections
covered in the period under study, these issues did not
disrupt - with few exceptions - the established residency
and background patterns of representatives during the
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period.

There are a few districts which indicate otherwise.

But on the whole, plac& or residency of a candidate, while
obviously an important variable in analyzing the social
composition of politicians of the period, cannot be
considered the most important variable in the selection
process.

Constituencies sought out other qualities (or

variables) in the process of candidate selection (the
possible exception being St. John's), or at least showed a
willingness to waive local residency in !avor of other
considerations.

This conclusion is substantiated, at

least in part, by the findings which indicated that there
were no significant differences between the residency
patterns of winners and losers during the period 1885-1914
in any of the five Regions considered and in none or the
individual constituencies or the Island - with the
possible exception of Placentia and St. J1ar,y's.

One would

have to look for another important variable ot more local
importance than local residency.

That variable might well

be religion - as understood in its nineteenth century
context - and Chapter IV investigates that possibility.
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CHAP!'ER IV
RELIGION AND

RECRUITMEI~T

INTO NEWFOUNDLAND POLITICS

Immigrants of the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries brought from West Country England
and the southern coast of Ireland the values,

bel~efs,

customs and habits ot the old country which were to
serve them, without question, for at least the next
eighty or more years.

Geographic isolation, the demands

of the economy, and a community existence in which most
local problems were

P.~3n

and worked ·out within a framework

of family - small community interaction, helped set the
patterns of political life.

The family was the key

self-disciplining unit of community organization and in
some eases, communities were little more than clusters of
semi-independent family units.

Certain families were able,

in time, to impose their family views as those most in
accord with a gradually accepted 'community view'.
Rev.

Edward
1

1 8 3 5

\lix' s

t r a v e 1 . ~ o urn a 1

makes 1 t clear

ot

t h at vi s i t in g

c e r t ai n

communities meant staying with and being accepted by
1Edward Wix: Six Months of a Newfoundland

Missionary's Journal, February to August,
London, 1836.

&Co.,

1835, Smith, Edler
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certain families within those communities.

It becomes a

apparent in the impressionistic evidence of the
newspapers that community organization rested with
inter-family cooperation.

Brigus, Conception Bay, tor

instance, as a community with an identity, depended
largely at first on the Robert Brown's, and later, John
Leamon, the Bartletta, the Mundens, the Normans to serve
as vanguards of its special community character.

In

nearby Carbonear, it was the Elsons, the Rorkes, the
Dutra, the Pennys and the Maddocks.

Each community bad

its hierarchical family orders - whether it be the Powers
or the McGratbs of Placentia, the Evans or Buffets or
Burin, the McCuisbes of Fortune Bay - and those fawilies,
while they helped shape the character of the communities
in which they lived, were in turn, shaped by the
character of the community.

In this respect the social

structure of the outport communities differed little from
St. John's.
One of the important forces which made constructive
interaction between family and community possible was
religion.

Rev. Wix round - for some inexplicable reason

he bad feared the contrary - "the Religious intelligence
of the people surprising," and whether from "Jersey, Devon,
or Dorset - the descendents do not degenerate. n 2 Wix had
2wix, Missiona~y's Journal, 18~5, p. 191.
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evidently, prior to his journey, some apprehensions and
rears as to what be might encounter on his travels.
While be found some settlements - by his standsrds - in a
sorry state or affairs, be probably quite rightly
attributed conditions there to the fact these were isolated
'old settlements', the local inhabitrnts descendents of
cast offs from England's pioneer explorations along the
east coast of British North Americao

On the whole,

however, Wix was pleasantly surprised, and viewed his
trip fruitful if an exhausting

orde~l.

In the 'new

settlements', those formed in the late eighteenth, early
nineteenth centuries, Wix was pleased to find a selfgenerating religious atmosphere which was pleasantly
orthodox to behold and self-sustaining, in spite of the
fact that inhabitants of some settlements had not seen
the presence of an ordained minister since they had left
England, in some cases, nearly fifty years before.

If

Wix had in some ways underestimated the sustaining power
of Christianity at work in an unopposed social environment,
it was because be defined Newfoundland by drawinB
distinctions between the 'old world' and the 'new•.
~ournal

is quite explicit in this respect.

His

Everywhe~

throughout, it is evident that Wix is an educated man of
God travelling in a strange land.
expresses unexpected delight at

He occasionally

obse~ing

a

quaib~

local

custom which corresponded in some form to a rural English
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custom he had once observed.

Such local customs, however,

should have caused little surprise.

Most of the

inhabitants in Wix's days were only a generation or two
removed from contemporary rural England and Ireland.
Wix had once been a missionary in the Northern
District of Bonavista.3

Anglicanism had made a modest,

formal appearance in the Northern Districts early in the
nineteenth century.

By 1840, Trinity Bay, for example,

was serviced by two Anglican clergymen; Reverends Bullock
and Hamilton, with the former having the title, "Rural
:Pean of Missions and Schools". 4 In the Twillingate and
Fogo area there were, by 1840, some 4,000 members of the
Church of England scattered throughout at least fifteen
settlements.

The inhabitants of Fogo Island built their

own church in 1841 and were successful in obtaining their
own resident missionary

tbr~ugh

the Society for the

Propagation of the Gospel.5 Trinity Bay, by the time of

3In 1830, he was moved to St. John's and served as
Archdeacon of Newfoundland until 1839 9 when the Island's
first Bishop, Aubrey Spencer arrived.
4Rev• F.M. Buffet, The Sto~ of the Church ·in
Newfoundland1 General Board of Rel~ious Education,
TOronto, 19~~~ p. 34.
5Ibid., p. 35.
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responsible government in 1855, bad five resident
ministers living within the district.

Twelve communities

within the area had built Anglican churches of their own,
however, which placed the five under arduous travel
schedules.

In addition the twelve churches were designed
to support twenty schools in the district. 6 It was
obvious then that a great deal of community interaction
between the ministry and local community families was
essential to initiate the ambitious programmes of
religious participation and educational instruction that
took place in or around the time of responsible government.
The important social unit of participation was the family.
With key local families more than willing to serve as
models of formal participation, the lese initiated soon
followed.
Table 4:1 shows how the Northern Districts ·were
religiously structured at the beginning of responsible
government.

~any of the early schools at the time were
'Sunday Schools'; Bible readings and instruction that
could be taught by lay members of the community.

Table 4:1
RELIGIOUS STRUCTURE OF THE NORTHERN DISTRICTS AT THE
BEGINNING OF RESPONSIBLE GOVERNMENT!

Twillingate & Fogo

Bonavista

Trinity

1.

Total No. of Clergy

?

8

5

2.

Clergy /10,000 population

7

9

4

3.

No. of C.E. Churches

9

11

12

4.

No. of R.C. Churches

4

4

3

4

1

8

16

19

20

72

51

53

5. No. of Meth. Churches
6.

No. of Other Churches

?. Total No. of Schools
8.

Total No. of Communities
in each District

1This and subsequent Religious structure tables f~m Census of

Newfoundland: 1857.

N
,....

co
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Twillingate and Fogo and the district of Trinity
show an average ratio of one minister for every ten
communities.
in seven.

For Bonavista, the ratio was more like one

The figures imply a great deal of arduous

travel, and a rural minister's duties were not easy in the
mid-nineteenth century.

The increase in the number of

ministers during the remainder of the period was offset
by the growth of the Island population and tne increase in
demands and services.

In addition, the importance and

place of education was viewed differently by Church leaders
in different periods.

Bishop Spencer, for instance, as a

matter of expediency, bad insisted that certain rural
Anglican teachers could perform a modified lay-service in
their isolated rural communities, a procedure the
Methodists had employed with apparent success in
Conception Bay.

When Bishop Feild? arrived in

Newfoundland, be took sharp exception to this practice,
insisting that there should be no deviation from the
central act of Christian worship as practised by the
Anglican church in England. 8 During Feild's thirty-one

?Bishop Edward Feild; born in Worchester in 1801,
a graduate of Rugby and Queen's College, Oxford and
ordained in 1826. Feild bad been a part of the Oxford
Movement, and had served as Rector of Glouehester and
Bristol before coming to Newfoundland. Like many enlightened
clergymen of his time, he was a strong believer in education
as a panacea for most of the eontempora~ social ills or
his time. See Buffett, Church in lfevf'oundland, PP• 37-40.
8Butfet: Church in Newfoundland, p. 40.
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years in Newfoundland, be was to see the Anglican ministry
increase in number from a mere dozen clergymen to fifty.9
Table 4:2 deals with denominational patterns in
Twillingate (and Fogo) during the period under study.
The totals presented are of the three major denominations
of political importance and represent total district
affiliation rounded to the nearest hundred.

The table

shows all three denominations firmly established by the
beginning of the responsible government period.

The most

noticeable change in pattern is the rapid rise of
Methodism in the district prior to, and after 1884.

Despite

the fact that Twillingate and Fogo become two separate
districts by 1884, the Methodist population doubled in
Twillingate during the fifteen year period, 1869-1884.
The apparent leveling of Catholic population is somewhat
misleading since 1200-1300 become part of thP. Fogo
District.

But the Anglican population, still numerically

dominant in the early 1870's, was rapidly overshadowed by
a growing Methodist population whose ranks were swelled
with Anglican eonverts. 10 As evangelican Methodism waned

9Buffet: Church in Newfoundland, p. 40.
10Looking at both Twillingate and Fogo; the figures
show an actual decline of Anglicans on Notre Dame. There
are 6400 in 1901 as compared to 6800 in 1869. Methodism
on the other hand increases nearly six fold during the
same period.

Table 4:2

TWILLINGATE DENOMINATIONAL PATTERNS IN FOUR PERIODS OF TIME

!kL

!hQ.:

Methodist

Twillingate & Fogo

185?:

6200

1400

2000

Twillingate & Fogo

1869:

6800

2000

4200

(65~)

(52~)

(15~)

(15~)

(21%)

(32f6)

Twillingate

1884:

3800

1900

8200

Twillingate

1901:

3600

1900

11700

(27%)

(21~)

(14~)

(11~)

(59~)

(68~)

~
(.~

+~
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in the district at the turn of the century, the Salvation
Army movement took hold.

Twillingate had some 2000

Salvationists by 1901, the largest district contingent on
the Island at the time, and in 1913, Twillingate returned
William B. Jennings, the only Salvation Army member to
sit in the House or Assembly during the 1855-1914 period. 11
In Twillingate, twenty members sat for a total of
forty-nine seats during the sixty year period under
study.

Table 4:3 shows the known denominational

affiliations by percentage of individual members as well
as by percentage of total denominational seats.

One-half

of the membership for Twillingate over the period were
Methodists

(50.9~).

The nine Methodist members sat for a

total of twenty-six seats, or
total seats.

60.1~

or the district's

This increase in total seat percentage over

total individual Methodist membership percentage, suggests
in addition, that the Methodist members tended to retain
their seats longer than members from other denominations
in the district.

In looking at the cells, the absence of

Catholic members from Twillingate during the period,
1855-1914, does not imply that the Catholic opinion in the
11Jennings entered the Bnuse as a Fishermen's
~r~tective Union member from Notre Dame Bay.
Jennings,
who b~d four years of schooling, later became Minister of
Public Works in 1919.

Tab1e 4:3
TWILLINGATE DENOMINATIONAL MEMBERSHIP, Di1>IVIDUAL
AND TOTAL SEAT, 1855-1914

(percentages)
Individual Members
Anglican

33.3

Catholic

Tota1 District Seats

( 6)

2?.2

(12)

( 0)

-

( 0)

Methodist

50.9

( 9)

60.1

(26)

Other

16.7

( 3)

13.6

( 6)

M.D.

-

(18)

(44)

( 2)

( 5)

1\:)
c.~

c,.,
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district was necessarily 'unrepresented•. 12 Polities
during the nineteenth century - especially with the limited
communication facilities of the time - tended to express
itself in local and regional terms, and there is no reason
to contend that there was a peculiarly Catholic
Twillingate view as opposed to the Protestant.
Table 4:4 looks at Fogo, a Notre Dame Bay district,
which became a separate one member constituency after
1884.

Formerly, Fogo and Twillingate bad formed one joint

three-member district up to that time.

The top section ot

the table deals with Fogo membership; by individual and by
total seat for the period 1884-1914.

The lower section of

the table shows Fogo's overall denominational patterns tor
two periods in time, tor the purpose ot facilitating
comparisons between actual denominational representation
with denominational patterns tor the district.
Representation in the district was divided between Anglican
and Methodist members.

The district - primarily Anglican

in 1884 - underwent something of the Methodist phenomenon
experienced by Twillingate.

In the aggregate membership

section or the table, it is seen that the two Anglican
members of the period sat an average of three times in the
House while the two Methodist members sat an average of
12Actually, in reviewing the unsuccessful candidates
for Twillingate during the period 1885-19141 it is f'ound

that there were no Catholic candidates forthcoming, either
locally or from St. John's.

Table 4:4

FOGO MEMBERSHIP BY DENOMINATION, INDIVIDUAL
AND TOTAL SEAT, 1885-1914-

Anglican

Members

Total Seats

50.0 (2)

60.0

-

Catbo1ic

-

(0)

50.0 (2)

Methodist

-

Other

40.0

-

(0)

-

(4)

Fogo

Year:

( 0)

( 4)
( 0)

--(10)

(0)

M.D.

( 6)

( 0)
Methodist

R.C.

C.E.

1884

2900

(4?~)

1300

(21~)

2000 (32%)

1901

2900

(3~)

1200

(16%)

3300

(45%)

~

N

en
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on1y twice.

Both Fogo and Twillingate representation

corresponds roughl;y to the general denominational
distribution patterns in each o:t the districts.
Bonavista presents somewhat different patterns.
Table 4: 5 shows Bonavista denominational representation
by individual member and total seat for the 1855-1914
period, as well ea. denominational distributions at f'our
points of' time.

Methodist representation was quite active,

especially in relation to their total numbers in the
district.

The table also suggests a high degree of

turnover amone; Methodist representatives - twelve members
sitting f'or a total of eighteen seats - an average of
members sitting only 1.5 times during the period.

The

lone Catholic representati.ve f'or the period was returned
in the Confederation election of' 1869.

He was William M.

Barnes, a St. John's born merchant, and the grandson of'
Richard Barnes, a Waterford, Ireland immigant who founded
the firm. 1 3 It was Barnes, along with James L. Noonan and
Francis Winton (all of St. Jobn' s) who ran as a successful
anti-eonf'ederation team in 1869.
Table 4:6 shows Trinity denominational
representation.

Dominant Anglican representation in Trinity

1 ;The firm, J .B. Barnes & Oo., was insolvent b:y
the 1870 • s. W.M. Barnes was henceforth listed in the
Business Directories as a St. John's Farmer.

Table 4:5
BONAVISTA MEMBERSHIP BY

DENOMINATION, INDIVIDUAL

AND TOTAL SEAT, 1855-1914Membersbi_E

Tota1 Seats

Anglican

39.3 (11)

46.3 (25)

Catholic

;.6 ( 1)

1.9

( 1)

Methodist

42.9 (12)

~;.;

(18)

Other

14.3

18.5

(10)

( 4)

-(28)

M.D.

-

(54)
(0)

( 0)

Bonavista

C.E.

Year:

1857

5?00

(65~)

2000

(23~)

1100

(13~)

1869

7000

(61%)

2400

(21%)

2100

(18~)

1884

8400

(51%)

3000

(18%)

5100

(31~)

1901

9200

(47%)

3200

(16%)

?200

(3?%)

Catho1ie

Methodist

~
~

-...}

Table 4:6
TRINITY MEMBERSHIP BY DENOMINATION, INDIVIDUAL

AND TOTAL SEAT, 1855-1914
Membership

Total Seats

Anglican

53.6 (15)

5?.? (30)

Catholic

3.1 ( 1)

1.9 ( 1)

Methodist

3?.? (10)

36.5 (19)

?.1 ( 2)

;.a < 2)

(28)
( 2)

(52)
( 2)

Other

-

M.D.

Trinity
Year:

C.E.

-

R.C.

Methodist

185?

6000 (56)

1300 (12)

3500 (32)

1869

?400 (54)

1400 (10)

5000 (36)

1884

10000 (52)

1800 ( 9)

?300 (38)

1901

10300 (52)

1600 { 8)

?BOO {40)

N
~
(X)
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was supported by a strong Anglican denominational base
which maintained itself throughout the period.

Again, as

with Bonavista, the lone Ca·tholic representative was
elected during the confederation election of 1869.

He

was Robert Alsop, a St. John's fishery supply and sealing
merchant who appeared in Bennett's government as Chairman
or Board or Works. 14 Methodism, as in the other northern
districts, was growing in numbers in Trinity and the
census figures indicate that while Anglicans managed to
maintain their majority, they failed to double in numbers
during the period, while Methodists more than doubled.
Generally, in looking at the North Districts as a
whole, it can be seen that aggregate denominational
representation tended to correspond with the overall
denominational patterns round in the districts.

The North

was predominately Protestant, more Anglican in character
by the mid-nineteenth century, gradually becoming,
particularly !rom the 1870's on, actively Methodist. By
1900 1 two of the four Northern Districts; Twillingate and
Fogo bad Methodist majorities and the remaining two have
witnessed substantial Methodist growth.
Tables 4:? through 4:9 examine the Northern
District 's denominational total seat representation over
14Alsop also served as Colonial Secretary and was
later appointed to the Legislative Council. His career
was shortened with an untimely o.e ath. Newfoundlander, Mar.
28, 1871.
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two periods of time; 1855-1884, and 1885-1914.

Each period

includes nine general elections and any disproportion in
district seat totals for the two periods would be the result
of some seat redistribution having taken place in a few
districts in 1882 and 1885.

Table 4:? deals with

Twillingate, and the contingency table (bottom) is
included for test purposes.

The two significant

denominational cr.roups in the district were the Methodists
and the Anglicans.

The test hypothesis, "that time was

not a significant factor in Methodists winning over Anglicans
in Twillingate," was tested with the findings suggesting

that the hypothesis should be rejectea. 1 5

A visual

inspection or the cells shows a rise in Methodist seat
representation in the latter period and a corresponding
drop in Anglican representation for the same period.

The

change corresponds roughly with the shifts in denominational
patterns for the same pariod.
Bonavista shows something or the same trend.
Table 4:8 breaks Bonavista total seat denominational
representation into two periods.

The same null hypothesis

was used; namely, "that time was not a significant factor
in Methodists winning over Anglicans in Bonavista", and
l5The Shi-square test was appl~ed to the 2x2 table~
resulting in X =5.884. With 1 d.f., X was found to be
significant at the 98~ level. The null hypothesis can
then, be rejected.

Table 4:?
TWILLINGATE TOTAL SEAT REPRESENTATION FOR TWO PERIODS OF TII-tE

Anglican
Catholic

1855-1884

1885-1914

40.9 ( 9)

13.6 ( 3)

-

( 0)

-

( 0)

Methodist

45.5 (10)

72.8 (16)

Other

13.6 ( 3)

13.6 ( 3)

(22)

(22)

( 0)

( 5)

M.D.

Twil1ingate

Total

1855-1884

1885-1914

Methodist

10

16

26

Anglican

9

3

12

19

19

38

Total

l\:)

,__

~

Table 4:8
BONAVISTA TOTAL SEAT REPRESENTATION FOR TWO PERIODS OF TIME

185.5-1884

1885-1914
22.2 ( 6)

Catholic

70.4 (19)
3.7 ( 1)

Methodist

22.2 ( 6)

44.4 (12)

3.7 ( 1)

33.3 ( 9)

(27)

(27)

( 0)

( 0)

Anglican

Other

M.D.

Anglican

Total

( 0)

1885-1914

Total

6

12

18

19

6

25

25

18

43

1855-1884

Methodist

-

~

c:,;.,
&:'~

Table 4:9
TRINITY TOTAL SEAT REPRESENTATION FOR TWO PERIODS IN TIME
1855-~

1885-1914

Anglican

57.? (15)

57-? (15)

Catholic

3.8 ( 1)

Methodist

38.5 (10)

-

other

M.D.

Trinity

-

( 0)

34.6 ( 9)

( 0)

7-7 ( 2)

(26)

(26)

( 1)

( 1)

1855-1884

1885-1914

Total

Methodist

10

9

19

Anglican

15

15

30

25

24

49

Total

N

w
~
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the findings indicate that the hypothesis should be
rejected. 16 The cells show much the same shift toward
Methodist representation in the latter period as in
Twillingate.

The overall denominational population trends

for Bonavista (Table 4:5) do not show even a Methodist
majority in the district, however, as is the obvious case
for Twillingate.

This difference might be demographic;

certain towns, - Greenspond, possible Wesleyville Methodist in character, became heated centers of political
activity.

In addition, a possible preference for local

representation might have influenced the Methodist trend.
Six of the eight Methodist candidates during the latter
period were local residents of Bonavista.

Since they

seemed to have had the initiative in local representation,
other groups may have sided with them on what were
considered local issues regardless of any denominational
preference. 1? In total seat representation; or the
twelve Methodist seats held in the latter period, nine

(?5%) were local residents or the Island's Methodist
community.
1 6x2 • ?.828. With 1 d.f. x2 was found to be
statistically significant at the 9~ level.
l?The concept of denominational preference will
be discussed in more detail in the conclusion of this
chapter.
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Trinity district, on the other band, showed
almost identical balance between the two denominations for
both periods.

An observation of the cells indicates the

balanced denominational representation in the district
for both periods.

The hypothesis, "that time was not a

significant factor in Anglicans winning over Methodists
in Trinity" was tested, and the findings, as expected,
indicated that the hypothesis should be retainea. 18 Seven
Anglicans sat for a total of fifteen sests in the first
period, eight sat for the same number of seats during the
second.
Turning to the relationship of denominational
affiliation and the residency patterns or Northern
District candidates; tables 4:10 through 4:13 considers
the relationship between the variables.

Individual

membership patterns are broken into two row categories;
St. John's, and Not St. John's, which are percentagized
by rows.

The tables are then divided into two sections;

one covering 1855-1884 and the other, 1885-1914.

It is

possible, with the data arranged in this manner, not only
to observe the relationship of residency to denominational
distribution, but to assess these relationships as they
took place in two contiguous periods of time.

10~

18x2 • 0.032, statistical1y significant at the
level.
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Table 4:10 examines Twillingate.

A total of

eleven members represented Twillingate during the first
period (I.), while seven represented the district during
the second (II.)

Most noticeable is the shift of

Anglican St. John's representatives of the earlier period
toward those with Methodist affiliation in the second.
St. John's successful candidates in the second period
conformed more closely to district denominational patterns
than in the first period. 1 9
Table 4:11 deals with Fogo during the period,
1885-1914.

Fogo returned four members who sat for a

total of nine seats.

All successful candidates in the

district were local residents at the time of their
election.

Fogo local representation conformed with the

denominational patterns of the district during the 1885-

° Fogo was a district with strong Anglican

1914 period. 2

orientation.

In the nine elections of the period, the two

Anglican representatives sat for a total of six of the
nine seats.

T.C. Duder, one of the two Methodist

representatives and a relative and local agent of the
politically influential Duder firm or St. John's, sat for
the district from 1893 to 1900, at which time be left to

reached

l9~ 1901; Methodist population of Twillingate had
64~

(11,700).

20By 1901; Anglican population bad waned to 39~
(2900) in contrast with a rising Methodist population of
45~ (3300); with Catholics a politically insignificant
third; 16~ (1200).

Table 4:10
TWILLINGATE DENOMINATIONAL AND RESIDENCY PATTERNS
DURING TWO PERIODS IN TIME
I~

Anglican
St. Jobn's

Catholic

55.0 (5)

Not St. John's
II.

St. John's
Not St. John's

20.0 (1)

1855-1884

Methodist

other

Total

34.0 (3)

11.0 (1)

100.0 (9)

50.0 (1)

50.0 (1)

100.0 (2)

60.0 (3)

20.0 (1)

100.0 (5)

50.0 (1)

5().0 (1)

100.0 (2)

1885-1914

N
~

-.J

Tab1e 4:11

FOGO DISTRICT DENOMINATIONAL AND RESIDENCY PATTERNS

FOR THE PERIOD 1885-1914
Anglican

Catholic

Methodist

Other

Total

St. John's
Not St. John's

50.0 (2)

50.0 (2)

100.0 (4)

~

w

CX>
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accept the position of Stipendiary Magistrate or Bonne
Bay (St. Barbe).

The remaining Methodist representative

was of a different
was William

w.

politic~l

disposition than Duder.

He

Halfyard, a former St. John's school

teacher Ybo was also vice president to William Coaker in
the F.P.U.

He was returned in 1913 when the F.P.U. made

its strong showing in the North.
In looking at Bonavista, table 4: 12 shO\'IB the
residency and denominational patterns in that district.
As already mentioned, Bonavista's shift toward patterns of
local residency during the latter period was shown to be
statistically significant. 21 This shift, in turn,
reflected a strong local Methodist emphasis

?5~

(6).

It

would seem that St. John's representation by the second
period, more nearly approximated the general denominational
patterns of the

distl.~ic t.

Local Methodist representation,

on the other hand, was disproportionate to these local
patterns. 22 One can tentatively conclude that the
emphasis toward local representation, took precedence over
denominational factors and that this emphasis for local
21cbapter III; table 3:?.

22By 1901; Anglicans accounted for 4?~ (9200) of
district population. Methodist representation was 37~
(?200). Catholic population stood at 16~ (3200).

Table 4:12

BONAVISTA DENOMINATIONAL AND RESIDENCY PATTERNS
DURING TWO PERIODS IN TIME

I.

1855-1884

Anglican

Catholic

Methodist

St. John's

58.3 (?)

8.3 (1)

25.0 (3)

8.3 (1)

100.0 (12)

Not St. John's

50.0 (1)

-

50.0 (1)

-

100.0 ( 2)

Other

Total

II. 1885-1914
St. John's

28.6 (2)

-

28.6 (2)

42.8 (3)

100.0 ( 7)

Not St. John's

25.0 (2)

-

?5.0 (6)

-

100.0 ( 8)

"'

~

=
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representation was generated from within the local
Methodist community. 2 3 This pattern, interestingly~ was
not disrupted when tbe district moved dramatically into
the Fisherman's Protective Union orbit in 1913. Tbe
three F.P.U. candidates returned for the district at that
time were; Robert G. Winsor, a Wesleyville (Bonavista)
Methodist, and John Abbot, a Methodist from the town of
Bonavista.

A third member, William F. Ooaker - an

Anglican, and :rounder o:r the Union - could lend stature
to Winsor and Abbot in particular, and to the Bonaviata
F.P.U. movement in general, by choosing to run from that
district.

The relationship \ITas also reciprocal, Coaker

was obviously guaranteed strong local support.

The

F.P.U. in Bonavista then - with its seemingly radical
political ideology aside - successfully operated well
within the structure of the functioning, local politica1
machinery already established in that district. 24
2 3Tbis could serve at least as a working hypothesis

for a more detailed investigation of the character of
political activity in Bonavista during tbe 1855-1914 period.
24Th is is an important point relating to Coaker • s

apparent success as a ~olitical organizer•. An erroneous
impression has been given in New~oundland historiography originating with Joseph R. Smallwood and his Coaker of
Newfoundland, The Labour Publishing Co., ·Londonl 1927 and
later perpetuated to some extent in Noe1, Polit cs in
Newfoundland - that Coaker somehow brought the concept and
mechanics o? modern political or~anization to the North.
This is without historic toundat1on. Smallwood, in addition,
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Table 4:13 examines Trinity.

St. John's Anglican

representation maintained itself in both periods, while a
slight decrease took place in St. John's Methodist
representation.

Patterns of representation in the

second period conform roughly to denominational patterns
for the district as a wbole. 2 5 In addition, Trinity
candidates generally were selected from St. John's
during both periods.
In considering the districts of the Northern
Region as a whole, the tables suggest that
representation tended to follow along the general patterns
of denominational representation within the districts.
The only noticeable exception to this seemed to be in
Bonavista, during the 1885-1914 period.

Once more, this

was generally true whether representation was selected
adds "It is unfortunate tba:i; be did not have time to
organize the southwest" (Burgeo; Fortune), p. 55. More to
the point is the fact that there was no compatable
political machineFI for Coaker to work through in the
southwest. Smallwood says "If he stayed out (campaigned]
until 1919! be could have taken over the whole country",
p. ;;. Th1s is highly dubious. By contrast, the North,
highly politicalized and disillusioned, lent itself to
'Coakerism'. The F.P.U. Manifesto is esgentially, the
stated right to continue to fish. Underlying the Coaker
anti-merchant rhetoric - probably never fully a~preciated
by th6 fishermen of tbe North - was something far more
fundamental. The F.P.U. struggle was the old economy
versus the new, moved to the labouring class level. The
F.P.U. and the People's Party clash was the clash of two
competing Labour systems; the former defending the old, the
latter championing the new. To say that Coaker could have
resolved this and taken over the Island is nonsense.
2 5In 1901· Anglican population stood at 5.2% (10~300);
Methodist, 40% (7BOO); with Catholic at a mere 8~ (1600).

Table 4:13
TRINITY DENOMINATIONAL AND RESIDENCY PATTERNS
FOR TWO PERIODS IN TIME
I.

Anglican
St. John's
Not St. John's

50.0 (6)

1855-1884

Catholic

Methodist

8.3 (l.)

46.? (5)

Other

100.0 (12)
100.0 ( 1)

100.0 (1)

II.
St. John's

54.5

Not St. John's

;;.; (1)

(6)

Total

1885-1914

2?.; (3)

14.3 (2)

100.0 (11)

66.? (2)

100.0 ( 3)

N
~

w
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from a St. John's source - as was often the case - or
locally, as in Fogo and Bonavista during the second
period under study.

The findings strongly suggest that

denominational affiliation took precedence over place of
residency.

In nineteenth century Newfoundland,

denominationalism as a form of social organization and
management, was en effective force.

It offered any

religious group a rnadily identifiable

~et

of social

values and belief.a - which did not necessarily require
constant articulation and interpretation - and at the
same time provided for an intimate and fraternal intragroup understanding.

It was within this main structure

that nineteenth century Newfoundland politics functioned.
Hence, a twenty-nine year old lawyer like Richard Squires,
born in Harbor Grace and schooled in St. John's, could
come out on the Trinity election circuit in 1909 and get
elected beeause - political issues aside - be was a
Methodist.

This should in no way imply there was any

singular Methodist or Anglican view in the North or
anywhere else on the Island for that matter.

Squires's

political views, for instance, were as different from
Archibald Targett•s as Robert Bond's were from those
held by John Steer.

Yet, all were Trinity Methodists,

and each could justify his political beliefs and actions
within the moral context of that

co~~on

denominator -
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Methodism.

Party affiliation in the nineteenth century

was often ephemeral in character and kaleidoscopic in
form.

Beneath it, however, was a denominational

structure that served - except in periods of retrogressive,
politically competetive denominational strife - as a
stable foundation for Island politics in the nineteenth
century.
The Reverend Edward Wix stated in 1835 that,
"Conception Bay people differed from Trinity - though
separated by a thin arm of land - as if they were
inhabitants from another land." 26 As early as 1?65,
Conception Bay bad some 5000 residents according to the
estimate made by Rev. Lawrence Coughlan, when he visited
there in that year. 2 7 Coughlan, an Anglican minister
who preached an evangelic Methodist doctrine and worked
for the Society for the Propagation of the Gospe1,
estimated the local Bay population at the time as
something like 80% Dorset
Catholic.

baek~·oand

and 20% Irish

He carried the Gospel from bouse to house

through Carbonear and Harbor Grace as well as in open
26wix: Journal, 1835 p. 168. Wix constantly
alludes to the striking mosaic quality of outport life as
he travelled the Island in 1835.
27Alexander Sutherland: The Methodist Church·and
Missions in Canada ·and Newfoundland. F.c. Stephenson,
Methodist Missions, Toronto, 1906, p. ?0.
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public meetings.

The Limerick-born minister who spoke

Gaelic as well as English, undoubtedly made a lasting
impression on many of the inhabitants of the raw,
frontier-like settlements that ringed the bay.

Coughlan's

message, sympathetically received by those with former
West Country and Southern Ireland Protestant ties, took
on

BL

empyrean quality in the minds of many.

Methodism

flourished in parts of Conception Bay long before it was
a significant social force in St. John's or the Northern
Region.
Intra-Bay connected fishery patterns were in
some oases reinforced by the common bond of Methodism.
Old Perlican (Bay-de-Verde), for example, experienced a
Methodist revival at the beginning of the nineteenth
century. 28 Its impuct made a lasting impression; Bay-deVerde returned Methodist candidates throughout the entire
period under study.
Table 4:14 shows the religious structuring of
the Conception Bay constituencies at the time of the
granting of responsible government.

The Bay-de-Verde

district shows a ratio of one clergyman to seven
communities. Carbonear, a geographically small, almost
28In St. John's; an early example -of Methodist
influence was Stephan March; MHA, Trinity, 1852; 55;
Bonavista1 1859;61-64; and Trinity, 1865. ·March had been
born in O~d Perlican, the son of · a Torquay, Devon planter
and a locally-born mother. March, like most prominent
early St. John's Methodists, came from Conception Bay backgrounds. J.J. Rogerson, formerly of Harbor Grace, is
another example.

Table 4:14
RELIGIOUS STRUCTURING OF CONOEPriON BAY CONSTITUENCIES AT THE TIME OF RESPONSIBLE GOVERNMENT
Bay-de-Verde

Carbonear

Harbor Grace

Port-de-Grave

Harbor Main

1.

No. of Olergy

4

4

6

5

2

2.

Clergy /10,000 pop.

6

8

6

8

4

3.

No. o:r Anglican
Churches

1

1

?

3

1

4.

No. of Catholic
Churches

4

1

3

2

3

5.

No. of Methodist
Churches

10

1

2

3

1

6.

No. ot other
Churches

0

0

1

0

0

18

7

24

17

14

2?

5

14

22

28

?. No. of Schools
8.

No. of Communities
in each district

l\:J
~

-~
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pocket borough constituency, had the most ministers per
number of communities.

Harbor Grace, the hub or economic

activity on Conception Bay at the time, also had a high
ratio or ministers per communities.

In Port-de-Grave,

there was an average of one minister per four communities,
while Harbor Main had the poorest ratio; one minister
per fourteen communities as well as the highest ratio
population per minister; one per 2,200 of population.
There were always more churches than ministers to fill
them which made the life of a mid-nineteenth century
minister an arduous one.

Schools tended be be centrally

located in the largest towns of tbe district; in Carbonear,
for example, all of its seven schools were located in the
town of Carbonear.

Twelve of the twenty-four schools in

the Harbor Grace district were located in tha Town of
Harbor Grace and in Port-de-Grave; six of its seventeen
schools were located in the principal town of Brigus.
Table 4:15 examines Bay-de-Verde denomination.al
membership for the period.

Sixteen individuals sat for a

total of twenty-six seats during the 1855-1914 period.
The district demonstrated what can only be called a
strong sense of denominational solidarity during that
time, especially in view of the fact that the Methodist
population reached

?2~

(?100) in 1901.

In addition,

Bay-de-Verde was closely linked during the stable years

Table 4:15
BAY DE VERDE DENOl-D:NATIONAL MEMBERSHIP, INDIVIDUAL

AND TOTAL SEAT, 1855-1914
Members

Total Seats

Anglican

( 0)

( 0)

Catholic

( 0)

( 0)

100.0 (16)

100.0 (26)

( 0)

( 0)

Methodist

other

M.D.

(16)

(26)

( 1)

( 1)
Catholic

Methodist

Ba;,t-de-Verde

Ans1ican

Year:

1857

400

1869

500 (?)

1?00 (24)

4900 (69)

1884

400 (5)

2000 (24)

6000 (71)

1901

500 (5)

2200 (22)

7100 (?2)

(6~)

1600

(26~)

4200 (68%)

1\:)
~

~
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of the

tr~ditional

fishing economy to Oarbonear.

John

:semister, tho subject of a c.9.se study in Chapter II,
represented the district on

:~ive

successive occasions,

starting with the period of :r·esponsible government in
1855.

complementing Bemister's commercial interests in

the district were the public spirited activities of his
wife, Jane Taylor Bemister, who did active Methodist
Sabbath school work teaching fishermen bow to read and
write. 29
South of Bay-de-Verde was the district of
Oarbonear.

Five known members sat for a total of

fifteen seats during the 60 :rear period.
shows the denominational breakdown.

Table 4:16

The Catholic

denominational population - once a majority - declined
after the early years of responsibl~ government3° and the
district shifted toward Methodist representation.

While

all denominations show some decline in Oarbonear after
1884, the Methodists, nonetheless, managed to maintain a

narrow majority,
2

52~

(2500) up to 1901.

9Public Ledger, Aug. 3, 1880.

3°oarbonear's first MHA was Catholic; Edmund
Hanrahan; MBA, 1855; 59; 61-65. Hanrahan, later a J.P. of
Oarboneart was appointed Sheriff of tbe Southern District
(stationed in Ferryland) after 18?2, Newfoundlander,
Oct. 18 1 18?2.

TABLE 4:16
CARBONEAR DENCHINATIONAL MEMBERSHIP BY INDIVIDJAL AND

TOTAL SEAT, 185.5-1914

Total Seats

Membem

-

(0)

-

(0)

Catholic

20.0 (1)

20.0

(3)

Methodist

60.0 (3)

60.0

(9)

other

20.0 (1)

20.0

(3)

Anglican

M.D.

(5)

(15)

(1)

(3)

Year: 1857

Anglican
800 (15%)

Catholic
2600 (497')

Methodist
1900 (36%)

1869

900 (16%)

2400 (42%)

2400 (4-2%)

1884

1000 (16%)

2300 (37.')

2900 ( 47.')

1901

900 (19%)

(~)

2500 (5~)

Carbonear

1400

l\:1

en

.....
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South

or

Oarbonear was the Harbor Grace district

where overall district denominational patterns remained
predominately Anglican throughout.
membership breakdown.

Tab1e 4:17 shows its

Despite a drop in population among

all denominations after 1884, overall Anglican
representation corresponded closely with the Anglican
population percentage of 1901;

62~

(?500) • There was a

district preference for Protestant representatives.

Only

two Catholic representatives were returned for the
district31 - out o! a total o! twenty - and the two sat
tor six seats; all in the first half of the period under
study.

There was no Catholic representation after 1885.
Table 4: 18 examines Port-de-Grave, a district south

of Harbor Grace.

Twelve members sat for eighteen seats

during the period. The district showed a slight

ma~ority

preference for Methodist candidates, despite the fact that
the Methodists were never a majority of the population
during the period.

In addition, Port-de-Grave showed a

general decline in all denominational populations after
1884.

Unlike Carbonear and Barber Grace, however, Port-

de-Grave was as much

dependent on St. John's fishing

31 one was James Luke Prendergast, a local commission

merchant and the other, Ambrose Shea, the son of a prominent
St. John's merchant family and perhaps, the most politically
ambitious of the mid-nineteenth century Island politicians.
Shea - who sat f'our times for Harbor Graco - also 3at for
St. John's West; Burin; Placentia; and St. John's East,
during his long career. Shea came ve~ close to being
appointed Newfoundland's first 'native governor.

TABLE 4:17

HARBOR GRACE DBNOM'IHA'l''IONAL MEMBBRSH'IP BY 'IRD'IV'IDUAL ARD

TOTAL

1855-1914

SBA'l',

Membership

Total Seat•

Anq1~can

65.0

(13)

61.5

(24)

Catholic

10.0

(2)

15.4

(6)

Method..iat

10.0

,2)

12.8

(5)

Other

15.0

(3)

10.3

(4)

M.D.

(20)

(39)

(2)

(6)

Harbor Grace

Ang1i.can

Catho1i.c

Hethodi.at

Year: .1857

5500 (55%)

3400 (34%)

1100 (11%)

1869

6800 (54%)

4200 (33S)

1600 (13%)

1884

8600 (59%)

3900 (27%)

2000 (14%)

1901

7500 (62%)

2800 (23%)

1800 (15%)
N

<:.11

w

TABLE 4:18

PORT-DB-GRAVE DENOMINATIONAL MEMBERSHIP BY INDIVIDUAL
ARD TOTAL SEAT, 1855-1914

Meabership

Total Seat

33.3 (4)

33.3 (6)

Anglican

-

catholic

Methodiat

(0)

58.3 (7)
8.3 (1)

Other

M.D.

-

(0)

55.6 (10)
10.3 (2)

(12)

(18)

(0)

(0)

Port-de-Grave

Anq1ican

Catholic

Methodist

Year: 1857

2700 (42%)

1600 (25%)

2100 (33%)

1869

3200 (43%)

1900 (25%)

2400 (32%)

1884
1901

3300 (40%)
2800 (38%)

2200 (27%)
1800 (25%)

2800 (34%)
2700 (37%)

N

c.n
il:ll.
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interests as it was the local

Conce~tion

Bay connections.

It was retrenchment by St. John's firms - notably Job
Bros. - in the 1890's that hurt the district economically
and radically changed its character. Its principal town,
Brigus, gradually declined after that period.
Table 4:19 looks at the last of the five
Conception Bay districts; Harbor Main.

The district was

contiguous with rural St. John's West.

Its early

inhabitants were predominently Dorset-Protestant background,
but this changed sharply during the early nineteenth
century with the heavy influx of Irish immigration onto
the Island and by 1855, nearly 80% of the district's
population were Irish Catholics.

Its early semi-autonomy

as an independent agricultural and fishery district was
maintained, at least on the surface, through most of the
nineteenth century, though in reality the district became
increasingly dependent politically and economically on
St. John 's.

Fourteen members sat for thirty-five seats

during the period.

By 1901, Catholic denominational

representation still stood at a high percentage of

73~

(6900). The district showed an exclusive preference for
Catholic representatives.32 Harbor Main can serve as an

32Even among the fourteen losers for the district
during the 1885-1914 period.!. at least eleven - possibly
twelve - were unsuccessful catholic candidates.

TABLE 4:19

HARBOR MAXN' DENOMXBATIONAL MEMBERSBZP BY INDIVIDUAL

AND TOTAL SEAT, 1855-1914
Membership

Total Seat

(0)

Anqlican
Catholic

(0)

100.0 (14)

100.0 (35)

Methocliat

(0)

(0)

Other

(0)

(0)

M.D.

(14)

(35)

(1)

(1)

Harbor Main

Anglican

Catholic

Methodist

Year: 1857
1869

1200 (22%)

4200 (76%)

100 (2%)

1400 (22%)

4800 (76%)

100 (2%)

1884

2000 (22%)

6800 (76%)

100

1901

2300 (24%)

6900 (73%)

200 (2%)

(1~)

N

c:.n
0)
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example - quite typical in many Protestant and Catholic
districts at the time - of the relationship between
denominational preference in candidates and the demographic
characteristics or the district which combined to make
many districts almost impregnable to outside political
interference.

In Harbor Main there were twenty-eight

communities at the tim€ or responsible government,

The

population was fairly evenly distributed among these
communities; only one bad close to 900 people, most had no
more than 200.

Setting the common practice of outside

economic pressure leveled against the districts aside used first by private interests, and later, a tactic used
with public effectiveness by the People's Party
government - a prospective candidate, no matter how
secular his political views might be, would have little
choice but to work through the existing denominational
preference system.

This practice, ideally, would insure

the district electorate that the candidate's basic
attitudes and views were compatible with the community's
and that be was made aware, both in public meetings and in
consultations with the local clergy, with regard to the
pressing local community problems.33

Harbor Main, with

;;This system, like most systems of local organization, was sound enough, though subject to abuse by
indivldual clergymen or politicians in certain specific
instances. To condemn it though, even by implication - as
is sometimes done in contemporary Newfoundland historiography

258

its unanimous Catholic preference was counterbalanced by
Bay-de-Verde with its equally strong preference for
Methodist candidates.

The two districts are extreme

examples of the difficulty presented to
in formulating any sort of uniform

Conce~tion

~egional

Bay

political

reaction with regard to the increasing concentration nf
political and economic power in St. John's.

Although it

was vital to the Bay's economic interests that it oppose
St. John's as a regional bloc, this was impossible,
particularly after the sectarian riots in Harbor Grace in
the eighties.

Whatever the causa of those riots, and

whatever the issues that were at stake in Harbor Grace at
the time, the political effect on the Bay itself was
disastrous.

The resulting bitterness drove the districts

into divisive denominational camps, making viable regional
economic unity impossible, and making each easy prey to

is ahistorical and self-defeating. To understand
nineteenth century Newfoundland politics one bas to come
to terms with what the system was and how it functioned.
In addition, to condemn the practice of denominational
interplay in the political s~stem of the time as somehow
'apolitical' and 'outmoded' {particularly when one still
sees evidence of it today) will hardly set the tone for a
fruitful investigation of nineteenth century polities. A
contemporary rejection of an analysis of the past
practices of Newfoundland politics in preference ot the
modern secular variety now practiced, excludes the
opportunity for the valid assessment or the latter in
relation to the former.
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outside political demagoguery.34
Tables 4:20 through 4:24 examine Conception Bay
denominational representation in two periods of time.
The first district is Bay-de-Verde, which represents a
uniform Methodist pattern for both periods.

The district

showed a strong preference !or candidates with a Methodist
denominational affiliation in both periods in time.

The

chances of a Methodist candidate winning in either period
were equally good, even after Bay-de-Verde had become a
two-member constituency (it bad been a one-member
constituency, 1855-1884) in 1885.
Table 4:21 examines Carbonear representation in
two periods of time. The district

~emained

a one-member

constituency throughout both periods under study.
Methodist representation conforms roughly with local
denominational patterns within the district; in 1901, the
overall Methodist population stood at

52~

(2500).

The

hypothesis, "time was not an important factor in
34It would probably be too strong to suggest that
retro~essive demoninational rigidity was forced on the
distr1cts of the Bay during the eighties and nineties to
serve the interests of self seeking St. John's politicians.
There is no doubt, however, that the disintegration of the
Bay played into Wbiteway's hands initially, and later
served the interests of his opponents. In the unseating
trials, for instance, in 1894 - the trials
attempted to destroy Whiteway's party by a dubious application of a narrow interpretation of what 'corrupt
practices in 9lections' meant (Whiteway and his party bad
been somewhat - but legally - generous in their

TABLE 4:20
BAY DE VERDE DENOMINATIONAL TOTAL SEAT REPRESEN'l'ATIOR
IR 'l"NO PERIODS OF TIME

1855-1884

1885-1914

Anglican

-

(0)

-

(0)

Catholic

-

(0)

-

(0)

Methodiat

100.0 (9)

Other

-

M.D.

(0)

100.0 (17)
-

(0)

(9)

(17)

(0)

(1)

~

c;r:,

=

TABLE 4:21

CARBONBAR DENOMZNATIONAL TOTAL SEAT REPRESENTATION
ZB TWO

PEIUODS OF TIME

1855-1884

1885-1914

(0)

(0)
(0)

Anqlican
Catholic

33.3

(3)

Methodist

66.7

(6)

50.0

(3)

(0)

so.o

(3)

Other

M.D.

(9)

(6)

(0)

(3)

N
~

.......
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Methodists winning over other denominations", was tested
and the

~indings

indicate that the hypothesis should be

retainea.35
Table 4:22 1ooks at the district of Harbor Grace.
While Catholic representation disappears in the 1atter
period, there is a subsequent rise in Methodist and Other
(Presbyterian) representation.

Anglican

repre~entation

corresponds with the percentage or Anglican popu1ation in
the district during the second period.36

An hypothesis

was advanced to test the significance of the increase of
Anglican representation over other denominations in the
district; namely, "time was not a significant factor in
Anglican representatives winning over others in Harbor
Grace in two periods."

Findings indicate that the test

hypothesis should be retained.37

The Harbor Grace

or public works money just pri~ 1 · to the 1893
election) - and the first test case, interestingly, took
place in Bay-de-Verde. Bay-de-Verde - Methodist and
traditionally committed to the fishery, had voted - with
a show of independence - for Whiteway 1n 1889, and again
in 1893. The trial then, not only temporarily derailed
Whiteway on Conception Bay, but had in addition, the
punitive effect of bringing Bay-de-Verde back into rigid
alignment with the proper St. John's politicsl interests.
distribu~ion

35x2 • 0.417; with 1 d.f.,
be1ow the 50~ level.
(7500).

x2

is significant at

3~y 1901; the Anglican population stood at 62~

=

37x2
0.504, with 1 d.f.,
at the 50~ level.

x2

is significant only

TABLE:4:22
HARBOR GRACE DBNOMXNATXONAL TOTAL SEAT RBPRBSENTATXON
IN TWO PERIODS OF TIME

1855-1884

1885-1914

Anglican

55.6 (10)

66.7 (14)

Catho~ic

33.3 (6)

(0)

s.s. (1)

14.3 (3)

MetT.todiat

M.D.

(18)

(21)

(0)

(6)

N
~

w
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district showed a slight increased preference tor Anglican
representatives in the second period and a fixed political
stability in the Anglican community overall, while both
the Catholic and the Methodist communities exhibited an
imbalance

ove~

time.

Table 4:23 examines Port-de-Grave for two time
periods.

No denomination had a clear majority over others

in either period ot time, although Anglicans bad a slight
majority over their closest contender, the Methodists,
throughout both periods.

Th6 decided shift from Methodist

representation to Anglican

re~resentation

would have to be

explained by factors other than local distributions ot
denominational populations.

A test hypothesis; "Time was

not a significant factor in Methodists winning in Port-deGrave", was tested and the findings indicate that the
hypothesis should be rejectea.38 Reasons tor the abrupt
change in representative denominational patterns within
the district are both economic and political.

During the

earlier period, Port-de-Grave was an integral part of the
autonomous Conception Bay fishery complex.
canter

o~

this Harbor Grace allied activity.

Brigus was the
Seven ot the

eight Methodist seats held in the first period were local
merchant and sailing captain members from Brigus.

The

3 8 x2 - 8.100. With 1 d.t. x2 was found to be
statistically significant at the ~9% level, suggesting
that time was an important factor in the changing political
character ot the district.

TABLE 4:23
PORT-DE-GRAVE DENOMINATIONAL TOTAL SEAT REPRESENTATION
IN TWO PERIODS OF TIME

Anglican

1855-1884

1885-1914

11.1 (1)

55.6 (5)

·catholic
Methodiat

-

(0)

88.9 (8)

Other

-

M.D.

-

(0)

22.2 (2)

(0)

22.2 (2)

(9)

(9)

(0)

(0)

l\:)

a:.

(Jt
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fact that they were Methodist, evidently had little
bearing on the political climate of the district.

Brigus

was particularly bard bit by the collapse or the Harbor
Grace-based Labrador fishery, however, at the beginning

ot the 1885-1914 period. The district was forced, by
expediency, into the st. John's economic orbit.

Its

tardy arrival placed Port-de-Grave in a disadvantageous
negotiating position.

In addition, a hardening of

denominational lines based on conformity with general
denominational patterns in the district took place and
must have caused much political dislocation in Port-deGrave in general, and in Brigus in particular.

This

Methodist denominational machinery lay dormant and in
disuse through most of the latter period.

It revived

itself, however, when in 1913, it successfully

bac~ed

and

supported George Grimes, a Methodist and P.P.U. candidate
and local store manager.
made by the

F.P.u.

It was one of the few inroads

in Conception Bay.39

Table 4:24 looks at Harbor Main, a district with
strong Catholic denominational preference in both periods.

39Even John c. Crosbie - an important member of
the People's Party - who did yeoman work along with
Archibald Piccott in stopping the F.P.U. advance on
Conception Bay, was unable to prevent the loss of the
district. It was particularly humbling since Crosbie bad
been born and raised in Brigua. A Methodist, Crosbie ran
out of Bay-de-Verde.

'.rABLE 4:24
HARBOR MAIN DENOMINATIONAL TOTAL SEAT RBPRBSEN'l'A'l'ION
:Il!il' "l'WO PER:IODS OF "l'::ME

1.855-1884

-

Anqlican
Catholic

(0)

100.0 (18)

-

Methodist

-

Other

(0)
(0)

-

(18)

M.D.

(0)

1885-1914

-

(0)

100.0 (17)

-

(0)
(0)

(17)
(1)

~

en
·~
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This corresponds with the sizeable Catholic percentage of
population in the district throughout both periods;
(4200) in 185?, and

?3~

(6900) by 1901.

?5~

In addition,

Harbor Main's close proximity to St. John's -the relative
ease of access, particularly after the railway construction
in the early 1880's -· brought Harbor Main much more in
tune with St. John's Catholic denominational affairs than
other communities on the Island.

The two-seat

constituency often served in later years as the political
hinterland of St. John's West, giving the urban district,
in effect, five seats rather than its proscribed three.
As the interests

or

urban labour rose at the turn of the

century, the Harbor Main rural labour force was in a
position to lend St. John's West numerical and fraternal
support.
Tables 4:25 through 4:29 show individual
denominational membership in relation to residency for
two periods in time.
Verde.

The first table deals with Bay-de-

There is a striking increase in St. John's

representation in the latter period despite the fact
the district maintains its Methodist preference.

The

residency factor casts a new light on the otherwise
uniform denominational pattern.

Reasons for this shift

have already been suggested in the discussion of the
collapse of the Conception Bay fishery and the dependency
of several districts - including Bay-de-Verde - on new

TABLB 4:25
BAY-DE-VERDE DENOMINATIONAL ABD RESIDENCY PA'l-rBRNS
IN TWO PERIODS OF TIME
I. 1855-1884

Residency

st.

C.B.

R.c.

Methodiat

Other

Total

John'•

100.0 (1)

100.0 (1)

Hot St. John•s

100.0 (3)

100.0 (3)

II. 1885-1914

st. John's

100.0 (8)

100.0 (8)

l!Tot St. John • a

100.0 (4)

100.0 (4)

"'

~

-c.:»
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found fishery patronage alliances.
Table 4:26 looks at Carbonear. Three members sat
in the early period, two known members sat in the second.
All members for the district were local Oarbonear
residents, including the missing member of the latter
period whose denominational affiliation is not known.
Wbile the Carbonear political membership was small - which
might help account for its unique local character nonetheless, it was the only district on the Island to
maintain local representation through the entire period
under study.

Its small size, compactness, and relatively

sound prosperity - at least through the 1880's - helped
sustain it against outside intrusion.

Like many small

rural districts in England at the time, however, Carbonear
found it increasingly difficult to maintain an independent
and autonomous political position.

In 1909, it finally

succumbed to increasing outside pressure.

John R.

Goodison was elected as the local People's Party candidate
in a close election

~ecided

by some seventy votes.

Goodison, while a member of the traditional Carbonear
elite, 40 nonetheless, brought the district into the orbit
40Goodison was the son of a local Methodist
minister and the grandson of John Rorke, former MBA and
Carbonear merchant. He was the grand nephew of Rev.
Phillip Tocque whose history is cited in this study.
Goodison became inspector of lighthouses in 1918.

TABLE 4:26

CARBONEAR DEROMJ:NAT:IONAL AND RBS:IDENCY PATTERNS

FOR TWO PER:IODS IN T:IME
:I. 1855-1884

Residency

~

~

Methodist

Other

st. John'•
Not

st. John•.a

Total

(0)
33.3 (1)

66.7 (2)

100.0 (3)

:I:I. 1885-1914

st.

(0)

John~s

Not St. John•a

so.o

(1)

50.0 (1)

100.0 (2)

N
-.J

......
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ot the St. John's-based People's Party.
Table 4:2? looks at Harbor Grace.

Local district

representation stayed much the same in both periods.
remained predominantly Anglican and

stayc~

It

in line with

overall district denominational figures. 41 St. John's
representation - (one in the first period) - increased in
the second and tended to stem from the urban Anglican
Community.

In addition, local representation, as mentioned

already, tended to shift from the town of Harbor Grace to
Bay Roberts in the second period.
Table 4:28 looks at Port-de-Grave.

The district

shows a shift toward St. John's members during the second
period and a decided move away from the local Methodist
representation of the first period.

St. John's

denominational patterns of membership more closely approximate the percentages of denominational population in the
second. 42 The shift in residency patterns in the
district was shown to be statistically significant (Table
4:2~)

and, in addition, the change from local Methodist

denominational preference would also be another important
variable which would have to be considered in any
comparative membership study which contrasted the district
41By 1901 Anglican population was at 61% (?500);
Catholic 23% (2803); and Methodist, 14.8% (1800).
42By 1901 Anglican population was 38% (2800);
Metbodist 9 37~ (27oo); and Catholic, 24% (1800).

TABLE

4:27

HARBOR GRACE DENOMINATIONAL AND RESIDENCY PATTERNS
IN TWO PERic:>DS-'OF TIME

:r.
Residency
St. John's
Not St. John•s

~

62.5 (5)

1855-1884

~

Methodist

100.0 (1)

-

12.5 (1)

12.5 (1)

II.

0~.er

-

Total
100.0 (1)

12.5 (1)

100.0 (8)

1885-1914

St. John•s

8o.o (4)

-

-

20.0 (1)

100.0 (5)

Not St. John's

66.7 (4)

-

16.7 (1)

16.7 (1)

100.0 (6)

~

--l
~..:»

TABLE 4:28

PORT-DE-GRAVE DENOMINATIONAL AND RESIDENCY PATTERNS

IN 'l'NO PERIODS OF TIME
I.

Residency

C.E.

st. John's

so.o

Not St. John's

(1)

-

!..&.

Methodist

-

50.0 (1)

II.

st. John's
Not St. John's

1855-1884

40.0 (2)

-

100.0 (1)

-

100.0 (4)

Other

-

Total
100.0 (2)
100.0 (4)

1885-1914
40.0 (2)

-

20.0 (1)

-

100.0 (5)
100.0 (1)

N
~
~
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in the two chosen periods or time.
Turning to Harbor Main; Table 4:29 looks at
denominational and residency patterns tor the district in
the two time

~eriods.

denomination

~reference

Harbor Main showed strong Catholic
in both periods.

In addition,

denominational residency patterns were uniform for both
periods in time.
links with the
community.

Harbor Main developed close political

geogra~hically

contiguous St. John's urban

Patterns developed and were continued in both

periods in which the two-member constituency would often
return one St. John's resident member - usually of some
established stature - and a complementary local resident
representative. 4 3
In looking at the Conception Bay Region, it can
generally be stated - particularly in the 1855-1884 period that the districts showed firmly established intra-Bay
trade

relationshi~s

that gave Conception Bay an autonomous

and unique character with relation to other regions of the
Island.

All districts,with the possible exception of Bay-

de-Verde,44 blended local denominational preference with
43This does not imply that the district - with its
strong Catholic preference - represented any uniform overall
ideological view of Island polities. Harbor Main shifted
from a position of support of the old traditional economy
to the new in the second period. The transition was not
made without painful local struggle.

~ven Bay-de-Verde showed this local resident
in its early period by its support of
representatives who resided in nearby Carbonear.

pr~ference

'l'ABLE 4:29
HARBOR MAIN DENOMINATIONAL AND RESIDENCY PAT'l'ERNS
FOR 'l'WO PERXODS J:l!l TJ:ME

J:.

Residency

~

1855-1884

R.C,!.

St. John's

-

100.0 (3)

Not St. John •a

-

100.0 (5)
II.

s-::- •

:~<;)1\n •

Bot

~t.

a

John's

-

-

Total

Me~odist

Other

-

100.0 (3)

-

-

-

100.0 (5)

-

-

100.0 (3)

1885-1914

100.0 (3)

100.0 (4)

-

-

100.0 (4)

N
'I

-=
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trends toward local resident representation.

During the

first halt of the period under study, it was certainly the
influential resident Bay merchants -the Munn's, the
Ridleys, Harrisons and Rorkes - who bad helped shape the
autonomous political character of Conception Bay.

They

carried on a local Bay-based economic tradition that had
long been in existence.

They were the mid-nineteenth

century exponents of patterns of economic activity which
earlier had been shaped by such Conception Bay merchants as
John Gosse, George and James Kemp, and John Elson.
1870's, only John Munn and Rorke were left.

By the

Munn - with

his massive Labrador fishery operation - died in 1879;
Rorke, in the early 1880's.

The Munn operation, in its

traditional form, collapsed in 1885, and with it, the
traditional era of the Conception Bay fishery was over.
The social and

eco~omic

consequences of this collapse

were staggering to the Region.

The large migratory

Labrador labour force turned to the new economy - the
railway and its promise of internal development - in
desperation.

There was little need for political

histrionics or ideological sooth-saying.

The discussion

of the finer nuances ot the old economy versus the merits
of the new and the possible accommodation of the two was
found in the St. John's newspapers.

Important as this

discussion was, it was directed toward a growing urban
middle class who were, in the 1880's, being increasingly
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ccjoled by the papers into believing that the finality of
such decisions ultimately rested with them.

While this

urban middle class discussed the issue in an

atmos~here

of detachment, actions were taking their course on
Conceptior, Bay.

The unemployed migratory labour force

moved !a masse into the new railway economy camp.

They

took their stund, not for the reasons discussed in the St.
John's newspapers of the

tim~,

direct and concrete.

the~

If

but for reasons much more
wanted to stay in

Newfoundland they bad little other choice.

Once more

'
justification
for this course of action found open
expression through all denominational channels on Conception
Bay.45
It has been implied throughout this study that St.
John's was a growing seat of economic and political power
throughout the latter half of the nineteenth century.

This

is also true or the organizational and administrative
45It also found its corresponding oppositiont which
gives an insight into tho increased strains being placed on
the denominational system of the time. Pressing secular
political and economic issues were not yet seen as the
clear cut res~onsibility of the government. In addition,
the secular central government bad no corresponding
politically functional secular apparatus in the local
communities - autocratic customs officials were often
apolitical in their actions - and all crucial political
issues forced - as they always do - local community introspection. The only viable local political institution open
to Islanders was their local denominational apparatus. Since
the clergy were forced to moderate or direct discussions on
these complex issues, it is no wonder there developed an
increasing disenchantment with religion in the late nineteenth
century. For a la~;man could still see bim~elf as a pillar
of the church and yet be in strong opposition to his
clergyman on an issue which was not religious.
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sector ot the religious community as well.

The growth of

religious societies - well under way by the mid-century took on special significance in the latter half of the
nineteenth century with the growth of competetive
denominationalism.

The lay denominational elites of the

Island for the most part resided in St. John's and it was
only natural that participation in religious and religioussocial societies would take on special significance within
the urban community.

The St. John's elite were essentially
a new, rising, nineteenth century elite. 46 Lay religious
activity was one way of compensating for any selfconsciousness that new money might feel in the
old.
were

~resence

Charitable donations to various church agencies
univers~lly

regarded as proper acts of Christian

behavior, and at the same time, a socially acceptable
means of exhibiting one's modest inclinations toward
conspicuous consumption.
It was not unusual to find urban politicians,
sometimes members ot prominent urban families, not only
active participants in church affairs, but also serving
as officers of religious organizBtions or as members of

46Tbis concept will be discussed more fully in

Chapter VI; Kinship and Marriage.

ot
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denominational boards.

The 1890 Yearly Almanaos4? reveal

three prominent Newfoundland politicians all serving as
presidents or the three important local denominational
societies.

In addition, the independent but often

fraternally interlinked societies such as the Benevolent
Irish Society bad two
and secretary.

~rominent

politicians as president

Tbe Loyal Orange Association had a politician

president and the relative of a future politician as
secretary in 1890. Four of the top five officers in the
Masonic Lodge were iMportant politicians.
Denominational Island school boards were generally
crowded with politicians.

The Church of England Board in

1885 1 for instance, contained eight members; five were

active politicians; the remaining three, relatives of
politicians. The seven-man Catholic Board in 1880
~ontained

three churchmen and four active St. John's

politicians. The Wesleyan Directors in 1885 were made

up

of seven members; five active politicians and two,
relatives of politicians.

The Colonial and Continental

Church Society Board in 1890 contained five active
politicians in a membership o! eight.

St. Bonaventure's

Roman Catholic Academy in the same year had a board

years.

47subsequent data compiled from Almanaca of stated
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composed of three priests and three laymen, the latter
all active politicians.

For the same year, the Methodist

Board of Governors contained fifteen active politicians
out of twenty lay members.

At the same time, the

Directors or the Church of England Academy included nine
active politicians and two relatives of politicians on a
board which included twenty lay members.

By 1895, the

Church of England College Board showed nine active
politicians among its fifteen lay members, while the
Methodist Board of Gov$rnors had fourteen acti.ve
politicians48 among its twenty lay members.
The growth of these societies with their close
entwining elite clerical and lay hierarchies made
denominational competetivism a constant possibility.

St.

John's, since early in the nineteenth centur,y, had served
as a sort of central command headquarters for denominational
activity.

It had been up to each denominational community

to service the social as well as s-piritual needs of its
larger Island community.

In this respect, denominations

could be viewed as loosely organized social co-operatives
48The term 'active politician 1 has been used
throughout to mean all those who held elective '(>ur.lic
office, including those currently in office during the
years given; those who had held office and had been
subsequently defeated but were still candidates, and those
who bad not yet held office, but were soon to do so.
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with the central boards of directors sitting in St. John's.
Under such a system 9 the government bad an import and but
narrowly restricted function at mid-century.

As a la\'1 and

order, public service, and tax collecting agency working
within a narrow budget, the government found it practical
at the time simply to .tlow with the existing system.
There bad been no intention on the part of the founders
o:t responsible government to create any totally

independent, complex, and elaborate governing apparatus
which would in any way disturb or disrupt the existing
denominational social organization of the country. Such a
concept was alien to elite political thinking at the time
and would remain so until early in the twentieth century.
What made St. John' a politically unique was that
while it remained the central headquarters fnr the three
most influential social organizations on the Island, two
of those organizations, the Anglicans and the Methodists,
were, except in rare instances, denied active participation
in the urban political process.

The reason was, most

importantly, demographic; they were largely outnumbered by
an urban Irish Catholic population.

The urban Protestant

e1ite, meanwhile, were of'ten forced to seek seats in
government by running almost exclusively in rural
districts.

The paradox which arose was that the

denominational system of political organization had to be
preserved at all coste in order to facilitate Protestant
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urban elite access to the chambers of government.

In

addition, other members of the elite urban Protestant
community were forced - or felt motivated - to use covert
pol.itical pressure and infl.uence on members of the House
of Assembly in order to seek their own -political
advantage or even more, to share in the fruits and
economic rewards which naturally accrue to those \'tho have
accesg to the elite circles of government. By the 1870's
and 80's, the fruits and rewards were increasing at an
alarming rate (government activity was rapidly expanding)
and the increasing competetiveness among the elites to
share in these re\'lards quite naturally increased in direct
proportion. 49 In addition, the rewards were beginning to
filter down into tbe middle class of the urban society.
Government construction contracts, civil service positions,
increased legal

transa ~~tions

and gave opportunities to

Sll

all stimulated the economy
increasing number to

accumulate modest weal.tb in a rapidly changing economic
climate which, quite simply, bad not existed in the 1850's.
The denominational system of social organization,
however, s·till under-pinned this governmental politi.cal

~oel asserts in his Politics in Newfoundland that
businessmen sought publ.ic office as an outlet or vocation,
since business opportunities did not occupy their f'ull
range o.t talents. ! w-ould agree that men do not so1ely
enter politics for monetary gain. The exercising o:r power
produces its own mesmeric gratificatj.ons, nonetheless,
material acquisition became the increasing popular standard
of' the nineteenth century.
4
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process.

Once more, each denomination was :taction ally

divided,5° the most obvious division being the question
of the new economy versus the old.

In such an atmosphere,

it was little wonder that strong lasting political party
alliances tailed to coalesce and withstand time.

The

politicians were, ironically, as often the victims of this
system as they were, occasiona1ly at 1east, the perpetrators
of its rash abuses.

St. John's, then, remained the

denominational political headquarters for many rural
districts throughout the period.

Some districts leaned

more heavily on the services of these urban politicians
than others.

In mid-nineteenth century, few questioned the

moral integrity and motives or these urban leaders.

In a

short span of thirty years, however, the political conduct
of some would be brought into range of popular criticism.
The hardening of denominational lines was, in part, a method
of' insulation against such criticism, no matter how valid,
when that criticism arose from members of a competing

------------------------------------------------------50The St. John 'a newspapers should be used with extreme caution in this regard. Once competetive denominationalism became the overt political practice in the
1870's and 1880' a, newspapers convincingly labeled opponents
by what were often intended as 'catch-type' negative
phrases. An obvious ~xample, one paper repeatedly refers
to Little's 'Catholic Party' in the late seventies. This
was not what tbe Little faction called themselves and the
phrase is as misleading today as it was intended to be in
the 18?0 'a. There was no monolithic Catholic position
then. Little stood for a traditional position that bad its
Methodist and Anglican adherents.
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denominational group.

In addition, in times of crises,

denominational solidarity could prove itself politically
inhibiting, defensive in character, end self-defeating.
More importantly, it could throw the whole question of
individual moral responsibility into political focus.

A

politician who abused his trust of office - (today, it is
called conflict or interest) - might publicly be criticized
by a rival

~ress,

but be would neither be chastised by his

peers (for such action might have established legal
precedents) nor would he necessarily lose

tao~

elements of his own denomination community.
'public

~oral

For his

image' was, after all, among other things an

individual public
image.

among

pro~ection

or the group denominational

A hardening of denominational lines served as a

buttress against occasional political storms.

A

recalcitrant politician was often

defended by

vocifer~usly

a small vocal minority for many reasons; one of which was
ostensibly to preserve the group denominational image.
The politician, in turn, was in one way, inhibited and
disciplined by group denominational pressure, for he was
in a sense, representative of a consensus of interests.

But on the other hand, the political system allowed him particularly, commencing with the kaleidoscopic eighties
onwards - increased political license, since he knew that
despite what course his political activities took, his
final reating point of accountability lay within his own
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fraternal denominational community.

Once more, with tbe

introduction of the universal male franchise in the 1890's,
he was freed from tbe restrictive scrutiny or a relatively
small group of elite peers.

His options increased; he

could now, depending on the specific circumstances, play
both ends of the denominational community against each
other.

If he had strong popular denominational support, it

gave him a strong negotiating advantage when soliciting
support from the elite denominational community.

If his

position was weak in the local community, or if he faced
strong political eompetetion from a rival member of
another denominational group, be could turn more emphatically
to his own denominational elite for collective assistance.
The denominational communities, already divided
geographically and economically, now found themselves more
consciously divided by class lines.

It became increasingly

apparent in the general political awakening of the eighties
that the interests of the urban elite did not always
coincide with the rising tide of popular hopes and
expectations.

The old denominational systems bad given a

social validity to the traditional fishing economy.

B.1

the 1880's, this model, which had provided the social
cement that held the old system together, was no longer
viewed as socially valid or acceptable by many.

The slow

process of social erosion working against the old system
suddenly burst forth in an escalated form in tbe 1880's and
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90's.

The traditional fishery economy and society was

disintegrating.

The reasons were both internal and external,

and while the local political community bad more control
over the former than the latter, it becomes apparent from
the impressionalistic evidence in the newspapers ot the
times that no one really fully understood what was
happening.

This is probably true of all societies in times

ot rapid change and social and economic dislocation.
Island politicians of the day were most vitally
in this process.
unchanging.

The

caugh~

up

Some tended to view their society as

These men had ridden out political storms

before, as had their fathers.

The traditional fishery

trade - granting its capricious character - always tended
to right itself with time.

They were, until the twentieth

century at least, not only expressing their own inward
convictions, but were representing many of the general
political sentiments held in the North at the time.
Their opponents at the other end of the political
spectrum were neither alien nor sinister as was sometimes
implied.

They represented the prospects of a new economy,

a counter-economy it is true, designed in the image ot
the existing Canadian C.P.R. model.

They spoke a new

language which generated new ideas and at the same time,
carefully nurtured the hopes and expectations ot those,
who like the Conception Bay fishermen were disenchanted
with the old economy, or those like the St. John's working
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class, who had little direct interest in the fishery
whatsoever.

By erecting a skeletal model of a new,

alternative economy, financed by outside interests which
gave the popular impression that somehow the model would
remain 'pure' and untainted by local vested interests,
and then by fleshing out this skeleton with all tb.e
apparent needs, hopes, and expectations of the rising
middle class and dislocated labour forces of the Island,
the new exponents created in effect, what might be called
today, a mood of 'counter culture'.

But like most countar

cultures, it was firmly rooted in the system.

The same

channels and avenues to power were utilized by the
p~oponents

of the new system as bad been used by the old.

In Newfoundland, the old denominational preference
structure was still utilized by the People's Party in 1908
with the same effectiveness as their more traditional
political opponents.

The only difference was in the

rhetoric; the new language of the middle class, which led
one important party member; John

c.

Crosbie, to publicly

proclaim with a heightened exuberance, "the will of the
people is God."5l It was the final pronouncement of a
conviction, beard many times since in many Western countries
in the twentieth century, which bad been present,
51Noel: Politics in Newfoundland, p. 106.

bu~

only
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vaguely implied in the initial heated political encounters
of the 1880' s.

But, to lament the fact that newfoundland

polities rested on a nineteenth century denominational
preference structure, as is sometimes done in Newfoundland
historiography, and to let it go at that, is to miss the
whole vital character of the nineteenth century political
system.

The important point is that nineteenth century

Newfoundland politics was much more than the political
interaction or denominational preference groups.
Table

4:~0

shows the religious structuring of the

two St. John's districts at the time of the granting of
responsible government.

The socioeconomic disparity

between the two urban districts is clear.

At this point

in time (185?), St. John's West, a predominately working
class Irish section, was the recipient of East End
patronage.

While this patronage, in the form of

employment and charity, was not restricted exclusively to
the Catholic denominational elite of St. John's East, it
nonetheless, provided a substantial share of it through
the auspices of the Benevolent Irish Society.

Formed in

1806 by a small select group or Irish nationalists Protestant and Catholic alike - who represented membership
from the merchant and military communities of St. John's,
the organization, with the subsequent deterioration of
Anglo-Irish relationships abroad, became increasingly
recognized as an Irish Catholic institution.

Some of its

TABLE 4:30

RELIGIOUS SftUCTURING OF ST. JOHN 1 S AT THE 't'IME OF THE

GRANTING OF RESPONSIBLE

C~VERNMENT

St. John's East
No. of Clergy

St. John's West

13

1

Clergy/10,000 pop.

8

0.7

No. of Anqlican Churches

6

2

No. of Catholic Churches

7

2

No. of Rethodiat Churches

3

0

Other Churches

3

0

No. of Schools

45

25

N
C'.Q
Q
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early members bad been active in the importation or Irish
south coast labour for the fish trade.5 2 The B.I.S.
represents just one of the denominational philanthropic
organizations already mentioned.

Its particular importance

rests, however, in the fact that it became the main
community service organization for nearly sixty percent of
the urban population.

Its organizational structure,

aside from a patron (usually a bishop)53 and vice patron
(usually an important Catholic member or the business
community and, later, professionals), consisted of five
officers and a select membership of less than one hundred.
Despite

it~

somewhat restricted membership, however, the

organization periodically staged pageants and parades,
much to the delight of the community, and at such times,
the general feeling of goodwill and brotherhood swept the
Irish community.

In addition, in 1831, the organization

52Principals were: Henry Shea (father of Ambrose);
Patrick Morris; and particularly the Kents, John and
Robert. With the exception of Henry Shea, all were early
St. John's politicians.
53This does not mean that bishops enthusiastically
supported the B.I.S. Bishop Flemming had been quite active
as a patron. Bishop Mulloek, on the other band, took a
much more passive position in viewing tbe group. See:
Benevolent Irish Soc£95~·of Newfoundland~ 1806-1906, Guy &
co., cork, !relana-;, p.' 1~-:
-
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staged its first annual Charity Ball - a fund raising
event - that soon became an annual civil event,

en~oyed

by

the Catholic and Protestant elite~ alike. 54 During the
second helf of the nineteenth century, with the growing
complexity and multiplicity of urban Catholic organizations,
the B.I.S. became something of a co-ordinating force.
Many independent Catholic charitable and social
organizations were consolidated under the auspices and
influence of the Benevolent Irish Society.55

But the

Society, for all its increasing power, remained foremost
a local urban organization.

Unlike the Masonic Order on
the Island, it established no successful brancbes.56 It
did., however, exert a strong t>Olitical control over the
two urban districts.

It was only toward the end of the

century that the same internal strains and pressures that
beset all denominational communities on the Island found
expression in the political manoeuvring within the B.I.S.
community.

In 1908, for instance, in one ot the most

5~.I.S., 1806-1906, p. 78.
55lbi4., p. 154. These included the Mechanics
Society, the Phoenix and Cathedral Volunteer Fire Companies,
the Total Abstinence Society, the Juvenile Benefit
Societies, the Star of the Sea, and the St. Joseph Catholic
Institute.

5~arly in the nineteenth century, the B.I.S. had
established a branch in Harbor Grace. The Harbor Grace
organization lasted only a few years, however.
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important St. John's elections of the period, James H.
Kent, St. John's East, a member of the established
Catholic elite, supported Premier Robert Bond
and stood as a spokesman for the traditional B.I.S.
position, while in St. John's West, Edward P. Morris, some
fifteen years Kent's senior and also a member of the

B.I.S., challenged Bond for the Premiership. Morris, a
cautious but long time proponent of the new economic
model bad, with his urban followers, long since
'politicalized' St. John's West.

Bond had counted on not

only Kent, but his St. John's East running mates, George
Shea and John Dwyer,5? to offset Morris' popularity in the
St. John's West community. The election was, in many ways,
the current test of the political strength and solidarity
of the traditional, nineteenth century urban Catholic
institutions,5 8 Kent's victory in the East End and Morris'

57George Shea was a grandson of a B.I.s. founder.
John Dwyer was an important and contemporary figure in
the B.I.s., as was Kent.

58In order to understand the strong popular appeal

of tb~ B.I.S. and its implicit ideological character, one
would have to analyze St. John's urban history in more
detail. It was much more than simply a Catholic organization; it was strongly nationalistic in character. The
B.I.S. had played an important part in the responsible
government movement - though it tended to exaggerate its
contribution somewhat- and the organization also played
ita role in the Anti-confederation drive in 1869. In fact,
it synthesized the t'lro issues into one concept;
Newfoundland Independence. This feeling of Independence
was never fully articulated outside the Irish community,
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win in the West, graphically illustrate the divisions in

the Catholic urban community at the time.
Table 4: ;1 examines St. John's East denominational
membership.

Nineteen members sat tor a total ot .fifty-

tour seats during the period.

Overall Catholic ·preference

\oras strong ( 84%), with Anglicans, the next largest
denominational group accounting tor
membership figures.

16~

of indi,idual

The Table shows a modest drop in

Catholic population .figures during the 1857-1869 period,
followed by a sizeable decline after 1884.

The Catholic

population, 11,900 in 185?, was actually less than that
amount fourty-i'our years later in 1901.

The other two

major denominations, while small numerically, show gradual

but it was deeply f'elt within that co1limunity and it was
locally contrasted with the deteriorating state of
affairs in Anglo-Irish relations abroad. Morris was a
product ot this ideology as Kent - though their social
backgrounds might have contrasted. Morris' stress of 'a
secular synthesis' i.n politics, part of the People' a Party
ideology, threatened many an urban Catholic community (as
it did other denominations elsewhere). But to many urban
Catholics it posed a particular threat. Morris - one of
them - with his new model ot secular economic Nationalism,
by implicationy threatened to transcend the traditional
urban St. John s Irish view of Nationalism - a view witb
justification, that bad been nurtured and cherished in an
urban Catholic atmosphere. This clash was viewed in St.
John's as ideological - it cut across existing class and
generational lines - and to some Morris' position was
viewed as areligious and subversive. To some extent it was,
but the new model proposed by Morris lent :i.tself to the nett~
language and terminology ot the times; the terminology or
idealized materialism. It did not need to resolve the real
dichotomies which existed between the old and the new, it
merely had to transcend the old by popular acclamation.
Materialism - an ideal like art - has to be viewed to be
appreciated. Pulpmills and mines became the new art torm of
the new order.

i'ABIE 4:31
ST. JOBH 1 S EAST DENOMI:liA'fiONAL MEMBERSHIP 1
XNDXVXDUAL AND TOTAL SEAT,

~855-~9~4

Total Seat

Membership

Anglican

15.8

Catholic

84.2 (16)

20.4 (11)

(3)

79.6 (43)

Methodiat

(0)

Other

(0)

(0)

(~9)

(54)

(0)

(0)

M.D.

-

st. John'• Baat

Anqlican

Catholic

Methodist

Year: 1857
1869

) .5 00 (21~)
3700 (22%)

11,900 (71~)
11,200 (68%)

1300 (8%)
1600 (10%)

1884
1901

5100 (24~)
5500 (27%)

13,500 (64~)
11,500 (57%)

2500 (12%)
3300 (16%)

(0)

~

c:c

en
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but consistent increases throughout the 'Period.

Part of

this increase in Protestant urban population figures is
accountable to outport mobility.

St. John's, the urban

economic and political power centre, had strong attraction
for the mobility-conscious members ot the Island's society.
The Catholic community, however, was able to maintain its
political dominance - even though its percentage of' district
population bad dropped to

57~ by 1901 -

partly through

its strongly united sense of' community identity which was
buttressed and supported by a multiplicity ot urban
community service organizations.

The Protestant

communities, while comparably well organized, were small
numerically, and were f'orced, tor the most part, to seek
political unions with outport Protestant districts.
Table 4:32 shows St. John's West denominational
patterns.

Twenty members sat tor a total of f'ifty-f'our

seats during the period.

Again, the table suggests even

more substantial fluctuations within the Oatho1ic community
than were .found in St. John • s Eust.

Catholic denomination-

al preference is, on the whol.e, maintained, however.

The

sizeable increases in Methodist and Anglican population
after the 1869 period could probably be explained in part
by a drifting into the community ·of' an outport labour

surplus.

In addition, the Methodist community - though

firm1y established on Conception Bay - had a particularly
hard time establishing itse1:t in St. John's during the

TABLE 4:32
s~.

JOHN • s WEST DEROMIRA'l'XONAL MBM.BBRSIUP
INDIVIDUAL AND moTAL SEAT, 1855-1914

. •!,.-Jl i.; ,< n

Membership

Total Seats

Anglican

17.4 (4)

18.5 (10)

Catholic

78.3 (18)

79.6 (43)

Methodist
Other

(0)

(0)

4.3 (1)

1.9 (1)

M.D.

(23)

(54)

(0)

(0}

St. John's Weat

£&.

R.c.

Year: 1857

2200 (17%)

10,000 (78%)

600 (5%)

1869

2100 (18%)

8,800 (77%)

500 (4%)

1884

Sl.OO (24%)

l.3,SQO (64%)

2500 (l.2%)

1901

4000 (23%)

10,100 (58%)

3400 (19%)

Methodist

~

co
-.J
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first halt or the century.

Fires, depressions, and smallpox

all but destroyed Methodist efforts to erect a simple
meeting house on Gower Street, the later site of their
stone church.59

With stability, came affluence, however,

and the Methodist community grew in size and influence.
They became particularly active, politically, by the 1870's.
In addition, they did charity work in the working class
sections, drawing as a result, a modest number of
converts.

James J. Rogerson, for one, an early St. John's

Methodist with a Conception Bay background, established
schools for the poor in the West end, during the
deprescion in the 1860's, 60 corresponding roughly to the
'ragged schools' established in England at the same time.
On the whole, Catholic preference was maintained, however,
and the West End Catholic population accounted tor some
57~

of the district's total population at the beginning of

the twentieth century.
Table 4:33 shows total St.
in two periods of time.

J~hn's

East membership

The table suggests a hardening of

denominational lines during the second period, 1885-1914.
Nine non-Catholics held seats in the district in the first

59For a summary account of early Methodist problema
ot urban organization see: David G. Pitt, Windows of
Agates, Gower Street ~nited Church, St. John's, 1966,
pp. 4'7-64.
60nevine, St. J6~, p. 63.

'.rABLB 4:33
ST. JOHB 1 S BAS'.r TO'l'AL SEA'!' DBN'OMl:N'ATIONAL MEMBERSHIP
IN TWO PERIODS OF TIME

Catholics
Other•

Total

Total

1855-1884

1885-1914

18

25

43

9

2

11

27

27

54

l'-'

c:c
CQ
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period, while there were only two non-Catholic held seats
in the second.

The test hypothesis, "time was not a factor

in Catholics winning in St. John's East during the two

periods", was used and the findings suggested that the
null hypothesis be rejected. 61 One non-Catholic member
held both seats.

He was James P. Fox, born in St. John's,

the merchant son of an Irish-born Protestant merchant who
dealt in Bank Fishery supplies and bought cod and oil.
Fox's mother was Bridget Power, a member of a respected
St. John's Catholic ramily. 62 Fox then, fitted well in
the popular Irish nationalist concept - be was the first
member or House to be elected under the universal male
franchise act (1890) - and at the same time, he was
accepted within East End Irish elite circles. 63 St. John's
East representation during the latter period showed a solid
Irish unanimity, with all seats being held by either members

ot the Irish Catholic elite, or by members whose interests
were in accord with theirs.

61x2 ; 5.59. With l d.f.; x2 was found to be
significant at the 98~ level. The null hypothesis,
therefore, was rejected.
62Times, Oct. 2?, 184?.
63Fox was a neighbor ot the Shea's on King's
Bridge Road, St. John's.
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Tsble 4:34 examines St. John's West.

The same

denomination regidity prevailed in St. John's West during
the latter period.

The cells suggest, how·ever, a slight

shift out of the heavy pattern of Catholic denominational
preference of the earlier period.

The hypothesis, "Time

was not a factor in Catholics winning in either period in
St. John's West", was tested and the findings indicate
that it ~hould be retained. 64 Three non-Catholics sat for
a total of seven seats in St. John's West during the
1885-1914 period.

One was John Anderson, a Scottish born

dry goods merchant who bad come to St. John's in 1875, at
the age of twenty.

He was the son-in-law or James Murray -

a former M.H.A. - and was also a close friend of the
Thorburns.

He was a Tasker Lodge Mason, end a member of

the St. Andrews Society.

He had served four years as a

St. John's City Councillor, 1900-1904, and in 1904, he ran
and won in St. John's West as a Bond Party supporter.
Bond moved him into the Legislative Council in 1905.
Anderson, then, spent only one session in the House.
Another non···Catholic was Jamos 0. Tessier, half-brother
to Peter and Lewis Tessier, long time West End merchants
who bad tor years been seasonal employers of West End
Labour.

Tessier was a Congregationalist - his first wife

64x2 - 1.027. With 1 d.f., x2 is significant only
below the 70~ level; not statistically significant.

TABLE 4:34
S'l'. JOHN'S WES'l' TO'l'AL DE!lO.Ml:RA'l'XONAL MEMBERSHIP

:IN 'l'WO PER:IODS OF 'l'IME

Total

1855-1884.

1885-1914

23

20

43

Othera

4

7

11

Total

27

27

54

Catholic•

w

e

N
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had a Catholic background - and he not only was a business
partner of Robert Thorburn, but the two were distantly
related.

He was elected in 1893 in opposition to wt,iteway

(and Morris), and again in 1897 as a J.S. Winter supporter.
While it would have been nearly impossible to defeat
Morris so long as the three member constituency arrangement
remained in vogue, nonetheless, it was James

c.

Tessier

who gave him his closest competition in the 1890's.

In

1893, Tessier ran a strong second to Morris, finishing
only 135 votes behind him in a constituency with over
4,000 voters.

Again, in 1897, Tessier finished second,

132 votes behind Morris.

The close splits show the

divided electoral sentiment of the time.

The final non-

Catholic member was John R. Bennett, an Anglican, and eopartner of the Riverhead Brewery.

Bennett sat four

consecutive times during the period under study, commencing
with 1904.

He had been born in St. John's, the son of a

Dorset-born merchant, and a relative of the late C.F.
Bennett, former Premier of Newfoundland.

Bennett was a

strong supporter of Morris and the People's Party.

He took

a firm stand on the side of urban Labour - particularly
with the growing temperance threat - and he tended to
agree with the Irish Labour view that the temperance
movement was aimed

specificall~

at them.

Bennett's

position crossed class lines and therefore made him
something ot a popular folk hero in the West End.

He also
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provided yeoman service to Morris - standing as his ally
in tbe West End - and giving graphic proof to the Island
that the new People's Party headquarters district had
transcended the denominational tradition. 6 5
In turning to the Southern Shore and South Coast
Districts, Table 4:35 shows the religious structuring ot
the five districts at the granting or responsible
government.

Ferryland and Placentia and St. Mary's were

predominantly Catholic areas at

~id-century.

The table

suggests that there had been an effort by the three
denominations to missionize Burin prior to the 1857 period,
but the two south coast districts or Fortune and Burgeo,
while Anglican, were in obvious need of a more vigorous
mission policy.

Both had small populations at the time -

(Fortune, 3400; Burgeo, 3600) - and in addition, the
populations of each were scattered among some fifty to
sixty separate small communities making circuit missionary
work extremely arduous.

Reverend

Edward Wix, Arch-

deacon at St. John's at the time, bad made a very strenuous
65All parties bad, particularly since the 1870's,
cautiously exhibited denominational balance~ The People's
Party, despite its rhetorical appeal to transcend 'sectarian
polit1cs', nonetheless 1 was no exception. Its eighteen
members in 1908 were: b Anglicans, 7 Catholics, and 5
Methodists. But Bennett, more importantly, helped Morris
to overcome the negative image held by some that he had
long been an 'Irish Ward Politician•. Bennett, it was
implied, had been invited into West End headquarters and be
bad more than willingly complied, giving validity to the
notion that the People's Party bad set the style which

TABLE 3:35

RBLXGl:OUS STRUCTUIUNG OP THE SOUTHER!J SHORE AND SOUTH COAST DISTRJ:CTS

A'l' THE TIME OF RESPONSIBLE GOVERBMBNT
Ferryland
No. of Clergy
C1~gy/10,000

pop.

Ho. of c.E. Churches

Placentia &
St. Mary's

Burin

Fortune Bay

Burqeo &
LaPoile

4

6

7

3

2

8

7

13

8

6

3

5

3

3

4

No.

of

R.c.

Churches

8

15

5

No.

of

Methodist Churches

-

1

3

-

1

Bo.

of

Other Churches

No. of Schools

23

25

12

10

5

communities
in each district

17

91

24

66

57

No. of

w

=

tn
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trip through the region as early as 1835, baptizing and
'churcbing' as be went.

\~en

at Harbor Breton, be bad

held services in the sail loft at Newman's.

The local

agent there bad been most solicitious in rounding-up as
many men for service as possible, and in addition, bad
seen that all the Newman house flags were flown in full
for the occasion. 66 As Wix travelled the southwest coast
be found that the many small settlements varied sharply
as to his standards of social refinement.

He attributed

this to settlement patterns: the more recently settled in
his view, were more likely to show evidence of social
refinement than those composed of descendants of settlers
from some past, forgotten century.

But in most of the

settlements be was disturbed to find (in the refined and
the unrefined alike) nin almost any bouse along the
coast ••• evidence of (an] illicit trade" conducted with
the French. 6? While he found the citizenry would sit and
listen with quiet reserve, he could not dissuade them of
transcended the denominational dilemma. Once more, in
the Colonial Office view, Morris loomed as a first rate
political orchestrator on the level of Laurier.
66wix: Journal, 1835, pp. ??-?8.
67Ibid., p. 156.

30?

the broader and more serious implications of tbeir actions;
namely, that "all dealinq with the French was
to colonial revenue." 68

an injury

The miasionizing of the South

Coast was to be a lonq and arduous process durinq the
nineteenth century. 69

By 1840, however, Reverend William

Marshall was atationed at Hermitaqe (Fortune) where be
started a school.

Some Methodist missionary activity out

of Conception Bay vas also present in the area.

When the

Anqlicana, in 1856, "built a hanaome brick church" at
Hermitaqe, the Conception Bay missionaries moved on to
Burgeo and opened a school thera. 70
Table 4:36 exaainea the first of five Southern
Shore and South Coast districts; Ferryland.

The

District

68wix: Journal, 1835, p. 157.
69wix was, in effect, on a fact findinq tour of
the South Coast, under inatructions from the Bishop of Rova

Scotia. Ria journal is a confiraation ~ the fact that,
indeed, miaaionariaa were needed in Newfoundland. The
Society for the Propagation of the Gospel had been under
political attack in the Hou•e of Common• on the iasue that
they spent too much effort in the colonies and not enou9h
time in •savaqe lands•. The danger of 'illicit trade' vas,
of course, somethinq that every member of Common• could
understand and emphasized the need for aiaaionariaa in
Newfoundland. Wix• critiai•aa ahould be revi..ad in this
liqht and ahould be carefully weighed in this re•pect - ju•t
aa all Colonial Office reports are auapeat and ahould be
weighed in tba saao light. Wix: Journal, 1835, pp. 207-209.
70aev •• Charles Lench: An Account of the Riae and
Proireas of Metbodiaa on the Grand· Bank and Fortune circuits,

181 -1916, Barna• & co., st. John's, 1916, p. lS.

TABLE 4:36
FERRYLAND INDIVIDUAL AND TOTAL SEAT RBPRESERTATION
BY

DBNO~NATION,

-.'

Membership

ADg1ican

15.4 (2)

Catholic

76.9 (10)

-

Methodiat

1855-1914

_!otal Seats
5.6 (2)
77.8 (28)

-

(0)

7.7 (1)

Other

M.D.

(0)

16.7 (6)

(13)

(36)

(0)

(0)

Ferry1and

~

~

Year: 1857
1869

100 (2%)
200 (3%)

5100 (98%)
5800 (97%)

0
0

1884

200 (3%)

6300 (97%)

1901

100 (2%)

5500 (98%)

0
0

Method! at

~

=

C'J
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had been an early Anglican settlement, but the impact of
early nineteenth century Irish Catholic immigration
substantially changed the
denominational character.

distric~s

long standing

The Catholic population, while

it had decreased after 1884, nonetheless, stood at
(5500) as late as 1901.

98~

But Catholic denominational

preference was not unanimous.

Two Anglican members for

the district each sat once, while Catholic members (10)
had longer tenures, sitting an average of 2.8 times each.
The non-Catholic representative with the unusually long
tenure (six times elected) was Thomas Glen, a Scottish-born
Congregationalist, who first settled in Bay Bulls (Ferryland)
in the late 1820's as a commission merchant.

He moved to

St. John's in the 1830's, after the death of his wife, and
later became one of the principal members in the
responsible government movement.

He worked hard, in

conjunction with Premier Phillip F. Little, to make
responsible government a

r~ality

on the Island, serving in

three Executive Councils as Receiver General (Minister o£
Finance).

He bad long held the position of Auditor

General for the Island, which was a civil service post,
when be died in 1887 at the age of ninety-one.

Glen's

integrity bad gained the respect of all the denominational
groups on the Island.
Table 4:37 looks at the District of Placentia and
St. Mar,r's. Thirty-one known members sat for a total of

'l'ABLB 41 3 7
PLACBN'tiA AND ST. MARY 1 S DB!lOMINA'l'IORAL RBPRBSB9'1'ATION

BY MEMP..ERSHIP AND TOTAL SEAT 1 1855-1914

Mellber•hip

Total Seat

Anglican

9.7 (3)

9.4 (5)

Catholic

90.3 (l8)

90.6 (48)

MethocU•t

-

(0)

-

(0)

Other

-

(0)

-

(0)

M.D.

Placentia & St. Mary 1 8
Year: 1857
1869
1884
1901

(31)

(53)

(1)

(1)

Anilican
1000 (12")
1200 (14%)
1500 (13")
1900 (13%)

Catholic
7200
7400
9900
12,200

(86")
(84%)
(84")
(81")

Hetho41at
200
200
400
900

(2%)
(2%)
(3")
(6%)

....
~

Q
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fifty-three seats.

The district shows strong Catholic

denominational preference during the period, following the
general denominational population patterns as the
Catholic district popu1ation stood at

81~

(12,200) by 1901.

In addition, this popu1ation shows a relatively substantial
increase after 1884, a situation not common to many of the
other districts studied thus far.

The District, breaking

denominational precedent, elected three Anglican
representatives during the period.

Two were elected in

the confederation election of 1869; Charles Fox Bennett,
a Dorset-born merchant who represented a large group of
West Country England, and South Irish Coast-born
merchants who had strong sentiments with regard to the
issue of confederation;?l and Robert J. Parsons, Jr., a
young lawyer in the Bennett camp whose father, an M.B.A.,
was also editor of The Patriot newspaper in St. John's an early vociferous advocate of responsible government and
or late, strongly anti-confederate. The third was Albert
Bradshaw,72 a local Placentia merchant in the firm of

71There is strong impressionalistic evidence that

denominational preference - certainly among the AngloIrish community - mattered little in the confederation
election. It would be interesting to study the Methodist
elite community as to their attitudes toward confederation
in 1869, however.
7 2Albert Bradshaw, M.H.A., Placentia, 1882; M.H.A.
St. Barbe, 1885-89.
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w. & A.

Bradshaw.

\ihile Anglican, Bradshaw's brother-

partner, William, had married Margaret Monahan Benning,73
a Catholic and eldest daughter of Clement Benning, Justice
of the Peace in Placentia and himself, a former M.H.A.
Table 4:38 shows the denominational patterns for
Burin.

Seventeen known members sat for a total of thirty-

four seats during the period.

The dist1:ict shows

interesting denominational divisions during the

period~

Methodist and Anglican membership generally dominated
representation throughout the period, even though the
Catholic population consistently outnumbered the Anglican
in the

t\~o-member

constituency.

This would suggest that

in Burin at least, there was little Anglican-Methodist

tension of the character found in St. John's during the
eighties.

This might have been the result, locally - and

this is only an hypothesis - by the politically motivated
stressing the 'law and order' factor, one method of
transcending sticky social dichotomies, and unifying similar
ethno-nationalistic factions into a united front, in a
cause that even the opposition could not justly fault.74

?~ewfoundlander, No. 17, 1862.

74There seems to be some element of this throughout

Burin politics during the period, at least u~ to 1900.
The district would be well worth a special political case
study.

TABLE 4sl8

BURIH DBROMXBATIONAL RBPRBSEBTATIOR BY MEMBERSHIP
AND TOTAL SEAT, 1855-1914

Memberahip

Total Seat

Anqlican

41.7 (7)

50.0 (17)

Catholic

17.6 (3)

8.a (3)

Methodist

35.3 (6)

35.3 (12)

~.9

Other

(1)

5.9 (2)

M.D.

(17)

(34)

(2)

(2)

BUrin

Anglican

Catholic

Methodi.at

Year: 1857

1400 (25%)

2400 (43%)

1800 (32%)

1869

1400 (21%)

2500 (38%)

2800 (42%)

1884

1800 (21%)

2700 (32%)

4000 (47%)

1901

1900 (19%)

3400 (35%)

4500 (46%)

~
~

~...
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No Catholic members represented Burin after 1865.
West of Burin, is the District of Fortune.

Table

4:39 examines the District's denominational membership.
Fortune district, exclusively Protestant preference,
nonetheless, showed a relatively large turnover of
membership.

Eleven known candidates sat for sixteen

seats during the sixty year period, for an overall average
of only one and a half terms per representative.

The

table suggests that despite a large Anglican populdion
(73~

in 1901), other factors took precedence over

denominational preference.
of

36~

The district selected a total

Methodist and Presbyterian representation even

though by 1901 there were virtually no Presbyterians in
the district and the Methodists represented only

2.5~

of

the population. One factor influencing this, was
probably the presence of Newman's in the district.

Newman

agents were sure to have bad some influence on the
election process.75
Table

~~:40

looks at Burgeo and LaPoile.

district shows strong
generally with the
the area

(?9~

ADg~ican

pe~centage

The

preference wbich corresponds
of the Anglican population in

by 1901). The district's two non-Anglican

representatives, both Presbyterians, served consecutively
7~ewman's had large premises at Harbor Breton. ·In
addition, in the 1880's and 90's, there was George Power,
agent at Fox Cove; and Walter Rive, agent at Gaultois, both
in the Fortune district.

TABLE 4:39
PORTORE BAY DEN'OMl:liATXONAL REPRESENTATION

BY MEMBERSHIP AND TOTAL SEAT, 1855-1914

Anqliaan

MemberahiE

Total Seat

63.6 (7)

68.8 (11)

-

Catholic

-

(0)

(0)

Method! at

18.2 (2)

12.5 (2)

Other

18.2 (2)

18.7 (3)

M.D.

(11)

(16)

(1)

(1)

Fortune

Anglican

Catholic

Yeara 1857
1869
1884
1901

2800
3900
5200
5900

600
1300
1600
2000

(82%)
(75%)
(76%)
(73%)

(18%)
(25%)
(24%)
(25%)

Method! at
0
0
0
200 (2%)

"'
.....
en

TABLE 4140

BURGIO ABD LAPOILE DBBOMIBATIORAL RIPRBSBBTATIOR
BY MBMBERSJaP ARD TOTAL SEAT, 1855-1914

Meaberahip

Total Seata

77.8 (7)

72.2 (13)

Anglican
Catholic

-

(0)

Method!at

-

(0)

Other

(0)
-

22.2 (2)

M.D.

suraeo and LaPoi1e

(0)

27.8 (5)

(9)

(18)

(0)

(0)

~

~

Method! at

Years 1857
1869

3200 (89%)

100 (3%)

300 (8%)

4100 (82%)

100 (2%)

800 (16%)

1884

5100 (77%)

1300 (20%)

1901

5500 (78%)

200 (3%)
200 (3%)

1300 (19%)

w
.....

=
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through the years 1878 to 1893.
residents; one, a

r~rmer

Both were St. John's

Nova Scotian; the other, a

Scottish-born general dealer. Like the Fortune District,
there was virtually no local Presbyterian population,
although the district did have an influential St. John's
fishery supplier who was Presbyterian.

He was James

Baird, a Scottish-born St. John's dry goods merchant who
at the age of forty-tour, suddenly branched into an
extensive fishery supply business in 1872,?6 only six short
years before the district's first Presbyterian
representative appeared.

Baird, while be never ran for

public office, was nonetheless a close friend of the
Thorburns, and had an active interest in politics as well
as St. Andrew Society activities.

He was appointed to the

Legislative Council during the J.S. Winter Government in
1898.

Tables 4:41 through 4:45 examine the same
denominational patterns of the rive Southern Shore and
South Coast Districts at two periods in time.

Table 4:41

shows Ferryland total saat representation, and it strongly
suggests that there was a decided hardening along
denominational lines after 1885.

The null hypothesis,

?~aird bad supply premises at Burgeo. In
addition be had James Arnold agent, at Burnt Island; and
Joseph willis at Fox roost; ail in the district or Burgeo.
Baird was the district's largest dealer during the 18801900 period.

TABLE 4:41
PERRYLAND TOTAL SEAT REPRESENTATION BY DENOMINATION
POR TWO 'fiME PERIODS
1855-1884

1885-1914

ADqlican

11.1 (2)

- (0)

Catholic

55.6 (10)

100.0 (18)

(0)

Methodi•t
Other

-

33.3 (6)

(0)

- (0)

M.D.

Catholic•
Other•

Total

(18)

(18)

(0)

(0)

Total

1855-1884

1885-1914

10

18

28

8

0

8

18

18

36

w
.....
.QO
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"that time was not a significant factor in Catholics
winning over Protestants in Fer.ryland during the two periods,"
was used and the findings suggest that the hypothesis
should be rejected.?? Ferryland denominational-political
patterns are in uany respects, similar to those or Harbor
Main during the 1885-1914.

Just as William Woodford

played an important local part in Harbor Main politics, so
did Michael P. Cashin in Ferryland.

Starting in 1893,

Cashin was returned for the district seven times by 1914.
He was independent of the old St. John's Catholic elite,
had political connections in the Protestant community,78
and was at this time,on the surface at least, politically
independent

or

Morris.79 Cashin's persistent success in

Ferryland put considerable strain on the old St. John's
Catholic elite. They had constantly to run quality
candidates in Fer.r,yland in an effort to block Cashin from
77x2 - 10.292. With 1 d.t., x2 was found to be
significant ct the 9~ level, and nearly significant at
the 99.999~ level. The null hypothesis was therefore
rejected.

? 8For one, he received his commercial training in
the firm or Michael Thorburn, brother of the 1885-89 premier.
79It should be remembered~ however~ that both be
and Morris had gone ·to St. Bonaventure, though seven years
apart. In addition, Cashin later became a member of the
~est End Club, a social and cau~al political club with
man;)" St. Bonaventure alumni as mt.,mbers. Morris was an
early president.
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taking over the two-member district.

Woodford presented

them with the same problem in Harbor Main.

They were

gradually being outflanked on two sides, and yet they could
not be sure at the time whether there was any connexion
between the two movements.

In addition, there were local
Ferryland candidates running during the pe1~iod~ 80 and it

did not enhance the old elite's image to bave to move in
from St. John's and brush them aside in an etfort to
maintain their footing with Cashin in the two member
district.

Politics reached a peak intensity in Ferryland

during the period and much of it was intra-denominationally
generated.

The important point here is tbat a hardening

of denominational lines within a district does not
necessarily indicate a defensive political unification
against rival denominations.
Table 4:42 looks at Placentia and St. Mary's.
Again, the table shows the same hardening of denominational
lines - tbough not for the same reasons 81 - as in
Ferryland.

The null hypothesis, that "there was no

significant difference in Catholic representation in two
80Michael Condon, for one, ran six times unsuccessfully during the period. He was the· son-in-law of former
M.H.A. Michael Kearney. In addition, J. Winser 1 Frederick
Williams and Michael Hartery also ran and lost during the
1885-1914 period.
81Plaoentia - · rural and isolated- was subjected to

confederation rumors during tbe·late eighties and nineties.
Richard T. McGrath, for example, ran on an anti-confederate
ticket when the subject was not even an open St. John's issue.

TABLE 4:42
PLACBB'n:A ABD S'l'. MARY'S RBPRBSBR'rA'l'ION BY DBBOIUUA'l'XOlf

FOR TWO PERIODS Ilf TIME

lBSS-1884

1885-1914

Anql.:l.can

1.8.5 (5)

(0)

Catholic:

81.5 (22)

100.0 (26)

Jlethocti.at

(0)

(0)

Other

(0)

(0)

(27)

(26)

(0·)

(1)

M.D.

Pl.acent:l.a and St. Mary' a

1.855-1.884

1.885-191.4

Catholic

22

26

48

5

0

5

27

26

53

Others

Tot:al

'rotal.

=

c,.,

""t-
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periods of time" was tested and the findings again suggest
that the hypothesis be rejected. 82 In order to understand
Newfoundland politics or the period it is necessary to
remember (the parochialism of the St. John's newspapers
aside) that the Island was very much a part of the
colonial system. All members or all denominations could
readily and comfortably live with this fact and each
denomination tended to view its relationship with the
mother country through its own historical and contemporar:r
denominational image. Denominationalism was an important
factor in colonial identity, and the Newfoundland Irish
Catholic community was no exception.

From 1855 to 1885,

they had been able comfortably to tie tosether their
Irishness, their Catholicity, their allegiance to the
Queen, with a growing respect for at least certain political
personalities at work in the House of Commons.
these personalities was Gladstone.

One of

A constant advocate of

Irish Home Rule, Gladstone provided the rhetoric that,
ironically, kept the

New~oundland

Irish community comfort-

ably and securely rlthin the colonial system. Their strong
sense of colonial identit7 rested on an eventuality rather
than a reality.

Wi tb the defeat of the Home Rule Bill in

the House of Commons in 1885, the Newfoundland Irish
82x2 -

5.~34. With 1 d.t. x2 is significant at
~ust under the 98~ level. The nuil hypothesis was
therefore rejected.
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community undoubtedly underwent a serious colonial
identity crisis; and whet is often overlooked, this
crisis placed a severe strain on the Catholic clergy or
the Island, particularly those with close and immediate
roots in Ireland.

The reality had suddenl:y out

distanced the eventua1ity and the clergy were left in the
somewhat nightmarish position or either tr:ying to come up
with a new model or colonial identity -

im~ossible

under

the circumstances - or t17ing to ride grimly along with
the old.

These events undoubtedly bad their impact on

all predominatel:y Catholic communities eveeywbere on the
Isl.and; Placentia and St. Ma17' s (and Fe!'I'1land) included.
In addition, colonial politics often bad its
surrealist side in the nineteenth century.

There were

always those who strove to recreate, on the colonial stage,
the real or imagined political dramas of the mother
One example was Alexander J .w. McNeily, born in

country.

Armagh, Ireland.

A Protestant, McNeily bad attended

Queen's University, Belfast, and later studied law with
Sir Hugh Boyles in St. John's. He sat in the House three
times du..'t'ing the 18?0' s~ 83 and in 18?8, be married into an
elite St. John's Methodist family. 84 Defeated in
8

18?8-82.

~.H.A. ~

Bonavista, 18?3; 1874; M.oH.A. ~ Twillingate~
And finall.J", M.H.A. Bay-de-Verde, 1.88,.

84New.toundlander~ June

25~ 1878. McNeily married
Jessie E.S. Rogerson, daughter o.t J.J. Rogerson.
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Twillingate in 1882, McNeily became a strong supporter or
Robert Thorburn and actually became the leader of the
radical wing of that group.

Whatever the sectarian char-

acter of the election of 1885, McNeily had played an
important part in articulating a position that temporarily
disturbed the existing denominational balances in
Newfoundland.

The defeat of the Home Rule Bill undoubtedly

affected the Newfoundland political climate at the time.
While political, the issue found its expression through
denominational channels in Newfoundland as well. as tbe
United K:l.ngdom at the time.

Locall,-, whatever bad been

McNeil;y' s intentions or bow firmly

~ixed

were his personal

convictions, the faet remained that be dropped out

o~

active politics after 1889 and spent the next nineteen
,-ears in private practice and as a member of many local
civil and church sponsored organizations.

He became a

strong advocate o.f' the Prohibition cause near the turn of
the century, speaking o:r himself as an example of a man
who overcame the problem or drink.

A one time speaker of

the House, MeNeily tried a politica1 come back in 1908.
After his wife bad died in 1907, in the following year, at
the age of sixt;r-three, be ran as a candidate in Burgeo
and again in 1909 - being de:reated both times - on a
platform that was as much Prohibitionist in character as
it was pro-Bond and anti-Morris.

McNeily, a one time

militant Protestant Empire Lo,-alist, now late in life,
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could see a1coholism - not Catholicism - as the major
political concern of the day.

He, like many social-

political reformers of his time attempted to resolve the
tensions between subject and object.

The anti-alcohol

position, in his mind at least, was a successful
synthesis of this problem. He bad, however, merely
found

new

expression for long held, deep seated

passions which be clothed in the new language of secular
reform politics.

He probably felt he had genuinely

transcended the one-time dark, self-defeating prejudices
that had crippled his early political career.
was illusory, however.

His victory

For if one considers, in the

Newfoundland context, the geographic, class, cultural and
social implications of such a

st~nd,

much of his new

found objectivity dissolves.

He had in fact, travelled

very little distance from his 1885 position.

Be did not

live long enough to see the triumph of war-time Prohibition,
for be died in 1911.

But the Prohibition cause, of which

MeNeily had been a vital part, bad been essentially rural
Methodist in thrust - though alcohol warriors are to be
found in every denomination - and its belated triumph, in
part, was born out of wartime accommodation, a peace
offering of the People's Party coalition government.

For

MeNeily, it was no small victory, even if that victory had
come after death.
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Table 4:4; looks at Burin.

Anglican representation

gave way somewhat to Methodist representation in the
later period.

There had been a sharp increase in

Methodist population in Burin after 1885.

Methodist

representation in the second period corresponds with
population figures in the district at the time;
Methodists by 1901.

46~

for

There was no Catholic representation

during the 1885-1914 period despite the fact that the
Catholic population continued to increase during the period
and reached 35% by 1901.

Unusual is the high percentage

of Anglican representation in relation to its local
population.
1~

By 1901, Anglican population stood at only

in the district.

The findings suggest, as mentioned

earlier, that locally at least, there seems to have been
very little Anglican-Methodist tension in the district
during the later period.

The null hypothesis, that ttAnglicans

had an equal opportunity in winning in Burin in two periods
of time", was used and the findings suggest that the null
hypothesis be retainea. 8 5 Anglicans did in fact have equal
chance ot success in both periods, despite a substantial
Catholic population and a rapidly growing Methodist
population in the district at the time.
85_?

x- - 0.472.
only the 50~ level.

With 1

d.r., x2

is significant at

TABLE 4:43
BURIN DENOMIRATIOJ!lAL RBPRBSENTATIOR BY 'l'OTAL SEAT
FOR TWO PEIUODS ZN TZME

1855-1884

1885-1914

ADq1ic:an

55.6 (10)

43.7 (7)

Catholic

16.7 (3)

Methodi•t

27.7 (5)

43.7 (7)

(0)

12.5 (2)

Other

M.D.

1855-1884

Anglicans
Others

-

-~G)

(18)

(16)

(0)

(2)

1885-1914

Total

10

7

17

8

9

17

18

16

34

w

~
~
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Table 4:44 studies Fortune Bay District.

Fortune,

unlike Burin, maintained a sizeable Anglican population
throughout the period; 73% as late as 1901.

The only

other sizeable denominational group in the district was
Catholic;
merely

25~

2.5~

by 1901, while Methodist population was

at the same period.

In addition, there was

hardly any change in denominational representation in the
two periods.

Anglicans obviously had, as a visual

inspection of the table suggests, an equal chance of being
elected in both periods. 86 Political representation was
not restricted to denominational preference patterns in
the Protestant communities.

In addition, the Catholic

population in the district apparently voted along nondenominational lines.
Table 4:45 examines Burgeo and LaPoile.
Denominational preference patterns are consistent in both
periods in time.

Anglican representative patterns

correspond roughly with district population patterns; ?8%
by

1901, with combined Catholic and Methodist population

at only

22~

at the same period.

de~ominationalism

Factors other than

account for the presence of Presbyterian

candidates in the district; two in the early period, three
in the latter.

One possibility, economic factors, bas

8
0.290. With 1 d.f.~ x2 is significant at
the 30~ level. The null hypothesis was tested, however,
and retained.

6x2-

TABLE 4:44
FOR'J.'UBE BAY DBilOMiliATIO!JAL REPRBSEBTATION' BY TOTAL SBAT
FOR TWO PERIODS IN TIME

1855-1884

1885-1914

Anq1ic::an

62.5 (5)

75.0 (6)

Catholic

(0)

(0)

Me'thodiat

12.5 (1)

1.2.5 (].)

Other

25.0 (2)

12.5 (1)

(8)

(8)

(1)

(1)

M.D.
1855-1884

1885-1914

Total.

Anqlic::an

5

6

11

Other•

3

2

5

Total

8

8

16
~

'"""

Q

TABLE 4:45

BURtJBO A&D LAPOILB DBNOMINATJ:OJ!lAL RBPRESBlft'AT:IOl!l
BY 'l'OTAL SEAT IN TWO PERIODS OP TIME

1855-1884

1885-1914

77.8 (7)

66.7 (6)

Anglican

-

Catholic
Metbodi•t

Other

-

(0)

-

(0)

(0)
(0)

22.2 (2)

33.3 (3)

(9)

(9)

(0)

(0)

M.D.

Total

1855-1884

1885-1914

Antlicana

7

6

13

Othera

2

3

5

9

9

18

w
w

=
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been discussed already.
Tables 4:46 through 4:50 show both denominational
and residency patterns for the five Southern Shore and
South Coast Districts in two periods of time.

Denomin-

ational patterns not only harden in Ferryland during the
second period, but representation centres around a smaller
group of individuals (eight in the first period; five in
the latter).

This hardening has little noticeable effect

on residency patterns, however.

Six St. John's members

represented Ferryland in the first period (two non-Catholic),
and four, all Catholic, represent the district during the
second.
Table 4:47 shows Placentia and St. Mary's patterns.
Placentia, like Ferryland, a predominately Catholic
district shows a hardening ot denominational lines during
the 1885-1914 period.

In addition, as with Ferryland,

this denominational solidification bad little effect on
residency patterns.

Nine St. John's residents represented

Ferryland in the early period (two non-Catholic), and
eight St. John's Catholic residents represented the
district in the latter period.

Catholic non-st. John's

representation remains about the same for both periods.
Table 4:48 shows Burin denominational and residency
representation patterns for two periods in time.

The

district shifts away from Catholic representation in the
second period in time to all Protestant denominational

TABLE 4z46

FERRYLARD INDIVIDVAII DENOMINATIONAL AND RESIDENCY MEMBERSHIP PATTERNS
IN TWO PERIODS OF TIME
I.
Resideng

Anglican

St. Jobn•a

16.7 (1)

Bot st. John'•

so.o

(1)

Catholic

Bot St. Jobn•s

-

Methodist

66.7 (4)

-

:iSO.;O {l.i

-

II.
St. Jobn•a

1855-1884

Other

Total

16.7 (1)

100.0 (6)

-

100.0 (2)

1885-1914

100.0 (4)

-

-

100.0 (4)

100.0 (1)

-

-

100.0 (1)

~

w

~

TABLE 4t47

PLACBlrl'IA AND ST. MARY 1 S INDIVIDUAL DENOMINATIONAL Am> RESIDE!lCY
MEMBERSHIP PATTERNS I!l TWO PERIODS OF TIME

I.

1855-1884

Reaideney

Anglican

Catholic

St. Jolm'e

22.2 (2)

777~8(f7)

100.0 (9)

Not St. John's

14.3 {1)

85.7 (6)

100.0 (7)

:I:I.

Methodist

Other

Total

1885-1914

st. Jolm'a

100.0 (8)

100.0 (8)

!lot st. John'•

100.0 (5)

100.0 (5)

w
~
~..,

'!'ABLE 4148

BURill :UlDiv:tDUAL DEliOMilfATIO!lAL ADD RBSIDE!lCY PATTERNS

IN TWO PERIODS IN 'l'IMB
I.

1855-1884

Reaiden~

AnSilican

Catholic

Methodiat

Other

st.

John'•

37.5 (3)

25.0 (2)

37.5 (3)

-

Not St. John's

50.0 (1)

so.o
II.

st.

John'•

Not St. John••

so.o

-

(3)

-

-

(1)

-

-

'l'otal
100.0 (8)
100.0 (2)

1885-1914
33.3 (2)
100.0 (1)

16.7 (1)

-

100.0 (6)
100.0 (1)

~

w

~
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preference.

That representation stays balanced between

Anglican and Methodist members, despite the fact that the
(46~

Methodist population
numbered the Anglican

in 1901) substantiallt out-

(1~)

at the same point in time.

In addition, the Catholic population

(34~

in 1901),

consistently out-numbered the Anglican through both
periods.

It would imply the possibility of Anglican-

Methodist collusion, probably St. John's centred - the
place of origin or the

ma~ority

or the district's candidates -

and centred around issues which took precedence over
denominational differences.

It bas been suggested earlier

that the issue or Law and Order often separated Burin
from her neighbors.

One would have to look beneath th&

law and order issue - certainly a social binding force tor other possible motives which overrode local
denominational differences.
Table 4:49 examines Fortune, a predominately
Anglican District.

The table suggests that denominational

patterns for the District not only remained much the same
for both periods, but that residency patterns remained the
same also.

All successful candidates tor both periods

were St. John's residents. Methodist and Presbyterian
populations in the district, while numerically
insignificant, nonetheless, produced candidates in both
periods.

This would suggest, locally, a willingness to

overlook denominational preference in favor of other

'!'ABLE 4:49
PORTUBB BAY IBDIVIDUAL DBIITOMIRATIOHAL AliiD RBSIDBBCY PAft!R!TS
l:B TWO PERIODS OF 'l'l:MB

I.

1855-1884

Reaidang

Anglican

Catholic

st. John'•

60.0 (3)

-

Bot st. John'•

66.7 (4)

st.

-

Bot

John'•

Other

'l'otal

20.0 (1)

20.0 (1)

100.0 (5)

-

-

16.7 (1)

16.7 (1)

-

-

II.

st. John's

Methodist

-

-

(0)

1885-1914
100.0 (6)

-

(0)

w
w

=
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issues.

Fortune, as already mentioned, bad strong

traditional Newman Co. trade patterns.

It would not be

unusual to find the company - rather than the local
constituents - tbe strongest political lobbying force in
the district.
Table 4:50 looks at the District
LaPoile.

or

Burgeo and

Tbe same uniform patterns of denomination and

residency found in Fortune are present in Burgeo.

A

largely Anglican populated district, Burgee shows an
Anglican preference in representation which corresponds to
local District population percentages;

78~

in 1901.

In

addition, the table suggests that denominational preference
took precedent over place of residency.
Finally, this chapter concludes with a survey of
the Western Treaty Shore.

The treaty shore, while its

status remained ambiguous throughout the nineteenth
century, nonetheless, was granted political representation
in tbe House in 1882. By tacit agreement, the southern
section of the coast, containing many French speaking
settlements and already missionized, would, initially at
least, be offered Catholic denominational candidates.

The

Northwest Ooast, including the Northern Peninsula and
White Bay, would in turn be considered a Protestant
District, showing as late as 1882, the tacit political
consideration given the question of denominational
preference.

In addition, both districts were initially

TABLE 4a50
BURGEO AND LAPOILE INDIVIDWAL DENOMINATIOBAL Alm RESIDENCY PATTERNS
IN TWO PERIODS OF TIME

1855-1884

I.

Re8id8D.!:.I,

Ang:lican

St:. John'•

ao.o

Bot st. Jehn••

Catholic

-

(4)

-

-

Not St. John••

75.0 (3)

-

Total

-

20.0 (1)

100.0 (5)

-

25.0 (1)

-

-

(0)

1885-1914

II.

st:. John'•

Other

Methocli•t

-

-

100.0 (4)

-

(0)

w

w

00
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represented by lawyers - a situation which did not last probably, in consideration ot possible legal problems might
arise in the newly constituted districts.

Both lawyers

ran unopposed in 1882, again probably by some tacit
political agreement in St. John's, and both, as already
mentioned, came from the same St. John's law firm.

The

southern Treaty Shore District was called St. George's,
the northern; St. Barbe.
Table 4:51 shows the denominational representative
patterns for the northern district of St. Barbe during the
1882-1914 period.

No Districts on the Island grew taster

in percentage increase of population during the 1882-1914
period than the two Treaty Shore districts.

By 1901, St.

Barbe showed a predominately Anglican population of some
46~ 1

as compared with a Catholic population of

Methodist population of

28~.

26~

and a

Denominational preference

remained Protestant throughout the period, conforming with
Di~trict

population;

73~

Protestant by 1901.

The District

made considerable headway in the area of social services
after its inception as a political district.

Neglected

through most of the nineteenth century, the entire French
Shore bad only two Catholic and one Anglican church and
no schr·ols at the time of the granting of responci ble
government.

By 1891, there were eight clergymen in St.

Barbe, seventeen teachers and two doctors.
by

In addition,

this time, there were eleven resident government civil

TABLE &z51
ST. BARBE DBBOMJ:lllATIOBAL RBPRBSBlll'l'ATIOB In MEMBERSHIP
AND TOTAL SEAT, 1882-1914
;~

Mellberahip

Total Seat

Anglican

75.0 (3)

66.7 (4)

Catholic

(0)

(0)

25.0 (1)

33.3 (2)

(0)

(0)

(4)

-(6)

(1 )*

(4)

Methodiat
Other

M.D.

St. Barbe

Anqlican

Catholic

Hethodiat

Year: 1884

2900 (45%)

1900 (29%)

1700 (26%)

1891

3300 (49%)

1800 (27%)

1600 (24%)

1901

3700 (46%)

2100 (26%)

2200 (28%)

*

The unknown member, William M. Clapp a St. John 1 a lawyer and eventual People••
Party member, aat four conaecutive Uaea for the diatrict, co-encinq in 1904.
1'hile a Proteatant, it ia not known whether Clapp vaa Anglican or Methodist.
~
·~

~
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servants.
Table 4:52 studies St. George's.

The district

shows a strong Catholic denominational preference during
the period.

This was undoubtedly reinforced by the

presence or a
District.

la~~a

French and Acadian population in the

Father Sears, the first resident Irish-born

missionary in the

di~trict,

had remarked on his arrival

at St. George's Bay in the late 1860's, how pleasantly
surprised he was to find, "how the French had adhered to
their faith with little assistance ••• [with] the Acadians
particularly strong in !aith.n 87 The district did
produce one Anglican member, however.

He was William J.

Keating, a merchant and Notary Public from nearby Burgeo the closest St. George's came to local representation
during the period- who sat briefly in the House in 1893. 88
Table 4:53 shows St. George's denominational and
residency membership patterns for the 1882-1914 period.
The taole, for the most part, shows firm patterns or
denominational preference.

In addition, those preference

patterns seem to flow from St. John's.

With the exception

87Brosnan: Riston or the St. G~Jorge Diocese.,
PP• 37 and 41.
·
88william J. Keating, M.H.A.i St. George's; 1893.
Keating resi~ed during the !)Olitica ~.Y motivated unseating
triale or 1894 (already mentioned). ~e was replaced by
M.H. Carty - already a former three time member from St.
George's whom Keating bad defeated.

'!'ABLE 4z5 2

ST. GEORGE'S DENOMINATIONAL REPRESEBTATIOB BY MEMBERSHIP
ARD TOTAL SBAT, 1882-1914
Mllllber•hip

Total Seat

ADglican

16.7 (1)

10.0 (1)

Catholic

83.3 (5)

90.0 (9)

Methodi•t

-

(0)

-

(0)

Other

-

(0)

-

(0)

M.D.

St.

Georc~•'•

Years 1884

~

200

(6)

(10)

(0)

(0)

!!&.
(3~)

6300 (97%)

Methoc!iat
0

1891

2300 (35%)

4000 (61%)

300 (4%)

1901

2900 (32%)

5600 (62%)

500 (6%)

w

~

N

'l'ABLB 4z53
S'l'. GEORGE'S DEHOMINATIOBAL AND RESIDENCY PA'l"rBRHS

DURXBG 1882-1914

Re•idenay

Anglican

st. JohD'a
lfot St. John'•

Catholic
100.0 (5)

100.0 (1)

ilethodi•t

Other

!'otal
100.0 (5)

100.0 (1)

w

~
~
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of Keating's brief appearance - which also broke with
existing residency patterns - all representatives were
Catholic and came f'rom St. John • s.

Michael H. Carty•s 8 9

political hold on the district was broken with his
untimely death by cancer in 1900, and St. George
representation became more intra-denominationally flexible
after that period.
Table 4:54 looks at St. Barbe denominational and
residency patterns during the 1882-1914

~eriod.

District shows strong Protestant preference.

The

In addition,

membership came, for the most part, from St. John's
residents; the exception being Albert Bradshaw, a Placentia
merchant and representative from that predominately
Catholic district, who in 1885, chose not to run for reelection in Placentia, instead running successfully in
St. Barbe.
Generally, remoteness (f'rom St. John's) and
neglect removed the south coast district or Burgeo, as well
as the

~reaty

Shore, from the mainstream or the traditional

fishery activities that

occu~ied

the interests of the

Southern Shore, Conception Bay, and Northern Districts
through most ot the nineteenth century, and had negative
89M.H. Carty was the district's tirst member and

three time uncontested representative. Aside f'rom Keating,
Carty was defeated by Michael P. Gibbs, another St. John's
lawyer, in 189'7.

TABLB 4:5.(.

ST. BARBE DBBOMIBA'l'IOlfAL AI1D RESIDENCY PA'l'TBRNS

DURING

Reaidencx

st. Jobn•a
!Jot

st. John••

Anglican
66.7 (2)
100.0 (1)

1882-19~4

£!!holic

Methodiat
33.3 (1)

Other

Total
100.0 (3)
100.0

(1~

w

~J;:~.

~l
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consequences on a healthy political development of those
areas during the late nineteenth century. The districts
exhibited a rather perfunctory adherence to denominational
preference patterns, while other evidence suggests that
these pa.tterns were not so much self-imposed, as with the
other regions of the Island, but

~o

a large degree,

dictated by preference arrangements originating in St.
John's.
time.

In addition, a variable not to be overlooked is
The Treaty Shore in particular, entering as it did

a fully established political process late in the century,
undoubtedly made effective local political integration into
the Island system a difficult process.

Also, the existence

of French speaking settlements with mixed, French, Jersey,
and Acadian populations did not help the area's
integration into Island politics.

Always a concern to the

St. John's based government during the nineteenth century,
these peoples were viewed more as a target group than an
integral part of the total population of the Island.

They

stood, in the eyes of the contemporary politicians as a
frustrating historical reality of the perplexing Treaty
Shore problem ot the nineteenth century creating an
emotional political climate that did not lend itself to
political accommodation and compassionate consideration.
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Conclusion
Some generalizations C!ltn be made regarding
denominational representation in Newfoundland tor the period

1855-1914.
Most obviously, denominational representation was
a characteristic of Newfoundland politics.

All districts

of the Island exhibit this characteristic.

In the North

for example, changes in denominational representation
reflect denominational population shifts in the Region.
Twillingate and Bonavista are examples or these shifts;
both shifting toward a Methodist preference in
representation as the Methodist population in the districts
grew.

Nonetheless, some districts show shifts in

denominational representation without much change in
denominational population.
Denominational divisions were not simply
Protestant/Catholic, but Anglican/Catholic/Dissenter
(chiefly Methodist). The importance of feeling ot social
security through denominational identification in
nineteenth century Newfoundland society cannot be overstressed.

It was religious identification that provided

the social cement for the nineteenth century colonial
identity.

In integrating such concepts as self, family,

and community with the broader and more distant concepts
of loyalty and affection for the institutions of the mother
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countr:r 1 it is no wonder that there gradually evolved in
Newfoundland during the second half of the nineteenth
century three rather distinct and sometimes defensively
held concepts

o~

colonial social identity. Each group bad

tended to turn within itself in a process of re-evaluation
and a re-synthesis of its position in relation to the
challenges presented by responsible government.

A man's

position within a religious community took on even more
significance than before.

It is in this light, that a

man's religion became a more important variable in his
chances of election than whether he was a resident or bad
local origins.
The tables suggest that denominational patterns
tend to harden after 1885.

In the Northern Region there

is a shift to a kind of Methodist populism, born in part,
out of a flurry of conversion activity in the 1870's and
80's. On Conception Bay, Harbor Grace shifts away from
Catholic representation and Port-de-Grave shifts from
Methodist toward Anglican, despite local denominational
patterns remaining somewhat 't;he same.

The Catholic

Districts of St. John's East, Ferryland, and Placentia and
St. Mary's show definite signs of hardening along
denominational lines attar 1885.

Interestingly, St.

John's West does not show this same trend, suggesting that
the predominately Catholic district was willing to reach
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outside its own denominational community late in the
century in an e.t.tort to find its own political autonomy.
St. John's West, under the political patronage of St. John's
East through most or the 1855-1890 period, not only etf'ects
its own political independence from St. John's East by the
turn of the century, but eventually becomes the headquarters district f'or the People's Party movement in the
first decade of' the new century.

On the south coast,

Burin shi.f'ts to total Protestant representation during the
1885-1914 period, despite a substantial Catholic population
within the district.
In the North, shifts in denominational
representation, on the whole, did not
representation patterns.
Bonavista, where a

sh~.rt

d~srupt

residency

The exception in the North was
toward Methodist representation

was accompanied by a corresponding shi.tt toward local
representation.

On Conception Ba7, there is a considerable

shift toward St. John's residency representation after
1885.

Bay-de-Verde, while remaining staunchly Methodist,

shifts from Conception Bay representation to St. John's.
Both Harbor Grace and Port-de-Grave show similar shifts
toward St. John's based representation.
Denominational representation does not necessarily
mean that political policy making was denominationally
grounded.

In fact, there are some instances to suggest
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that the contrary was true.

Bonavista shows local

representation - Methodist dominated - in the 1885-1914
period which is ont of proportion with Methodist population
within the district.

Harbor Grace shows a shitt toward

Anglican representation disproportionate to total Anglican
population in the district.

Port-d~-Grave

moves from

Methodist representation in the first half of the period
under study to Anglican representation with no appreciable
change in local denominational population figures.

St.

John's East moves toward near all Catholic representation
during the 1885-1914 period, even though that Catholic
population is less than sixty percent in the district by
1901.

Burin shows all Protestant representation during the

latter period, disproportionate to local population figures.
And on the south coast; Fortune and Burgeo and LaPoile
both show non-Anglican Protestant representation, again
disproportionate to local population percentages.
Finally, implicit throughout the chapter is the
argument that beneath the shifts toward a hardening ot
denominational lines there was, in reality, no monolithic
denominational position on any issue.

The three

denominational groups each presented a spectrum of viewpoints on political issues, in much the same way that the
three major parties in Canada, today, present spectrums of
interest.

The same was true in the nineteenth centur.y.
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Denominational identity in politics became merely a point
of orientation.

As the political issues grew increasingly

more complex and demanding toward the end of the
nineteenth century, so did the number of viewpoints
compounded within the different denominations •

An

element of rhetorical bravado ran through nineteenth
century politics in just as much as it does today.

The

nineteenth century partisan newspaper claims of monolithic
denominational solidarity on election issues should not
discourage a researcher from looking further into the
matter.

Such claims dissolve into thin air with even a

cursory inspection.
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TBE IMPORTANCE OF OCCUPATION AND CLASS lOB
RECRUITMENT INTO NEWPOUNDLUID POLITICS

At the beginning ot the period under atud3, there
seeDlS to have been something ot a concensus view ot
llewf'oundl.and society.

~

the end

the period, however,

o~

there were at least three distinct and conflicting views,
and each

ot these groups sought its

01fJl

political exprQssion.

llothing points out more clearl)' that the Island underwent
rapid social and economic change during the period, and each
group perceived contempol'81'3' problems in relation to
leldoundl.and • s past and its

pro~ection o~

the

:ru.ture.

In looking at these viewpoints as socia1 mOdels,

the

~irst

deals with the old

~isher.y.

The old model,

unchallenged at aid-century and still serving the interests

ot nearl)' halt the Island •s population by 1900, had its
strensth in rura1 cOIIDl\Uli.tias ot the Island.

It was a well

integrated, closed system with established economic and
religious counexions which provided the source

o~

its selt-

aueta:t ning-energ. The system provided the basis tor a
strong sense ot social :ldenti~, being i tselt, an integral
part ot the colonial social identity system discussed in
the previous chapter.

IdeallJ", the merchant belonged to

the sue denominational group as the fishermen labour
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Government

Figure I.

Old Fishing Economy,
1855-1914
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force, giving him the position of 181-spiritual and economic
patron

o~

lobbyist
fail:y'.

the community.

~or

The merchant acted as power

what could be ca1led his extended 'aconomic

The religious coaunity, while part

o~

the

economic family at the local level , had its own power
system aDd direct collllllUDications with goverDment, and
could serve as humane watch dog over the 91stem as a whole.
A strong emphasis on a Christian interpretation of social

values and human behavior patterns, rein.torced at the loca1
leve1 through education, had a

sel~-regulatory

effect on

communities as a whole and even limited somewhat the t,pes
of problema which might arise within those communities.
Class differences within the system (and extending outside
the community) were viewed within a social framework
befitting the times.

They were not minimized, but were on

occasions, even elaborately formalized.

Special deference

vas always shown visit:f.ng merchants and other Island
dignitaries. Unabashed foraa1 displQ"s of eoD1111Wlity
deference alv.qs ude it clear to the visiting privileged
where their civic and economic responsibilities lq vithin
the system.

A second model of the old

econ~

into the political arena in the 1880's.

was introduced
It was higbl.y

political in intent, and it served the immediate interests
of the spokesmen for the nev econ0J111 - a railvQ based
econo111 - from which would, hopetull.1 1 accrue large profits
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Figure II. New Critical Model of
old Economy, 1880-1914
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from the sale of intemal natural resources.

It found most

of its support from the urban and heavily populated areas
of the A.valon Peninsula.

But aside fr0111 its geographic

bias, it appealed directly to those who looked tor broader
economic opportunities than the

narrowl~

increasingly more competetive tisbing

centered and

econ~.

~s

new

rising lli'dle class, not tied to the fishery b;y family
tradition, and representing a view which among other
things, expressed a great deal of faith in a strong
assertive government policy which encouraged economic
diversification, stood to be the leaders of the new society.
The;y drew popular political support from the displaced
labouring classes ot St. John's and Conception B81•
The new critical model ot the old economy was
succinct and secular, but it lett a great deal o:t room :tor
emotional elaboration.
government and the people - in which each had a natural
atfinit;y tor the other - were the merchant class.

Bot oDly

did they control the :tisheey (the past), but they were
popularly depicted as presenting a :tormidable stumbling
block to a promising tuture.

By deleting the humanizing

element ot religion tram their critical model, 8D1 analysis

ot

fishe~merchant

relations ezpressed in the secular

context ot class exploitation, appeared grim and even
intolerable.

The new

s~stem

placed its .taith in the

hture, not the past, and b;y formulating an

e~~loitative
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interpretation of that past, it tacilitated the process of
a popul.ar

re~ection

of that past.

The new model g!lve vent

to public indignation and a demand for reform as the Island
moved toward universa1 male suffrage in the earl7 1890 • s.
Late in the period UDder study came a third model;
this one springing from within the heart of the old
traditiona1 fishing region of the Borth.

It was the

Pisherman•s Protective Union model, an assessment in
secular terms of how Borther.n fishermen felt as the7 viewed
the new

pre~Vorld

War I world.

While there were

m~

.tishermen in the Borth who still clUDg to the traditional
economy model, the character of that econODQ' had a1tered
dramaticall.y after the bank crisis of the mid-nineties.
The old St. John's firms had retrenched and the mid-nineteenth
century patronage character had all but vanished, as the old
£irma defaulted on their political and economic patronage
of the north.

The F.P.U. movement, in part, called them to

task tor this, and attempted to revitalize the old economy.
Seeking a new public identity, the P.P.U. fiShermen viewed
themselves as the most important o.t the agents o.t production
and demanded a substantial say in how the .tishery enterprise
vas run.

The movement put them in an unprecedented position

with relation to traditional Northern political patterns.
They accepted the critical doctrine the new model imposed
.trom. vithout and set out to rectifJ' the exploitive aspects
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People's Party
Government

Figure III. F.P.U. Attempt to reshape
Old Economy, 1910 -
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it envisaged.

Through

exeapl81'1 self-discipline and

perseverance they intended to bend the old economy to tit
their collective image. They were out to save the long
standing political integrity or the North and represented,
on the eve of World War I, a formidable collective
adversary to the People's Party government in St. John' a.
The long standing political struggle between the old economy
and the new reached new proportions.

The outcome of the

struggle nov rested in the hands ot the two

ma~or

opposing

labour forces of the Island.
Three distinct views, then, shaped public political
opinion during the period.

The first 1 the old economy model

was more a W81 ot lite than a political movement.

At most,

a network of loosely knit semi-independent economic modules,
it found great difficulty in politically articulating a
position of general credibility UDder incessant pressure.
The old system, despite its general public
mid-century, was by the 1890's in need of

acce~tance

intfi~.'Z18l

at

reforms,

although it still kept a strong following of faithful
adherents throughout the period.
T.he spokesmen ot the new critical model polarized
the electorate into political action.

They presentod not

only an alternative view of what society might be in direct
appeal to an Urban population w1th grov:l.Dg expectations but in addition, fortified this position with a somewhat
cynical and distorted picture of what that old rural society
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had been like.

The .tact that little more thaD hal.f the

IslaDd

validated this position in the election

publicl~

1909 - and principall)' they vera voters
the Avalon Peninsula - suggests that

o:t St .,

possibl~

o~

John' a and
the doctrine

ot the new econoJQ could stand a more thorough historical
examination.

Certei nl y, its critical assessment o:t

llew.toundland' s past is highly suspect.
Compounding the problems inherent in trying to
unravel historical tact from .fiction is
the actions of the third group, the

J.P.u.

On the surface,

the P .P.U. 1 s willingness to publicly validate certain
tenets found in the new critical model would suggest, by
implication, the historical validity of that model.

The

fishermen as a class were, however, no longer viewed as
the chosen labour force of the Island.

Instead, they had

become a competing pressure group who supported the old
econoJII1 position. It was as much out o:t necessity aa
conviction that the P'.P.U. vas organized in the manner it
vas.

It managed to shift the control ot the traditional

politica1 power base o:t the old economy from St. John1 s to
the Borth.

It vas only then that it could hope to apply

effective political

~ressure

ot St. John's, Jll8Dl ot

vh":!

on the old political forces

vet"e nov hopelessly co-mingled

vith new economy (People's Party) spokesmen.

Whatever

class interpretation one might wish to apply to this long
social struggle which started in earnest in the 1880's 8D4
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was not

~et

e:t:.tectivel~ resolved as late as 19141 one should

not overlook the intra-class aspects o.t that struggle.

'Bor

what started out as a battle of opposing elites, ended in a
victory o:t: one section of the labouring class over another.
But the victory of the People 1 s Party was less a victory
over merchants, as tradition has it, and more a victor.y
over people.

:It was the :t:ishermen, not the merchants, who

lost out.
In examining occupation in relation to political

participation, the first question which arises is just how
many adult males would have been eligible .tor Bouse
membership in any given district as de:t:ined by the
occupation variable alone?
percentages of adult
have quali:t:ied.

~es

Tables 5:1 through 5:5 show the
in the :t:ive Regions who would

With the exception of the Treaty Shore,

these percentages are given .tor

t~e

periods in time.

Table 5:1 deals vith the Northern Region.

As the

table shows, the Northern Districts had few residents
durinfi the period whose occupations were congruent with those
of members of the House.

The Districts were

primaril~

fishing districts and the censuses indicate that up through
1884 at least, the overwhelming majori ~ of males (and womell
and cbj.ldren) were engaged in the catching 8Dd curing of

fish.

Local merchants and traders as well as mechanics were

the two occupational categories corresponding with those o:t:
House membership, although mechanics

mat,., few appearances

'i'ABLB 5:1

liOR'l'BBRN REGIOJIAL MALE POPULATION FITTING OCCUPATIONAL CA'l'BGORIBS

FOUBD IR HOUSE, 1855-1914*
(Percent)

'tWi11inqate

!!ll

~

ill!

2.0 (61)

11.0 (374)

22.4 (1373)

Pogo

Bo:naviata

5.4 (114)

'l.'rinity

3.8 (92)

6.5 (104)

10.1 (242)

8.4 (335)

12.2 (795)

10.3 (447)

15.0 (869)

• .Adult male population ti~a were coapiled from Census aoclal age categories.
·Bracketed DUilbera, i.e. (61) tor Trilli.Dgate, give the total DUilber of e4ult
•ales in each district who were eligible for Bouse aemberahip b7 reason of
occupation. J'or 1857 1 thereforeL ~of the adult 118l.e population were
eligible for houae aeaberahip. ml.s increases to 22.4,-b7 1911.

w

=

l\:)
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in the House prior to 1890.

!rhe relative gains 8h011Z1 b;,y

1911 cue primaril,. from the increase in the n\Diber of
mechaD.ice 1n each district after 1884.

In addition, the

numbers of teachers, civil ael"V8llts, and ofrice workers
markedly increased during that sue period.

1911 only

~llingate

shows better than

~

But as late as

ot its male

population engaged in Occupations corresponding to
occupational categories found among House members.
Occupational
categories, as i1l the north, are built almost totally
around a fishing econo1111 until 1884.

There are noticeable

shifts in occupational categories after that time.

The

unusually high number of Harbor Main rarmers, the most
heavily cultivated district on the Island, accounts for the
District • s high percentage figures during the period.

Again,

it is merchants and traders and mechanics Who dominate the
percentages in the rirst two periods with sizeable iacreaaes
in the number of mechanics by the 1911 period.

ftost of the

male labour torce was engaged in catching and curing through
the 1884 period.

B;,y 1911, however, better than 1200

Conception Bay residents had switched &W81 from the fisherJ
e4 were actively ensaged in mining.

Carbonear and Harbor

Grace underwent population declines during the same 1884-1911
period which probabl: intlated their 1911 percentage totals
somewhat.

Carbonear representation reu.ined lc tJal throughout

the period, and it came almost exclusively from a small

'l'ABLB 5z2

COliCBPi'IOll BAY REGIONAL MALB POPULATION FITTING OCCUPATIOl!fAL CAHGORIBS
POUBD XN THB HOUSE, 1855-1914

(Percent)

1857

~

1911

Bay-de-Verde

o.8 (13)

&.1 (130)

11.8 (335)

Carbonear

8.3 (107)

13.2 (206)

28.9 (421)

Harbor Grace

9.2 (234)

17.3 (632)

31.2 (1013)

Port-de-Grave

10.7 (169)

9.1 (198)

Harbor Ha:ln

39.3 (510)

30.8 (664)

19.4 (394)
45.1 (1234)

w

0

~
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resident merchant class.
represented

1.~

In 185?, tor instance, this group

of the total adult male population and by

18811-, aerchants represented 2.<»' of the adult male population,
~e

re1ative11 large 1911 percentage of the potentially

eligible male population

(28.~)

loses its significance

somewhat when it is realized that actual Bouse membership
came exclusivel)' from the merchant class categorJ, or a
group representing at that time

3.~

of the total adult male

population.
Table 5:3 looks at the urban Region of St. John's.
Host noticeable, of course, is the urban character flf St.
John's itself.

Bot only are the percentages of the

occupationally eligible higher than in the rural districts,
they are also present in large numbers.

Urban mechanics,

for instance, account for better than halt ot the percentages
shown for 185'7 and 1884 1 aDd nearly half for 1911.

Since

St. John's was the seat of government, this in turn would
tend to work in favor of the large occupational pressure
groups vithin St. John's i tselt.

The preaence ot a well

organized Mechanics Society in St. John's, for instance,
did

eventuall~

insure some mechanic representation in the

House ot Assembly.

Representation tended to stem from

within their own organization, giving them a decided
political advantage over rural mechanics scattered throughout the Island.

The provincial character of St. John's

societ, extended into the working class sectionG and it is

TABLB 5s3

S'l'. JOIDT'S MALE POPULATION PiftiNG OCCUPATIOB'AL CATBCIORIBS

POURD IH TBB HOUSE, 1855-1914
(Percent)
1857

!.U!

.!!!!.

St. John'• Eaat

36.9 (1569)

48.7 (2705)

61.2 (3990)

st. John'• 1feat

32.5 (1073)

47.5 (1810)

63.8 (3501)

~
0)

0)
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not surprising to find urban mechanics expressing little
sense of occupational identit1 with rural
their area.

mec~cs

outside

St. John's was where everything happened, and

on this point the merchant elite and the urban working
class were in .tull agreement. But the large numbers of
mechanics and labourers in St. John's did have an ultimate
effect in directing the Island's course to~ new economic
goals. 1 These grou~s were much more likely to see validit:
in the critical model of the old

the spokasmen of the new.

econo~

as sponsored by

The eventual partial victory of

the new econom1 over the old is a graphic demonstration of
the weight or numbers in modern parliamentar.y politics.
The presence or a large urban labour force, for the most
part, non-union (hence, unmanageable in the sense of

tod~)

caused real concern among politicians in the late
nineteenth century.

It is difficult toda;y to appreciate

tully the tears that gripped some of the traditional
politicians in the 1890's. 2 This male labour force had

-----1·---------------------

1 This does mean that 'Labour• - as it is called
today - was unanimously behind economic change. Pl.'obably
the highly skilled artisan class; the coopers, blacksmiths,
sail makers - those who made their 11viDg trom providing
services to the old fisher.y econo~ were as adamantly
against the new changes as were some merchants and most of
the rural population.
2A contemporary analogy might be, s~, a sudden influx of a sizeable vocal minority of Cree Ind1ans into the
Caaadian Bouse of CoJIIIlons who could not be counted on to
abide by the old House rules and who suddenly might view all
of the little nuances of gesture and reaction that make
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been granted universal suffrage in 1890 1 and it arrived on
the political scene with no identification with the past.
The oDl.y thing predictable about this group was its
1manimous expectancy of a bright tuture.

The tuture 1 not

the past, became the main thrust of Newfoundland politics
atter 1890.
Another urban. occupational group which had a great
deal of influence in shaping the political direction ot the
Island was the St. John's lawyers.

Small in number, the

group came into political significance during the last
third of the nineteenth century.

St. John's ld.intained a

virtual legal monopoly3 on the entire Isls.nd.

Through

the

SJStem ot articling, the Law Society could administer
effective quality and quantity control over all potential
members of the profession, and in addition, the practice
gave the legal profession a powerful weapon ot patronage
not extended to members of other professions. A lav.yerpolitic ian vas able to curry direct favor from an
Canadian politics reassuringly predictable as triviality
end window dressing. Such was the potential problem that
faced the politicians or the 1890's. Their tears were
largely unwarranted, however. For the People's Fart.1
government - v~atever it lacked in merit - Should be
credited with taming the people.

3In 1911, there were no lawyers residing outside
St. John's. ~ere had been several in Harbor Grace and one
in Placentia earlier in the Dineteenth century 9 however.
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i~luential

family accepting into his office a son as a

clerk-trainee.

Cross denominational legal instruction also

enhanced a political career.

An

Ang1ican lawyer who took

in a young Catholic law clerk into his office was bound to

win public approval for his actions. 4 This strategy also
gave law firms a certain flexibility in elections in which
there were issues Vith sectarian overtones.

In general

then, w1th the relatively large mass of working class
centered in St. John's and with the monopolistic control of
all Island legal activities also centered in that city, St.
John's had decided and unique political advantages not
enjoyed by other towns on the Island.

Responses to economic

and social problems were probably viewed in the House in an

urban context first.

This was the immediate and most

sensitive political area.

Their possible impact on rural

districts was secondary and of less general concern.

As

government grew. rapidly a!ter the 1890 • s, St. John • a
merely compounded its political advantage over the rest

or

the Island.
Table 5:4 studies the Southern Shore and South
Coast Region.

The 1911 percentages are the lowest of all

...
4 James s. Vinter an Anglican, trained Edward P.
Morris, a Catholic. Whatever his plans tor Morris, the
gesture did not hurt Vinter in his native District of Burin
(from which he ~ly ran) with its sizeable Catholic
];X)pulation. There are numerous examples ot cross ~Domination
deference in law firms.

TABLE Sz4
SOU'lBERB SHORE Aim SOUTH COAST REGIONAL MALE POPULA'l'IOR FITTING
OCCUPATIONAL

CA\~GORIBS

FOUND IR THE HOUSE, 1855-1914

(Percent)

ill1

1884

1911

Ferry1and

2.1 (29)

6. 7 (121)

13.1 (222)

Placentia and st. Mary •a

7.5 (157)

9.0 (266)

11.8 (508)

Burin

3.3 ( 77)

7.6 (159)

19.1 (563)

Fortune Bay

3.3 (32)

9.7 (170)

13.3 (352)

Burqeo and LaPoi1e

5.0 (40)

12.7 (194)

14.8 ( 311·i)

Colo)

"

Q
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Regions on the Island.

There was little thruat toward

economic change on the south coast, hence little change in
the traditional occupational structure.

MOst noticeable is

the lack of growth in the number or mechanics as compared
with other Regions of the Island. Burin's particular
advantage over other surround:f.ng districts is in the area
of mechanics 1 office and shop workers.
civil servants increase in all areas.
Mary~

Teachers and resident
Placentia and St.

show the largest increase in civil servants (86 local

civil servants by 1911) and Ferr.1land the smallest number
(47).

With most of the new attempts at economic expansion

following the Northerly arc of the railtra;v, it is not
surprising that the Southern Shore and South Coast
districts lagged behind during the 1884-1911 period.

One

of the campaign pledges of the People's Party promised to
rectify that situation.
Table 5:5 examines the Treaty Shore Districts.
The two districts were 1 rst represented in the House in
1882.

The

ma~or

difference in percentages stems from the

number of farmers found in the Codro;y Valley (St. George's).
Bearly half of the st. George's percentage of 1911
represents the farmer occupational class.

In addition,

mechanics, office and shop workers increase more rapidly in
the more heavily populated district of St. George's.
largest single occupational group of the

~olitically

The
eligible

TABLB 5:5
TRBA'l'Y SHORB RBGIOBAL MALE POPULATIOB FJ:ftiNG OCCUPD!reliUIL CA"l'BGORXES

IN THE HOUSE, 1882-1914
(Percent)

St. Georqe•s

st.

Barbe

~

!lli

16.6 (259)

29.1 (847)

3.4 (52)

10.2 (277)

~

-..1

~
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class

o~

St. Barbe is civil servants; eighty-two by 1911.

Oivil servants (80) rank fourth among the eligible categories
in St. George's.
The tables suggest that

i~

occupation alone were

considered as the chief concern in candidate selection, then
St. John • s would still have had some geographic advantage
over the rest ot the Island during the 1855-1914 period.
It was, first of all, the seat of government and the
economic denominational and educational headquarters of the
Island.

As the largest urban center, the city consistently

produced a tar larger percentage ot potential occupationally
eligible candidates than the rural communities.

With the

possible exception of several Conception BQ1 districts,
this seemed to be generally recognized by the Island as a
whole.

Rural districts seemed willing to sacrifice local

residential preference in candidates, for those with St.
John's residency.

A St. John's candidate had the additional

advantage of selling himself to an outport constituency e.s
a tull-time urban lobb:rist - another advantage over,

SeQ',

an outport merchant who spent only several month3 a year in
St. John's.
of talent.

In addition, the outports experienced a drain

There vas a great deal of horizontal - as well

as vertical - mobility in nineteenth centur.y Newfoundland
society.

OVer one-third of the

me~~ers

of the House

o~

Assembly had been born in outport ·· >J:~ties. 5 Young men

5see Chapter II, Table 2:5.
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came from outport communi ties tor schooling or to the
commercial firms ot St. John • s for training and empl.o1JD.ent.
Some, politically motivated, went on as St. John's residents
to represent the districts in which they had been born and
raised.
~e

two most politically influential occupational

groups on the Island were the commercial class and the
professionals.

They were certainly the most numerously

active of all occupational groups of the period.

The

aggregate table in Chapter 2, (Table 2: 12), places
commercial participation in the Bouse at
representation.

41.~

of total

The professionals, a group dominated by

the legal profession, represented something less than onethird

(29.~)

of total House membership tor the period.

two groups together contributed

71.1~

The

of total House

membership for thc1 1855-1914 period.
Tables 5:6 through 5:10 look at the five Regions ot
the Island with special attention paid to two important
occupational groups, Merchants and Lawyers, some of whom
left lasting
thinking.

~ints

on contempor&Z7 Island political

The tables represent evidence ot a pattern of

direct impact that these two important occupational groups
~d

on Nowtoundland Regional Districts.

The samples are

totals ot the individual members who appeared for each
district during the period and do not account tor the
number of times an individual member vas returned.
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Table 5:6 looks at the !lorthern Begion.

The

class categor, includes both general and commission

•~rchant
me~hants

vith the former - the generally recognised most

prestigious group - accounting for
representation.

75% ot total merchant

The Lawyer group accounts for

~

ot total

professional representation and 20.3% (48) of total House
membership.

Only Trinity, Bonavista (and Fogo), therefore,

approach merchant representation nearly comparable to the
aggregate percentage (41.9%) found in the House ot Assembly.
Twillingate reflects a higher percentage ot Lawyers than is
found in the aggregate House total (20.3").
inspection ot the tables

sugges~s,

Regional Districts show a
representation.

Merchants

A visual

however, that the Northern

consist~ent
domina,~e

pattern of occupational
as a single occupational

group with law,ye~s second. 6 ~or the' most part, the North-em
Districts follow the total House percentages.
Table 5:7 looks at the Conception Bay Region.

Bay-

de-Verde, Oarbonear, and Harbor Grace merchant percentages
are higher than those found in the total House membership.
Most are local B81 merchants during the first halt of the
period under study, with some districts gradually shitting
to St. John's resident merchant representation after that
6Even in Bonavista, with its lar e •other' category
(15), Lawyers an second to merchants. S1osest to Lav.yers
are: Captains (3)• Store Managers (3) and Journalists {2);
Civil Servants (2j; and five other occupational categories
with one each.

i'ABLE 5z6
RO'l'l'HERR RBGIOBAL IImiVIDUAL MBMBBRSBIP BY OCCtJPA'l'IOH

DURXBG THE PERZOD, 1855-1914

(Percent)
Tvi11ingate

!:!5!!

Bonaviata

i'rinity

Merchanta

26.3 (5)

50.0 (2)

32.1 (9)

39.3 (11)

Lawyera

31.6 (6)

(0)

14.3 (4)

21.4 (6)

Other

42 ,.. 1 (8)

50.0 (2)

53.6 (15)

39.3 (11)

(19)

(4)

(28)

(28)

(1)

(0)

(0)

(2)

M.D.

w
~

=

'l'ABLB 5:7
COBCEPHOJ!I' BAY RBGIOJ!I' IlmiVJ:DUAL IIBMBBRSHIP BY OCCUPAftOJ!I'

DURING TBBPBBRIOD, 1855-1914

(Percent)
i·il len. nt

Bay-de-Verde

carbonear

Harbor Gr,!!t'!_

Port-de-Grave

Harbor Main

Merchant

70.6 (12)

83.3 (5)

52.4 (11)

33.3 (4)

20.0 (3)

Lawyer

11.7 (2)

(0)

19.0 (4)

16.7 (2)

20.0 (3)

Other

17.6 (3)

16.7 (1)

28.6 (6)

50.0 (6)

60.0 (9)

M.D.

-

-

(17)

(6)

121)

(12)

(0)

(0)

(1)

(0)

I

(15)

(0)

c..,
~

"
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time.

Oarbonear, however, with the highest merchant total,

continued with local resident merchants throughout the
entire period. Lawyer representation was near, it somewhat
lower than, the legal profession percentages found in the
House. Only Port-de-Grave and Harbor Main 'other'
categories approach
and

ma~ority

proportions;

~tor

the former,

60% for the latter.? Merchant representation patterns

were not consistent throughout the Bay during the period.
The table strongly suggests that political needs and
representation varied considerably on Conception Bay.

A

more satisfying explanation could onl;y be .f'ound in a closer
examination of the old Bay tisher,y itself, its eventual
collapse, and how the various districts of the Bay
to that change.

ad~usted

ProbabJ.7 in no other Region of the Island

did certain districts feel the immediate positive and

negative impacts of the introduction

~f

the railway as did

?In Port-de-Grave, in addition to the merchant and
lawyer categories, there were: Captains (3~ aDd Store
~era (3). In Harbor Main there were: .t'l.anter-fisherman
(4) - the largest single category for the district! with
all appearing before 1889 - and tive other categor es vi th
one each represented; including one teacher and one oivil
servant. Harbor ~n tell under the political tutelage of
St. John's Vest during the latter period. It is one of
the ironies of politics that as St. John9 s Vest struggled
for political sel.f'-autonQm1, it was at the expense of other
districts.
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those along Conception
representation on the

'rhe variations :ln inter-district

B~.

B~

suggest varied responses to this

impact.
Table 5:8 looks at the two urban districts of St.

John's. !he urban occupational representation patterns are
not unlike the outport pattel"ns already studied.

The tact

that St. John's politics took on a special intensity and
character is due more to its proXimity to government and
the city's support of en emotionally competetive press.

The high percentage of merchants returned tor

st.

John's

West is partly due to economic considerations. They were,
ror the most part, 1arge employers o:t West End Labour, and
denominational preference was often waived as a consideration
in returning these merchants.

St. John's East lawyer

representation, on the other hand, tended (with one
exception) to be Catholic.

It was maintained at a higher

percentage level in the district than was found in the total
House lawyer percentages. 8 In St. John's East, six members

~early all lav;yers for the Island resided in St.
John's East. In 1884, there were 32 lawyers residing there;
only 5 in St. John' s Vest. By 1911, there were 39 lav.yers
living in St. John's East, only 7 in St. John's West. St.
John •s Vest tended to get a lot of poli tica1 mileage out ot
their lawyers, however. Edward P. Morris - admittedly an
exception - was :t"eturned nine consecutive times tor the
St. John's West district during the period under study.

TABLK 5:8

'

S'l'. JOHJ!I•S :I!ID:IVJ:DUAL MEMBERSHIP BY OCCUPA'l'XO!l

.

DURING TBB PERIOD, 1855-1914
{Percent)

st. John'• Bast

St. John'• West

Merchant

36.8 (7)

so.o

Lawyer•

31.6 (6)

18.2 (4)

Other

31.6 (6)

31.8 (7)

M.D.

(11)

(19)

{22)

(0)

(1)

~

00
Q
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represented occupational categories other than merchant and
la1qer; with no more than one member per category. 9

In

St. John's Vest, the seven 'Other• members included two
teachers and five representatives of five different
occupational categories. 10
Table 5:9 examines the Southern Shore and South
Coast districts.

Only in Burin is direct merchant

representation found at a higher percentage
the aggregate House representation (41.9%).

(5?.~)

than

In three or

the remaining four districts it is slightly below that
average.
the

Lawyer represent at ion is maintained at roughly

aggrega~e

House percentage of legal representation

(20.3%), and only in Portune and Burgeo and LaPoile - small

isolated south coast districts - does legal representation
exceed the aggregate Bouse of Assembl3' percentage.

In

Placentia and St. Har;y' s 'other• occupational representation
reached the highest percentage

(41.4~)

in the Region.

These indluded three fishermen-planters (all appearing in
the Bouse before 1890), two civil servants, two teachers,
two store managers, and three others.ll In Pereyland

9st. John's East 'Other' representation: Journalist

(1); Captain (1); Druggist (1); Otfice Manager
tradesman (1); and Farmer (l).

(1);

10st. John's Vest 'other' representation; Teachers
(2); Industrio.liat (1); Oa:Qtain (1); Civil Se:r.vant (1);
tradeSDl81l. (1); and Farmer (1).

Burveyort~~e others; tradesman (Printer) (1); Captain (1);
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District, •other• occupational representation included three
tradesmen and members from two additional occupational
categories. 12 Regional occupational representation patterns
were fairly consistent throughout the different Districts
for the period under study, despite markedly different
denominational patterns throughout the region.

Once more,

the regional occupational patterns ot the South var,y little
from the Northern Regional patterns already presented
(Table 5:6).

The North and South, with their unique

ideological, distinct denominational preferences, their
economic and environmental differences,

no~letheless,

seemed

to select representatives with more or less the same
occupational qualifications.
Table 5:10 looks at the Treaty Shore.

Lawyer

representation vas substantially higher on the Treaty Shore
than the aggregate House percentage during the period.

The

districts were a late nineteenth century legal creation - a
product of the efforts of the first 'Whitevay government and it would be quite reasonable to assume that there were
many

long range legal concerns vith regard to their creation.

The Treaty Shore issue vas still an unresolved concern at
the turn of the century and the districts, particularly St.
George's w1th its large French speaking population,
12m Fe~land these were: a Journalist (1); and a
store manager (1).

TABLE 5:10
TRBA'l'Y SHORE REGIONAL INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIP BY OCCUPATION
D~HG

T.HB PERIOD, 1882-1914

(Percent)
St. Barbe

St. George'•

Merchant

40.0 (2)

16.7 (1)

Lawyer

40.0 (2)

66.7 (4)

Other

20.0 (1)

16.7 (1)

(5)

(6)

(0)

(0)

M.D.

c,
00
~
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probably became patterned to legal representation.
Tables 5:6 through 5: 10 raise several important
points.

It is understandable that merchants and lawyers

played an important and influential part in Newtoundland
politics during the 1855-1914 period.

Fourteen of the

fifteen Island premiers of the period came from these two
important occupational categories. 1 ~

But in looking at the

Island as a whole, there is little evidence that the
maJority of the districts were particularly over-burdened
with direct merchant representation during the period.
only six districts

(33.~)

In

did merchant representation reach

fifty percent or more of district membership.

Three of

those districts with highest merchant representation were
on Conception Bay (5:?) and :for the most part, were free or
St. John's domination for half the period under study.
Carbonear, the highest merchant-represented district on the
Island (83.3%), retained local resident representation
tbroughout the entire period.

Basing an lcypothesis on

evidence presented thus .tar, one can suggest that, contrary
to popular myth, the nineteenth century Newfoundland
political system was not hopelessly infested with direct
fish merchant domination.

The

~th

more than likely arose

out ot late nineteenth cent111"1 political thinking as

l;The exception was Robert Bond rentier and
gentleman farmer. But even Bond was no! ignorant of the
law; he had been a law student.
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suggested ee.rlier in this chapter.

The same seems to be

true of lawyers, the other most important occupational group
on the Island.

In only six districts

(33.3%) are lawyer

representatives found in excess of aggregate House
percentages.

There is Twillingate in the North (31.6%),

St. John's East (31.6%), and the tour districte of the
South Coast and Treaty Shore. 14 The two major occupational
categories are distributed more or less evenly across the
Island.

The urban districts of St. John's show the same

general patterns of the rural districts during the period.
Lawyer representation seems highest (by percentage) in the
'underdeveloped'
Shore.

distri~ts

of the South Coast and Treaty

Regardless of the unique end special problems

i.Ddividual Regions had within the political process, each

seemed, as suggested by the tables, to have selected
candidates in the same proportion from more or less the
same occupational backgrounds to attempt to solve these
problems.
Table 5:11 looks at total House occupational
representation in two periods of time.

Its purpose is to

see whether any noticeable changes occur in memberShip
occupations as the Island shifts from the fishery economy
of the earlier period toward new economic emphasis in the
second.

and

The table indicates some decline in merchant

l4percentage of Lawyers: Fortune Bay, 33.3~; B~seo
LaPoile, 33.3%; St. Barbe, 40.~; St. George's, 66.7".

TABLE 5:11
OCCUPATIONS OF MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY

IN TWO PERIODS OF TIME
(Percent)
1855-1884

1885-1914

Merchants

47.2 (58)

35.6 (42)

Professionals

32.5 (40)

34.6 (41)

8.2 (10)

17.7 (21)

12.3 (15)

11.8 (14)

Non-manual
Manual

(123)

(118)

~

00
~
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representation during the 1885-1914 period with a corresponding rise in non-manual(managerial and clerical)
repres~ntation.

Professional representation stays the same

in both periods, as does representation in the manual
labouring class.

The majority in the latter were self-

employed, though a few manual wage labourers were to be
found in the House.

There were also some shifts in merchant

representation during the two periods.

Of the fitty-eight

merchants in the first period, twenty were outport merchants
while thirty-eight were St. John's residents.

During the

second period, outport merchant representation holds at
seventeen, while St. John's merchant representation
decreases to twenty-five, 66% of the 1855-1884 St. John's
total.

In addition, many new !ish merchants appear in the

House a:tter the start of the twentieth century. The newly
successful had been in a position to take advantage of the
vacuum created by old merchant retrenchment in the nineties.
They tended to side with the people against the old merchants
and generally stood in favor of the new economy, with some
eventually finding important positions in the People's
Party organization.
The

~oat

noticeable change in occupational class

categories, however, was in the non-manual managerial
class.

'While their numbers were still small, their

percentage of representation nonetheless doubled during the
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1885-1914 period. But over all, even with changes in the
merchant community representation

and

a rise among non-

manual workers, the general occupational class breakdowns
remain essentially the same for both periods.
Tabls 5:12 tests this hypothesis in time.

It looks

at changes in Lawyer-Merchant class representation in the
House in two time periods.

representation,

Mel.~hant

fifty-eight in the earlier period, declines somewhat to a
total of forty-two in the latter.

Lawyer representation,

twenty-three in the first period, increases in number during
the second, showing a total or twenty-eight.

The hypothesis,

that "there was no significant change in merchant-lawyer
relationships in the

H~use

in two periods ot time• was

tested and the findings indicate that the hypothesis should
be retained. l5

The visual changes in merchant-lawyer

representation in the House, while noticeable, were, nonetheless, statistically insignificant.
In looking at the House as a whola, Table 5:13 shows

relationships among merchants, protessionals and others,
again, during two periods in time.

During the 1885-1914

period, the 'other' category (non-mel'\)hant, non-professional
membership) shows a slight rise in total representation,
1 5x2 • 2.294. With 1 d.f., 1f. is only statistically
significant at the ~ level, suggesting the hypothesis be
retained.

TABLE 5:12
MERCHANT - LAWYER REPRESEN'.rATIOJ!l Il!l HOUSE

I!T 'l'WO PERIODS OF TIME

1885-1884

.

1885-1914

Total

Merchants

58

42

100

Lawyers

23

28

51

Total

81

70

151

~
~

Q

TABLE 5:13
'l'BREE-GROUP TOTAL RBPRESENTATl:ON l:N HOUSE

IN TWO PERIODS OF TIME

1855-1884

1885-1914

Total

Merchanta

58

42

100

Profeaaiona

35

34

69

Other

30

42

72

Total

123

120

243

~

co

..-
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moving .trom third p1ace in the earlier period into a tie
with merchants as one ot the two most numerous categories.
Professionals, second in number in the first period 1 move to
third in the latter period.
was no significant

c~hange

The hy-pothesis, that "there

in merchant, protessional 1 and

'Other' representation in the House in two periods o! time" 1
was tested, and the .finding.a indicate the lzypothesis should
be retained. 16 Generally then, despite the dynamic social
and economic change1 ? taking place on the Is1and during
the 1885-1914 period, the test hypotheses suggest that the
occupational and class structure of' the House of Assembly,
the elective body, remained 1 f'or the most part, the same
for both periods. The movement from a traditional economy
toward a more modern structure did not seriously disrupt
traditional occupational representation patterns in the
Rouse.

The politica1 victory

ot the new econom;y over the

With 2 d.t., ~ is significant at the
almost at the ~level.

z2 • 4.488.

16

~level and

1 7Again, it can not be overstressed the d;ynamic
impact the introduction ot the railway econo11;7 had on

nineteenth century Newfoundland society. It is dif'.ticul t
today 1 even to begin to appreciate that tact. An analogy
could be made - a ~othetical on0 - which might help to
understand the fundamental significance ot the railway
impact. Supposing today at Come By Chance, instead ot an
oil re.tine17, there vas a missile launching center. Collected around that center were a group of Island technocrats,
bureaucrats governmental officials and a smal.l group ot
suspicious looking • foreigners 1 who proposed to conduct
certain space experiments in semi-secrecy which the rest of

3!13

old - the mythical. victory ot the people over the merchant
class - appears to be more the simple transfer of power
from one group to another, vi th both groups having more or
less comparable occupational status. 18
In turning to the Executive Council, it can in

general be said that its membership was made up ot ti ve to
ten members drawn almost exclusively from elected House
membership after each general election. 19 The Executive
Council was the government, corresponding to the Cabinet
today. It included the premier and the important
government portfolios of the

d~.

Table 5: 14 looks at the occupational structure of
this body in two periods in time, in an effort to see any
occupational changes that might have occurred wi.thin that
chamber, and also to compare the Executive Council
occupational structure vi th that

or

the Bouse of Assembly.

the :Island were supposed to pay for, and yet had only vaguely
rumored notions as to the project's ultimate aims. Tom~
peopl~~t, the whole atfair would seem. quite ominous. This is
similar in some ways to the traumatic social impact of the
railw~ in the nineteenth century.

~en in the lr.P.U. movement, with its class struggle
overtones, there vas as much an anti-urban movement as there
was ~thing else. But even here many of the F.P.U. members
entered the House of Assembly in i913 - despite their backgrounds - as •store managers' tor the J.P.U., a time honoured
occupational House membership category that dates back to
the ~irst responsible government House in 1855.
1

19Actually there were six (of seventy members) who
were appointed to ~he Ezecutive Council .trom the Legialati ve
Council and who never held elected office during the period.

TABLE

5~14

OCCUPATIONS OF MEMBERS OF 'l'HE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
IN TWO PERIODS OF TIME

(Percent:)

1855-1884

1885-1914

Merchant:.s

47.1 (25)

36.3 (24)

Professionals

35.9 (19)

38.4 (26)

Hon-aanual

17.0 (9)

22.8 (15)

Mallual

(0)

(53)

1.5 (1)

(66)

~
<::!)
~
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The table sugg1ests that merchant representation stayed at
approximately ,t:he same number in both per:f.ods (though the
percentage declines) and that professional and non-manual
worker represeiLtation increased.

The important occupational

categories ot Nerchants and Professionals dominated Executive
Council represe,ntation in both periods.

Their percentages,

in addition, corresponded roughly with the percentages of
the seme categories tound in the Hr,use of Assembly (Table
5:11 in the two periods.

in House and

Ex~ecuti ve

The on1y noticeable ditterences

occupational representation is, of

course, the abs,!nce ot manual labour
Executive .1 which was about 12%
the

co~·esponding

time periods.

o~

represen~~ation

in the

House representation tor
The tables suggest that

while manual labour occupations f'ound their way into the
elected House

o1~

Assembly, they were barred !rom holding

portfolios. Noilt-manual occupational representation, on the
other hand, wo\Ud seem to be slightly over-represented on
the Executive in relation to House membarship, though
admittedly, the percentage ditf'erences are mnall.

It is

obvious, however, that non-manual workers had an advantage
in obtaining

Eze,~utive

port.tolios over their fellow workers

in the manual cltlSs.
The two chambers, however, shoved markedly similar
overall occups.tie>nal patterns.

Table 5:15 tests tbis

lqpothesis. The lcypothesis, that "there was no significant

TABLE 5:15

OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE OF EXECtrriVE COUliJCIL

AND THE BOUSE, 1855-1914
Merchant•

Executive

Professional a

Other

Total

29

25

15

69

Bouae

100

69

72

241

Total

129

94

87

310

~

co
c:::r.>
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difference in the general occupational structure of the
Executive Council and the House of Assembly" , vas tested and
the findings suggest that the ~othesis be retained. 20 A
composite of fifteen governments over sixty years time
produced occupational patterns that corresponded with House
representation tor the same period.
In looking at the EXecutive Council itself, it is

seen that there is a certain intrQ-Couneil equilibrium
between Merchant-Lawyer representation in two periods of
time.

Table 5:16 shows this relationship. There is only a

slight shift which produces a lawyer majority representation
during the second period.

The hypothesis, that "there was

no significant change between Merchant and Lawyer
representation in two periods in time", was tested and the
findings suggest that the hypothesis be retained. 21
Lawyers in government were as much a part of the old fishing
economy

gove~ents

as in the new economy governments

later in the century.

Impressionistic evidence suggests

that Lawyers were able to play a much more flexible and
influential role during the second period, however.
20-i'- • 2.289. With a 2 d.t.
1
only at the ~ level.

7?-

is significant

21x2 • 1.012. With 1 d.t. x2 is significant only
at the ~ level and nearly signitlcant at the 70% level.

TABLE 5:16
MBRCHAR'l' - LAWYER REPRESEN'l'ATION IN '.rHE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
Illl TWO PERIODS OF TIME

1855-1884

1885-1914

Total

Merchant•

25

24

49

Lawyer•

17

25

42

Total

42

49

91

c..,
~

ao
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Unlike a successful merchant, a lawyer's position in
nineteenth century Newtoundland society was somewhat
ambiguous.

Some were even viewed by society with open

suspicion.

Tocque suggests that the attainment of a bar

certificate did not necessarily ensure one's acceptance
into the elite community. 22 In addition, a caretul
analysis ot membership in the Law Society ot Newfoundland2 3
with emphasis on comparing those who were readily accepted
by that society as against those who had passed the bar

but were either black-balled or were accepted years atter
bar acceptance, would make an interesting studj' in political

and professional intrigue and nineteenth centur, social
snobbery.
Lawyers, however, were not so readily found in the
Legislative Council t an appointive body, quite similar in
maxcy respects to the present dtQ' Canadian Senate.

In the

nineteenth century, the Legislative Council suffered from
what, in political circles
'poor press coverage' •

tod~,

would be described as

They bad been the main target group

22Tocque: Newfoundland, 187?, p. 86.

2 3Ldsts ot Hembers and dates ot entry since 18~
are in. Rules for Law Socieb of B'evtoUD.dland Robinson &:.
Co., St. 3olih 1s, 1918. :uaracceptances are :In The Rozal
Gazette.
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in the thrust tor responsible government and - despite the

fact that the old civil servants had been retired and the
new Council members bad been appointed from an apprt)ved
list prepared by the responsible government party - the old
image continued to haunt some popular minds.

Certain

journalists in town, particularly Robert J. Parsons, Sr., 24
proprietor ot The Patriot, carried the old pre-1855
responsible government battle well into the second half of
the nineteenth century. Council members did have, however,
certain tactical devices which, when they were not in
agreement with a gover.nmental party, they were ·not in the .l east
inhibited in wielding into action.

Appeals to the governor,

amendments, revisions 1 independent studies, a1ternative
legislation initiated in Council (or non-supply issues),
were all labyrinthine manoeuvres open to Council. While
most
~

or

its actions can be easily justified, it was not in

sense a neutral political body.

earried high honouri.t'ic statue.

Position in Council

Members sat, technically,

'at the convenience of the Queen' , but in reality, they
were there because ot patronage appointment.

Often, they

had been granted the position by the incumbent premier

(with the governor's approval) tor either past services

-----------------------------------------------------24
Parsons, an avid pro-responsibl.e govel'llJilent
Journalist, vas a two-time member or the old House of
Assembly and a seven-time membsr in the post-1855 period;
from St. J'ohn • s East.
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rendered, or anticipator: support.

Over

50% of Council

members had experience in government outside of Council.
Table

5:17 shows Legislative Council members•

political experience.

Forty-eight percent of Legislative

Council members were appointed directly from the business
community and had no active experience in the other two
chambers of government.

Twenty-one percent of the members

had also sat in the House of Assembly.

An additional

twenty-one percent had appeared in both the House and the
Executive, while eight percent had appeared in the Executive
in addition to the Legislative Council.

The body was not

without considerable political eXJ)erience.

Forty-two

percent had, at one time or another, sat in the House of
Assembly.
Executive.

Thirty percent had held portfolios in the

This would suggest that it was not quite the

insular, uninitiated political body that is often implied.
Table 5:18 looks at Legislative Council membership
by occupation in two periods of time.

The purpose, as with

the other chambers, is to see if any significant changes in
occupational structure took place within the Legislative
during the period.

In addition, comparisons can be made

with the occupational structure of the Executive Council,
the Chamber of government that most frequently interacted
with the Legislative.

As with the other chambers,

Merchants dominated with professionals following behind.

TABLE 5:1.7

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMBERSHIP EXPERIENCE
Ill THE THREE CHAMBERS OF GOVERNMENT
(Percent)
Memberahi,2
I.
II.

III.

IV.

(100% =- 70)

Legislative career only

48.6% (34)

Legislative Career and
Membership in House

21.4% !15)

Legislative Career and
Executive Memberahip

8.6% (6)

Membership in all three
Chambers of Government

21.4% (15)

~
Q

l'.,

~ABLE

5:18

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL OCCUPATIONAL MEMBERSHIP

IN 'l'WO PERIODS OF TIME

(Percent)
1855-1884

1885-1914

Merchants

70.0 (28)

58.6 (17)

Pro:f•••ionala

20.0 (8)

2100 (7)

l\Ton-aanua1

7.5 (3)

13.7 (4)

Manual

2.5 (1)

3.4 (1)

(40)

(29)

~

Q
~
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Merchant and Professional
of representation in the
second.

Merchant

rer~esentation

t~rst

appoj,n~;ment

accounted for 90%

period, and

?9.6%

in the

declines somewhat in the

latter period, but due t<' the character of the chamber
(with members appointed
actual merchant

:~or

life) one cannot assume that

represe7.~.tation

declined over time.

The

hoavy presence of merchant$ in the chamber suggests several
insights into the nineteenth century political system.

It

is important. to remember that the merchants were appointed
by the governor, but at the suggestion of the premier and
his government party.

It was important to the premiers to

seek out influential patrons in the St. John's community regardless of what party the premiers represented - and the
most influential were often merchants.

Merchants were more

than willing to accept the honour 1 for vith the appointment
went the title 'honourable' for life, and the system
operated in a direct, fo:rmal, and rather open fashion.
Ideally, everyone knew who was the special patron of whom.
When an influential merchant accepted an appointment from a
premier, the action was immediately made public, and the
merchant, by implication, put his credentials on the line;
it was understood that he was willing to shoulder at least
some of the responsibility for the premier's future actions.
It was a patronage system that was overt and direct.

It

was the old system, built around the old traditional

econoMY (1855-1880) 1 and to understand nineteenth centur.y
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Nelrl:oundland politics, it is essential to view that system
in its proper perspective.
Table 5:19 examines the relationship of merchants
and lawyers in two periods of time.

The hypothesis, that

"merchant and lawyer relationships were uncha.nging in the
two periods of time" was tested and the findings suggest
that the hypothesis be retained. 25 A visual inspection of
the cells would also suggest that there was little change
in representation in the two periods of time.

The Lawyers -

few in number - played a special function in the
Legislative.
that body.

They served as government legal counsel to
This precedent was established as early as

1855, when Premier Little moved George H. Emerson, Solicitor
General, into the Legislative Council from the House, to
act as liaison :tor that body in easing the Island along the
path to responsible government. 26 Ybile the lawyer usually
sat indefinitely in Council, as with other Legislative
members, his position often took on special political
significance.

As a council member who was both legal

adviser to the Legislative, and at the same time, personal
25x2 • 0.926. With 1 d.t., x2 is significant only
at the 50% level. The h;ypothesis was therefore retained.
26
In I omit w~qs it vas a remnant holdover from the
representative government period (1832-1855) when the entire
Executive Council - then Crown civil servants - sat in the
Legislative Council.

TABLE 5:19
MBRCBAlft' - LAWYER RBPRBSBB'l'ATZOll' Illl 'l'BB LEGISLATIVE COUJ!lCIL
Illl 'J.'WO PERIODS OP 'l'IMB

1855-1884

Merchota
La1fYera

Total

1885-1.914

Total

28

17

45

2

3

5

360

20

50

~

Q
Q')
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friend (or toe) o:t the incumbent premier, he was in a unique
position of power in Bewfoundland politics.
Table 5:20 looks

~t

the occupational atru.cture ot

the three chambers of government.

Its purpose is to find

i:t &n1 significant occupational di:t:terences exist between
the three chambers.

It has already been shown (Table 5:15)

that there was little significant occupation difference
between two of the chambers, the Executive and the House of
Assembly.

The hypothesis, that "there vas little

significant difference in occupational representation
between each of the three chambers" was used, and findings
suggest that the null nypothesis be rejected.2? A visual
inspection of the cells suggests that the most easily
discernible variations in occupational representation appear
between the Executive and the Legislative Councils.

In all

three categories - merchant, professional 9 and other these two Chambers show disproportionate distributiona.
Table 5:21 looks at occupational differences in
these two Chambers.

The lqpothesis was again used, that

"there vas little difference between the occupational
representation of the Legislative and the

Executi~

2!1-f- • 15.810. With 4 d.t., -f. is significant at
better than the 9~ level. The findings indicate the
blPothesis be rejected.

TABLE 5:20
OCCUPATZOBAL RBPRBSBR'l'ATJ:O!l J:llf TBB 'l"HRBB
CHAMBERS

OP GOVERNMEN'r, 1855-1914

Merchant

Profesaiona1

Other

Total

Leqia1ative

45

15

g

69

Bxecutive

29

25

15

69

Bouae

100

69

72

241

Tota1

174

109

96

379
.'f

...

•

Q
00

TABLE 5:2l.

LEGISLATIVE AND EXECUTIVE COUNCIL BCCUPATIONAL REPRESENTATION,

1855 - 1914
Merchant

Profe••ional

Other

Total

Leq!slative

45

15

9

69

Executive

29

25

15

69

Total

74

40

24

138

,;:..
Q

cc
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Councils", and the findings suggest the null hypothesis be

re~ected. 28 Differences in the professional representation
are even more striking than the teble suggests.
Legislative Council, ten

(r,G.~)

In the

"t the professional members

were outside the legal profeaaion.29 In the Executive, on
the other hand, tvency

(~)

of the professionals are members

of this elite and insular legal coJIIIIW.nity.

I f there was

8D1 significant occupational (claas) conflict that occurred
in Newfoundland politics in the nineteenth century, the

tables suggest that it might have occurred between these
two occupational groups; Lawyers and. Merchants. This does
not mean that lawyers were on one political side, merchants
on another.

It does mean, however, that the legal

profession, with the advent of the new economy and its
implied emphasis on beneficent governmental growth, had
more to gain, immediately at least, by actively participating
in the process of public vali,ation of this new system.

In

Law, there are as mm.:cy self-satisfying rewards to be gained
from opposing something as there are in advocating it.

It

made little difference on which Bide the law,yers stood;

~

was found to be
98%~level.
The hypothesis,

28-f. • ?.960. With 2 d.f.
statistically significant at the
therefore, vas re~ected.

29The ten were: Doctors (5); Teachers (2);
Journalists (3).
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position put them immediately at the centre of political
action.

Whatever broader class conflict implications might

have arisen f'rom this confrontation, the immediate struggle
was one between two urban elites and it focused on the
competetive interaction between the two elite chambers of
government, the Executive and the Legislative Councils,
each a special sort of appointive chamber.

It was the

battle of the old and new economies conducted at the most
politically sophisticated level.

The Lawyers were an

important element in shaping the concepts of the two rival
economic ideologies and giving them a broader social
validity.

Through ideological polarization, each side was

able to see its own position more clearly.

Out of' this

polarization process came a great feeling of group
solidarity, but at the same time very little effective
interacting dialogue.

Both polarized ideological positions

were, each in their own W8:3, convenient and fanciful flights
from the political realities that faced Newfoundland society
at the end of' the nineteenth century.
Tables 5:22 through 5:24 look at the concepts of
religion and class and how these co!'lcepts might be
reflected in the occupational representation ot the three
maejor denominational groups in the three chambers of
government. The three major denominational groups produced
their own independent elite structures with elite headquarters in St. John's.

Not

m~

years after the
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confederation election of 1869, the urban denominational
181-elite tell into somewhat open political competetion
with each other.

The election of 1874 served notice to the

Island that the Methodist urban elite of St. John's was a

viable political entity to be reckoned with in its own
right in the future.

T.he Bennett government - essentially

a harmonious coalition or Irish and Devon-born fish
merchants who had successfully fought the confederation
issue - was brought down to defeat through the realignment

ot a few members of the elite Methodist cOJDIIlUllity with
Frederick B.T. Carter, an Anglican. 30 Newfoundland had to
face the added burden of a tripartite denominational
political system atter that time.

The tables, then, look

at the occupational membership structure of these three

important denominations.
Table 5:22 examines the Legislative Council.

A:as

difference in totals which arises (e.g.: 14 professionals
instead ot 15 as shown in Table 5:21) is due to the tact

that • other• denominations have been eliminated .trom the
table.

The b1Pothesis, that "occupations were even11

distributed among the three major denominations in the
Legislative Council n, was tested and the findings indicate

30The principals involved were: Charles Duder,
Charles Ayre and his brother-in-law, John Steer. Both Ayre
and Steer entered the House in support of Carter at that
time.

TABLE

5:22

OCCUPATIONAL RIPRBSBI'l'ATION BY DENOMINATION IN TBB LEGISLATURE

L!Siia1ative

Merchant•

Profaaaionala

Other

'l'otal

Anq1ican

19

7

2

28

c•tho1ic

11

6

5

22

7

1

2

10

37

14

9

60

Mathodiat

Total

~

.....
~
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the ~othesis should be retained.3l In the elite
Legislative chamber, disparities of occupation among the
three denominations are shown to be statistically
insignificant.
Table 5:23 examines the Executive Council.
..

The

Mitthodists - the smallest of the major denominational
groups in the Executive (1?) - show the largest number of
merchants (10).

As in the Legislative Council table,

Methodist professional representation is limited in
relation to the other two denominations.

Anglican membership

seems the most balanced in occupational distribution.
Professional representation is highest among Catholic
membership f'ollowed by ita merchants. Both Catholic and
.Anglican membership lean toward pro:Cessio:a.al emphasis in
the EXecutive.

Methodism, on the other hand, stresses

merchant representation.
"occupations

ve~e

The b\fpothesis 1 that

evenly distributed among the three

major denominations in the Executive Council", was tested,
and the findings suggest that the bnlothesis be retained. 32

3l.f: • 3.845. With 4 d.f., ~ is significant at
only the 50J' level. The findings suggest the b;ypothesis be
retained.

-f- •

32
6. 9?8. Vith 4 d.f. , 'If is significant at
the 80% level. The hypothesis was therefore retained.

TABLE 5:23
OCCUPATIONAL REPRESENTATION BY DENOMINATION IN

Executive

Merchants

Pro~esaionals

~a:

Other

EXECUTIVE

Total

Anglican

6

8

6

20

Catholic

9

13

3

25

Methodist

10

3

4

17

Total

25

24

13

62

~

.....
~
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In the selective Executive Chamber, occupational disparities

among the three major competing denominational groups would
seem to be statistically insignificant.
Table 5:24 examines the House of Assembly.

Anglican

and Catholic occupational representation closely approximate

each other in the House during the period.
~othesis,

The test

that "there was occupational balance among the

three major denominational groups in the House of Assembly",
was used and the findings indicate the hypothesis should be
rejected.33 Methodist representation in both the merchant
and

'other' categories are almost identical with Anglican

and Catholic totals in those sam.9 categories.

A noticeable

disparity is evident in the professional category, however.
An

Anglican breakdown of its professional category is as

follows: Lawyers (20); Journalists (3); Teachers (1); and
Doctors (2)o

The Catholic distribution is quite similar:

Lawyers (21); Journalists (1); Teachers (4); and Druggists
(1).

The Methodists, on the other hand, show only tour

Lawyers and :tour Journalists.

Since the House of Assembly

served as a processing center tor the selection of members
to serve in important Executive posts in government, the
33x2 = 16.?69. With 4 d.f., x2 is significant at
the 99% level. A visual inspection of the cells shows an
obvious deficiency in Methodist p~ofessional representation.

TABLE 5:24
OCCUPA'l'l:OlfAL RBPRBSEIITA'l'l:ON BY DENOMl:RA'l'l:Ol\T l:l\T '1'BE BOUSE

Merchant

Profe•aional

.•ngAilglican

30

26

22

78

Catholic

31

27

28

86

Kethodi•t

28

8

20

56

Total

89

il

70

220

Hou•• of Aaaembly

Other

Total

~

J-A.
-"-l
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Methodists were in obvious difficulty in competing tor
portfolios which called for legal or possibly professional
backgrounds.

It is also interesting to note that Methodist

representation on the Legislative Council was quite limited
with regard to Anglican-catholic representation.

The access

of Catholic merchant representation on that elite body had
been one of the issues of the responsible government reform
struggle,34at least as far as the Catholic elite community
was concerned, and the Methodist elite, as a whole, did not
start consciously trying to enter that Chamber until a
later date.

In the Executive Council, Methodist

representation was somewhat below Anglican and Catholic
membership (5:23), though much closer to approximate tridenominational balance and again, only deficient in the
professional

categor~.

In the Bouse

ot Assembly, however .

(a Chamber less subject to manipulative adjustment),
Methodist overall representation stood at 23.6% ror the
1855-1914 period, somewhat below the
balance alotted to denominations.

~othetical

one-third

In addition, Methodist

representation was equal. to Anglican-Catholic representation
in two occupational categories; Merchant and 'other'.

Its

deficiency in the Professional categor, was not compensated

34-In 1854, there was only Lawrence O'Brien a
Catholic merchant on the Legislative. In the firs!
responsible government Legislative Council, there were
suddenly five Catholics out of eleven members.
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:tor in a larger shaving in either the Merchant or 'other•
categories.

This might suggest - and it is only an

lcy'pothesis - that there might have been both a form of

inter and intra-denomdnational occupational competetion in
Newfoundland politics in the nineteenth century.

Groups

vied intra-denominationally tor political recognition;
i.e. 1 merchants versus professionals versus others, while
at the same time, the same three categories were strategically
shuffled to produce inter-denominational victories.
denomination shoved a deticiency in

~

It a

of the three

occupational categories, i.e., the Methodists and the
professionals, this remained a political deficiency and
could not readily be compensated tor by aubatitutiDg
candidates vi th other occupational qualifications.
More importantly, this professional deficiency
vi thin the Methodist denomination might not only have
impaired their polit:ical prospect!ve in a time of great
change and crisis, but in additio:n, once the

dis&r~ection

took place between the urban Methodist elite - predominately
merchant - and the rural Methodist coJDilUilities, the rural
communities had literally, to turn within themselves.

They

had no appreciable aociall:,y flexible professional elite as

did the Anglicans and the Catholics - who coul.d offer viable
leadership through po1itical transition and adJustment.
There was probably no other group of the Island as large in
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number who were hit as hard by tbe impact of changes in the
econom: as tl\e Methodists.

Compounding all or their other

problems wu the problem of occupational imbalance vithin
their own political community.

It was a problem tor which,

strategically, they were to P81 a heavy political price.
Pinally, there is the question of social. mobility
among the nineteenth century political elite.
alre~

It has

been suggested that if occupation is as important

a social variable as most people claim, then the occupational
imbalance between merchant and professional in the Executive
and

Legislative Councils undoubtedly contributed to much ot

the political antagonism that existed between those two
Oh.allbers.

The Legislative Council, until the early

twentieth century, gener:l.ly showed a consensus sympathl
tor the old economy while the executive, except :tor short
periods ot time, was generally in the service

or

There is a strong inclination in NeWfoundland

historiograp~

alw~eys

the new.

to equate the members of the Legislative Council

with the old Island establishment.

Prowse, himselt, gave

this popularly held myth documentar;y validity.

The ' old

establishment' is never defined or an'llyzed, it is simply
implied that a certain group of people or members of certain
families (it is never spelled out just who these families
were) controlled, in a sinister, monolithic fashion, all

.tac•ts ot the social, economic

and

political processes of
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the Island.

Once more, after Prowse's time, the view has

become axiomatic in leld'oundland historiographJ'.

Every

historical researcher since has accepted this view out ot
unquestioned deference to Prowse.
It is not so much a critical assessment or Prowse
which is important here, but rather an assessment of the
JD1th, itself'.

If' the myth is true, that old families

dominated the Island throughout the nineteenth century and
politics was a struggle between the old political. families
on the one hand and the people's representatives on the
other, this dichotomy should make itself evident in 8Jl:3
analysis of the occupational backgrounds of the fathers ot
Legislative and Exeeutive Council members, since the
Councils were the focal point of major political
confrontation.

It is reasonable to suggest, in keeping

with implications ot the m:th, that Executive Council
members would probably show more evidence o! social
mobility, i.e., higher status occupations than their
fathers, than the members of the Legislative Council, who
as members of' prominent standing in the community, would
more than likely tend to be merchant-sons of merchants.
Daturally, allowance should be made for some social

mobili~

in this group too, but on the whole, there should be solid

evidence of occupational conti.nuity in the Legis1ative
Council.
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Table 5:25 looks at the Executive Council.

llearl,-

hal£ of the Executive Council members during the period

were sons ot merchants ( 4?. ~).

While a like number of

Executive Councillors continued as merchants themselves
( 41. 2%) , there is a markedly sharp increase in the number

o:r sons who turned to the professions.

Professional

z•epresentation on Council is nearly five times as great
among the Council member sons (37. '71') as round among their
fathers (8.3%).

While there is a slight increase in the

percentage ot those holding managerial

occupations ~ on

Council, the lesser status occupations of the fathers all
•how a decline among their sons on Council.

Of the two

important occupational categories given special attention in
this chapter (merchB.nt and professional), 56.2% ot the
fathers were found in these two categories.

Of their

Council member sons, however, nearJ.1 eighty percent (78. 9%)
were among these t-wo important categories, showing a newly
added emphasis on the professional.

Of the tventy-five

professional:a found on Council during the period, eighty
percent (20) were

la~ers.

It would be wrong to conclude

that Executive Council politics was the special preserve ot
the lega1 communit1 - since only

thirt~

percent of

Councillors over the period were lawyers and in addition,
historic all,-, the lawyers had little real political power
in the days of the old fishing

econ~

(1855-1880).

TABLE 5:25
OCCUPA'l'XO!lS OP BX.ECUTXVB COUNCZLLORS AND THBZR PA'l'HBRS,

1855 - 1914
(Percent)
Fathe~

Merchants

Executive Councillors (Sons)

47.9 (23)

41.2 (28)

Professionals

8.3 (4)

37.7 (25)

Managerial

4.2 (2)

8.8 (6)

Civil Servant• and Clerks

10.4 (5)

5.9 (4)

Planters and Captains

20.8 (10)

5.9 (4)

8.3 (4)

1.5 (1)

Trade•

M.D.

(48)

(68)

(21).

(1)

*Of the twenty-one mia•inq, 11 were obscure U.K. backqrounda; 5, B.K.A.;
2, local; and 4, unknown.

A11 data strongly auqqeat the majority were

humble backgrounds, hence would make mobility contrast even more atrikinq.
~
~

w
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Bevertheless, there is strong impressionistic evidence that
they more than made up for lost time in the latter period.
While they could not be expected to resolve the problems
that faced the Island with any more skill or adroitness than
members or other occupational groups on the Council, they
nonetheless, were quite capable on occasions or lending to
those problems a new pedantic complexity and contusion.35
Some or these lawyers became the Island Is first modern
Technocrats or the new age.
In one short generation,

~

of the Council member

sons had stepped out of the world their fathers had known
into the new professional ranks.

ot this mobility, the

~othesis

In testing for evidence

that "members' occupations

were more or less similar with those of their fathers", was
used and the results suggest that the null b1Pothesis be

re~ectea.3 6 In looking at the cells in Table 5:25, it is
even more evident that social mobility marked the careers

35For example the railway contracts were rewritten
something like five ttmes in fifteen years. While there
were justifiable reasons ror this - most or them highly
political - aside from the high costs of hiring attorneys,
court costs, consultants, and fees, was the general public
atmosphere of distrust that developed.

36-f. • 13.653. 'With 2 d.f., i2 is significant at
the 9~ level, and nearly significant at the 99.999%. The
hypothesis vas, therefore, rejected.

TABLE 5:25 (Continued)

Executive

Merchants

Profeasionals

Other

Total

Membera

28

25

15

68

Membera• Pathera

23

4

21

48

51

29

36

116

~

"'
Con
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or the member sons.

There is (in the 'other' category) a

noticeable shift away from the less status-rewarding careers
of their fathers.

This group - the Executive Councillors -

fit comfortably into one-half' of the mythological 'People
versus the Merchants' theory.

The table does suggest that

they were highly mobile, and while they showed a slight
disinclination to share actively in participating within
the ranks of the 'people's occupations•, i.e., tradesmen,
planters, and clerks, m&Jl1 of them nonetheless, might well
have felt they were the true representatives or those peopleoccupation interests.

At this point, the myth looks sound.

Table 5:26 turns to the Legislative Council.

To

confirm the m;yth, the Legislative Council should show signs
of being devoid of the blessings of professional
enlightenment, while at the same time, e:xhibiting counter
signs of solid merchant domination.

In addition, there

should be a continuity of like occupational status.between
Cotm.cil member son and father, the oppressive tendencies
of one generation, by implication, being automatically
passed on the next.

In comparing occupational membership differences in
the two Councils, it has already been suggested (Table 5:21)
that viable ditf'erences did exist;

and

merchant-professional representation.

chiefly in the area
In this respect, the

data presented is well in keeping vith the implications of

TABLE 5126
OCCUPATIONS OF LEGISLATIVE COUNCILLORS ARD THEIR FATHBRS,
1855 - 1914
(Percent}
Pathera

Legialative Councillor• (Sona)

Merchants

50.1 (21)

65.1 (45)

Pro:feaaiona1a

11.9 (5)

21.6 (15)

Induatria1iata

(0)

2.9 (2)

Managerial

(0)

2.9 (2)

Civil Servanta and Clarka

14.3 (6)

(0)

Planter• and Captains

19.1 (8)

4.3 (3)

4.8 (2)

2.9 (2)

Tradea

(42)
M.D.

*

(27)*

-

(69)

(0)

Of the twenty-seven, 19 had non-Ialand obscure U.K. backgrounds; 3, B.N.A.;
2, local; and 3, unknown. Bxiatinq data aug9e•t that the majority were
:from low-atatua, not high-atatua occupations.

~

i\:)
--.]

TABLE 5:26 (Continued)

Leqialative

Merchant•

Profeaaionala

Other

Total

Membera

45

15

9

69

Pathera of Membera

21

5

16

42

Total

66

20

25

111

~
i~

00
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the myth.

There is, however, some movement toward professional

representation in the Legislative Council - the shift is
toward Doctors and teachers rather than lawyers - and in
addition, two industrialists (one, a former tra.Uesman; the
other, a former clerk) and two self-employed tradesmen are
represented.

Sixty-five percent of overall Legislative

Council membership were merchants as compared vi th forty-one
percent in the Executive.

or

the total number.· oi merchants

found in both Chambers (?3), 62% of theee were found in the
Legislative, not necessarily an unusually high percentage.
Three out of five merchan·1;s in the two Chambers were in the
Legislative.

Of the two most active occupational

cat~gories

(merchant and professional), 86.?% of Legislative membership
came from that group, in c.o ntrast with a naar ?8.9% in the
Executive Council.

The percentages are close enough to

suggest an elite continuity in both Chambers, with merchant
representation being emphasized in the former, and
professional (law) representation emphasized in the latter.
The myth - while in need of some modifications

and

revisions - is still more or less structurally sound at
this point.
The myth runs into difficulty, however, when one
turns to view the occupations of the fathers of members of
both Councils.

The occupational backgrounds of the fathers

of the members of the two Chambers are almost identical.
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Forty-eight percent of Executive membership fathers were
merchants (23); fifty percent (21) of Legislative fathers
were from the same occupational category.

Eight percent

(4) of Executive fathers were professionals; twelve percent
(5) of Legislative fathers were from that group.

Clerks

and civil servants were comparable - Executive fathers, 5;
Legislative, 6 - and the same is true of Captains and
Planters -

20.~~

Legislature.

(10) in the Executive; 19.1% (8) in the

There were tradesmen among the fathers of

both Council Chambers; four in the Executive
Legislative.

and

two in the

There was no obvious class disparity between

the fathers of Legislative Councillors (appointed by the
Crown, but in reality selected by the politicians in power)
and

the Executive Council (the elected representatives of

the people, but in reality a specially selected elite among
a wider political elite).

The elected representatives in

the Executive and the appointed members of the Legislative
Council came from families of similar occupational backgrounds.
In looking at social mobility among members of the

Legislative, the hypothesis, that "members of the
Legislative Council had similar occuptational careers to
those of their fathers", was used

and

the findings indicate
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that the null hypothesis be rejected. 37 The findings
suggest that social mobility vas

~ust

as much in evidence

as a social characteristic among Legislative Councillors as

it was among Executive Councillors. The

~lications

which

arise from this are two-told; first, the elite Legislative
Council was not generally made up of an old, long time
'f'ishocracy', as is implied in the myth, but was made up or
men who, whatevfl:..:- their economic and social attainments in
nineteenth century Newfoundland society, often arrived at
that station in one short generational leap.

Nineteenth

century Newfoundland was not an 'old society' - Prowse

and

Pinsent notvi thstanding - but a 'new society' in every sense
of the term.38

The

clash between the EXecutive and the

Legislative was not altogether a clash between a long
established old guard and a new progressively oriented
people-conEJcious elite, but more accurately, a clash between
two rival and competing contempor9.17 elites.

The former

were a group of recently ensconced merchants who happened
to be engaged in an 'old

tra~.e'

(they or their famili«ts

3?x2 • 9.813. With 2 d.r. (from Table 5:26) 1
significant at the 9~ level. The null ~othesis was
therefore re~ected.

x2 is

38The implications ot Newfoundland as a nineteenth
century 'new society' will be dealt vith more in Chapter
VJ:, dealing with Kinship 8Dd Marriage.
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were not necessarily long time participants in that trade)

and a latter group, also recent arrivals to elite status
who for public and private reasons, were out to destroy
the hegemo111 of that old trade.
contemporary one.

The battle was a very

It all took place between participants

linked within one time period. What helps to contuse the
issue is that while one group appealed rather inef.tectually
to tradition for social validation, the other appealed to
some sort or romantic, futuristic social redemption .tor
their public validation.

The resulting impression from the

literature of the times is that these people were somehow
from two ditferent centuries, fighting a political battle
acrosn vast spaces in time.

This simply was not the case.

Both groups were well rooted in the nineteenth centur,.
Both were products or fast changing social mobility
patterns; the one, out to hold on to what they had recently
attained; the other, out to bend the

econo~

in the direction tilat suited their interests.

of the Island
The myth -

the product of late nineteenth centur7 new economy political
propoganda - is on sh.alcy ground when viewed in this light.
There are strong indications that it would not stand up on
a more thorough and critical assessment.

The fact that it

persists is, in itself, no attestation to its validity.

....
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Conclusion
In tying together certain suggestions made in this
chapter, it might be well to mention first the three models
presented earlier in relation to the myth discussed above.
T.he old economy model sustained itself (outside St. John's
and parts of the Avalon Peninsula) through most of the
period.

The new critical model of the old economy was

primarily a conceptual political weapon of the spokesmen
for the new economy and should be critic ally evaluated in
that light in 8D1 reassessment of the politics of tbe late
nineteenth centur.Y.

It has formed the basis tor a political

JQth which in some forms still persists
in nineteenth

cen~ Ne~oundland

tod~;

namely, that

society it was tbe

fishermen (the group spokesmen of the new economy were
trying to woo

av~

into the mines
in the clutches

~

.from the dories, directing them instead
forests) who were hopelessly entrapped

o:t a small group ot men who were the

descendents of families who in turn had e:xploited the
.fishermen for centuries.

The Labouring class and middle

class of St. John's - those disposed toward the new economy could see this quite clearly, even it the fishermen did not.
The fishermen continued to defend the old econom;y to the
last, and some, through the

:r.P.u.,

took matters into their

ovn hands in a unique and radical defense of that old
econoJQ. But whoever exploited whom, the political proponents
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of the old and new economies were men of much the same
stamp and background.

They were both factions of a rising

Dineteenth cantor, middle class elite in the process of
rapid ascer.t (5:25 1 5:26).

This seriously questions BD1

sociological theories about verticle class conflict (at
least in Newfoundland's case) which might be used as
simplistic explanations of the late nineteenth centur1
class struggle in Newfoundland society.

The Newfoundland

struggle was an intra-middle class struggle from the
beginning; the middle class old economy elite, versus the
middle class new economy elite. What made the 1111th
particularly appealing as a point of orientation to the latter
taction was that it put them in the position of beneficent
by-standers. According to the myth, it was some ill-defined
group of fishery aristocrats who were the perpetrators of
all social iDJustices (the fish aristocrats were of course,
in reality, simply their middle class counterparts).
victims of these

in~ustices

The

were the fishermen - a group

that the new economy elite suddenly took notice of once
the

rail~

vas sure to be a reality.

This group then

proceeded to enthrone themselves politically as defenders
of the lower classes (the fishermen) in the latter's
unsuccessfUl struggle against the upper classes (the fish
merchants). As a result, while the urban labouring classes
applauded this public stand, the outport fishermen went
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right on fishing.

The outcome or this classic class struggle

culminated in the foundation of the People's Party - for
the most part, at the high level, a coalition of former
middle class elite adversaries (the former 'Aristocrats •
and the 'Champions or the people'

~oined

hands).

It was

only then that the Northern fishermen found themselves in a
desperate poaition.

They had no

WEcy

to fight back except

through a revisionary view or their own class image.

And

within the F .P.U., there were man;, who were organizing
themselves for an imminent intra-labouring class political
confrontation vith the urban labour force supporters of the
newly entrenched People's Party.

The main struggle,

however, was in the beginning essentially between one
middle class faction and another.

The myth ot:tered a

tancitul romantic !light from the realities or that struggle.
In

look~

at the potentially eligible electorate -

those having occupations which corresponded to occupations
of actual House members - this group vas small in all rural
districts throughout the period.

It

rarel~

reached thirty

percent of the rural male population, and in reality, was
probably much smaller than that f'igure since rure.l. mechanics
8Dd shopworkers were included.
haD4, had a

political~

better than

~ by

1911.

St. John's, on the other

eligible occupational class of
This would give St. John's an

added advantage as a depot 1br Island candidac1 select:Lon.
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The presence of a large urban mechanics torce in St .. John's
almost ensured that potential urban problems of employment
and poor relief would get priority treatment in the House.

The legal community - almost exclusively centered in St.
John's - almost guaranteed preferential St. John's
consideration on important matters relating to the Island.
The society was not directly under the political
domination by merchants as is sometimes suggested. Merchant
representation by district in the elected House of Assembly
usually ran around 40% of total occupational membership for
those districts.

Burin (5:9)t and several Conception Bay

districts ran somewhat higher, with Carbonear merchant
representation the highest on the Island (5:?), although
this representation was local.

St. John's occupational

patterns of representation were quite similar to the rural
districts of the Island (5:8).

In looking at House representation in two periods of
time, there is a slight shift awfr3 from merchant
representation in the latter period, but that shift was shown
to be statistically insignificant (5:13).

The Executive and

Legislati·. 7e Councils both show similar patterns, yet shifts
are again shown to be insignificant (5:15, 5:18).

Despite

all ot the political difficulties that beset the Island
during the 1885-1914, there is little noticeable change in
the internal occupational structures of each of the three
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Chambers of government. There is a significant difference
in inter-Chamber occupational structures, however,
particularly between the Executive Council and the
Legislative Council (5:21); with a professional emphasis in
the former and a merchant emphasis in the latter.
The three

m~or

denominations seem occupationally

ba1anced in the Executive and Legislative Chambers, but
there is a decided imbalance in Methodist professional
representation in the House of Assembly.

It has been

suggested earlier that this professional deficiency might
have restricted Methodist outlook or even possibly altered
Methodist political strategy.
hypothesis, however.

This assumption is merely an

The findings do suggest that the

Methodists would make an interesting political study, being
a major denominational force with a unique class
(occupational) structure.
Both the Executive and Legislative Councils were
subject to obvious upward social mobility (if one·views
occupational upgrading as evidence of social mobility).39

39The shortcomings of a vertical occupational
mobility scale are obvious when one looks at nineteenth
century lie,.,undlan.d society. About ?(11, ot the male
population had no chance of going SicyWhere. Many of them
did not e:~pect tro go ~here so it did not matter whether
there 1f8.S a social mobility scale or not.. When one talks
about nineteenth century social mobility, it is important
to remember that this modern concept only applied to
possibly ;0% ot the male population, maybe less. ot this
30%, probably two-thirds could move ver3 little - learn a
wage trade, become a schooner-holder (one of the few
options open to fishermen), mechanic, shop worker and
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Members of both Councils came from similar backgrounds

(5:25; 5:26)

and the political competetiveness and tensions

which arose between the two might, in part, be explained by
obvious occupational differences between them, which could
in turn have affected their views of the essential political
issues in the late nineteenth centur,y, principally the clash
between the old and new economies.
And tinall;,, while merchants and professionals

dominated membership in all three chambers ot government
during the nineteenth century nearly a third cf representation
vas made up ot members in
I1aDy

~ther•

occupational categories.

of these cat-e gories were obviously related to the fish

trade, including captains, store managers, clerks, and
planters.

Below them, of course, were the bulk of the

Island • s male population, the fishermen.

The ditticul ties

the new economy faced in effecting an Island-wide economic
transition were formidable.

While the new economy politicians

might be able to show-case certain key detectors from the old
so on. Of the remaining one-third, probably halt were
literate clerks and the like, with opportunitie9 to move
into chief clerk positiona of some status. The rest were
professionals, small merchants, shop keepers, and low
ranking civil servants. It was this group and their sons
who stood to benefit in the fast changing society o:t late
nineteenth centur,r. T.bia vas the mobile class; some five to
ten percent o~ the population. They were highly mobile, but
their mobility depended on a great Dl8JlY factors, like
peri·n dic migration and the implication that many ot thoee
who stayed be resigned to the fact that the society was run
for the l~, the socially mobile.
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economy for political purposes, 40 it in no way assured them
that they had made any political penetration o:r the
occupational

structur~

of the old economy itself.

For a

society is, in reality, not merely broe.d horizontal bands

ot occupational categories as is suggested in governmental
censuses, but small tightly knit social and economic units.
These small, self-contained modules tu.nction in semiindependency ot each other, often with a total indifference
to the economic activities of other units.

Social

organization is composed of these small corporate unites.
The fishery was no exception.

To exhibit a Captain or two

as political·:prizes--- as did the spokesmen of the new
economy - with hope that they serve as models in a titillating
process of mass defection from the old economy - was not to
see their own society clearly.

The detection of a Captain

merely meant that someone else within his small functioning
modular unit would step in and take his place.

Hoving a

functioning occupationally-biased society from one economic
direction to another was a formidable task.

11onolithic

Utopian pronouncements were one tb..ing; social r·ealities
wez·e another.
40Two key status lending popular defectors to the
new econo~ were Captains Phillip Clear.y and Samuel Blandtord.
Both were Steamer Captains, both fit the popular folk-hero
model. Whiteway, new spokesman leader, in a public displeq
of gratitude, took both men's sons into his law office as
solicitor trainees, an unprecedented honour for Captains'
sons at that time.
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CIIAP.rER VI
KINSHIP AND MARRIAGE AND RECRUITMENT
INTO NEWPOUNDLAND POLITICS

The family plared an important part in the
nineteenth century fishing economy.

Tbe fisherman and

his family assisted each other in the catching and curing
ot fish.

At the other end or the scale, the merchant and

his family (more usually the male members) assisted the
family bead in the supplying, buying, and selling of cured
fish.

One of the characteristics or fishing economy was

its co-operative family structure. The merchant supplied
fishermen's families with staples; barrels of flour, salt
beer, and molasses, and

th~

fisherman, in turn, delivered

to the merchant his cured catch, usually the end product
of joint family effort.
Each family generated its own hierarchical structure.
The ability to extend tamily power into the local community
depended on many variables.

Not the least important were

where one lived, and what place (occupation) one held in
the local econoMJ,

tor a fishermen's life in an outport

community left him few chances to exercise any power
options even at the local community level.

While the

economy made exacting demands on bim as one member

or

a
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larger labour force, local community organization insured
that be compl7 with those demands in a fashion generall7
acceptable to the communit7 consensus.

Since a fishing

village was composed of a number of family units, each
performing, in a somewhat insular fashion, specific arduous
tasks in a trade which excluded any forms of deviate
economic behavior, the fisherman was therefore deprived of
the possibility of developing any local political power.
He has baeD romantically described, even in the Amulree
Report of

193~,

as having been highly individualistic, a

euphemism that conveniently

cloud~d

political realities.

For if power is more than the simple arbitrary assertion of
one's will over other family members, and more a general
sense or ability to control one's own life chances, then
the fisherman neither had power nor individuality in a
meaningfu1 political sense.
By contrast, urban elite f'amilies were able to take

advantage of tbe acceptable alternative forms or economic
behavior offered b;r the urban environment.

The urban elite

family was not an insular and inflexible unit of power as
is sometimes presented in Newfoundland historiography.
The self-generating and re-enforcing strength of the urban
elite family was its :facility in diffusing its members into
various occupations throughout an economically diverse
urban society.

In some merchant f'amilies, members f'ound
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positions in civil service, the professions, and even other
business firms, giving the family as a whole a broad view
of community trends and activities.

When these families

were, in addition, linked to other families through bonds
of friendship and marriage, they presented a formidable
urban power structure.

Within these elite multi-family

power structures, the individual member could

~ursue

his

own self-interests through a variety of acceptable opportunities, any of which was usually compatible with the
general projected community image of the family as a whole.
In addition, through friendships and

~arriage,

the individual,

as family representative, could draw his family into a wide
collective community of families, often (though not always)
denominationally predisposed to each other, and who in turn
shared the same general community interests.

Quite

naturally, a substantial share of the Island's formal
political activity flowed from this elite multi-family
system.
This chapter deals with family participation in
politics.

Tables 6:1 through 6:3 present intra-family

appearances in each of the three Chambers during the
period under study.

The relationships are restricted to

four; father-son, uncle-nephew, brother-brother, and
1 other•. 1
Each table is complete within itself; only

~he category •other' is limited to first cousins
and half-brothers.
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fathers and sons,

~or

example, appearing in the !!!!

chamber are presented.

A rather appearing in the

Legislative Council only, and his son appearing in the
House only, are excluded from both the Legislative and
House tables.
Table 6:1 examines the Legislative Council.

Nearly

forty-two percent or all Legislative Councillors were
closely related.

Most frequently recurring relationships

were those of father and son.

For despite a period of

economic and social change (1880-1914), the table suggests
that tbe Legislative Council, nevertheless, continued to
stress continuity by direct inter-generational commitment.
Table 6:1
INTRA-FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS IN THE LEGISLATIVE

COUNCIL DURING 1855-1914
(percent)
Relationship

Le

1.

Father-son

2.

Uncle-nephew

3.

Brother-brother

5.? ( 4)

4.

Other

1.4 ( 1)

Total

41.8 (29)
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Son always followed father; never did the two appear in
the Chamber at the same time. 2
Table 6:2 examines the Executive Council.

An even

higher percentage of Executive Councillors than Legislative
members were closely related.

Since the Executive was the

active policy-making Chamber ot gc1vernment, and as will be
argued below, one would expect to find more intragenerational (brother-brother) participation than in the
Legislative.

Nearly one-half (14) of those closely related

in the Executive were brothers.

Again, brothers did not

appear in the Executive at the same time, though it was
quite common to find an Executive Councillor with a brother
in the House of Assembly, both having been elected in the

same general election.

Younger brothers usually supported

the positions held by their older brothers and were often
willing to.move politically with their brothers should the
latter change political positions.3 The strength of any
2There were cases of Councillors having close
relatives in other Chambers at the same timei however.
Robert Kent (MLO) and John Kent (MBA); Samue Blandford
(MLO) and D.s. Blandford (MHA) are just two examples.
3open political differences between brothers, when
they occasionally took place, were rarely carried into the
Chambers of government. Francis Winton, for instance (MBA
1869; 18?8; 1882), initially a pro-Bennett anti-confederate,
found his brother, Henry Winton, Jr.! proprietor of the
Public Ledger bitterly opposed to h s stand. While the
latter carrieA on his anti-brother campaign through his
newspaper, he did not, himself, try to publicly oppose his
brother as a candidate.

TABLE 612

XR'HA-FAMILY RELATXOBSIUPS IN THE BXECU'l'l:VE COURCIL

DURING

1855~1914

(Percent)
RelatioiUihip

Executive Council

(69 • 100%)
14.5 (10)

1.

Father-Sen

2.

Uncle-Nephew

3.

Brother-Brother

4.

Other

1.5 (1)

'fotal

45.0 (31)

s.s

(6)

20.5 (14)

~
~

(n
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government (Executive) depended on immediate unwavering
support from a majority of House members.

The use or

brothers in nineteenth century Newfoundland politics was
one method of reinforcing that strategy.
Table 6:3 examines the House

o~

Assembly.

Twenty-

six percent (66) ot the total members who appeared in the
House of Assembly during the period were closely related.
Twenty-eight were rather-son relationships and with one
exception, 4 none appeared in the House at the same time.
Next to father and son, intra-generational participation
among brothers was most common in the House.

or the twenty

members of the House who were brothers, fourteen

(70%)

found their We::f onto the important Executive Council,
indicating to some extent, the important strategic
significance placed on these brother relationships in
nineteenth century Newfoundland politics. In contrast, t>nl;y
ten (36%) of the twenty-eight father-son relationships
generated in the House finally moved into the policy making
Executive.

4 The exception was Robert J. Parsons.l... Sr. , ninetime member of the House, and proprietor of ~e Patriot, a
strongly pro-responsible government newspaper, ana his son;
Robert J. Parsons, Jr.! a young lawyer, who both successfully
ran as anti-contederat on candidates in 1869. It vas not
unusual, however, as mentioned before, to find a son in the
House and a father in another Chamber of gover.nment at the
same period in time.

TABLE 6:3

J:R'l'RA-PAMJ:LY RBLA'l'J:OBSBXPS J:l!l THB HOUSE OP ASSEMBLY
DURJ:NG 1855-1914

(Percent)

Relation•hip

Hou••

(253 - 100%)
11.0 (28)

1.

Father-Son

2.

Unc1e-Repbev

5.6 (14)

3.

Brother-Brother

8.o C20)

4.

Other

1.6 (4)

Tota1

26.2 (66)

~
~

~
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In characterizing the three Chambers with regard to

intra-tamily participation, the tables suggest that the
Legislative tended to be a more traditionally-oriented
body; sixt,--nine percent (20) of close family relationships
were .father and son.

lJhile the Executive made use

o~

father

and son relationships .f'ound in the House, it tended to

utilizi! brother and brother relationships to strategic
advantage.

It would seem the Executive was more pres entiat-

oriented than the Legislative.

~

of its po1.itical.ly

strategic problems (o.tten relating to politica1 survival
itself) were immediate and expedient.

The use ot brother

intra-generational relationships could often he1p bolster
a government's position. The tables suggest that this vas
sometimes the strategy.

While the Legislature 1eaned

toward an inter-generational pattern of continuity, the
Executive placed stress on intra-generational relationships
which, in turn. might have occasionally led to patterns of
discontinuity.

The House, meanwhile, remained in close

interacting relationship vith the Executive, vi th the latter
making political use

o~

the

~amily

relationship patterns o!

the t'ormer.
Table 6:4 examines three intra-family rel.ationship
patterns in all three Challlbers durills the period.

The

purpose ot the table is to establish whether these patterns
were consistent in all three Chambers.

The

~othesis,

that

TABLE 6: ll
INTRA-FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS IN THREE CHAMBERS: 1855-1914
Father-Son

Uncle-Nephew

Brother-Brother

Total

Legislative

20

4

4

28

Executive

10

6

14

30

House

28

14

20

62

Total

58

24

38

120

.,..
~

=
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intra-family relationships tended to follow the same patterns
in all three Chambers , " was tested, and the results suggest
5
that the hypothesis should be rejected.
A visual inspection
of the cells reveals infrequent brother relationships in the
Legislative as compared with the Executive and the House.

In

addition, there is less father-son representation found in the
Executive Council in relation to the other two Chambers.

The

table tends to substantiate the conclusions arising from
Tables 6:1 through 6:3; namely, that the Legislative Council
was more a traditionalist-oriented (father-son) Chamber than
the Executive, which tended to stress intra-generational
(brother-brother) representation.

Viewed in this light, it

would not be surprising to find in political studies of the
period, that these two Chambers were occasionally at political
odds with each other; with the former showing tendencies toward long-range traditionalist views and the latter, more active
Chamber, caught up in the expedient issues of the present.
Tables 6:5 through 6:8 examine father-son occupational
patterns in the three Chambers.

Since a change in occupation

can often influence perceptions of society, the tables are
therefore important in establishing any changes in the
occupational status of father and son.

5

x2=10 .084. With 4 d ..: • , x2 is significant at the 95%
level, and nearly significant at the 98% level. The findings
suggest that the patterns were significantly different.
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Table 6:5 examines the Legislative Council.

With

regard to the cells, the table suggests a strong pattern
TABLE 6: 5
FATHER-SON OCCUPATIONAL PATTERNS IN LEGISIATIVE
Merchant

Professional

Father

4

5

Son

5

5

Total

9

10

Other

Total

1

10
10

1

20

of occupational continuity between father and son in the
Legislative Council.

In fact, there are only two instances

of occupational deviation.

The son of the father in the

'Other' category (Steamer Captain) became a lawyer, and the
son of one Council Lawyer became a merchant.

In the pro-

fessional category, two doctors' sons, (also doctors), and
two lawyers' sons, (both lawyers), followed their fathers
into the Legislative Council.

The intimate inter-generational

family relationship between father and son, combined with
similar occupational commitments would suggest a continuity
of viewpoint carried along among these family members in the
Legislature.
Table 6:6 turns to the Executive Council.

An exam-

ination of the cells suggests a slight shift toward a professional preference among sons of Executive Councillors.
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TABLE 6:6
FATHER-SON OCCUPATIONAL PATTERNS IN EXECUTIVE
Merchant

Professional

Father

3

1

Son

2

3

Total

5

4

Other

Total

1

5
5

10

1

One merchant's son and a fishery agent-manager's son moved
into the professional ranks as lawyers during the period.
The shift is a slight one, however, and since the father-son
population in the Executive was small, it is difficult to make
any generalizations regarding occupational trends.
Table 5:7 studies the House of Assembly.

The House

reflects a strong occupational continuity between father and
son.

One merchant's son moves into the professional class
TABLE 6:7
FATHER-SON OCCUPATIONAL PATTERNS IN HOUSE
Merchant

Professional

Other

Total

Father

5

4

5

14

Son

4

5

5

14

Total

9

9

10

28

as a lawyer.

In the professional category, two sons of
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journalists, as well as two lawyers' sons, all enter the
House as lawyers, showing a shift within the professional
ranks toward law.

Sons of fathers in the 'Other' category,

(two outport fishery agents, two small outport suppliers
and a bank manager), more or less follow along in their
father's occupations, also establishing a continuity in
occupational patterns in that category.

The only notice-

able change in inter-generational occupational patterns in
the House is A slight shift toward a preference for law
among sons of former members.
Table 6:8 examines both father and son occupational
patterns in all three Chambers of government.

The purpose

is to determine whether the patterns are similar for each
of the three Chambers.

The hypothesis, "Total father and
TABLE 6:8

TOTAL FATHER AND SON OCCUPATIONAL PATTERNS
FOR THE THREE CHAMBERS
Merchant

Professional

Other

Total

Legislative

9

10

1

20

Executive

5

4

1

10

House

9

9

10

28

Total

23

23

12

58
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son occupational patterns were similar in each of the three
Chambers," was tested and the findings suggest that the
hypothesis be retained. 6 A visual inspection of the cells,
however, reveals some important aspects of father and son
occupational representation in the three Chambers.
in the Legislative and Executive are quite similar.

Patterns
Ninety-

five percent of the Legislative representation is divided more
or less evenly between the two important occupational categories
of merchant and professional.

Similarly, 90% of Executive father

and son representation is divided in this manner, while in the
House, father-son representation is divided more or less evenly
into three occupational categories.

Executive Council father-

son occupational patterns followed those established in the
Legislative Council.

Both Chambers reveal the same father-son

elitist representation patterns despite differences in origin.
Executive membership was the result of selection following
the election process; Legislative membership was by direct
nppointment.

In addition, the table suggests that the

Executive made more use of father-son House representation
available in the two occupational categories, merchant and
professional, than from the third, 'Other.'

In the Executive

selection process the latter category was all but ignored
while SO% (9 of 18) of merchant and professional father-son
6x2=7.732.

With 4 d.f., x2 is statistically
significant at the 80% level, and nerly significant at the
90% level (7.779). The hypothesis was, therefore, retained.
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representation was put to use.

In looking at father-son

representation in the three Chambers, it can be suggested
then, that the important, active Executive

Ch~ber

tended

to follow the patterns established in the Legislative
Council (traditionally viewed as the elitist Chamber),
and in doing so, concentrated on selection of membership
from the two important occupational categories of merchant
and professional, ignoring at the same time father-son House
representation outside the two.
Tables 6:9 through 6:12 examine father-son occupational patterns in the three Chambers by denomination.

The

purpose is to discover any differences in representation
patterns among the major denominations.
Table 6:9 examines the Legislative Council patterns.
Anglican father-son representation prevails in the Legislative
Council.

A surprising number (8) are professionals, (four

doctors, four lawyers), in a Chamber in which one would
characteristically expect to find more father-son merchant
representation.

The lawyers, as already mentioned, per-

formed a special function in Council, acting as legal
advisors and solicitors. The doctors, (6), 7 helped lend
some neutral balance to a Chamber biased toward merchant
representation.

While not all doctors were held in the
highest public esteem, 8 one can safely assume that those who
7Six, including the two in the 'Other' category,
(Presbyterians).
8Tocque: Newfoundland, 187~, p. 86.

TABLE 6:9

FATHER-SON OCCPPATIONAL PATTERNS IN LEGISLATIVE BY DENrniNATION

Anglican
Merchant

5

Professional

8

Catholic
2

Other

2

1

13

2

3

Total
9

2

Other

Total

Methodist*

10
1

2

20

*The odd number {3) in tl; ~ Methodist column total results from the son of a
Methodist 'Other' (Cap~~ n) becoming an Anglican Professional (lawyer) late
in the period under study.

~

c.n
C)
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appeared on the Legislative Council fitted this category.
There was no Catholic or Methodist father-son professional
representation on Council.

In addition, Captain Samuel

Blandford, the only member of the 'Other' occugational
category, did not live to see his son, Sidney D. Blandford,
enter the Legislative Council as an Anglican lawyer, and
Edward P. Morris appointee in 1914.
Table 6:10 examines the same patterns for the Executive
Council.
in the

All father-son Executive representation appeared

Catholic~

and Anglican denominations.

While the cells

show a slight Catholic emphasis on professional representation,
the general Anglican-Catholic patterns are similar enough to
have little statistical significance.
In turning to the House, in Table 6:11, a strong
Catholic father-son pattern becomes more in evidence.

Catholic

father-son representation (12) is more or less evenly distributed among the three occupational categories.

Anglican

representation is professionally biased, and, again, there
is no Methodist father-son professional representation in
the House.

In looking at the Executive in relation to the

House, it is seen that both Anglican and Catholic membership
in the former makes use of SO% of the father-son representation available in the House.

Of the six father-son

Methodist representatives in the House, none move on to the
Executive Council representation.

TABLE 6:10

FATHER-SON OCCUPATIONAL PATTERNS IN EXECUTIVE BY DENI:l-1INATION

Total

Anglican

Catholic

Merchant

3

2

5

Professional

1

3

4

1

1

Other

Total

4

6

Methodist

0

Other

0

10

~

c:n

ao

TABLE 6:11

FATHER-SON OCCUPATIONAL PATTERNS IN THE HOUSE BY DENOMINATION

Anglican
Merchant

Catholic

Methodist

Other

Total

4

3

2

9

Professional

6

3

Other

2

5

3

Total

8

12

6

9

10

2

28

~

en
c:Q
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Table 6:12 examines total father and son denominational representation in each of the three Chambers.

Its

purpose is to discern whether there is any significant
imbalance between denominational father-son representation
in the three Chambers.

The hypothesis, "that father-son

denominational patterns were similar for each of the three
Chambers," was tested, and the findings suggest rejection. 9
The cells indicate that there was no Methodist or 'Other'
father-son representation in the Executive.

In addition,

the table suggests that the Executive did not make substantial use of the father-son representation available in
the House.

For one of the Executive Council's most important

inherent characteristics was that, above all else, it was an
innovative Chamber that often functioned in an atmosphere of
immediate political expediency.

Political self-survival was

one of its primary concerns (particularly in the hectic 1880's
and 1890's),and in a period of rapid social and economic
change, one would expect to find less emphasis placed on
traditional inter-generational commitment (the father-son
relationship) and more concern with affairs of the moment.
In the Legislative Council, an appointive body, one might
expect, on the other hand, to find a stronger intergenerational commitment, as was the case.

It is interesting,

9
x2=12.705. With 6 d.f., x2 is significant at the
90% level, significant in this case to warrant rejection.

TABLE 6:12
TOTAL FATHER-SON DENOMINATIONAL PATTERNS

IN THE THREE CHAMBERS
Anglican

Catholic

Methodist

Other

13

2

3

2

Executive

4

6

House

8

12

6

2

28

Tota1

25

20

9

l.J.

58

Legis1ative

Total
20

10

.r;..

=

~
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however, to find this commitment professionally biased rather than merchant - as one would normally expect.

The

Anglican commitment was strongest in the Legislative Chamber;
the Catholic commitment was strongest in the House, possibly
giving some insight into how those two denominational
communities might have viewed their inter-generational
commitment.

With regard to the House, one might find a

regional or district identification underlying father-son
representation.

John N. Rendell, for instance, followed his

father, Stephan Rendell, in representing the district of
Trinity, as did Robert Watson, and his father, Ellis C. Watson,
both represent Trinity as well.

Robert J. Kent and his son,

James M. Kent, both represented St. John's East.

But what-

ever special significance a father-son relationship might have
had for the electorate of a particular district, it was not
always politically transferable to the Executive (government)
level.

The politics of the father in one decade and the

implied commitment to that policy by his son several decades
later, while it might be appreciated at a locaJ. level, was
not necessarily a political asset when viewed from the
dominion level.

A son, whose father had been a former member

of the Executive Council, had no more prerogative for membership in that body than any other member of the House with a
similar class and background.

Executive Council attitudes

reflected an on-going consensus commitment to the policies
of the present.

A .son, following in the political footsteps
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of his

fathe~,

might not necessarily be at the centre of

such a consensus.

Imp1icit in the

fathe~-son

commitment

in politics was that the latter carried with him the certain
formal responsibility of a two generational commitment into
politics, and the actions of the son were often publicly
weighed and

cont~asted

with the former actions of the father.

In looking at intra-generational family re1ationships
found in the three Chambers during the nineteenth century,
the closest, of course, was that of brother and
The extent of this participation

va~ied

b~othe~.

with the

and naturE' of the three Chambers of government.

characte~

It was

almost non-existent in the Legislative Council (only two out
of forty members were brothers); while the Executive Council
could make much more strategic use of brother relationships.
In contrast with the Legislative, two out of every ten
members of the Executive Council

du~ing

the period were

brothers.
Tables 6:13

th~ough

in each of the three

6:16 examines brother relationships

Chambe~s

of government during the period

with regard to occupations of the two participants.

The

purpose is to establish the occupational patterns among
brothers.
Table 6:13 looks at the Legislative Council.
table indicates that the occupational patterns

we~e

The
the same.

Brother membership, in contrast to the

fathe~-son

membershi p

discussed earli er, was qui te limi ted.

In addi tion, brother

TABLE 6:13

OCCUPATIONAL PATTERNS OF OLDER AND YOUNGER
BROTHERS IN THE LEGISLATIVE

Merchant

Professiona1

Other

Tota1

Older Brother

1

1

2

Younger Brother

1

1

2

Total

2

2

4

0

~

=
.....
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membership followed the same patterns as the latter, in
that no two close family relatives appeared in Council at
the same time.

The Legislative Council (while a membership

carried with it as many responsibilities as one cared to
assume) was still an honourific body, and it was by tacit
agreeme~t

among all political factions concerned (including

the governor) that the honour be spread as thinly as possible
across a broad section of the elite community.
Table 6:14 examines the Executive, the Chamber with
the highest percentage of brother-brother participation.
Seventy percent of total brother representation in the House
eventually received portfolios in government.

Of this total

(14), 86% (12) were found in one of the two important
occupational categories of merchant or professional.

Gener-

ally, younger brothers did not attain _the political prominence
of their older brothers. 1 0

Sometimes having an older brother

in politics worked to the distinct disadvantage of the younger

10
Two possible exceptions would be Chief Justice
John Little, the younger brother of Phillip F. Little, first
Island premier under Responsible Government, and himself a
Supreme Court Justice at the age of 36. John Little's active
political career (a five-time M.H.A. from Harbour Main)
did not even start until after his older brother retired
to Dublin in 1866 upon their father's death. The other
was Edward D. Shea, who took over the management of the
family newspaper after the death of his brother, William
R. Shea, in 1844. He was also a three-time M.H.A. from
Ferryland, Cashier of the Newfoundland Savings Bank, and
long-time President of the Legislative Council. His older
brother, Ambrose Shea, was one of the most active politicians
in Newfoundland's nineteenth century history.

TABLE 6:14

OCCUPATIONAL PATTERNS OF OLDER AND YOUNGER
BROTHERS IN THE EXECUTIVE

Merchant

Professional

Other

Total

Older Brother

3

3

1

7

Younger Brother

3

3

1

7

Total

6

6

2

14

~
0)
C)
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brother.

Isaac R. McNeily, solicitor to the House of

Assembly and younger brother of Alexander J.W. McNeily,
could not get elected to the House from Burin in the heated
election of 1889.

A few years later, Maxmaduke Wintert

younger brother of James S. Winter, was also defeated in
Burin in 1894, in part because of the latter's controversial
court ruling in the corrupt election practices unsitting
trials. 11 Both instances were examples of younger brothers
trying to support older brothers who were, at the time,
engaged in controversial political struggles.l2
Occasionally, as one brother faced adversity, the
other experienced a rare moment of opportunity.
case is that of Sidney Woods.

One such

Constantly in the political

11James s. Winter had been presiding Judge in a
politically motivated trial which threatened to destroy the
Whiteway Party. The issues centred on the improper use of
Public Works funds at election time; specifically in the
general election of 1893. Winter had refused to accept
evidence from those charged that their opponents had also
made use of similar practices. Winter's ruling rested not
on the validity of distributing Public Works money to
districts (which was the legal practice), but the questionable position that it had taken place too close to election
time to be considered ethical.
12Neither younger brother, in this case, ever served
in the House. Isaac McNeily died two years later during
the diptheria epidemic of 1891. Marmaduke 'Winter was
unsuccessful in all of his bids for the House. He was
appointed to the Legislative Council in 1910, however, by
Edward P. Morris, in one of the latter's numerous fence-mending
operations.
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shadow of his older brother, Henry J.B. Woods, Sidney had
failed to get elected in his brother's two-member district
of Bay-de Verde in the 1880's.

There did not even seem to

be a place for Sidney in the St. John's family firm of John
Woods and Son, lumber and coal dealers.

Whether by choice

or economic necessity, Sidney Woods had worked only briefly
in his father's firm and then spent most of his career as
a bookkeeper for various other firms, including Ayre's,
John Steer's, and eventually the John Munn firm of Harbour
Grace.

Both brothers were prominent in local Methodist

affairs with the older brother, Henry, again overshadowing
Sidney in Methodist activities.l3

In 1891, however, Sidney

Woods was appointed President of the Methodist Academic and
Literary Institute.

He was, by this time, proprietor of his

own hardware store on Water Street, St. John's.

His political

opportunity came suddenly, in 1893, when his brother, Henry,
was unseated for corrupt election practices. 14 Sidney, in
turn, was elected in a by-election in Bay-de-Verde in 1894,
(an election which was as mu,

a vote of confidence for the

departed Henry as it was a vote for Sidney), and he even

13Henry J.B. Woods was on the Board of Governors of
the Methodist College; Secretary to the St. John's and
Newfoundland Bible Society; and was Superintendent of Sunday
Schools at the Cochrane Street Church since 1882.
14The unseating trials mentioned already, Bay-de-Verde
district had been the test case, and Henry (along with George
Moores, a Bay-de-Verde merchant) had been the first to go.
Thirteen others followed from the House; most being unseated,
some resigning in protest.
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appeared briefly as Financial Secretary in the make-shift
D. J. Greene government of the winter of 1894.

While he

was never elected again to the House, he did make two
bids for a seat from Twillingate; once in 1908, and again
in 1909, though was unsuccessful on both occasions.

Being

'the politically ambitious younger brother of a nineteenth
century politician was not always a rewarding experience.
Table 6: 15 examines the occupational patterns of
older and younger brothers in the House.

Brother patterns

were more balanced among the three occupational categories
in the House than in the other Chambers.

In the 'Other'

category were the McGrath brothers from Placentia, who
carried on a small fishery trade, two Job

Brothers agents

from Trinity, and a fishery establishment bookkeeper.

Of

all the brother repref:;entations, only E. D. and Ambrose
Shea, and E. P. and F. J. Morris, appeared in the House
together, each having been elected from different districts.
E. P. Morris was consistently returned from St. John's West,
while his brother, Frank Morris, had most of his success
as a candidate from nearby Harbour Main.

E. D. Shea was

elected from Ferryland on three occasions, while his older
brother, Ambrose Shea, represented some five different districts (but not Ferryland) in an active political career
that stretched over more than thirty years •

15

Generally,

15 rn a thirty-five year period (1855 -1889) , which
covered ten general elections , Ambrose Shea was defeated
only once; in the Confederation election of 1869.

TABLE 6:15
OCCU}ATIONAL PATTERNS FOR OLDER AND YOUNGER

BROTHERS IN THE HOUSE
Others

Total

Merchants

Professionals

Older Brothers

~

~

2

10

Younger Brothers

~

3

3

10

Total

8

7

5

20

~

-..]
Q
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however, younger brothers ran from the same districts as
their older brothers; usually at some later point in time.
Seventy percent (14) of the brother representation in the
House followed this pattern.

It should be remembered that

intra-family brother participation never happened by mere
chance.

Successful brother representation was always the

outgrowth of many factors, all of which were rooted in the
political strategies and realities of their times,with each
case reflecting its own unique set of circumstances.

But

as the example of Sidney Woods points out, entrance into
politics for the younger brother of an Island politician
could be a frustrating and difficult experience.
Table 6:16 examines the combined occupational patterns
of younger and older brothers in each of the three Chambers.
Its purpose is to establish whether the occupational patterns
were similar in each of the three Chambers of government .
Since the occupational patterns of brothers were surprisingly
similar in each of the three Chambers, little or no distortion
arises in using the combined Chamber totals.

The hypothesis,

"that the occupational patterns of older and younger brothers
were similar in each of the three Chambers," was tested, and
the findings indicate that the hypothesis should be retained.l6

16

x2=3.399. x2 (with 4 d.f.) is significant at only
the 50% level (3.357). The hypothesis, therefore, was
retained.

TABLE 6:16
COMBINED OCCUPATIONAL PATTERNS OF OLDER AND
YOUNGER BROTHERS IN THE THREE CHAMBERS
Merchant

Professional

Other

Total

2

4

Legislative

2

Executive

6

6

2

14

House

8

7

5

20

Total

16

13

9

38

~

~

N
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A visual inspection of the cells readily substantiates this
conclusion.

The Legislative 'population' was obviously too

small to have any statistical significance.

Executive

brother representation, since it was drawn from the House,
would naturally conform with the general representation
patterns found in the House.

Those Executive and House

patterns were more or less in balance with each other, while
at the same time, there was only a slight but noticeable
preference shown in the Executive for brothers who were
engaged in professional and merchant occupations.
Table 6:17 examines the denominational patterns among
brothers in the three Chambers.

Again, the Legislative

'population' is quite small in relation to the two other
TABLE 6:17
DENOMINATIONAL PATTERNS* AMONG BROTHERS IN EACH
OF THE THREE CHAMBERS

Anglican
Legislative

Catholic

Methodist

Total

2

2

4

Executive

4

8

2

14

House

8

10

2

20

Total

12

20

6

38

*There were no 'Other' denominational brother-brother combinations in the three Chamhers during the period under
study.
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Chambers.

The hypothesis, "that brother denominational

patterns were similar for each of the three Chambers,"
was tested.

The findings again suggest, (as with the

brother occupational table), that the hypothesis be retained.17

In examining the cells, the table suggests an

obvious continuity of denominational patterns among
Executive and House membership.

In addition, the denomin-

ational distributions seem significant.

Fifty-three percent

{20) of total three Chamber brother representation was
Catholic.

The brother relationship was an intra-

generational relationship which, in a political context,
could often emphasize the present and immediate.

The father-

son relationship in politics was inter-generational, with
the son often re-affirming the long held political values of
the father.

The Anglican community made most use of the

father-son political relationship.

Forty-two percent of all

father-son political representation during the period were
Anglican. 18 Active political particpation in nineteenth
century Newfoundland was never followed simply as a vocation
by a small group of the business community, as has been

17
X2=S.248. x2 (with 4 d.f.) is significant only
at the 70% level. The findings suggest that the hypothesis
be retained.
18 rrom Table 6:12 (25 of 58 father-son relationships).
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suggested, 19 but was al.ways, (beneath a shell of decorum
and civility), the assertive expression of a way of life.
Father and son participation formed one expression of that
way of life; brother and brother participation formed
another.

When these two expressions were reinforced, at

the same time, by denominational differences, the elite
society demonstrated it was capable of producing its own
unique and complex political expressions and behaviour.
The possibility of inter and intra-generational divisiveness
was inherent even in the elite family process.
In looking at the elite political system general1y,
an analysis of the father-son and brother-brother relationships found in the three Chambers can serve as a profitable
guide to a broader understanding of the nineteen·th century
political system and how it functioned.

For intra-famil.y

pol.itical participation was at the core of nineteenth century
Newfoundland politics.

Close intra-family participation was

as high as 45% of total Executive Council membership, the
active policy-making Chamber of government.

This percentage

does not take into account the possibility of an infinite

19Noel: Politics in Newfoundland, p. 103. Noel
suggests that Newfoundland business never provided the outlets for 'ambit ion' as it did elsewhere, hence 'ambit ion'
turned to 'political ambition.' This was not the case,
certainly, during the period 1855-1914. During that period,
at l.east, men entered pol.itics for exactly the same reasons
men entered politics in Canada or England; namely, to maximize their individual life chances (both material and nonmaterial) through collective, assertive social action.
Politics in nineteenth century Newfoundland was never an
after thought.
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variety of other lesser relationships of importance, such
as second and third cousins, grandsons and grandnephews,
and a variety of in-law combinations.

In addition, it does

not take into account close relatives who might have held
helpful supportive positions to

tho~;e

in politics: relatives

who were in goverrunent civil service, in law, the ministry,
and those who worked for influential fims in the urban
community.

Intra -family participation and mutual support

provided the skeletal structure on which the nineteenth
century elite political system was built.

In addition to

this formal family structure, which often served the politically ambitious, was, of course, a network of close family
friends.

For friendship patterns were often the informal

extensions of the more formal intra-family behavioural
patterns.

Not enough attention has been placed on friendship

patterns in nineteenth century Newfoundland politica1 behaviour.

Easily discernible in the contemporary newspapers

are those who seem to be, on the surface at least, adversaries
in the political process.

But between elections, these same

newspapers carry non-political stories, which collectively,
often reveal the strong currents of friendship patterns among
the urban elite of the Island,
in newspapers adds drama

While rhetorical confrontation

to any historical research, an

analysis of friendship patterns adc'B depth,

For in an elite

community where one was trying, through the political process,
to maximize one's own life chances in an atmosphere where
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others we:re doing the same , it was far more important to
make friends than enemies •
Informal family friendship patterns often :resul.ted
in marriage between family members.

Marriage gene:rall.y

implied pa:rental consent and public sanction by the church,
and therefore it was often viewed as a formal union which
implied a willingness to accept certain responsibilities
related to the past, present, and future.

A married couple

stood in the important pivotal gene:ration between the past
(their pa:rents) and the future (their children).
of goverrunent chose to marry.

Most members

In the Legislative Council

there were only four members (of 70) who remained bachelors •
In the Executive, there were 5 bachelors among a total of 69
representatives, and in the House there were 11 bachelors of
a known 202 members •

There were no known divorces among any

members of the three Chambers, though as high as 10% of the
House of Assembly (20 of 202) had remarried after the death
of their first wives. 20
Table 6: 18 examines ages of members at the time of
their marriages.

All three Chambers, quite naturally, show

almost identical patterns.
between median and mean.

There is even little variation
The size of the House sample (120)

20usually deaths resulted from childbirth. Mid-century
newspapers were often vague as to causes of death, however,
often desc:ribing a variety of deaths as simply, "visitations
from God." It was not until the late 70's and SO's that
newspapet•s became more empirically explicit with regard to
death.

TABLE 6:18

AVERAGE AGE OF MEMBERS OF THE THREE
CHAMBERS AT TIME OF MARRIAGE
Sample

Median
(Yrs.)

Mean
(Yrs.)

Missing

Legislative

(37)

27.0

28.6

(33)

(70)

Executive

('+8)

27,5

29.6

(21)

(69)

(120)

28.0

29.1+

(133)

(253)

House

Total

~
~

00
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is probably closer to accurate averages.

The table suggests

that young men, on the average, spent many years in the
business community before marrying.

This is particularly

true of the first half of the period under study, when many
members received their commercial training in the apprenticeclerk system prevalent on the Island.

It was not unusual for

a young trainee to enter a firm at the age of twelve or
thirteen.

According to Tocque, "The clerks are always em-

played by the year, and generally board at the house of the
merchant."

An austere distance was maintained betweP.n clerk

and family, "with the .family of the merchant rarely (taking)
meals with the clerks," and if so , the meal "is eaten in
silence. 1121

But despite Tocque' s suggestions of the formal

austerity that prevailed in merche.nts' houses, clerks ' "did
manage , on occasion, to marry the daughters of merchants.
Such marriages could furthermore provide, aside from all the
generally accepted blessings and responsibilities, a

sort

of

leap up the nineteenth century social ladder.

merchant had plenty of opportunity to observe the clerk.

The
Once

more, social forwardness on the clerk's part at the dinner
table could be either discouraged or encouraged, depending on
the whims or designs of the family.

Young men could find

their community image altered drastically and somewhat irrev ocably through marr i age.

2lrocque: ~wfoundland, 1877. p. 88.
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M~chael
T. Kn~ght
• JUS
· t one examp 1 e.
~
~
~s

Knight

worked as a clerk for James J. Rogerson, a merchant and
influential Island politicians when he met, in the Methodist
social community, Jemina March, eldest daughter of Stephan
March, 23 a St. John's coal merchant and cod and seal fishery
supplier.

March was a close personal friend of Rogerson;

both were important figures in the hierarchical lay-structure
of the Methodist church.

Rogerson could obviously assure

March as to the trustworthiness and character of young Knight,
something he had personally observed for years.

Once Jemina

and Knight were married, there was the question of Knight's
status and future.

If March brought Knight into his firm,

the latter's position might seem ambiguous to the community,
since March's own son, Stephan R. March,

24

was already a

partner.

The elder March solved this problem by forming a
25
new company, "March an d Kn~ght
~
."
The new firm may have
duplicated some of the services and functions of the old
company, but it nevertheless served as a vehicle to legitimize

22Michael T. Knight, M.H.A., Twillingate, 1885-89;
and again in 1893. Served as Surveyor General.
23 Stephan March, M.H.A., Trinity, 1855; Bonavista,
1859; 1861-65; Trinity, 1865-69.
24
Stephan R. March, M.H.A., Bay-de-Verde, 1885-89.
Both Stephan R., and his brother-in-law, Knight, were
members of the 1885-89 Thorburn party.
25
Patriot, April 14, 1856.
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young Knight, then twenty-four, as a viable and acceptable
member of the St. John's business community.

In addition,

with March as patron, the new firm kept the newly-weds close
within the family circle.
Tables 6:19 through 6:21 examines the birthplace of
members and their wives in each of the three Chambers.

The

purpose is to determine whether there are any noticeable
differences between birthplace patterns among the wives and
members.
Table 6:19 shows the Legislative Council.

Forty-six

percent (22) of Legislative Councillors were born in the United
Kingdom.
Only 4

Of that group, 64% (14) married St. John's-born wives.

(18~

of that group married wives from the United Kingdom.

These findings substantiate those made earlier that nineteenth
century Newfoundland was essentially a new North American soc26
many of the
iety. Despite books suggesting the contrary,
important members of the nineteenth century elite, if they had
been born in England or Ireland at all, had most often come
to Newfoundland in their early teens as apprentices and clerks
to the few large merchant firms, only recently established
themselves.

Some were able to take advantage of an expanding

26Robert Pinsent, Jr., M.H.A., Harbour Grace, 1865-69;
former M.L.C., and later Judge of' the Supreme Court, was also
author of Newfoundland, Our Oldest Colony.

TABLE 6:19

BIRTHPIJ\CE OF MEMBERS OF THE LEGISIJ\TIVE COUNCIL

AND THEIR WIVES
Wives
Members:

(

United Kingdom

St.

Joh~' s

Outports

BNA

1

Total

United Kingdom

4

14

2

2

22

St. John's

2

8

2

2

14

6

1

Outports
BNA

1

1

Total

7

29

5

7

3

5

7

48

.a::-.
00
l\:)
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mid-century fishing economy -many were not.

A few became

wealthy and influential merchants in their own right, attesting to the speculative fluidity of Newfoundland society during
the first half of the nineteenth century and the character of
the fishing economy at that time.

When it was time to marry,

many of these young clerks or merchants were quite willing to
marry within the existing St. John's community.

There was no

thought (except in very few instances) of returning home for
prearranged marriages in the mother country. 27

For the most

part, the elite nineteenth century society was indeed a nineteenth century creation.

Legislative Councillors showed a

preference for wives born in St. John's.

Of the 14 members

who, themselves, were born in St. John's, 8 married daughters
from the urban community.

Even more striking was the number

of members born in the outports (7) who married St. John's
girls (6), and later entered the Legislative Council.

The

patterns generally suggest the decided geographic mobility
among the politically elite members of the Legislative.
United Kingdom born members arrived, settled, and married in
St. John's.

Recently arrived outport members tended to do

the same, while among members who were born in St. John's,
43% (6) married outside the city.

27rn the Legislative Council, the most elite of the
three Chambers, only 7 marriages even remotely resembled
the pre -arranged family variety. Three took place in England;
three centred in Cork, Ireland, and one (a young medical
school graduate) married an Edinburgh girl before returning
to Newfoundland.
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Table 6:20 examines birthplace of members of the
Executive and their wives.

In contrast with the Legislative,

members of the Executive Council born in the United Kingdom
(11) showed less preference for any specific geographic area
when choosing to marry.

Among St. John's-born members (21),

57% (12) married within the St. John's community; the remainder,
married outside.

Outport-born members (17) who did not marry

from their local communities, again showed a preference for
choosing St. John's-born wives (6).

Of the 5 British North

American-born members, 2 Nova Scotians brought their wives
with them when they settled in Newfoundland; a third returned
to Nova Scotia to marry; and a fourth, a Bermuda-born St. John's
merchant, also married a Nova Scotian.
Edward Island-born member eventually

And finally, a Prince

marri~d

in New Brunswick.

Again, the Executive Council shows the same wide horizontal
mobility patterns as the Legislative.
Table 6:21 examines the birthplace of members of the
House of Assembly and their wives.

Of the 40 members of the

House who were born in the United Kingdom, 55% (22) chose
St. John's wives.

Only 19% (7) married in the United Kingdom;

two of these were marriages which took place prior to arrival
in Newfoundland.

A larger percent of St. John's and outport-

born members of the House married within their own communities
than found in the other two Chambers.

Sixty-nine percent (40)

of St. John's-born members (58) chose wives born in that

TABLE 6:20

BIRTHPLACE OF MEMBERS OF THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
AND THEIR WIVES
Wives

Members

~--------------------------JA~----------------------~
f United Kingdom
St. John's
Outports
BNA ~

Total

United Kingdom

2

3

2

I.J.

11

St. John's

2

12

5

2

21

Outports

1

6

10

BNA

Total

5

21

17

17
5

5

11

5LJ.

~

~

CJ!

TABLE 6:21
BIRTHPIACE OF MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY

AND THEIR WIVES

Members

Wives
~-----------------------JA~----------------------

( United Kingdom

St. John's

Outports

BNA

'

Total

United Kingdom

7

22

8

3

40

St. John's

5

40

9

4

58

Outports

3

19

60

1

83

6

11

14

192

5

BNA

Total

15

86

77

~

00

=
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community.

Seventy-two percent (60) of outport members

married wives from their local communities.

Eighty-five

percent (163) of the wives of members of the House of
Assembly during the period were Island-born.

The remaining

15% (29) were distributed equally among the United Kingdom
and Brit ish North America; 15 were born in the fonner, 14 were
born in the latter.
Table 6:22 examines the birthplace of members' wives
in the three Chambers.

The purpose is to establish whether

there was any difference in the patterns found in the three
Chambers.

The hypothesis, "that places of birth of members'

wives were similar in all three Chambers," was tested and the
findings indicate tr·.at the hypothesis should be rejected. 28
In examining the cells, it becomes evident that in the Legislative Council, of the number of wives born in Newfoundland,
85% (29) had been born in St. John's; only 15% (5) had been
born in the outports.

In the Executive, however, only 60%

(21) had been born in St. John's; 40% (17) had been born in
outlying districts.

In the House, the St. John' s-horn per-

centage was even smaller: 53% of the wives had been born in
St. John's; 47% were from outport conununities.

There was a

geographic disparity between birthplace of wives of Legislative
Councillors and the other two Chambers.

28

This suggests a

x2=21. 927. With 6 d.f., x2 is significant at the
99% level (16. 812) , and nearly significant at the 99.999%
level (22. 45 7) •

TABLE 6:22

BIRTHPLACE OF MEMBERS' WIVES IN THE THREE CHAMBERS

Members' Wives

BNA

United Kingdom

St. John's

Legislative

7

29

5

7

48

Executive

5

21

17

11

54

House

15

86

77

14

192

Total

27

136

99

32

294

Outports

Total

~

00

co
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pass ibility of class disparity between the former and latter
Chambers - a point which will be examined below when the
occupations of the wives' fathers is discussed.

There is

also some suggestion that the Legislative Council might have
been more urban in outlook if family mm'ital affiliation can
29
•
be use d as ev1"dence f or sueh a v1ew.

In the Executive and

House , on the other hand ~ with larger concentrations of members
with wives born in the outports, it would seem that possibly
being related by marriage to an outport family might have had
its political advantages in the nineteenth century.

This

would seem particularly true of lower echelon House members,
those who had migrated to the city and found jobs and were in
a position to join political movements in which their major
contribution to a party was that they could probabl.y get
elected in their former districts through joint efforts of
inter-family outport connections.
members married

locally~

A lesser number of outport

and remained and worked in the

tricts in which they \'lere born.

dis~

These members often could

present formidable stumbling blocks to St. John's political
strategists, for they often were indepencl.ent and politically
secure within their own districts.

The general procedure for

29Many urban merchants were, of course, keenly
interested in the outport areas they supplied. They probably
developed the habit of 'speaking for their districts,'
however, and did not deem it necessary to consult their
constituencies. In times of rapid social change, such a
practice could leave a member seriously out of step with h i s
constituenc~· .
The fact that he suppl.ied the district made
many constituencies overlook the credibility gap.
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removing these potentially disruptive political influences
(and a method employed by all parties) was to appoint them
Stipendiary Magistrates as quickly as possible.

There are

numerous instances of this duri.ng the period under study.
Ideally, a Stipendiary Magistrate was a politically neutral
figure, but in reality, of course, he often became the agent
of the party that appointed him.

The party then could, in

turn, funnel future candidates of their choice through the
district and it was often by the efforts of the Magistrate
that they were elected.

The practice, in addition, served

to keep the urban centred party elites in firmer control.
Tables 6: 23 through 6: 25 examine the occupations of
the fathers of members' wives in two Chambers.

The purpose

is to contrast the occupations of members in the two elite
Chambers of government, the Legislative and the Executive,
with those of their fathers -in-law, to see if, through
marriage , there was any occupational

difference~

among members

and their fathers -in-law.
Table 6: 23 examines the Legislative Council.

The

largest member occupation group represented in the table are
the merchants , 31 in number.
daughters of merchants.

Of this group 42% (13) married

Forty-eight percent (15) merchant

members married daughters of fathers with occupations other
than merchant or professional, and only 10% (3) of the merchants married into professional families.

Of the profession-

als, themselves, (9), only 33% (3) married into merchant and

TABLE 6:23
OCCUPATION OF MEMBERS OF THE LEGISlATIVE AND 'll!EIR

WIVES T FATHERS

Wives' fathers
Members:
Merchants
Professionals

,-------------------------------~~~-------------Merchants
Professionals
others
'

1

13

3

15

31

2

1

6

9

9

9

30

49

Others

Total

Total

15

LJ.

~

,_
C-"
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professional families.

Sixty-seven percent (6), meanwhile.

married into families in the 'Other' occupational categories.
In addition, of the 9 Legislative Councillors whose occupations were other than merchant and professional, none married
into families outside of that class (occupations).

Several

conclusions can be drawn regarding family class structure
among Legislative Councillors during the 1855-1914 period.
First, it should be remembered that the Legislative Council
was the elite appointive Chamber of government.

In Chapter S,

it was made clear that Council members tended to be new, rising
middle-class elite men, rather than old-time Fishocracy
Aristocrats, as myth would have it.

The Legislative Council

members had been highly mobile, as was attested by the high
degree of statistical significance attributed to the difference between their occupational patterns and their fathers.
Now, in observing the occupational patterns of members'
fathers -in-law, the same patterns a1•e seen to prevail.

Mem-

bers tended to have higher occupational status than their
fathers -in-law.

Less than half {4-2%) of member merchants

married into merchant families.

Two-thirds of professionals

married into families below merchant or professional status,
and of the 9 members from lowe::- ranking

occupations~

married outside those occupational categories.

none

In addition,

there was a strong merchant membership bias among Councillors
(31) •

This factor, coupled with the strong merchant and

'Other' occupational biases of their fathers-in-law, would
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possibly tend to render the Legislative Councillors
unsympathetic, or at l':!ast considerably indifferent to new
or professionally oriented views. 30 Whatever the validity
of such an hypothesis, it was certainly evident that there
was a scarcity of the professional view among Legislative
Councillors and their fathers-in-law.
Table 6:24 examines the selectively elite Executive
Chamber.

An examination of the cells reveals that the dis-

parities between occupational status of Executive Council
members and their fathers-in-law is even more pronounced
than in the Legislative Council.

Out of 24 merchant members

of the Executive, only one-third (8) married daughters of
merchants.

Two-thirds (16) married into families outside

of merchant or professional occupational categories.

And of

the professionals themselves {20), only 35% (7)s married into
professional and merchant families.
married outside those categories.

Sixty-five percent {13)
Of those in the 'Other'

categories, only 1 member managed to marry outside that
category. 31

The same professional disparity appears in the

Executive Council.

Of the 20 professional members, only 10%

30This is simply an hypothesis based on the assumption
that the occupational biases of the members and their fathersin-law tended to reinforce each other, and that occupational
pursuit tends to shape one's views anu attitudes of the
world. There would obviously be exceptions, particularly by
nineteen hundred when almost anything seemed possible.
31The member was George Shea, manager of Shea & Co.,
{Ambrose Shea's firm). George Shea, a Catholic, married
Judge Pinsent's daughter, an Anglican.

TABLE 6:24
OCCUPATIONS OF MEMBERS OF THE EXECUTIVE AND THEIR
WIVES' FATHERS

Members:

r
Merchants

Professionals

Others

Total

Merchants

8

-

16

24-

Professionals

5

2

13

20

Others

-

l

13

14

3

42

58

Total

13

~

=
~
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(2) married daughters of professionals.

All three member-

ship occupational categories in the Executive showed a bias
for daughters of families outside the merchant and professional class.
Table 6:25 compares the occupations of the fathersin-law of members in the Executive and Legislative Councils.
Its purpose is to establish that the occupational backgrounds
of the wives' families were similar in these two elite
Chambers.

If this holds true, it would help to fortify the

suggestion put forward in Chapter 5 relating the prevailing
myth of a long established aristocratic fishery society.
Table 6: 25 sets out to exatuine whether any elite occupational
disparity might have existed between members' fathers-in-law
in the two Chambers.

The hypothesis, "that Executive and

Legislative Council members' fathers-in-law came from similar
occupational backgrounds," was tested, and the findings
suggest that the hypothesis be retained. 32 The occupational
patterns of the fathers-in-law of members in both Chambers
are quite similar.

Tables 6:23 and 6:2ij have already strongly

suggested members were more highly mobile than their fathersin-law.

Table 6:25 suggests these patterns were similar for

both Chambers.
The point of emphasis here has nothing to do with
negating the economic and political power enjoyed by the
elite members during the period under study.
32x2=l.S37.
SO% level (1.386).

There is no

With 2 d.f., x2 is significant at the
The hypothesis was therefore retained.

TABLE 6:25
OCCUPATIONS OF MEMBERS' FATHERS-IN-LAW IN THE

LEGISLATIVE AND EXECUTIVE COUNCILS
Merchants

Professionals

Others

Total

Legislative

15

4-

30

4-9

Executive

13

3

lJ.2

58

Total

28

7

72

107

Fathers-in-Law:

~
~
0)
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reason at this time to doubt Tocque's suggestion, that
"the merchants occupy the most important position in the
social character of St. John's." 33 Tocque was writing in
1877, however, and the fishery was at its peak.

In the

1880's and 90's, the political aspect of that 'most important position' was to be seriously Challenged. But Tocque's
references to a "fishocracy"are unfortunate. 34 He compares
them with the Boston merchants, implying that a dynastic
pattern had developed among the urban merchants.

Tocque

might have been unconsciously thinking of the future when
he observed the merchant class in the 1870's,for their
position, at that time, had never looked more

secur~.

Since they were the only group on the Island who could
manage to accumulate wealth in any degree, there was reason
for hMa to think that, indeed, dynasties had been established.
But except

fc~

a very few firms, this was not to be the case.

Tocque saw St. John's elite society as a caste system where
the merchant and professional classes "rarely, if ever,
hold any social intercourse with the others~ 35

He suggests

that small grocers, master mechanics, schooner-holders and
fishermen, were excluded from anything but the most perfunctory social contact with the elite, stating that, "There
33 Tocque: Newfoundland, 1877. p. 86.
34 Ibid., p. 86.
35 Tocque: Newfoundland, 1877. p. 86.
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is no colony belonging to the British Empire where influence
and name tend so much to form caste in society, and whet•e
it is more regarded than in St. John's. " 3 6 But, Tocque' s
rather strong impressionistic statement is somewhat misleading.

There was more fluidity in Tocque's elite world

than his statement suggests.

There is no reason to believe

that the political elite was not just as family-name-conscious
as the families to whom Tocque refers.

Yet, with regard to

marriages among the political elite in the Legislative
Council, 37 only 21% (10) married into politically prominent
Island families.

An additional 8.5% (4) married into in-

fluential merchant families, while the remaining 70% married
into what can best be described as modest middle class
families.

In the Executive, 38 31% (18) married into politic-

ally influential families.

An additional 6. 9% (4) married

into influential merchant or professional families.

The

remaining 62% again married into modest middle class families.
In the House of Assembly, 39 only 19% of membership (34)
married into politically influential families.

Twenty-two

percent (39) had married daughters of influential merchant

36Ibid., pp. 86-87.
37using a sample of 47 of a possible 70.
38 Executive sample, (58).
39House sample, {179).
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or professional families.

The remaining 59% (106) married

into modest middle class families or below.

There is reason

to doubt, therefore, that a caste system (using Tocque's
phrase) did exist.

It was a class system which was far

less aristocratic than Tocque implies, however, and far
more broadly middle class in character.

A great deal of

mobility was possible in this small middle class society.
A family could be modestly middle class in one generation,
and 'fish aristocrats' in the next.

The St. John's urban

middle class, therefore, had good reason to keep alive the
contemporary myths relating to a nineteenth century Island
aristocracy.
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CONCLUSION
The nineteenth century political system was built
on a foundation of elite family participation.

Forty-two

percent of all Legislative Councillors were, in some way,
closely related to each other.

The same was true with

45% of the Executive representation and 26% of all House
of Assembly representation.

In the two most

~portant

Chambers of government, this intra-family participation
was at its highest.
Father-son inter-generational participation tended
to be highest in the Legislative Council.
form of intra-family
in that Chamber.

~epresP.ntation

In addition, this

showed an Anglican bias

The Executive and House were both less

dependent on father-son representation patterns.

Again,

while Anglican father-son representation is noticeable in
these two Chambers, there tends to be a slight bias toward
Catholic father and son representation in the Executive and
House.
Brother-brother (intra-generational) participation
is strongest in the Executive Council, a Chamber in which
representation of this type was most likely to have maximum
strategic political effect.

If there was any inter-

generational divisiveness in these patterns, (the intergenerational patterns of father and son versus the intra-
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generational patterns of brother and brother), it could well
have been accentuated by the denominational variable:
father and son relationships tended to be Anglican, while
the brother-brother relationships were often Catholic.
In both groups, however, each tended to follow similar
occupational patterns; sons often followed their father's
occupations, younger brothers followed the patterns of older
brothers.
In looking at marriage, members married, on average,
at age 28.

In the Legislative Council, there was a strong

preference for finding St. John's wives.

This was equally

true for both United Kingdom-born members and outport-born
members.

In the Executive Council, however, an electorally

sensitive Chamber, United Kingdom membership marriage
patterns were much more widely spread throughout the Island
community.

St. John's-born members also married outside

their community and outport-born members showed a strong
preference for St. John's born girls.

In the House, 72%

of outport-born members had found outport wives, however.
Of all wives of members in the House, 85% were Island-born.
In comparing the marriage patterns of the three Chambers,
they showed significant statistical differences; the
Legislative showed a strong bias for St. John's born wives,
while the Executive and House exhibited much more balance
between town and outport.
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Turning to the fathers-in-law of members, it
generally follows in the three Chambers that members more
often out-ranked their fathers-in-law in class (occupational)
status.

This conclusions rests on taking an aggregate view

of each of the three Chambers.
individual exceptions.

There are, naturally,

Thirty-one merchant members of the

Legislative Council, for instance, married only 13 daughters
of merchants.

In the Executive, 24 merchant members

married only B daughters of merchants.

Of the 20 professionals

in that Chamber, only 7 married daughters of merchants and
professionals.

These patterns were sustained in both the

Executive and Legislative Councils, the two most elite
Chambers of government.

Both Chambers show members whose

fathers-in-law have little professional occupational status.
Even lawyer-members married very few daughters of lawyers.
The nineteenth century legal community on the Island was a
unique and insular body.

Since members generally were of

higher occupational status than their fathers-in-law (and
their own fathers, for that matter), it is suggested that
they might have possibly wielded political power disproportionate to their actual position in society.

When a

politically ambitious young merchant married the daughter
of a sailing captaiu with a large influential family in the
outports (as was sometimes the case in mid-nineteenth century
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Newfoundland), 1 the captain could easily become the local
political agent of the young merchant.

At the same time,

however, he could exercise very little influence over the
younger merchant, because of the hierarchical nature of
Newfoundland society in general (captains took orders from
merchants, and did not give them) and, in addition, his (the
captain's) lack of understanding of the strange urban world
in which the merchant operated.

The result was that the urban

elite could make political demands on the society which lay
outside their class system, while at the same

·:~ime

that 'outside

society' had little right to make firm reciprocal demands on
them.

Such non-reciprocal political relationships gave the

urban elite an unprecedented political power.

The caste system,

that Tocque mentions, was actually a class system which insured
that an unprecedented political power would continue to rest in
the hands of the right families.
An examination of this elite class group shows it to be
a much more flexible and mobile middle class group than most
of the literature implies.

It was aristocratic only in the

sense that it professed to be the best of class (in this case,
the middle class).

In practice, however, there was less intra-

group quality control (particularly after the 1880's) than has
been implied.

For within its own ranks, there was a great deal

of opportunistic chance for advancement among its lower echelon
middle class members.

The fascination with maintaining family

1 It was not unusual for merchant's sons to marry captain's
daughters during the height of the old fishing economy. This
pattern changed l~ter in the century, however. There are no
examples of M.H.A. steamer captains marrying into late nineteenth century society.
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names and identities was the natural outgrowth of the type
of society nineteenth century Newfoundland maintained.

If

it was true that the elite of St. John's were more concerned
with name and family than any other community in the British
Empire, as Tocque suggests, (which seems highly doubtful at
best), it was simply the natural outgrowth of the nineteenth
century system.

The urban middle class colonial elite rar. an

Island plantation economy.

Unfortunately, however, the Island

rural working class were not black.

They came from West

Country , England, and the South Coast of Ireland.

In black

labour force Island plantations, there was little need to
spend much time on

indoc~rinating

niceties of the system.
any self-gratifying

the blacks on the ideological

They were automatically excluded from

pa~ticipation

in the larger colonial

system itself, and usually there were special laws seeing to
it that this continued to be the case.
In Newfoundland, however, this was not true.

Since

merchant and fisherman were white, an elaborate system of
artificial barriers had to be erected to separate the middle
class colonials from the Island labour force.

This was

particularly true, since the fortunes of the colonial middle
class often rose and fell.

In addition, middle class colonials -

a highly geographically mobile group - could often come and
go with amazing regularity.

The class system then, not only

protected the local colonial middle class from intrusions
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names and identities was the natural outgrowth of the type
of society nineteenth century Newfoundland maintained.

If

it was true that the elite of St. John's were more concerned
with name and family than any other community in the British
Empire, as Tocque suggests, (which seems highly doubtful at
best), it was simply the natural outgrowth of the nineteenth
century system.

The urban middle class colonial elite ran an

Islanrl plantation economy.

Unfortunately, however, the Island

rural working class were not black.

They came from West

Country, England, and the South Coast of Ireland.

In black

labour force Island plantations, there was little need to
spend much time on indoctrinating the blacks on the ideological
niceties of the system.

They were automatically excluded from

any self-gratifying participation in the larger colonial
system itself, and usually there were special laws seeing to
it that this continued to be the case.
In Newfoundland, however, this was not true.

Since

merchant and fisherman were white, an elaborate system of
artificial barriers had to be erected to separate the middle
class colonials from the Island labour force.

This was

particularly true, since the fortunes of the colonial middle
class often rose and fell.

In addition, middle class colonials -

a highly geographically mobile group - could often come and
go with amazing regularity.

The class system then, not only

protected the loca.l_

middle class from intrusions

~olonial
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from withins i.e. the fisherman labour force, but from
intrusions from without, i.e. newly arrived middle class
colonials of their own rank.

Tocque is probably over-

stating this uniqueness he found in St. John's society.
This elite class system was probably prevalent in most
~rban

centres of largely white empire colonies of the time.

Its uniqueness lies in the fact that it was the local
colonials, themselves, who created these societies.

These

societies of middl2 class elites were highly mobile and the
colonial world held out hope for some of the exploitive
opportunities undreamed of by most of the members of their
class in the mother country.

An elite class system, such as

Tocque describes, afforded this middle class the maximum
of geographic mobility and opportunity.

A person of middle

class rank could travel from one white colonial society to
another and have no difficulty in fitting in with the proper
group.

The myth of the colonial aristocracy, therefore,

(Tocque's 'fishocracy') served many valuable social

functio~s.

All power options remained with the middle class colonial
elite.

No matter how ephemeral or sporadic were the

car~ers

of members of this class, it was the class system itself
that was held in highest adulation.

The individual members

might come and go, but the system lived on.
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OHA.Pn:R VII
SUMMATION ADD OOBCLUSIOB

It is now possible to restate briefly the findings

ot the thesis

and

to place into proper

pers~ctive

the

relative importance of each of the variables discussed.
It has been seen that the members of the Legislative
and Executive Councils tended to enter those two Chambers,

by two entirely different processes, at the same age (48
years).

Members of the House, on the other hand, usually

entered active political careers between thirty-six
forty years of age.

and

There were three important

denominations present in the three Chambers; Catholic,
Anglican and Methodist,
division.

and

not

simpl~

a Catholic-Protestant

Differences in place of birth were found to have

a high degree or statistical significance among the three
Chambers; the Legislative Council having a high percentage
of United Kingdom born, the Executive Council
showing less foreign born.

and

the House

The differences found in the

membership residency patterns of the three Chambers also
shoved a high degree or statistical significance.

T.he

Legialative Council had few outport members, though 2!1% of
its members were St. John's residents with outport backgrounds.

The Executive Council had 39% of ita membership
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either outport members or those with a former outport
background.

~e

House, on the other hand, had

~

representation from these two categories with a surprising
~

actual outport residents.

This would suggest that the

Executive Council (which drew heavily on St. John's
residents with outport backgrounds) did not follow the
established residency patterns found in the Rouse during
the period.

There was found to be little significant

difference in education between the three Chambers.

The

Executive Council showed the highast percentage of those
with secondar, education (many of whom were later lawyers)
while the Legislative Council showed the highest percentage
of University graduates (mostly doctors).

T.he House, as

would be expected, showed the highest percentage of those
with only an elementary education.

The place where members

received their education was closely linked with place of'
birth.

Contrary to local myth, few St. John • s political.

elite residents had been sent abroad to schools during the
period.

The doctors, of course, ere the exception.

But

probably no more than ten or .ti.tteen of the 392 members in
this stucly were sent from Newf'oundl8Dd to schools in the
United Kingdom or British North America.

Almost

invariably, those who had received education in the United
Kingdom, did so before coming to lfewf'oundland.

With regard to geographic patterns, it was seen that
generally, geographic local preference was not a strong
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factor in candidacy selection during the period. There are
some moderate to strong exceptions to this rule (mainly
.f'rom Conception Bay, and l3onavista and Jrogo in the North) ,
and the pattern persists throughout the period.
Denominational preference, not

geograp~,

aeemed to

be the most important determinant in candidate selection.
Districts generally seemed most often to follow denominational
lines although there were exceptions.

Some Northern

Districts showed a continued recognition of certain Anglican
candidates even after the Region had shifted toward
Methodism.

On Conception Bay, the Districts of Harbor Grace

and Port-de-Grave moved toward Anglican

representatio~

in

contrast to local denominational distributions. Anglicans
were represented disproportionate to their numbers in the
South Coast Districts of Burin, Fortune, and Burgeo and
LaPoile.
In turning to occupation and class, it was seen that
political participation was limited to relatively tew
occupational categories in the House and an even smaller
number in the Legislative

and

the Executive Councils. All

could be considered middle class, lower middle class (and
more rarely working class) categories of the period. The
uniqueness of the lfevtoundland situation rested in the fact
that total Island membership in these categories was small;
certainly no more than ten percent of the Island's male
population.

In addition, the urban centre of St. John's

5QP
contained the largest numerical concentration of citizens
engaged in these occupations. The two most important
occupational groups were the merchant and professional
classes.

The merchant class did not directly dominate

nineteenth century Newfoundland politics as much as has
been suggested.

Even during the traditional fishing period

(1855-1880), merehant representation by constituency usually

averaged about

4C~

or less, with Conception Bay and Burin

consistently showing the highest merchant representation.
It vas found that there was a statistically significant
difference in the occupational structures ot the two elite
Chambers of government; the Legislative and Executive
Councils.

Merchants dominated the former, and professionals

(mostly lawyers), were the largest single occupational
group in the latter. There was also a significant
imbalance between religion

and

class in the tbree Chambers.

Methodism shoved a pronounced deficiency in professional
class representation in all three Chambers. This etrongly
suggests that beneath the evidences ot inter-denominational
antagonisms in the 1885-1914 period, there were far more
irresolvable political issues at stake.

There were more

concrete issues directly relating to geograpbl (rural
versus urban), economics (old

econo~

versus the new), and

ot equal importance, a disparity in professional
representation.

Unlike the other tvo major denominations,

the Methodist coJIIIIUDity of the North shoved an occupational
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rigidity that made 8D1 acceptance of the new economy
position di.tficult.

It was the professional classes in the

other denominations who helped facilitate the eventual
reconciliation of the warring economy factions.

In

1909 1

Methodist support for the progressive-minded Feople's F8rty
came .trom Coneeption Bay and Burin, not f'rom the heavily
Methodist Northern Region.

~e

social mobility of'

Legislative and Executive Councillors vas striking during
the period.

Both groups came from similar backgrounds, and

both groups generally outranked their fathers with regard to
occupation.

There vas, however, a significant occupational

difference between the (often competing) Legislative and
Executive Councils.

This would suggest that the political

confrontation between the old

econo~

and new econom1

factions vas essentially an intra-middle class confrontation
between two more or less socially similar groups, despite
existing myths to the contrary.

This would also suggest

that politics during the period, far from being a vocation

as has been suggested elsewhere, plqed a fundamental and
integral part in the success strategy of the participating
members.
In looking at kinship and marriage, it vas found

that intra-family participation in politics in nineteenth
centur,J Kevfoundland vas high.

In the Legislative Council,

it vas nearly forty-two percent. . The Executive Council was
even higher at torty-tive percent and in the House, close
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intra-family participation reached twenty-six percent
during the period.

There was a significant imbalance in

the family relationships in the two most important Chambers;
the Legislative Council showed a father-son bias, while in
the Executive· Council, a more active Chamber, the brotherbrother relationship was more noticeable.

With regard to

denomination and family, the Legislative Council showed the
most number of Anglican father-son relationships.

The

Executive Council and House, on the other hand, showed a
slight Catholic father-son bias.

Brothers tended to follow

the same occupations as their older brothers (as did son
usually follow father), and while brother-brother patterns
were similar in the three Chambers, Catholics showed a
greater tendency toward successful brother-brother
representation.

Patterns in the Legislative and Executive

Councils show that, generally, members occupationally outranked their fathers-in-law.

In the Legislative Council,

for example, of thirty-one merchant members, only thirteen
married daughters ot merchants.

The same patterns hold for

the Executive Council, where twenty-tour merchant...embers
married only eight daughters of merchants.

In addition,

with respect to the professional class in the Executive
Council, of tventJ professional members, only seven married
into merchant or professional families.

Membership in both

Councils, regardless of occupation, married into few
professional families during the period.

Marriages among
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members in both Councils reveal a rising middle class
pattern, and contrary to the myth, the member himself, most
generally, was of higher class status (occupation) than
either his own father or father-in-law.
There is much evidence to suggest that this numerically small middle class community sat at the pinnacle of
nineteenth century Newfoundland society.

Within this group

was a great deal of flexibility and mobility (both up and
down) , though members :carely were allowed to fall through
the floor of the middle class.

The son of a defunct urban

fish merchant family, for example, was generally afforded
class protection by being taken as a clerk in the firm ot a
family friend.

The tiMings suggest that among this middle

class group in nineteenth century Newfoundland, a political
career extended one's influence beyond that which had
formerly been attained by father and father-in-law alike,
which most likely (at least among the successful) elevated
one's status and improved one's chances for success.
Probably ot all the variables examined, family and
class stand out as the most important for recruitment into
politics in Newfoundland, and for explaining the interrelationships of the other findings.

All districts

produced their hierarchical family elites.

Generally,

these elite families coincide with certain occupational
categories which, in turn, were broadly accepted as elite
claes occupations.

It vas also generally recognized during
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the dominant years of the traditional fishing econ0J111 that
the most influential Island families lived in St. John's.
In many of the rural districts, tho local elites were more

interested in extending their own local power base than
participating directly in the St. John's political sphere.
The practice in

m~

important political districts of

yielding local preference and accepting St. John's
resident candidates served the interests of both the local
and urban elites; f'or the local elites found salaried civil

service positions in or near their local communities a more
satistactor, aim than the prospect of serving in the House

ot Assembly in distant St. John's. Otten a term in the
Bouse, however, was a means toward acquiring the proper
local civil service position.

In practice, local preference

was often sacriticed for the long term aim of local

community social stability. By shifting direct political
responsibility out of the rural communit,, a great deal of
pressure could be removed from the local community
regardless of changing political climatos in St. John's.
The use ot absentee politicians made the local political
process more speculative than real and minimized the
chances of internally politicalizing rural communities.

At

the same time, the practice gave politic ally :11otivated St.
John's elites the opportunity to expand their political
iDtluence into rural areas. By living in St. John's, the
politician, in turn, could establish himself as the distant
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urban benefactor rather than local representative subject
to direct political pressure. The system worked
satisfactorily as long as the fishing economy held a
monolithic sway over the :Island's activities and urban
denominational elites were more or less in tacit agreement
vith regard to maintaining a social status quo which

perpetuated their social standing.

Denominational

competitivi sm., the introduction of an alternative econoQ
and the subsequent growth of urban populism al.l contributed

to disrupt the relative tranquil! ty which had existed through
the 1870's.
Denominationalism, which served as a strong
communivative link between families and the e1ite social
structure, was hardly distinguishable from the existing
hierarchical denominational. structures.

Since all major

denominational headquarters were in St. John' s, it followed
that the churches' lay-organizational system helped to
legitimize the urban elites position of rare:ty questioned
social and economic

Isl~

leadership.

The church - not

the Island government -vas the main social stabilizing
force on the Island at mid-century and all el.ites leaned
heavily toward at least tacit church sanction for the
legitimization of their activities.

In times of crises,

such as depressions and poor fishing seasons, it vas tacitly
understood that the churches were the active organs for
maintaining social stability and law and order. The
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denomdnations served as

sel~-disciplining

organizations,

each responsible for the conduct of their own membership.
In addition, the denominational systems provided the only

rea1 instrument ot intrtt-Island communication throughout
most of the period.

It provided the chief communicative

political link: between urban and outport elitea (for they
often had little else in common), with the latter often
willing to concede to the hierarchical prerogatives of the
former, providing that such commitments did not threaten
the outport elite's local sphere ot power. It vas this
tacit accommodation between urban and outport elites,
re~orced

through denominational affiliation that made the

nineteenth century politica1 system York, and in turn,
helps explain some of the geographic patterns of
representati.on developed in this thesis.
Despite the fact that the character

o~

Bewfoundland

politics changed sharply during the 1885-1914 period when
Island politics became intensely more issue-oriented, the
changes in geographic representation, while noticeabl.e in
some districts, were not markedly different from that of the
earlier period.

While members of mazcy new tamil.ies enter

politics after 1885, this new group did not dif'f'er
significantly in occupational status than their predecessors.
Host belonged either to the commercial or professional
classes as had the traditional fishing econom;y group.

In

addition, residency patterns remained basically the same,
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although the St. John's residents with outport backgrounds
took on a new political signif'ieance in the latter period as
politics moved more directly toward an openly popular base.
Jl'ormer outport resident members were able to establish
tangible connerlons vith newly influential outport families
in areas directly effected by old versus new econoDQ' issue.
With the growth of urban and rural populism in the latter
period, the importance of family connerlons with regard to
polities took on a new dimension and in some districts was
much more actively roli tical and competitive than in earlier
periods when the Island tended to more or less unquestioningly
accept a denominationally sanctioned hierarchical system.
Hot onlJ' did inter-denominational competition increase in the
1atter period, but in mar4 districts, there was increased
intra-denominational competition as well t particu1arly on the
.Avalon Peninsula and Conception Bay.

As a result, the

churches gradually lost their traditional credibi1ity with
respect to taking monolithio stands on political issues
(though the church organizational machinery remained intact)
aDd the growth

or

a. more openly seou1ar populism produced

m&Jl1 new family poli tica1 alliances between outport and
St. John's.

.And yet, the members ot this new political

movement, as already mentioned, dittered 11ttle in class
characteristics and background f'rom. their predecessors the traditional outport e1ite who had managed to maintain
1ocal social order and stability by resisting the eventual
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internalization ot the local political process. The new
leaders were most often members of families who were outport
merchants, suppliers, captains or local civil servants.

It

seems that even in the growing populist climate, the movement
turned toward traditional class leadership (though the
ideology might have stressed reform), possibly, in part, to
legitimize the

~haracter

of the movement. The old rural

hierarchical order was chal.lene;ed by new popularly supported
leadership who represented the same class.

The new populist

leaders then, were not out to destroy the old hierarchical
system, they merely intended to take over its macMnery.
The same is true
1880·1914 period.

Pew

o~

the new urban politicians ot the

dit~ered

in class characteristics

trom their urban predecessors. Most were newly arrived
members o:t the commercial and pro.tessional classes.

They

were. on the whole, younger men, and some may have been more
flexible in their political viewpoints (particularly the
la1eyer class) since :tev represented a second generational
po1itical. commitment.

Though they were !rom similar class

backgrounds and represented a new middle class generation,
they divided on posi tiona relative to political issues as
readily as had their predecessors a generation before.
It was members from this group, who in the late
nineteenth centur'l, were best sui ted opportunistica11;y to
take political advantage of the

g:r-~ving

currents of urban

populism with its emphasis on reforms and high expectations.
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As Island politics became more urban, many or the St. John's
resident members .trom this group who had direct outport
family affiliations, became strategically more important to
all urban party organizations.

An increasing number began

to appear on the Executive Councils.

But despite a period

of economic uncertainty and growing social unrest which
ch~acterized

the late nineteenth century, the old

hierarchical occupational and class structure of Newfoundland
society remained intact at the beginning of World War I.
There was a widespread upheaval within the political elite
~auks

itself' during the 1890 • s.

This upheaval was the

direct result of all political factions seeking new
-~ignments

in order to restore at least a quasi-stability to

an existing hierarchical system that had been forced to come
to terms with universal male surfrage and a secret ballot.
It was during this period that most or the currently popular
political myths were born, namely that the

Peopl~'

s Party

of 1909 soaehow represented a new political system built
around a new all embracing ideology.

A

sharp distinction

had to be drawn between the 'old system' and 'the

ne~•.

The old Vater Street merchant class came to represent
eve~thing

antiquated and evil to a new party dedicated to

progressivism and the tuture.

In reality, however, the old

politically active Water Street merchants who were not
already dead had, for the most part, withdrawn from active
politics by the 1890's; they made a convenient non-existent
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scapegoat.

The People's Party introduced

a new e2!'a of

modern secular politics; their leader, Edward P. Morris,
spoke out with a new secular righteousness on the evils of
sectarianism in politics.

In reality, however, while it

was true that the new party no longer needed the direct
ritualistic blessing ot any ot the churches' hierarchy the political power of the government could now effectively
challenge the political power of the chureh, at least on
the Avalon Peninsula and Conception Bay - it did not mean
that rather brutal election altercations ceased to take
place at the local levtJl, some tacitly sanctioned by Morris
himself, in which theJ•e were blatant sectarian overtones"'
The People's

~Y

would see to it that the Island would

never be directly dominated by the old merchant class again.
In truth, however, the Island was in fact, never directly

dominated by the merchant class.

During the 1855-1880

period, what direet merchant political control there was, had
depended on tenuous alliances and accommodation with outport
elites, a practice which certainly did not end with the political rise to pwer of the People's Party.

The old merchant

class were viewed as 'Aristocrats' whose families had held
the Island in bondage !or centuries.
contr8.17 to fact.

This, of course, was

The merchant class 'Aristocrats' had been

a rising nineteenth century middle class phenomena.

Host

had come from modest backgrounds and had only ·s ecured a
tenuous political hold on Island public

a!!~irs

when they
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came under political attack in the 1880's. The People's
Party were seen somehow to represent the fisherman's cause
against traditional merchant abuse.

In reality, however,

the fishermen were outside the People's Party's ideology
altogether.

Since the party's popular strength came from

the Avalon Peninsula and Conception Bay - areas no longer
heavily committed to the fishery after the late 1880's the fish merchants • generally, became a convenient negative
rallying cry.

Any

party whose popular validation rested on

an anti-fish merchant ideology was, by implication, antifishermen in sentiment, since the interests of fishermen and
fish merchant should coincide.

The People's Party movement

was somehow reflective or total Island popular sentiments
at that time.

This, however, was little more than St. John's

wishful thinking.

The movement was extremely provincial in

character and its strength was centred in those areas where,
for tl:Le meat part, the labouring forces were most willing
to reject the traditional fishing economy and move toward a
modern progressively oriented foreign investment economy
which emphasized the exploitation of interior natural
resources.

The People's Party movement was somehow a class

struggle with the people of the Island emerging as victors
and their elected representatives were merely their public
servants.

More correctly, the People' s Pe.rty victo:r:y was

the urban political accommodation of the long struggle
between the new economy

spokesme~

and

the old.

The political
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participants on both sides were essentiall7 ot the
occupational classes and backgrounds.

What had

s~e

esaential~7

been a struggle between middle class elites was resolved in
a tacit accommodation of those elites which produced,

~ust

prior to 'World 'War I, a quasi-political stabilit7, which later
ran into serious political and
war.

tis~al

difficulties atter the

In the meantime it there had been any victor in this

strusgle, it was the politicall7 active, progressive-minded
wing of the urban middle class.

They were in a position to

take advantage of their new middle men position in the new
urban-elite alignment.
The tact that these

~hs

continue to persist, even

today, is evidence of how deeply felt the popular

of the past vas at the turn of the century.

re~ection

~e

inconsistencies and irrationalities inherent in

m~

ot

these myths (preserved tor posterity in the newspaper riles

ot the times) are historieally dated stumbling blocks to a
richer analysis of the times in which a much more accurate
picture of nineteenth ceutur,J Newfoundland societ7 can be
draw.n.

~s

thesis has tried to suggest the possibility

ror a nelc political histo17 ot Hevtoundland with special
emphasis related to social and economic factors.
tr, to as&ess more realistically the old
th" subsequent challenge by the new.

econ~

It should
period and

It should take into

consideration the social and regional character of nineteenth
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cent~

and

Newfoundland society.

T.he exclusion of all women

some sevenizy or eighty percent of the male population

from the active political process during most of the
nineteenth centur,y should not discourage attempts to
analyze at least the relationship these groups had with
the political process as a whole.

And finally, the active

and most mobile groups of nineteenth

cen~

Bewtoundland

society should be more realistically assessed with relation
to who they were and what positions

and

views they really

represented with relation to members of their own class
and society as a whole.

This thesis, as in most of Newtoundl8Dd historiography,
places the omnipresent and omnipotent •merchant• is at the
centre of the stage.

But, it should be kept in mind that in

any careful assessment of the commercial classes of the

period, a Water Street coal dealer, while a merchant, was
not necessarily a 'merchant prince'.
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